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r~~. In modern armies , electronics represents the main means for corn-
manding troops and for directing combat . All types of armed forces

utili ze thousands of var ious complex ins tallations for radio , radar ,
computers , television and others. The electronic equipment for mili-

tary needs is increasing daily. Today there are hardly any wea-

pons in which electronics is not represented in one way or another.

Broad military applications of electronics have brought. about

a new prob lem for science and techno logy: to paralyze the opera tion
and effects of the enemy ’s electronic equipment and thus deprive him

of his capability to command and direct combat. There are a number

of measures and methods that can be used against electronics of the
enemy. New tactical methods that have been developed are electronic

surveillance , electron ic coun termeasure s, and electron ic defense ,
each of which is finding more and more application every day.

The operational staff of units that use electronics must be fam-

iliar with the characteristics of the interfering signals , so that

they can undertake effective countermeasures within a short time.
It is equally important that the operational staff of other units —

which may be the object of the electronic action and counteraction
interference -, understand the elements of electronic interference.

This monograph is divided into 15 chapters. The first three
contain general explanations of the influence of electronic counter-
measures on the development of technology and tactics. The fourth
chapter repre sents a mor e thoroug h description of electronic actions
and counteractions in the past , and particularly during the Second
World War . The rest is related to- the methodology of various types

of counteractions and useful directions for their application .

The last , 16th chapter , lists literature used by the author.

The historical part is based mainly on the data from the Western
sources. The reason for this is lack of data from eastern war oper..
ations and great differences in methods of warfare (distances , use of
airpower , etc.).
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I The monograph “Electronic Countermeasures” represen ts the f irs t
attempt in our coun try to give presen tly known sources and methods of
electronic coun termeasure s in an unders tandable form and in a logical
sequence. The monograph is intended for a broad group of experts who
are concerned with the construction , utilization , and application of
electronic installations’. At the same time, it may prove very use~
fu l for eng ineers con structing objects which will be or may be the
objects of radar surveillance and for all those that are involved in
methods of electronic surveillance and disguise. The monograph can
also be used as a textbook in schoo ls where electron ics and its
application represent one of the basic disciplines . It is written
in an understandable language using simple mathematical tools with
diagrams and graphs and should be unders tood by a broad circle of
readers.

Because this monograph repr~sents a first attempt at a compre-
hensive presentation on this matter , all comments , remarks and sug-
gestions will be welcome by the author.

The author would -like to express his thanks to the Prof. Dr.
Janez Dekieva , Prof Dr Vladimir Matkovic and Mr Alexander Mutav..
dz ic for very useful discussions, advice and suggestions dur:i.ng the
preparation of the manuscript.

THE AUTHOR
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I ELECTRONIC ACTIONS AND COUNTERACTIONS

When , on August 8, 1940, German s decided to give Great Br itain
the deciding blow and force it into capitulation by their airforce

attack , none of their military experts suspected a complete failure.
Appear ing on the hor izon was a new dimens ion of the war which in its
later operations became ever more important — the electronic actions
and coun teractions , popularly referred to as the electronic wat.

At that time , the Germans had at their disposal the main factor
for attaining success — superiority. Great Britain could not compen-
sate for its momentary inferiority in men and materials in any other
way but to increase the efficiency of its insufficient means of war~
fare, and thus change the ratio of forces in its favor. A subtle but
powerful means for opposing the German war machine at that moment
was — radar.

By use of radar , an extraordinary sensor for a new system of air
surveillance and information , the RAF (Br itish Roya l Airforce) command
was able to build an organization (remarkable at the time) which could
deprive the enemy of all the surpris e advantages, provide an estimate
of his forces and their concentration at a given place and at a given
time and related to the immediate danger. The efficiency of the
British (numerically smaller) air force was thus magnified tenfold.

The prime minster of Grea t Bri tain , Winston S. Churchill stated
in the Lower House at the end of the ba ttle: “Never in the field of
human conflict was so much owed by so many to so few.~ *

j With the Battle of Great Britain , electron ic warfare was born and

* Wins ton Churchill , Firs t World War , Volume II , page 313, Prosve ta ,
Beograd .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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is still alive today .

“The electronic warfare” is difficult to define. Among the miii-

tary, this concept has many meanings. Some consider it to mean “com~
• manding” arm ies by electronic computers and programs for every activ—

ity. Others are reducing it to just active and passive interference
with radar stations and possibly to the means of communications. There
are few that understand that electronic warfare actually represents
a lar ge number of new me thods , new installations , weapon s and systems,
as well as a great number of tactical procedures , measures and counter-
measures. Therefore, we will define the concepts of electronic war-
fare by known , recognized and simple expressions which will become
clear and understandable to the reader after carefully reading the
subsequent chapters. 

-

Electronic warfare is represented by a group of technical and
operational measures with two objectives. First , to prevent the enemy

from using electronic waves , to dim ini sh h is e f f i ciency when us ing
them or even use his own waves against him . Second , to assure for
our own forces a free and effective use of electromagnetic waves in
spite of enemy actions .

The activities of electronic warfare may be listed as follows :

- electronic activity (basic application of electronics).
- electronic counteractivity (electronic countermeasures to pre-

-vent basic electronic activity).
- electronic defense (electronic counteractivity and electronic
defense of basic electronic activity from electronic counter-
activity).

The main properties of electronic warfafe are:
universality of applications and range of activity

- the activity is instant and subtle
- the technolo2y used in electronic warfare Is undergoing an
exceptionally fast development and rate of obsolescence.

4
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Thes e proper ties are der ived from the fo llowing :

Electronics has found its way into all aspects of modern military
activities , from the telephone , proximity fuse and radar installations
to the complicated offensive and defensive missile systems. The area
of the ir use include s a wide range of frequenc ies (from the very low
part of the spectrum to the IR range). Introduction of electronics
into the military systems (command ing,  guidance , navigation, etc.) and
systematic interconnections between the military and the civilian
systems (control of air traffic , public alarms , etc) are every day
increas ing the region , importance and universality of electronics.
The character of propagation of the electronic waves enables electron-
ic warfare to be carried out on a very large territory . Thus electw
ronics affects the utility of certain installations or systems or —

applications of certain tactics at the scene of ~ar operations . A

-; clever enemy can also utilize various anomalies which occur during
the propagation of electronic waves (reflections , diffractions , and
refractioris) and thus increase the surprise and the range of activities.

The great speed of propagation of the electromagnetic waves
(300,000 km/sec) provides almost instantaneous realization of all
electronic warfare activities, The “time” factor is thus eliminated
and the enemy can almost instantly react to the basic electronic ac-
tivity (as for example , ind iscretions in the network connec tions,
inadequate application of the system , etc.).

The equipment and procedures used in application of electronic
warfare neither destroy nor kill. In fact it is not always necessary
to kill the enemy to prevent his activity. A bomb or a missile may ,
for example, have a great destructive ability , but is of little use
if its ~neans of transportation are paralyzed due to lack of navigation
or guidance , and thus cannot be brought to the proper site.

The means for interfering with radar , installations for guidance
of missiles , neutralizing and creation of confusion in communication
systems, diverting projectiles from their trajectory , anti-electronic
disguise and simulation of objects and targets , etc. is in modern war ,

5
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equally as necessary as firing activities . The consequences of battle
will be damaging to the one that does not use electronics (as has been
demonstrated in the Second World War and later conflicts).

Elec tron ic warfare , which continues , has brough t abou t a gre at
advance of electronics as well as science . Only the science of ex-
plo sives (nucl ear bombs) can “brag” about a similar advance.

Superiority in electronics as a prerequisite for successful war-

• fare is essentially different from the usual estimate of military
dominance. The determining factor for this superiority is not the
number of installations, but frequency of discovery of new fields of
activity. The initial resistence of a system provides only a temp-
orary advantage. Resistance of electronic systems to electronic
counteractivities is becoming smaller and smaller every day. Superi-
ority in electronics requires , more than in the other areas , tech~
nical surprises and a continuous search for such surprises. There
is no room for a slowdown which does not only mean a loss in super-
iority, but at the same time represents a loss in men and materials. 

-

When an enemy learns about tactical-technical properties of
such weapons as airplanes, cannons tanks , etc., that knowledge does
not render such equipment useless. When , on the contrary , an enemy
learns about technical properties of electronics — as, for example ,
the system VOJIN (air surveillance , reporting and guiding), navig-
ation systems , missile guidance systems , certain networks or comm-
unication systems etc. it is illusory to consider such systems any

longer operative. The uncovered system may even be of use to the
enemy . They must disappear and be most urgently replaced (by new
means in the sense of using technical solutions and methods). This
is one of the most important and at the same time the most expensive
characteristics of electronic warfare ,

Thus , the objectives of electronic countermeasures may be form-
ula ted as follows :

- 

- a maximum paralysis of the enemy ’s electronics and electronic

systems.

6
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assuring max imum res istance of ele~ctronics and electronic
systems to the enemy ’s electronic countermeasures ,

introduction of discrete disorganization , disinformation ,
and anarchy in the vital enemy ’s electronic systems.

- red irecting the enemy ’s activities and protecting the own
activity by the application of electronic deceit and elec..

tronic disguise.

The activitiesin electronic warfare depend upon developments of

technical knowledge and electron ic technology, and the fact is that
improvements in the science of electronics occur daily largely due
to the exi stence of electron ic warfar e . As a consequen ce , it may be
concluded that electronic warfare is not related to any actual war
activity , but continues indefinitely.

Electronic warfare i.e. electronic activity , countermeasures

and electron ic defen se is be ing given ever more significance. There

is an ever grea ter number of electron ic installations , articles in
scientific journals in this area, and statements of the military
experts that the superiority in future wars will be largely deter—

mined by the superiority in the ether . This superiority is not easy
to achieve . Aside from the material difficulties related to men and
technology , which could be regarded as subjective , there are the
objective difficulties which are reflected in the very nature of 4
electronics and electronic installations . All electronic installations
either radiate or recieve electromagnetic waves . Free propagation -

of these waves enables easy detection of their sources , and thus
information about the method of operation of electronic installations . ~~~~~

This in turn facilitates the application of corresponding counter- -

measures.

Because the small countries have less developed electroni~s
for military uses , they have an inferior position in electronic war-
fare. This does not mean that they cannot do anything in this area
for their safety . Even with modest means but giving very great
sign if icance to elec tronic defense and opera tion of electronic systems
under intensive countermeasures , a lot can be done. Special attention

7
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should be given to the developmen t of ins tallations for electronic —

defens e and tra ining of the staff and crew for electronic installations
and systems to work under conditions of intensive electronic counter-
measures. Thus operators and crews (equipped with adequate means) can
be trained to respond to any situation , introduce the proper counter-
measur es and paralyze the expec ted effec t of the enemy ’s electroni c
activity .

The methods and equipment for carry ing out electronic warfare
are (for understandable reasons) carefully guarded and are developed
in greatest secrecy . It is therefore difficult to write and talk
about modern installations and methods for electronic warfare without
spec if ic, verified data which are hard to find . However , systematic -:

examination of the development of modern electronic technology can

give a picture of the possibilities and some forms of such warfare.

8
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TI MILITARY APPLICAT I ONS OF ELECTRONICS

Electronic installations represent generally a very important , -

necessary and a very large part of modern war technology (in units
of all types of armed forces). At the present , it would be difficult -

to name -any military installation that does not use at least a lit—
tle electronics. The main military electronic groups are : radio , -

~

radar , television installations , installations for directed comm—
unications , for infrared technology , and for electronic navigation
and also electronic guidance and direction systems .

Radio installations are still the only means of communications -

which enable continuous commanding for modern units of high mobility . -

Use of aviation , navy , armored units , etc. cannot be imagined without
good and reliable radio communication. Introduction of radio com-
munications in lower units and even for individual-s requires a large
number of radio equipment which varies in power, sensitivity , fr eq~
uency ranges , modulation etc. On the other hand , numerous types of

radio equipment require a considerable radio discipline and special

installations for fast retransmissions and coding of messages.

Installations for directed communications provide radio comm-
unication where the emission and the receiving of the electro-
magnetic energy is radiated within a narrow beam (l_l3°). Such in.. -

stallations use high frequencies and special antennae , and because
of the nature of their wave propagation they use relay stations
along their routes. Directed communications combine the advantages
of both rad io and wire tran smissions and provide simu ltaneous trans -

missions of a large number of telegraph , telephone , or TV channels. 
-

Because of the directed nature of this type of electromagnetic rad 
-

iation , eavesdropping is difficult.

9
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If communications in the army represent its “nervous network”
then means for reconnaissance represent the “army ’s eyes”.

The radio , radar , television and infrared (laser) means of re-
conna issance (in shor t, electronic means for reconnaissaiice) are
receiving in modern armies ever bigger roles along with the photo-
graph ic equipmen t and reconna issance of al l spectra ,

Radar installations either independently or as a part of a
system , enable the following operations to be carried out during 

-

the day or night or under poor meterological conditions :
- reconnaissance of air space and discovery of targets in
the air. Tracking and identification of targets.
directing and guiding of fighter planes to their targets
in the air.

- directing fire of all types of AA artillery to their tarm

- 
gets in the air.

-giving navigational aid to planes and ships.
- directing and guiding projectiles to the targets on the
ground , on the sea and in the air .

~reconnaissance of the battleground from the air or ground
and directing fire at the ground targets.
reconnaissance of the ground or the sea surface and directing
fire of weapons to the targets on the ground or on the sea,

- prompt and total presentation of the instantaneous air sit—
uation , timely reporting , etc.

Television installations, while relatively new-, are f inding
every day new military applications . They provide :

- observation of result 3 of the air or artillery strikes
and informing- the command instantly,

- continuous observation of the battlefield and the enemy

background and instant informing of the status ,

observing and recognizing the artillery targets and
correcting the artillery fire.

- transmission of documents , drawings , tables , etc. between
headquarters (which increases their- efficiency).
underwater observations , defense of harbors from submarines

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~_.~LT~T~~
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and other underwater attacks , search for mines and
sunk torpedoes.

- - televised observations of the ground using airplanes ,
helicopters , and unmanned gliders.

- - f .. televised guidance and f light correction of gu ided
missles in the last phases of their flight , etc.

Installations for infrared technology, like television instal-
lations are getting increased applications daily. They are used for:

- night observations , reconnaissance and aiming at
short distances ( 1000 m),

- leading projectiles to the source of the infrared radiation .
passive or active infrared observations of the territory -

and objects on the ground from airplanes , helicopters or
unmanned gliders , using photography or electronics.

- application of the narrow infrared rays for controlling
defense of objects and roads .
use of the directed infrared rays (optical or laser) as a 

-

carrier of directed communications , etc.

~~stallations and systems for electronic navigation assure guid—
ance of airplanes , ships and submarines either in following their route -

or arriving at the target area (under all weather conditions).

Electronic installations for guidance and direction are used to

guide projectiles to their targets , to steam gliders during the criti-
cal phases of their flight (landing, firing of missiles) and to guide
unmanned airplanes (using TV cameras , etc.).

Because of their ever increasing speeds (and slow human reactions)
electronic equipment is being introduced into these systems which is
also equipped with electronic computers (analog and digital types).
Interference with electronic installations thus paralyzes operations

of the system .

At the present , even the smallest military operations cannot be

successfully carried out without satisfactory operation of their
electronic equipment . Therefore , electronic coun termeasures are

11
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receiving attention equal to that of introduction of electronics . New

methods and equipment ar e be ing developed for this purpose.

On the basis of these examples (which are by no means all), it

is apparent that there is a general application of electronics in
modern armies. This application is rapidly increasing , particularly

for gliders and high speed projectiles , and generally for ever inc-

reasing maneuvering capabilities of various types and branches , and
thus fo the army as a whole.

For a relatively new branch of science , electronics is in a
state of fast and continuous evolution. During the Second World
War , this science (which was very young at the time) gave the armed
forces the means , the equipment and the methods that represented
great technical surprises. Their application in the war resulted in
significant changes in tactics , strategy and conceptions of warfare.
Its present day progress is so great that (according to the judgment
of the American and Soviet military experts) future warfare in rel-
ation to the Second World War can be compared to the relation of the
Second World War to the Crusades.

12 
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III INFLUENCE OF ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
ON DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONICS

Since - accord ing to the wel l known ru le ~ each action has its
counteraction , electron ics in the armed force s was fa ced , from its
very beg inning , with discoveries and developments aimed at disabling
its operations . In the beginning of the Second World War such mea-
sures were reduced to the physical destruction of the radar , radio-
nav igation and telecommunication centers and stations , either by air
bomb ing and parachutting or by using underground groups. Later on,
an unremitting battle developed for the dominance of the ether using
electromagnetic waves. The following factors have been accepted

during that period as good in.dic3tors for the efficiency of applied
electronic actions and countermeasures :

the number of Allied planes downed by the German f ighters
and antiaircraft artillery .
number of successful actions by the German submarines.

- number of the sunk German submarines.

These indicators have shown daily increases and decreases , de-

pending upon the success and speed of reactions by the enemy .

Dur ing the Second Wor ld War , Great Britain gave great signifi-
cance to electronic actions and countermeasures. On the initiative
of Winston Churchill (later Prime Minister), the Air Defense Research
Committee* was formed already in 1935. Churchill himself participated
very actively in its work (thanks to his friend and later adviser ,
Frederick Lindeman , professor at the Oxford University).

I
*W.S. Churchill , Second World War , Vo],, I, pp. 74, 139 , 140, 143, 217;
Vol. II , pp. 351,352, Prosveta, Beograd .
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- t Dur ing the Ba ttle of Grea t Bri tain , a special development group 

-

- 
.~~ was formed for electron ic coun termea sures within the Te lecommun ications

Development Center. Heading the group until the end of the war was

a young physicist Dr. Robert Cockburn . A unit for application of

~1” the countermeasures was formed at the same time within the Air-Force
and was referred to as ”Group 80” which was headed by lieutenant
colonel E. B. Aedison . Because of the ever increasing applications
of electron ic countermeasure s durin g the war , “Group 80” was expanded
and renamed The Air Group l..~ . The scope of the countermeasure
applications is illustrated by the fact that in 1944 the Air Group
100 had within its structure seven squadrons of night fighers (mos—
qui to bomber s) and f our squadron s of four eng ine bombers . They had
in their units about 10,000 people , of which about 4000 were engineers
and technicians .

The British believe that their electronic countermeasures reduced
the efficiency of the German bombing of Great Britain by 70%, of the
German system for antiaircraft defense by 75%, and the German submar-
ines — -by 90%. They also increased the accuracy of bombing of their
own air forces by 40%.

After their bitter experience of the defeat at Pearl Harbor ,
which was caused by poor and slow communications and poor reporting ,
*the Americans formed (in 1942) at Harvard University (Massachusetts)
special laboratories for development of electronic actions and counter..
measures. They point out that after formation of these laboratories ,
the Stra tegic Air Force , which was based in Great Br itain , saved
losses of about 450 planes with 4500 aviators. The Navy headquar ters
formed a separate department to direct the electronic operations on
the sea.

The Department for Communications Between Allied Headquarters
formed in the summer of 1942 a joint committee for organization of el-
ectronic counteractivities and for the electronic defense.

* Because of the poor (slow) communication systems and lack of con-
fidence in the new technical equipment, (radar) information about the
Japanese attack was late. The Japanese have found the American fleet
unprepared and destroyed it by fast air attacks.

14
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In Germany there were five specialized institutions for radio-

countermeasures . The institution for eavesdropping and decoding of

rad io communications was founded in 1932 and had (during the war)
about 3000 members . The scope of its work can be illustrated by the

~~~

- i fact that it received each day about 20,000 communications for proc-

essing .

Unitl 1942 the development of electronic countermeasures was not
— given enough attention . The Germans had enough of good radar inst-

allations produced by emm inen t manufac turer s (Te lefunken , I.G. Far-

ben indus trie, Ghema Gesh.) and considered them sufficient for the
blitzkrieg.* Largely contributing to this neglect was the competi-
tion** between the general-field marshal Erchard Mu ch and General
Martini who was heading research on electronic countermeasures. Not
until 11/14/1942 did Herman Goering assign the development of high
frequency technology to the state adviser Dr. Hans Plendi. He with-
drew about 1500 exper ts from the fron t and founded a labora tory
associated with the factory “Telefunken”. History has shown that the

delay of two years could not be made up.

By the end of the Second World War, electron ic war did not stop.
Instead it continued in its madness and undiminished fury. 

-

One of the characteristic examples is the “war ” between aviation
and antiaircraft defense. The change from propeller to jet aircraft

• has increased the altitude and the speed of flying . Consequently ,
ground radar had to increase its capabilities for high altitude and
distance obsei~ ations, and because of the larger effect of the “time”
factor they were interconnected into more efficient anti-aircraft
systems (figure 3.1). The aircraft , becaus e of the ir grea t speed and -

* The commission “Generalhevolmaechtigen fur die technichen”
was analyzing the work of all laboratories in Germany and estimated
their contribution to the front. According to their judgement, de-
velopment of electronics was not necessary . The laboratories were

— closed and the exper ts were sen t either to other assignments or to -the
front. Zur Geschichte der Radartechnick in Deutschland und Gross..
britanien , ORTUNG UND NAVIGATION IV/1967 by Dr , Leo Brandt.
** A. Ptlce: Herrschaft uber die Nacht , Ber telsman . Sachbuchverlag

1968.
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Figure 3.1. Diagram of radar radiation AN/TPS-1D a) First version
(1949); b) with a modified antenna (1959) ; c) with modified antenna
and power transmission of up to 4 MW.
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Figure 3.2. Flight of aircraft below the low limit of radar observation.

slow human actions became equipped with radar range finders and radar
sights. On the ground there appeared efficient anti-aircraft missiles.
Next - aircraft are using more and more low level flying (50_300 m)
i.e. below the detection limits of lo-ng range radars (Vietnamese war
and Sinai war), (fig. 3,2). As a countermeasure , there appeared spe~
cial radars for detection of low flying targets (fig. 3.3),

“Dornier”, a company in Wes t Germany , is experimen ting with a
helicopter platform Do 32 K, which can lift 150 kg to the altitude
of 300 m. Such a platform could be used as a radar antenna carrier
and would enable an exceptionally large range for detection and track-
ing of the low flying targets. The platform is powered by a jet en—

- 
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Figure 3.3. Detection radar for low flying targets of Dutch
manufacture (model “Stola”) for 70 mm anti-aircraft artillery .
It is extremely mobile and covers an elevation from 0° to 35°.
It has built-in measures for electronic defense (1967) .

Figure 3.4. Helicopter platform DO 32 K.

gine placed between propeller rotors and the fuel is supplied from a
reservoir on the vehicle.
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The platform has gyroscopic stabilizers (fig. 3.4). Interest in this

project is demonstrated by the information that it is financed by the
West German Army and costs about 250 millions DM*.

Because of improved methods of reconnaissance as well as the dis
covery of anti-radar missiles , radars and al so complete systems tend
to be more mobile. Even the USA army which views mobility only in
relation to aircraft transportation is modifying the old systems into
very mobile units (fig. 3.7). Radar computer systems were for years
af ter the Second Wor ld War bulky and diff icult to move (f ig. 3.5).
Today the radar-computer group approaches that of the cannon, and forms
together with the vehicle a compact , eff icient and h ighly mobile unit
(fig. 3.6).

The installations for electronic reconnaissance and analysis of
signals are being improved every day . The electronic equipment car-
ried during the Second World war and a B•29 airplane laboratory has

been improved and installed in a variety of planes , ships , missiles ,
and on Satelites , which have been specialized for reconna issance
and interference. Equipped with this equipment are the American
planes type B-52 , B-57 , B-58 , U-2 , EC-121 , F-UCE-2 A , EA-6B, the
Soviet planes of the type TU-.16, MIG-21R , IL-28R, JAK -28PP, helicopter

MLUR and others

During the cold war , the United States developed the well known
reconnaissance airplane , the U-2 model. According to information
from the Soviet sources, this plane car ried equ ipment for detection
of radar stations on a cen timeter , decimeter and meter wavelength
ranges. This equipment was connected to special multichannel aircraft
recorder able to record continuously for 8 hours. Later analysis -

of records could determine the frequency range of the overflown radar
stations, pulse frequency, form and dura tion of the transm itted pu lse ,
transmitter power, time of the “exposure” of the plane to the radar
beam , and from all this , the ana lysis of the space - the me thod of
operatIon of the radar stations and finally their location .

* Wehr und Wjrtschaft , 1/1969, pp. 16
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Figure 3.5. Antiaircraft battery system which has a detection radar ,
a computer , generators and cannons (1952).
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Figure 3.6 Self-powered antiaircraft 30 mm battery “Hispano Suisa”
- HSS 831 A together with the radar RD 515 (detector-sighting radar

with a 16 km range capable of automatic tracking of laterally flying
targets at a speed of 675 rn/sec and at a distance of 2000 m). It has
a panoramic indicator (1967) .

The tactical reconnaissance plane laboratories of model “Doug-

las EB-66e” which were used by the US Air Force in Vietnam in 24 hour

~ opera tions were equ ipped with 32 different installations such as:
- - 4 apparatus model ALAS for analysis of radar station impulses

- 4 apparatus model APR-14 for reception and analysis of freq-

uencies

L - 10 apparatus model ALT for active interference;

• 19
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Figure 3.7. Reconnaissance radar AN/FPS— 8, converted to a
very mobile version AN/TPS-44 according to the USAF designs
It can be changed from the marching position into its oper-
ating position and vice-versa in 20 minutes using 6 people.

2 units model ALT-12 for the 300-500 MHz range , 1 unit model ALT-16
for the 500 - 1000 MHz range , 2 units model ALT-13 for the 2500_ 2800
MHz range , 5 units model ALT-22 for the 2800-11,700 MHz range.

- 4 apparatus model ALA-6 for analysis of the signal impulse
- 2 apparatus model AlT for active interference with noise
- 4 apparatus model ACIQ for signaling plane radar radiation .
- 4 apparatus model AH-2 for recording radar signals.

There are other specialized plane-laboratories — as , for example ,
for detection and destruction of submarines , for electronic protection
and support of the fleet , for electronic protection (formation of an

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Figure 3.8. A plane for electronic reconnaissance “Lockheed EC_121
Warning Star”. Used since 1950. The North Korean fighters downed one
plane of this type of April 15 , 1969 into the Japanese sea , This was
the reason for reports about electronic syping ,

Figure 3,9 A plane of the American fleet type Grumman E..2A Hawkeye ,
which is used for electronic reconnaissance , defense and support.

Figure 3.10. A prototype of a plane for electronic countermeasures —

for the American Navy (Grumman EA~.6B) with a crew of 4 members . The
electronic equipment is mounted in ;the airp lane and has special wing
carriers for electronic equipment placed in containers depending
upon situation requirements and assignments.

“electronic shield”) of fighter - bombers , etc. 
-

There are in development special airplane radars for lateral

reconnaissance of the ground. So far , exce llent resu lts have been
obtained in distinguishing the details from pictures (figure 3,11).

21
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Figure 3.11. Picture of the ground taken by radar for lateral re-
connaissance.

Parallel wlth these improvements , there are developments for disguising

materials from radar , The amount of research done in this area can be
illustrated by the report that in the USA and the FR Germany , 60
patents have been applied for during 1967 and 1968 on the matter of
radar disguise of materials (these range from disguising of airplanes ,
missiles and weapons at their sites to disguising individuals).

The conflict between the intercontinental missiles and the sys—

tems for defense against them has in fact just started, There are
missile warheads that launch false targets (missile Minuteman war-
heads MK 5, MX 11, MK 11 A). For the purpose of fooling the enemy ,
some missile carriers can launch simultaneously a number (2-15) of
warheads at -various targets (warheads MRV , LORV, BGRV and MK 18 for
J4inutemen 2 and 3 missiles). In order to disable the anti-missile
defense, i,e,, to reduce the time of its effectiveness , experiments

are in progress using missile warheads which when entering denser
atmospheres change their typical ballistic trajectories either into
an extended or a cross direction , For the purpose of interfering
with the radar network of anti-missile defense , missile warheads
are equipped with appropriate interference devices.

For the purpose of attacking of the ground radar installations ,
some air-ground missiles guide themselves passively to the radar sig—

22
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nal against which they are directed (GAM-72 , Shrike).

Some missiles represent false radar targets or bait which are sent
toward the radar station when an airplane finds itself within a radar
beam . These missiles have the same radar-reflecting area as the car-
rier plane and serve to draw the antL.aircraft fire to themselves.
One such missile is the “Firebee”, which is 9 m long and has a wing
span of 4 m. It is powered by a turboreactor engine which can develop
pressures of 1000 kg. The projectile can attain a speed of 1300 km
per hour and can reach altitudes of up to 30 km. The projectile can
accomodate a number of passive reflectors and equipment for active
interference .

The development of radar installations tends toward the direction
of automatic equipment capable cf !elf-programming its space search
and selecting its optimal performance. They are equipped with all
kinds of systems for electronic defense. Such installations can be
utilized as a sensor part of an integrated automatic system for
reconnaissance , guidance and delivery by radar .

In the area of radio-communication , there are new systems of mod-
ulation (impulse , code&impulse , delta , accidental-noise) which trans-
mit information in ever narrower frequency spectra and are difficult
to eavesdrop on or to decode . Experiments are being made using laser
rays as the carrier of information . This would enable transmission of.
a large number of conversations (channels) which are difficult to lis-
ten to because of their narrow beam .

The laser technology has led to manufacturing of small , light ,
precise and relatively inexpensive range finders, Therefore , the fu-
ture weapons that require range finders should be expected to be
equipped with these devices which will greatly increase their effic-
iency . 

-

Infrared laser rays are being, intensively investigated with dis-
coveries of new equipment for their generation . Military experts
believe that these rays could be used for destruction (burning through)
of airplanes and projectiles , particularly at low altitudes, It is

believed that these rays can be developed into terrible and universal
23
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weapons, something like “death rays”,

The trend toward electronic development of military equipment

is of interest from a technical point of view . At a meeting*of the
Electronic Industries Assn. in Washington , USA, the head of the

development R.D. O’Neil presented his vision of that development for

the next 10 years. The essential assumption of his visions are:

- Because of the improved systems of missile guidance , fuel con—

sumption will be reduced to a minimum .
- Because of improvements in systems for directing fire and

transfer of information, anti-aircraft artillery will signi
- ficantly reduce its ammunition consumption , increase its

efficiency , and thus reduce the number of their weapons.

- Equipment will be developed for the detection of explosives

(mines) on basis of their chemical composition , It is anti-

cipated that this equipment will reduce the need for armor on

the lower parts of armored vehicles (tanks). It is expected

that by the 1980’s such equipment will be able to detect

any explosives.
- Because of applications of various electronic systems , there will

be manyfold increase of the battle efficiency of tanks. Against

tanks, there will be effective anti-tank missiles which could

be launched from the ground , airp lanes, or a helicopter , These

will be equipped with high quality guidance systems using com-
puters. These developments from both sides will probably re—

suit in questionable value of the tank armor.

— On the basis of modern electronic technology, one should expect
that in the 1980’s there will be phase modulated radar equipment of
small dimensions with extremely high search speeds which will enable
precise tracking of airplane bombs , artillery and mortar shells and
which will be able to destroy them using precise automatic systems while
they are still in the air, before they reach their targets. Because
of ever increasing use of electronics in communications and radar and
*Wehr und Wirtschaft , 1/1969, pp.6.

- • 
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in equipment and systems for navigation , the sensitivity to electronic

counteractivity will increase. It is expected that in the future it

wil l be poss ible to “turn off” the enemy radar , navigation systems and
range finders (even those that use lasers) by using interference equip-
ment which always gives a logical interference signal and thus puts
given equipment or system out of action.

The reader of the above has by now obtained a picture of many
purposes and trends of electronic applications in the armed forces.

Electronics gives the armed forces the means , the equipment and the
methods that can cause significant changes in tactics , strategy and
conceptions of warfare.

It is not only the means of military electronics , offensive or
defensive , that are subject to electronic countermeasures. Enormous
funds are being spent for interference with the radio-diffusion
transmissions*, Serving as an example is th~ information that in the
1960 there were on the territory of the Warsaw Pact countries about
2000-2500 transmitters for interference with the “Voice of America”.
The majority of these transmitters were installed on the territory
of the Soviet Union , so that the Soviet listeners could receive less
than 10% of these transmissions . This was the case in spite of the
fact that the “Voice of America” kept increasing its emission power
and changing frequencies , directing beams and undertaking other coun-
termeasures.

Electronic warfare -requires not only great technical and
technological efforts , but also considerable funds , wh ich may be
suspected from some scant reports published in various scientific
journals. The following data can be used to illustrate that various
countries spend enormous amounts for this purpose.

After forming the Research Center for National Defense4 the USA
has spent 300 million dollars for every war year just on the develop..
ment of radar and the radio eavesdropping equipment. In 1959 the

*~~Space Aeronatuics~ , April 1960, pp. 125 , 132 , 135 , Ai Pozeg:
Electronic interference and measures against electronic interference
in anti-aircraft defense , Vazd. Ylasnik , 1961, pp. 10-13.
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Year 196oi 196I .~ 1962. 1 1963.~ 1964.~ I965.~ 1966.~ 1967. l968.~ 1969.______ I —______
Amount~- - - millions of 177,1 182 180 182 174 165 147 148 140 150

II
! 

doI1á~rs 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 3.1 USA budgeted expenses for development of electronic
countermeasures for aircraft. From l960..l969*

expenses reached 400 million dollars , in 1960 they reached 500 million

dollars, and the budget for 1969 anticipated 730 million dollars for
this purpose.

Besides these military institutions , there are in the USA over

54 companies that work on the development and manufacturing of equip-
ment for electronic activity and countermeasures. (In the Appendix

of the book , there is a list of some modern American equipment of

this type).

The West German budget for l969** anticipates expenses of 85
million DM for development on air reconnaissance. This is 20% more

than is planned for the development of the Navy, and is equal to

~~ 
~.. the budget for development and improvement of caterpillar vehicles

According to the opinion of the military theoreticians , super ior ity
in a future war will depend , on one hand , upon the superiority in the
eth~~ and, on the other hand , upon the use of equipment and insta}-
lations that are not sensitive to electronic countermeasures, The

duty of electronics as a science is to resolve this problem as soon
and as well as possible.

The consequence of the above is work on creating substitutions ,
parallel equipment and systems as well as technical surprises , all
with the objective of-achieving equality , if not superiority over ,
electronics. of a possible enemy.
* “Forces aeriennes francaises”, 1/1961, pp . 82,

**~Wehr und Wirtschaft” No. 1(1969, pp.16 .
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IV CHARACTERISTIC EXAMPLES OF ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES IN THE PAST

• The manner and the potential of electronic activities and counter-

activities should be viewed through progress of electronic technology
and, generally, the military technology and from the point of view of

a future war conflict . The electronic activities and countermeasures
(electronic warfare) assumed a definite role during the Second World
War. Because of the secrecy , it was not possible to get acquainted

with this activity until the end of the conflict , and even then not

— 
completely. Therefore , experiences in this area are still insuffic ...
iently studied and known.

Here are presented a few of the most characteristic examples of
these activities in the order of their time sequence and according to
the branches of the military electronics. These examples could be of
value and instructing even today because during peace time similar are

-~ - often made inadvertently . Such errors if repeated during the war
conditions could prove to be very expensive ,

4.1. BEFORE THE SECOND WORLD WAR

The oldest branch of electronics is radio communications which
were first developed for the needs of the Navy and only later for the
ground forces and the Air Force ,

- 
Already in the Russian-Japanese war , the Russians noticed that 

—

• they could easily listen to enemy radio transmissions , particularly
since the messages were not coded ,

During the First World War eavesdropping on the radio transmissions

- was greatly developed because it provided useful information about the

4 27 
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enemy , his plans and intentions while interferences with transmissions
were neglected .

The head of the Information Department of the Austrian Headquar~
ters (M. Ronge wrote:* “Radio eavesdropping was very valuable to our
leadership . We could promptly react and thwart Russian intentions .
We had an excellent understanding of the distribution of the enemy

units up to the Division level.”

Unsettled regulations of radio-communications and lack of radio

discipline enabled easy detection and identification of units. Thus,
for example , the Germans knew about the position of the 10th French
Army in July 1918 because an officer mentioned it in a radio-communi-

cation. The French were following the movements of the German 193rd -

Division b.ecause of a constant error of its radio dispatcher who al-
ways put the number of the messages sent at the end of his dispatch .**

Codes were introduced during the First World War in order to
reduce the effect of eavesdropping . Thus, for example, the Russian
Supreme Command ordered on September 14, 1914 that all messages must

be coded , Each branch of the British armed forces had its own code.

Discovery of the radio-.goniometer in 1916 enabled determination

of the position of the radio station and precise tracking of the enemy ’s

units or ships. He was able to undertake prompt countermeasures.

Usefulness of radioi eavesdropping was proven by experiences of
the First World War and thus all the armies entered the Second World
War with well organized radio-eavesdropp ing and radio ..goniome ter
services . (In Germany it was called “Mithoerzentrall&’, in the USA

it was called “Service Interception”, etc .).

The first steps in the area of radar installations were taken
during the period between the two wars.

* A. Pali: Krieg im Aether Deutscher Militaer Verlag , pp. 163,
Berlin DDR, l96L -

**Ib id
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• - - In 1904 C.H. Huelsmeyer (Germany) obtained a patent* which
explained the use of electromagnetic waves for locating objects~ in

space. The equipment was called “Telembiloscope” and represented —

rad ar by its conception. At that time , sufficiently strong sources
• . - of electromagnetic energy were not known . However , by 1935 intensive

development work on radar had been started 1

In 1935 physicist Robert 1~atson Watt (England) proposed a project
to the Technical Subcommittee of the Research Committee for Air Defense

to determine location of airplanes in space by sending electromagnetic

impulses. The project was accepted and by 1938 a chain of five radar
stations of the CH (Chain Station , Home Service) type were constructed
and put into experimental use. These stations operated in a wavelength

band 12 m. The stations were arranged 25 km apart and surveyed the
air space over the mouth of the Thames . In August 1937 this chain
was extended by the addition of another 15 stations which completed
protection of the eastern and southeastern coast of England . The chain
was put into operation for the first time in 1938 during the visit of
British Prime Minister Chamberlain (sir Austin) to Munich. The
second time the chain was activated during the German occupation of
Czechoslovakia in November of the same year and its operation was
continued up to the end of the Second World War .

At the same time intensive work was in progress to develop radar
that could be installed on an airplane. A plane reconnaissance radar -

for surface targets , type ASV (Airborne Surface and Surface Vessel]
was tested in maneuvers in September 1938. This equipment was installed
in patrol airplanes already in 1939 and was operating at a wavelength
of 1.5 m. It was used for detection of ships.

A radar for fighter planes , type Al (Airborne Interception), was
demonstrated in the beginning of 1939. The British Airforce ordered
30 units with this equipment . On the day 

•
the war started there were

four planes equipped with these units ready for operation and the
rest was completed by the end of September 1939. 

. 

-

-

* German Patent DRP I65~ 546 class 75d 11/21/1905.
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Using the aircraft Graf Zeppelin the Germans carried out radio

reconnaissance in the area of the North Sea (in the spring of 1939).
They listened to and analyzed British radio transmissions to detect -

British radars . Their flights were detected by the British radar
network. Eavesdropping was done using very sensitive receivers which ,
unfor tuna tely for the Germans , did not cover all frequencies that were
used by the British at that time . Thus the German operators could
not record all transmissions an~ ro~~ a realistic picture of the
British potential.

Germany was a leading nation in the area of the navigation equip-
ment for aviation. -Their system of guidance by directed radio-beams
type “Lorentz” (named according to the manufacturer of the same name) -

was used by all larger European civilian airports after 1930. In
fact, it was used by the British War Airforce .

System lorentz was modified for future needs (in Germany) by Dr.
Hans Plendl . The modified system referred to as X - Geraet (Equipment
X) operated on frequency of 66 to 75 KHz. The system may be described
as follows: Four radio-beam s were used , one guiding and three cross-
ing beams , The plane was to fly along the guiding beam and meet the
first cross beam at about 30-50 km before reaching the target , This
beam served as a warn~.ng At this point , the plane was to assume the
required altitude and speed The plane was to meet the second cross
beam at a point 20 km before the target, Here the navigator in the
plane starts a special double chronometer in which the first hand
starts moving . The last cross beam is met at a point 5 km before the
target. The navigator presses a button which stops the first chrono-
meter and starts the second which runs three times faster than the
first. When the hand of the second chronometer reaches the hand of
the first the contact activates the equipment for automatic release
of the bombs. Because the second chronometer runs three times faster
than the first and the first chronometer was in operation over 15 km ,
Automatic release of bombs takes place at a point 5 km from the last
cross beam . An example of this from the early days of tie war is ill-
ustrated in fig. 4,1.

The range of the system was about 300 km with the accuracy of
several hundred meters .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - 

— 
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— Figure 4,1. Application of the X-t~~raet navigation system tobombing of the city of Coventry on the night of 11/14/1940, A-B
= 30 km , B-C = 15 km, C-target ~ 5 km. Stars indicate positions
of active interference installations of type “Bromid” ,

The system was thought through and was consistent with the German

military pr inciples which ignored the existence of the British anti-
aircraft defense. Only in this way it is possible to explain the need

to maintain a straight line flight on a given altitude and at a con-.
stant speed for the last 20 km before the target. Ihese conditions -

are just ideal for the anti-aircraft artillery .

The Germans had also great successes in the area of radar equip-
ment during the prè-war years , Already in 1936 they constructed the

first radar for surveillance of air space (type “Frey~
’) which had a

range of about 80 km. It operated on the wavelength of 2 to 2.4 m ,

This radar was of high quality and was used , with minor modifications ,
until the end of the war. At the time they entered into the war with
Great Britain , the Germans had eight active radar stations of type
“Frey” ( 2 units Helgoland. 2 units Sylt, 2 units Wangerooga , 1 unit 

-

Borkum and 1 unit Nordeiney) which covered the German coast and the

area over Holland and Denmark , The German industry had in development 
-•

and production a few radar types: Seetakt - a ship version of “Frey”,
Wurzbuyg - sighting radar , Mamut and Wasserman a reconnaissance radar

j 

and Lichtenstein - an aircraft radar .
31
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Such a large number of high quality installations and systems

along with the German confidence in their superiority and the well
known concept of the Blitzkrieg have brought about a neglect of further

-. .

~~~~~ 

development of electronic equipment and a reorientation of the experts
I to the other areas “important for the war”. - 

-

4.2, DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR

The opponents entered the war with a developed service for the
electronic activites and countermeasures. All parties accelerated
their development of new methods and equipment - and stopped at nothing

to acquire data about the electronic equipment of the enemy , They used
- methods of air reconnaissance , electronic air and ground reconnaissance -

information from agents , questioning of prisoners , examination of -

downed airplanes and their equipment and in special cases they under ...

took raiding actions to capture technical documents and vital parts
of the equipment,

The electronic activities and countermeasures developed into a
truly secret war which the Prime Minister of Great Britain , Winston

Churchill , referred to as the “Magicians ’ war..

The efficiency of the Allied electronic activities and counter-
measures is illustrated by a statement by Dr Joseph Goebbels in a

— meeting with Hitler on ll/7/1943**: “It is a shame how the enemy is -

pulling our leg in aerial warfare, Every month they find a new method
of attack and we need weeks and months to find successful counter-

measures..,”,

Radio-equipment

On 6/4/1940 radio reconnaissance and goniometry of the German
eavesdropping service “Mithoerzentrai”~~~ discovered an accumulation
of the Franch forces south of the Somme and Aisne and before the of-

* Winston S. Churchill , Second World War , Vol. II , chapter XIX , Pro ..
sveta , Beograd.

**Alfred Price : Herrshaft ueber die Nacht Bertelsman Sachbuchverlag -

1968, 
- • 
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fensive on the Aisne (on 6/9/1940). They also discovered French

~ 
forces between the Somme and ,the Seine. The discoveries occured

due to failure of the French forces to stop their radio communica- 
—

F tions before the German attack.

During their attack on the Soviet Union, the German s obtained
valuable information by radio eavesdropping until the Soviet units

enforced a rigorous radio-discipline and secrecy .

Li In the war theater in Lybia , the British undertook (in November
1941) the first interference effort of German-Italian tank communi_ 

-

cations which operated on frequencies between 27 and 37,5 MHz . The
interference was created using frequency modulated transmitters with
50 W of power. The transmitters were mounted on the “Wellington”
type bomber planes. Although imperfect, they achieved great success. -

The main weakness of these efforts was lack of fighter support. Thus
the interference planes were a relatively easy target for the Italian ...

German fighters.

In 1941, knowing the weaknesses of the British radio communica-
tions , the Germans organized (in the North African war operations) a
powerful eavesdropping serivce which soon provided them with infor-
mation about the distribution and organization of the Allied units ,

The breakthrough occured at ,the end of October 1942 when General

Bernard Montgomery started the great offensive at El Alamain . In

the course of 11 days the front was broken through and the German:
Italian forces had to retreat in a hurry . During this event many

German electronic installations were captured. The equipment was

carefully disassembled and transferred to Farnborough (Great Britain)

where it was reassembled and activated by a group headed by Dr ,

Robert Cock~urn*, In this way the British learned thoroughly about
the German capabilities and were able to develop proper counter-
measures.

Interruptions of radio-communications by active interference had - -

a”--very limited application during the Second World War , Partially ,

*Alfred Price: Herrschaft uber die Nacht , Berteisman Sachhichverlag ,
1968,
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this was because there was a danger of interfacing with friendly chan-
nels and partially because efficient interference required transmitters
of very great power. Besides the prevailing conviction was that it

is more useful to lIsten to the enemy ’s radio communications and thus
learn about his intentions . Consequently , all the war parties gave
great attention to directed beams and methods and techniques of coding.

Ground to air radio-communications used for guidance of planes
were the object of active and sometimes clever interference during the
wihole war . -

At the beginning of the war the British airmen used to make
preflight adjustments of their radios while still on the ground , without
uses of artificial antennas , On the other side of La Manche (English
Channel) the Germans received these transmissions by their e~~esdrop-
ping stations and used them as a valuable early warning for their
anti-aircraft defense , because signals were received before any radar
detection (while the airplanes were still on the ground).

On their side the British were eavesdropping on German command
radiocommunications and guiding of planes. The short wave communi— 

-

-

cations in the range of 3 to 6 MHz were interfered with from the ground
- — using ionospheric reflections and powerful directed SW...transmitters

for radio-diffusion and BBC (General Post ~)ff~ce and Cable Wireless
- 

- 

Company). As a defense against the German fighters during bomb ing
of Germany , the British interfered with their communications in a very
ori ginal way. They transmitted the noise of th~ plane motors on the
German wavelength (system “Tinsel”), This system combined with a ra-
dar interference was used in December 1942 dur~.ng - bói~bing of Mannheim.
On that occasion the British lost 9 airplanes or 3.3%.

The effectiveness of Allied aviation increased toward the last

- 
days of the war . The planes went deeper and deeper into the German
territory , all the way to Berlin. Because German radars were para- -

lyzed at that time due to effective active and passive countermeasures
(see chapter on radar and navigation equipment), the air ground corn-

- 
munications which the Germans used to send their fighters to the 

-

endangered locations became very important , At that time the Germans
t
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reorganized their anti-aircraft defense in such a way that the anti-

aircraft artillery was used for altitudes of up to 5000 m , and fighter
— 

- planes were used at higher altitudes , With this tactic they succeed~
ed in downing 123 planes in three subsequent British attacks on Berlin

[ 
~‘J (8/23; 8/31 and 9/3/1943). Such losses required a new system of

countermeasures which was referred to as the Special Tinsel, The

Germans used to lead their fighters to the bomber ’s route using strong

radio stations in the range of 3 to 6 MHz . British interference system

had great success on August 30, 1943 during their attack on the Moen-
chenGladbach . The Germans used just one frequency which the British
discovered and jammed. Seven minutes later the Germans changed the
frequency only to have British discover it within 15 minutes and jam
it again. During that attack British losses were only 3.8%,

As the consequence , the Germans changed to frequencies of 38 to

42 MHz.

Dr. Cockborn of Great Britain and his group build the “ABC- (~-
born Cigar)”. This receiver consisted of a panoramic receiver with
a cathode tube (7.5 cm in diameter) as an indicator and with a trans-
mitter for interference. The equipmen t was moun ted on a type “Lan-
caster” airplane and needed an additional member of the crew (which
was uncomfortably positioned in the airplane — this gave equipment
its name). As-soon as the enemy transmitter started operating the
panoramic receiver indicated its signal and frequency and the oper-
ator would adjust his transmitter for interference at that frequency .
The operators were very familiar with the spoken German language.
The interference was done using the so called “Corona” tactics i.e.
by giving false commands in German language on the wavelength guiding
German planes. This system achieved grea t success dur ing attack of
Kassel on 10/22. and 10/23 1943. British operators cut into the
German radio network and created such a confusion that Germans did
not down a single plane.

The first attack on Berlin was carried out on 11/19/1943 with 444
planes. Nine planes did not return , which was a smal l number for
such a distance (600 km of flight above enemy territory),
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- As a countermeasure the Germans introduced a woman in the place of
the officer directing the fighter plane’s, assuming that the British could
not place a woman in the place of the operator on the plane. However,
the British found in their auxiliary corps a sufficient number of women
that also spoke excellent German , In continuation of these operations

the British increased the power of their transmitting ABC equipment
and the Corona tactics were replaced by transmission of Hitler ’s

speeches , reciting of Goethe ’s work or citing of some ,difficult to

understand , German philosophers .

This countermeasure was parried by the Germans by transmitting

orders simultaneously on three wavelengths . One of these was in the

range of 3 to 6 MHz. Because of the reflections from the ionosphere

these transmissions could be received in Great Britain. The British
- - thus installed powerful transmitters for interference using antennas

directed towards Germany . -

For the transmission of information about flights of the Allied
planes the Germans also used their military radio transmitter “Anne -
Marie” in such a way that the flight of the planes was signalled by

the type of the transmitted music , Thus : waltz - indicated that the
bombers are in the area of Munich ; jazz - indicated that the bombers
are in the area of Berlin; church music - indicated that the bombers

are in the area of Muenster; carnival music - indicated that the
bombers are in the area of Koeln , etc , The British noticed the
regularity because at the departure of the bombers the German trans~
mi,tter always played the march “Alte Kamaraden” (The Old Friends), -

They immediately built a strong transmitter named “Dartboard” using
noise for interference.- -

After the end of 1943 German communications were completely
paralyzed due to - these countermeasures , For illustration here is a

note from a German source*, On 12/16/1943 during a flight over Berlin
the German communications were hindered by:

* Alfred Price: I-Ier~schaft uber die Nacht , Bertelsman , Sachbuch
— 

verlag , 1969.
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- SW ground-air communications were interfered with by 
-

ringing bells;
- SW air-air communications were hardlf possible; -:

p - VSW communications were interfered with by citations of

h -~~ Hitler ’s speeches

] - reserve frequencies were immediately strongly interfered with;
- the military transmitter “Anne Marie” was interfered with
by a steady tone. —

In August 1944 because of the use of a 2 kW transmitter “Jostle”
the German VSW communications were rendered completely useless,

Having no meai~c.~ of communications on other frequencies Germans
started to use the Morse code signals as the last resort. This re-

quired traini ng of pilots and radio operators of night fighters . As
a countermeasure the British applied the system “Trommel ~~~~~~~
i.e. used transmitters which , using German frequencies , transmitted
Morse code signals without sense (randome combinations of signals).

The Germans urgently proceeded with work on a new communications

system. By the beginning of 1945 they developed a technically refined
- system referred to as “Bernardine”, The system consisted of a large, -

highly directed and rotating antenna which would radiate at an air-
plane and typed on a paper tape by a special “Bernardine” receiver ,

The Germans planned to equip all planes with this system by the Fall
of 1945 but were interrupted by capitulation.

In their attempts to interfere with the Allied planes, the Germans
were successful immediately before the landing in Normandy. They had
50 units of the interference equipment type “Karl 2” grouped in the
vicinity of Dieppe at the Center for Interference , The Center was

anihilated by the Allies before their landing ,

A characteristic example of utilization of anomalies in propa-
gation of electromagnetic waves for rado-reconnaissance was the deter~

.

mination of impact positions of German V1 rockets directed at London.

The German eavesdropping service in Norway cleverly used these anoma..
lies and by receiving the VSW transmissions of the London Emergency
Service and police they were abl.e to obtain information about the

~: 

.
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All participants in the Second World War payed considerable at—
tention to radio-eavesdropp ing and radio-goniometry . As an example ,
by 1942, Germany had an organized network of radiogoniometers on
the whole Eastern Front and on the Mediterranean. By 1944 they di-
vided the network into a part for surveillance of the surface and a
part for ~urveillance of the space (each German company for radio-
reconnaissance had within its organization 10 SW, VSW and USW gon-

- 
-~~ - -

~ iometers and receivers).

The radio~.eavesdropping service of the USA Navy (Service Inter-
— ception) obtained quite accurate Information about the Japanese

intentions before their attack on Pearl Harbor in 1940. The American
command did not have~sufficient confidence in this information and
did not undertake the corresponding countermeasures. Having learned
from this experience they developed a broad organization for elec-
tronic reconnaissance and interference during the course of the war .

In 1944 t-he Allies had five eavesdropping centers in North

Africa and in England ,

The military literature states that the Allies were able (by
the end of the war) to obtain or confirm 70% of their intelligence
data by their good organization of the eavesdropping service.

An electronic war took place also during the People Liberation
War in Yugoslavia between the People Liberation Army (PLA) and the
armed forces of the enemy, This is confirmed by the following examples:

In summer of 1942 . the radio-telegraph operators of the Headquarters
learned that the units~- that attacked Sanslci Most would be bombed and
the units were promptly withdrawn , In another case radio-eavesdropping
learned about movement of the enemy forces from Prijedor to Sanski
Most. They were ambushed and suffered considerable losses ,

In 1943 the PLA (People ’s Liberation Army) units attacked ICopri-

vnica. During the course of the attack the enemy received and decoded

- -  

— -  ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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all radio-transmissions of the PLA units. After penetration into
Koprivnica we found all radiograms of our officers decoded. Only
due to the speed with which the defense of Koprivnica was penetrated
were we able to avoid consequences that could have been serious.

The Second Brigade of the Seventh Banija Division(which was
returning from Moslavina to Banija) maintained communications by
radio, Suddenly, an enemy radio station cut into the radio network
presentin-g itself as the radio station unit assigned to secure trans-
mission of communications. In the last moment the legitimacy of this
station became suspect and the brigade changed the direction of its
movement,

Radar Installations

The use of radar countermeasures started at the beginning of
the Second World War . On their southern and south.eastern coast the

British had a chain of twenty radars of the CH type , The Germans
learned about this chain from reports of their agents. Using airborne -

eavesdropping equipment they estab1~shed positions and radiation pat-
terns of the British radar stations . They thus found that the
radiation pattern had some blind zones (because of a high placement
of fixed antennas* and a low operating frequency ~25 MHz) and they
used those blind zones for their flights over Great Britain . The Bri
tish then constructed a new installation type “CHL - Chain Station,
h ome Service. Low Coy~~” wjth a low cover pattern which complemented
the- existing chain. As a countermeasure the Germans installed ac
tive eqipment for interference , The first equipment was installed
In 1940 in the vicinity of Calai,s. Gradually a whole chain of radar
interference was installed along the La Manche coast from Normandy to -

Ostende covering the frequency ranges of 20 - 30 MHz and 50 - 90 MHz. -

In 1941 this chain was supplemented by the interference equipment

“Karl” which covered the frequency range of 200 MHz. These first
installations for interference had broad ranges , had low power for

the whole frequency range and were limited to short time operations.
*The antennas were installed on high iron towers and were
directed to a given azimuth.
•0The chain of observation stations of low cover.
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Consequently, they did not completel> disable the British radars but

only muted the signals reflected from the targets.

The operation “Cerberus” is considered to be the greatest success
of systems of active interference. It was used to bring out the German
warships “Scharnhorst” and “Gneisenau” and the cruiser “Prinz Eugen”
from the harbor Brest in Brittany through the English Channel to the
mouth of the river Elba in Northern Sea.

The plan , decided upon on January 1, 1942, provided for: utili-
zation (as much as possible)of bad weather season , leaving the Brest
harbor in the evening of February 11th and passing through the English -

Channel in the early hours of the morning on February 12th , 1942; an
escort of 20 airplanes type ME-109 during daylight and 15 planes type
MEJllO at night. Furthermore , there was a Navy escort of 6 destroyers
from Brest and 26 torpedo boats from Berk. The plan also required
secrecy of the operation and interference with British radars so that
their capabilities of surveillance would be reduced to zero,

According to the “Cerberus” plan~the jamming of British radars
started already during the first week of January 1942. It was used
intermittently in the morning hours to create an impression that it
was being caused by anomalies in the propagation of electromagnetic
waves. This scheme worked,, British radar operators started getting
used to these interferences and accepted them as a normal condition .

- - - The experts actually tried to reduce the sensitivity of radars to
interference. However , because of rare inspections and insufficient
information from France the impression remained that the interference
was due to anomalies in wave propagation .

On the day the fleet left ~February 11, 1942) the Germans leaked
the news that all the high officers of the fleet from the Brest group
were invited to a dinner in Paris. The fleet left Brest at 22~45 hours. -
The passage through the harbor gates was lucky for the Germans as the
radar on a British reconnaissance plane , ass igned to that area, broke
down and the plane returned to its base , The group for interference
paralyzed the whole radar network with exception of one new type of
radar which was still in the experimental state. Its findings were
neglected in the general confusion. Only between 10 00 h and 10:14 h,
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during a period of interference interruption , did one of the radar
stations record passing of the German fleet, At 11 ,30 h the order
825 was issued to a squadron of torpedo planes for attack. The at-

tack took place only at 12:45 h because of delays in preparation
of planes and arrival of an escort, At that time the German fleet
was already in the vicinity of Dover, At that point there developed
the phase of tactical events which had the well known epilog : The
slightly damaged “Scharnhorst” and “Gneisenau” and the undamaged
“Prinz Eugen” entered the mouth of the river Elba on the morning of
February 13th, 1942.

In 1-942 the Germans started detecting ground observation radar3
using airborne detectors combined with interference. At the mouth
of the river Nile , close to Baltim , there was one of the most powerful
Allied radar surveillance stations . For a while this station was used
by Germans as an extraordinary radio beam which guided their bombers
at night to an- important landmark - the mouth of the river Nile , It
took the -British some time to figure out that the specific signals
used for i-interference with this station always preceeded the bombing
of the Suez Canal . This case also serves as a classical exarnp1~ of
poor organization on both sides - poor interference (too much betor~
the action) and poor undertaking of the countermeasure (any interfer-
ence should be properly evaluated).

In the fall of 1939 the German anti-aircraft defense had 12

“Frey” type radar stations covering the air space above the German
coast on the North Sea and the territory of Netherland and Denmark ,
On the morning of December 18, 1939 24 airplanes type Wellington were
on the way to the area of Wilhelmshayen with the assignment to patrol
and bomb German warships. A little after 12 h radar “Frey” on the
isaind Wangerooge discovered the bombers at a distance of 110 km.
The head of the “Frey” station called in the fighter planes (16 Me-h O
type planes and 34 Me~l09 type planes) and led them to the British
group . This turned into a complete success , The British group suf-
fered great losses and only 9 planes returned home , This was also
the first time radar was used for the guidance of planes.

A “Frey” radar located on the Chierbourg peninsula played the main
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!~~~~~~~~~~~n iding German boIrsJ 23T g4o~~to the Stroyer~~~~
‘!Pe~light” which was sunk 30 km south of Portland Bill .

The British learned about the existence of German radars from

reports of their agents which was received by the British Navy attache

in Oslo on 11/4/1939. In the British circles this report was referred

to as the “Oslo Report” and contained much information about German

secret weapons. Again , British agents reported (in July 1940) about

the distribution and use of the - “Frey” radars and attempts to deter- -

mine their type were made by use of aerial photography. However ,
aerial cameras were poor at that time . Only after using improved
aerial cameras on 11/22/1940 they discovered two parabolic antennas
6—7 m in diameter in the vi.cinity of the village Anderville. By
that time their agents reported existence of a “Frey” radar in that

area (and that two radars type “Wurzbur”~~ were sent to Bulgaria and
Rumania). Not until April 16, 1941 did the British succeed to take
a low altitude photograph of a “Frey” radar , At the same time an
eavesdropping station in southern England discovered its signals at
120 MHz. Tracking of “Freys” took about a year .

Induced by the success of the “Frey” radar the Germans started
(in the Telefunken Laboratories) to manufacture a radar for AA needs.
This radar was quite primitive with manual antenna movements and
determination of direction by the maximum method . The first models
were mounted on anti-aircraft reflectors using green lights and
were located at Falkensee in the vicinity of Berlin and at Essen-
Frintrop , -Using this equipment the AA forces had much more success
in downing the British planes . British pilots reported that Germans
had mysterious green rays which do not lose an airplane once they
find it. This equipment was further technically improved into the

~~urzburg A” to “~urzburg C” with the designation FuMg-41. By March
1945 the Germans produced about 5000 units ,

Approximately one month after discovering radar “Frey” the eaves-
dropping group 109 discovered signals on the frequency of 570 MHz.

By May 8, 1941 a reconnaissance group discovered a reflector on Cher-
bourg peninsula which was directed at planes with great accuracy. This
was the first data about the radar “Wurzburg” but was insufficient for
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undertaking any countermeasures. In the meantime this radar caused
great losses to British aviation ,

From reports of their agents the British learned that the Germans
placed a radar of this type in the region of Barneville (France) along
the position of a “Frey” radar , Low flying aerial photography dis
covered existence of a parabolic antenna in that area. A parachute
attack referred to a~ “Biting-Bising ” was carried out with partici-
pation of 119 paratroopers (technical experts) and 12 airplanes. On
February 27, 1942 , within a period of half hour they sketched the radar
equipment, -dismantled the antenna , the receiver , the transmitter , the
modulator, the synchronizer and the UF amplifier and carried them
to a submarine , They did not have time to dismantle the indicator.
This was one of the best organized commando actions during the Second
World War.

Even all these data were not enough for the British to devise
the countermeasures . Later in the October 1942 offensive at El Ala-
mejn in Nort,hern Africa the British captured a completely operational - 

-

~iWurzbu’~~~ radar which they reactivated and thoroughly examined,

In the meantime information about the “Frey” radar kept increas
ing and by the end of October locations of at least 27 installations
were established, It is of interest that eavesdropping on radio 

-

communications between “Frey” stations and their anti-aircraft defense
centers contributed considerably to the detection of their positions .

t. Radio communication was carried out with short waves using very
primitive codes. Following is an example of such a communication that
took place in October 194l:* MFX = 114,011 = 14E ~ X = 254 = 36, which
meant: MFX — designation of the “Frey” station; 114,011 — hour , minutes
and seconds ; l4E - number of the message ; X - number of targets (X =

one, Y more , Z many); 254 . azimuth in 0
; 36 -distance in km.

The data obtained from “Frey” radars proved sufficient for Dr.
Cockburn and his coworkers to design equipment for interference(referred

~o as “Moonshine”.~~ The equipment received the signals from “Frey”

*A1fr~d Price: Herrshaft ueber die Nacht , Bertelsman Sachbuchverlag
l968.,\
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radars, amplified them , and retransmitted them . As a consequence ,

the “Frey” screen, showed many false targets, The first experiment ,

occurred on August 6, 1942. Six airplanes flew in the direction of the

Cherbourg peninsula with their ~‘Moonshine” equipment in operation.

Because of the many false targets the Germans flew all their available

fighter planes. Eleven days later “Moonshine” was used to disguise

a real operation. A few planes , using ~~~~~~~~~~ equipment went in
the direction- of the Thames while real attackers with fighter support
went in the direction of Rouen. The Germans sent 144 planes to the

imaginary group and half as many to the real group . Within the next

months “Moonshine” was used 28 more times with variable results. The

reason for this was the fact that each “Frey” used a different freq-

uency and that the false signals were grouped too close together which

did not appear like the real situation. Dr. Cockburn and his coworkers

then designed a wide range equipment (type “Mandrel”) for active inter~
ference with noise . This radio interference equipment operated in

the frequency range of 118 to 128 MHz. In summer of 1942 this model
was in regular production and by November 1942 the planes equipped

with this model patrolled along the west~ German coas t and thus para...

lyzed the “Frey~ type radar network on this coast. The radars of the
‘1Wurzb~~g’~ type were still uneffected,

On the basis of data from the captured “Wurzburg” equipment , the

Harvard University experts in USA designed new airborne interference -

equipment, model “Carpet”, which was used for the first time in Sept-
ember 1942 during an attack on Bremen , The losses were significantly

reduced and were suffered mainly by the fighter planes.

In February 1942 (at the Leeuwarde airport in Holland) JU-88
with YagL-antennas appeared which protruded from the body , This was

the self-guiding airborne radar, model Lichtenstein manufactured by
the Telefunken Company . It operated on a frequency of 490 MHz with

a maximum range of 3 km and the minimum range of 200 m . This was

excellent for that tIme . Again the losses of the Allied planes were

disturbingly increasing . The reason for this was the fact that the

frequency range and the power of the existing equipment for active

interference were insufficient to block the ~1dchtenstein” radar,

“Lichtenstein” equipment was carefully guarded by the Germans ,
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Only at the beginning of 1943 did the British succeed to obtain an
undamaged unit from an airplane which was forced to land in England

-
~ 

- 

- and the pilot forgot to activate the destruction detonators. The
properties of this device were determined by its examination in
laboratories and in flight. A very clever equipment (“Serate”) de~
signed on the basis of these data were then designed as a counter
measure. The equipment for countermeasure consisted of a receiver
which utilized radiation from the radar “Lichtenstein” as a precise
directing radio beam . A cathode - tube was used as the indicator which
showed a picture as Illustrated in fig. 4.2.

~~~~ ,
-

~~~~ ~~~~~~rr\( .

~~~~~~~ 
\ (  ~

right straignt 1left,

Figure 4,2. Observation of radiation from radar “Lichtenstein” on
the “Serate” equipment .

When the impulses from both sides of the vertical time base were
equal, the airplane with the ~ierate” equipment was pointed to the air- -

plane with “14chtenstein” equipment. The length of the pulse indicated
the distance, The precision of the “Serate” equipment was so good
that during the attack on the V2 factory at Peenemunde on August 17/18,
1943 the British fighters downed five German Me-h O fighters using the
“Serate” equipment for aiming ,

At the same time the Allies introduced passive dipoles as a radar
countermeasure , They had a great effect on the “Lichten~tein” radar.
The planes equipped with this radar mistook the dipole clouds for real
planes and wasted their time and ammunition on them ,

The Germans were forced to change the radars on their night
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fighters
In October 1943 they replaced them with the model “Lichtenstein SN” -:

which was capable of a fast change of frequency within a very broad
range about the average frequency of 200 MHz , The British were sur-

prised by both- the wavelength (too large for an airborne radar) and
I by the speed of the changes , Losses of bombers due to night’fighters -

increased rapidly and reached a maximum of 10-12%, This required an
urgent implementation of efficient countermeasures. As an example ,

F during the bombing of Nurembe~g on 3/31/1944, 95(or 12%) of the 795
bombers that participated in this action were downed along with the -

L 950 crew members ,
k

At that time a new transmitting electronic tube type ~R~snatron” -

was discovered in the USA , This tube enabled large power emissions
in a very broad frequency range. - 

- 

-

After 18 months of strenuous research efforts , new equipment for
active interference (referred to as “Tuba”) was constructed and was
put in operation by June 1944. Its effect was such that the Germans
were forced to change drastically their night fighter radar equipment .

Radar equipment called “Mnnica” designated as ?tTransm..ReceiverI
~

was mounted in the ta il of each of the Allied planes , This radar 
-

covered the space within a~ angle of 450 for a distance of up to -1000
m . Entry of an enemy plane into the covered space produced a sound
si gnal whose frequency decreased as the distance increased, -

In a !‘Ha1ifax~ plane downed on 3/2/1943 over Holland , the Ger-
mans found equipment marked “Transm-Receiver”and they determined
its use. At the same time they found a receiver , model “Boozer”
for ~!Lurzbu’~~~ radar signals which used a light signal for warning 

-

the pilot. The Germans were surprised by the British knowledge of - :

their frequencies. 
-

~~ 

-

Using data from radar Monica the Germans built a radar receiver
- 

“Flensburg” which could detect and indicate the direction toward -

“Monica”, Accidently the “Flensberg” equipment was also detecting
the operation of the British equipment for verification (1FF) . The
Germans used this method until the middle of 1944 i.e. until the
moment when a German night fighter , model JU-88, changed dire tion

_ _  
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- and larded undamaged on British territory . The British learned about

the equipment “Flensburg” and recognized the danger to the “Monica’~
- and 1FF installations . The insta1lations”Monica~were immediately
disassembled and use of 1FF was reduced to a minimum . -

A characteristic example of e]ectronic war is also represented

9 - b y the battle between the British airborne radars model ASV (Airborne
Survey of Surface Vessels) for surveillance of the sea surface and

German ships and submarines.

The fir st radar of the ASV type, using a wavelength in the range
of 50 cm , -appeared in the Summer of 1941. The British designated
it as “-Mark I”. Its application was fatal for the German submarines
(which had to surface during the night to charge their accumulators
and for supplies). The German warship “Bismark” was sunk in May, 1941,
by help of the ASV radar . 

- 
—

- Using radar , the British cruisers ~Sheffield” and “Suffolk”
discovered the position of the ship , and the torpedo planes equipped
with A5V radars (launched from the aircraft carriers “Victorious”and
“Ark Ro~~j’) torpedoed it on May 27, 1941, The “Bismark” sank as a
consequence.

On the same day radar laboratory of the firm Telefunken received
a captured example of an ASV model radar. They examined it and on
that basis developed a sensitive receiver (Model ~~~tox

”) for radar
signals. The rece iver enabled an early discovery of reconnaissance
planes equipped with ASV..radar - much sooner than the plane could
discover the submarine before it submerged ,

In 1941, thanks to discovery of a strong magnetron , British de-
veloped an ASV — radar on the 10 cm wavelength . This 10 cm ASV radar
(Mark VIII) was mounted on a large number of ~~osquito” planes. This
increased German submarine losses and by 1943 two thirds of the
losses were caused by this type of radar .

As a countermeasure the Germans introduced detector “Naxos”.

The Allied reacted immediately and replaced the 10 cm range ASV-radar
with a 3 cm range ASY-radar. Since Germans were behind in microwave
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technology they equipped their submarines with equipment for “under-

water breathing” referred to as “Schnorckel”. Only just before the
end of the war did they introduce a detector equipment named ~‘Mucke”.
This example shows the uncompromising aspects of the electronic war .

- A change of three generations of measures and countermeasures took -

place in a very short time and under very difficult conditions .
During the use of the ASV type radar , the British Naval aviation sank
3.5 billion registered tons of German ships.

By the end of 1943 British Intelligence learned that German sub—

mar ines were using radar equipment of great range which could be oper-
ated even when the submarine is not completely surfaced. The USA
Ministry of War promptly supplied a receiver for eavesdropping and

analysis of signals , which was mounted on a patrol plane together

with a special antenna. For a long time this search plane could not
find any trace of German submarines. This mystery was resolved only
after the war duing interrogation of the prisoners . They stated that

the Germans did not use this submarine radar at all for fear that it

would reveal their location to the Allied reconnaissance planes.

The Germans lost their radar battle because of lack of power
generators in the centimeter wave range, It is an interesting fact
that magnetrons with the range of 5 and 9 cm of small power (100 mW)
were produced already in 1939 in the Telefunken laboratories Within
this firm there was a strong microwave laboratory which worked under
Dr. Ilberg until 1942 and developed a microwave radio-relay equipment -

referred to as “Michael-Rudolf”, On request of German authorities
(assigned responsibility for development) this laboratory closed its
operations and their experts were sent to other assignments. Pre-
sumably this was based on the belief that a military microwave tech
nology was of no interest. Prof. Dr. Leo Brandt head of the Tele-
funken Company development at that time and head of the German radar
development since 1.945 attributes this failure to the confidence of
the German military leaders who at that time had plenty of radar -

equipment of high ,quality . According to their war doctrine they
considered any further development in the microwave area as unnec~
essary . History has shown these estimates to be unrealistic. Work
in the microwave area was again permitted in 1943 but it was too late .
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The first results of this work appeared just before the end of the

war and had absolutely no effect on military operations.
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Passive Radar Counte rmeasures .

The use of thIn metal strips (passive dipole reflectors) as a

means of creating confusion in rada r systems or to- decreas e their

effectiveness was known by all warring parties alrea dy at the start

of World War II. —

Both the Bri tish and the Germans kept this discovery as a very

important military secret because they were afraid that it would

immediately be used by the enemy against their own radar installations.

The British were afraid that in their new air raids against London

the Germans would use passive reflectors, with catastrophic results

for th~ i3ritish. The Germans, however, were afraid that their “Frey ” -

and . “W(~rzburg ” radars would be made totally ineffective . Both

sides worked urgently on finding a countermeasure, And both sides

found this countermeasure — in the use of the “Doppler effect,” i.e.

distinguishing the airborne targets according to their speed.

The British called their dipole reflectors “Window’*, the Germans

called them “D~ippe1,” the Americans called them “Chaff”**, and the

Japanese called them “Giman Shi.”*** The modern literature generally -

uses the word “Chaff.”

British prime i4nister W. Churchill approved the use of “Window”

strips on 23 June 1942, but their production did not start until the

end of 1942. The strips were 30 cm long and 1.5 cm wide, and were

made out of black colored aluminum foil which would render them

invisible in reflector light. A packet of 1, 000 strips created the

* — window

** — noodles
— attenuating paper
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same reflected signal as a bomber. The cost of a packet was four

pence (0.5 dinars). By the middle of 1943 the production of the

1: - strips was sufficient to begin with their use.

The “Window” strips were used for the first time during a night

attack on Hamburg, a ~errnan industrial and marine center. The anti—

aircraft defense of the city consisted of 54 anti—aircraft gun

~ batteries of medium caliber, 22 reflector batteries, and three

“list ening—in ” (tapping) batteries, as well as 6 fighter plane

airports. The plan for the air raid was carefully prepared. During

- 
- the raid which lasted 45 minutes there participated 791 bombers;

they delivered 10,000 tons of bombs. The plan of the attack required

precise takeoff and flying within half minute intervals. Every minute - 
-

during the departure and the return each bomber dropped a packet of

strips at the geographical latitude 8~ to 90 30’ East.

The effect of this countermeasure was extraordinary. Operators

of the German radar stations were surprised and confused because

simultaneously with reflections actually from the planes their radar

screens also showed false echoes. At first, there were not too many

of the latter, but they rapidly multiplied so that the screen was

literally covered by signals. In this accumulation of signals, the

true targets could not be discerned. Jamming signals remained

present on radar screens throughout the duration of the attack,

whereupon they slowly disappeared. The next day the Germans found

a great number of tinfoil strips in the vicinity of Hamburg along

the route of the bombers. According to German records, the “Würzburg”

radar was completely paralyzed and the planes equipped with the -- -

“Lichtenstein” radar attacked imaginary targets. Of the 791 bombers

which particip ated in the attack nine were downed by the fighters

and three by anti—aircraft artillery . The British lost in this 
-~

attack a total of 12 bomb ers ( 1 . 5 % ) .  The 92, 000 packets of “Window ”
51



strips used during this action re-suited in a reduction of losses

.4 .
~~~ and thus saved-the difference betwe~n usual losses of 6% and the

1.5% in this case, which rep resen€s~ 36 planes with their crews .

The Allies immediately recognized the great usefulness of the

“Window” strips. Each bomber flying ov~~
’Germany carried a packet

of strips sufficl~ nt to simulate 700 bombers. During the intensive

bombinc~ of Germany the Allies dropped each month approximately 20

billion “Window” strips. For this purpose, some 3/4 of the wartime

production of aluminum was used for this purpose, resulting in a

real shortage of aluminum at the end of the war.

In rder to wear out German fighter planes and their anti—aircraft

artillery, the Allies used to send planes over Germany which would —

simulate massive air attacks during those nights that they did not

carry out air raid, by dropping “Window” strips. The routes of

— these flights generally did not coincide with the usual routes,

and these strips were dropped over lengths greater than 500 km.

Passive interference of this type greatly reduced the effectiveness

of anti—aircraft artillery. Instead of 800 shells fired which

have until then been required on the average to down one Allied

bomber , some 3,000 shells fired were now required.

- The Germans reacted very quickly to the use of “Window” strips.

During th~ir attack on Ban (2 December 1943) they totally surprised

the Allies by using their own strips for the first time.

In December 1943, the Germans introduced~against “Window” strips

the radar “W~irzburg”, which makes use of “Doppler effe~t” to separate

(distin guish) the echo from the strip from tha t f rom the airplane;

this means that the strips rapidly lost in speed , while the speed

of the airplane remained constant. Tha shortcoming of this device

was that it recorded only relative speeds highe r than 20 km/hr, in
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= the direction of the device, whereas it did not react to latera l

flight. Not satisfied with this solution, the Germans complement

the “W~rzburg” radar by the “N~rnberg” installation, in which the

separation (distinguishing) of false from true echoes was based on 
-

on that the signal from the true target — due to the turning of the

propeller — is amplitude—modulated , whereas the signal from the -

cloud of strips contained no modulation components whatsoever. The

operator of the “N~irnberg” installation had special hearing aids 
-

and he could by means of the characteristic tone (due to modulation)

select the true from the false targets. The effectiveness of this

operation depended on the degree of training of the operator.

The Japanese used their passive dipole reflectors “Giman — shi” -

(an invention by the captain of corvette Hajime Sudoa) for the first

time during their night attack on Guadalcanal, in ~ay 1943. Their

strips were 75 cm long and 3 mm wide. They were packed into packets

containing 20 pieces each, During their flight toward the target

the airplanes dropped one packet every 5 seconds.

The application of “Window” strips against Japanese radars on

the Pacific was almost impossible, inasmuch as they operated on a

— very wide frequency region (from 70 to 200 1 Hz). For this reason,

the Americans used aluminum foil strips 100 to 150 m long and

10—20 mm wide and suspended onto small parachutes called “Rope.”

Every B—29 bomber carried approxima tely 300kg of such strips , at

the expense of bomb cargo reduction.

For the protection of their airplanes and to decrease the great

effectiveness of German anti—aircraft artillery the Americans at

night also used nets drawn by the airplanes (Fig. 4.3), i’etallic

nets were targets with a high reflection intensity, and the radar

ins tallations of anti—aircraft defense aimed their guns at them .
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The German Navy used passive reflectors as a means of radar

deception. Its submarine fleet used passive countermeasures

“A phfrodite ” and “Thetis ’s to deceive the British reconnaissance

planes equipped with ASV—type radars. “Aphfrodite” were small I

I
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Figure 4.3.
- 

~-etallic net as artificial target.

balloons filled with hydrogen at a height of 20 m . On the wire

which held th~ balloon, at the distance of 9 m, were fastened three

dipoles 4 m in length, which formed a radar echo the size of the

submarine. “Thetis” were angular passive reflectors positioned on

small barges. This deception was quite effective. Known are even

some cases when the German submarine torpedoes the American destroyer

which followed the passive reflector.

During World War II both warring parties made use of the wide

possibilities of radar masking of salient grt~und targets. The

masking measures used by the Germans decreased significantly the

effectiveness of Allied bombing by means of radar bomber target

sights. At the same time, by changing the radar picture of the
1-
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terrain flown over they introduced an element of uncertainty into

the operation of the airplane’s navigator. -

During the air raid on Berlin the Allied pilots availed themselves

of the surrounding lakes for their orientation, inasmuch as these

lakes have a specific shape. The Germans had planned to cover up

these lakes and other orientation objects by variously oriented

semiwave dipolesj However, this plan was never effected , since to

cover the terrain by passive dipoles 3 and 1.0 cm of the wave range

in various orientations a tremendous amount of the dipoles was

necessary. hnother attempt consisted in setting up large angular 
-

passive reflectors onto the lakes, at distances between them which

corresponded to the width of the radar beam. By these reflectors

the goal — masking of the lakes — was achieved , but their cost was

very high and it was hard to secure them firmly. A further attempt

was the use of angular reflectors made of two metal plates, at right

angle, which formed two sides, while the water surface on which the

reflector floated , being fastened onto a wooden coffinhike barge,

formed the third side (Fig. 4.4).

1~ETAL PLATE

WOODEN COFFINLIKE BARGE
— -,-- 
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Figure 4.4.

Angular floating reflector.

The reflectors were lxlm and 2x2 m in size. The Germans attained

their goals The masked surfaces of the lakes could not be
distinguished
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effectiveness of Allied attacks vhe;eby radar orientation was being

used , decreased significantly . Wl~at’s more , the Germans “constructed”

on the surface of the lakes false targets by using reflectors of this

same type. Thus, during a single bombing raid approximately 100

four—engine planes dropped their cargo — onto the lake.

Depending on the need, the Germans used reflectors of various

dimensions. Thus, for instance, in the Berlin area they constructed

false airports by means of angular reflectors lOxlO m in size. The

reflecting surfaces were made of a finely knit net, due to lesser

resistance to wind, With the use of 50 reflectors a large factory

is simulated ; on the screens of airplane radars it gave even better

echoes than the actual factory.

Toward the end of ~he war, the Germans used angular reflectors

to simulate Kistrin Castle at a distance of some 80 km from the

actual position of the castle. Electrical power stations were

• protected in a similar way (such as Petlic near Stettin), as well

as other important objects .

For the protection of expressly vital objects against bombing

by means of radar installations of the H2S and H2X type, the Germans

in 1944 developed special ground active jammers , which utilized

direct or indirect illumination of the bomber’s radar installation.

In case of indirect illumination by the interfering signal, the

object protected was illuminated and the thus reflected signal from

the object was nsed as active jamming signal. One had to take care

that the level of the reflected signal was sufficiently high so that

the recognition of the guarded object on the radar picture was not

possible .
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for the protection of their territory by such a me thod the Germane

placed approx imately 300 ,000 transmitters at 100W; through them they

masked not only the vital objects, but also all the more salient

ones such which the Allies could use as orientation points for their

bombing missions.

Electronic countermeasures played an important role also during

Allied landings. Active jamming was used for the first time for

this purpose durinç~ the landing in Salerno (Italy) in September 1943.

At tha t time, 50 radar installations jammers installed on landing

ships successfully jammed the coastal radar installations. In a

similar way, the infantry units were protected during their landing

at Anzio in January 1944 and during the taking of Elba island in

June of the same year; in that case, the jammers were mounted on

torpedo boats.

As the war proceeded, the application of active and passive

electronic countermeasures became more and more massive; they were

getting to be used also to create genuine electronic diversions of

1arg~ sizes so as to deceive the enemy. A classic example of such

an— electronic diversion is the Allied operation “Fortitude” (during

the night of 5/6 June 1944) which directly preceded the Allied

landing (operation “Overlord”) in Normandy. Some 11,000 airplanes,

4 ,000 ships of all kinds and 1,703,000 persons, with 365,000 vehicles

participated in it. It is understandable that the preparation of

such a vast operation could not be kept secret. For this reason it

was necessary to keep Germans in the dark till the last moment

regarding the time and place of landing . Germans knew that the

northwestern coast of France is very suitable for a landing, which

is why they concentrated here a great number of radar installations

Ii; -
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for the observation of the— airspace and the sea surface and the

installations for the guidance of anti—aircraft guns and coastal

artillery guns. On the belt along the coast they set up some 12

types of various radar installations at distances of 2 and 2.5 km

between them. Thus there were 47 radar stations between the Diepe

port and Cotentin Peninsula, each of which was made up of a “Frey”

t7pe search radar of wide range and a “W~irzburg ” type sight radar.

The radars were able , to operate withtn a relatively wide frequency

range (100 I~HZ for “Frey” radars , 150 rHz range for “W~rzburg” radars).

-This technical capability the Germans made use of by displacing

the operating frequencies of the neighboring radars by 8 I- Hz. Each

knocked—out (destroyed, jammed) radar could be immediately replaced.

Availing themselves of the operation “Cerberus” experiences, the

Germans also mounted a large number of jarnmers on the northwestern

coast of France. Such an electronic situation was extremely

unfavorable to the Allies and required massive application of thereto

known electronic countermeasures.

Already in November 1943 there was develo d a plan of electronic

countermeasures for the Allied air forces, ná ie~ , and armies for

the sake of disorganizing German electronics.

In the preparatory period the Allies mounted some 700 transmitters

for jamming on airplanes, ships, and vehicles; they systematically

uncovered positions of German radar stations and jamming stations;

the found suitable passive dipole reflectors against “Frey” radars

( put together in the form of a harornica, due to high length, since

the “Frey” radar had a large wavelength) and they prepared adequate

amounts of new and “Window” passive reflectors for dropping from

airplanes by means of cannon shells and rockets.

- 
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The invasion started with intensive air attack on the uncovered

-~~~ radar stations and electronic centers on 5 July 1944 . In this attack -

J some 60% of German radar installations and jamming stations were -

destroyed . In order to disable the remaining radar installations

and to deceived the Germans as to the landing place, the following

measures were undertaken during the night prior to the invasions -

-

1. By continuous alternate flights by British and American

airplanes and the concomitant dropping of passive dipole reflectors,

massive attack toward Flanders was simulated, German fighter planes

were baited onto false targets. Since their air—ground radio -

communications were intensely jammed, they were excluded from

operative usefulness until they landed. - -

2. A “fleet” composed of the following sailed out of Newhavens —

a) 4 little ships equipped with the previously mentioned “I~oonshine”

installation. They were pulling a raft onto which was tied a “Filbert” 
-~

balloon with a passive reflector 3 m in diameter inside. The reflector -

created an echo on radar screens equivalent to the echo from a ship

having 10,000 gross tons.

b) 14 small barks equipped with “Armada ” balloons, again pullin9

behind them a raft and a “Filbert” balloon.

In the middle of the Channel, the “fleet” divided into two

directions. One ship and 8 little barks (“Glimmer” group) went in I

the direction of Bologna, along the “support” of the 218th air group,

which simulated a powerful air—fleet formation. The second group -~
“Taxable” was composed of 3 ships and 6 little barks aimed in the -

direction of Cap d’Antifiere, or corresponding to the “support” of

the 617th air group. The “fleets” floated up to the Flanders coast, -

some 10 km before reaching it sunk the balloons and through strong

loudspeakers emitted the characteristic anchoring sounds of a large
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~ 4 number of large ships.

3 • 29 airplanes of the “stirling” and “halifax” type simulated the

airborne landing in the Cannes and Cap d’Antifiere area (opera tion

F “Titanic”). The effect was amplified by the use of “~- onshine” 
-

installations and the “Window” strips. At the landing site parachutes - -

with puppets - special bombs in the form of frogs — were dropped out,

which with their explosions simulated intensive battle, as well as a 
-

few parachutists whose job it was to create as much noise as possible.

At the same time that the false landing was performed, the actual

landing was also performed — with 1,069 airplanes in the vicinity of -

Normandy.

4. Simultaneously with the deception, in the area of actual invasion

20 airplanes with jammers shadowed the screens of German radar stations.

The actual invasion commenced on 6 July in the early morning hours. -

Thanks to vast deceptions, the Germans arrived at the site of the

invasion from 18 to 48 hours late.

Th~ Allied losses in this operation were minimal. Out of 105 jaminer -

airplanes, only 3 have been downed. Neither German Air Force nor -

their coastal artillery hindered the infantry fleet during their

approaching. Out of 2127 ships which participated in the first attack,

only six were sunk. —

The electronic diversion experiences obtained during the operation

“Fortitude” were used also during the landing in southern France. -

In this action, mor’~ than 250 active jammers was used, mounted -

on 130 airplanes and 120 ships of all kinds. Like during the Normandy

invasion, besides the main direction two landing directions were also 
-

-

simulated using a flotilla with passive reflectors and aviation support, -

with active jammers and passive jamming by dropping of dipole strips.
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Immediately prior to the invasion, there was an air attack (in

which 500 airplanes participated), whereby all German radar setups

were destroyed. -

Navigational S_ystems - -

An inflamed and enraged ~Jttie raged between the British and the

Germans also in the area of the application of jamming of radio

navigational systems f or tlw guI~iance of airplanes throughout the —

duration of World War II.

Due to successful bombing of Britain, especially London, but

- - because of the insurmountable poor visibility in this region which

- ; made visual navigation difficult, the Germans installed a large

number of navigational radio stations aimed at London. Upon entering

the war, the Germans had at their disposal the “X Ger~t” system,

in actuality modified by the “Lorenz” system (see p. 30

of copy). The system “X Ger~t” did not make it, as

it was too complicated to be used and was also a suitable target

for anti—aircraft artillery. Because of this, the firm Telefunken

produced the system “Knickebein”, which used frequencies of 30, 31.5,

and 33.3 -Hz and airplane installations of the “Lorenz” system.

With antennas 100 m in diameter the system attained a range of 450km -

at an altitude of 6,000 in. The width of the beam was 0.33°. The

system consisted of two narrow beams, which were crossed above the

target (Fig. 4.5). The transmitters were intersynchronized , with

one emitting points and the other dashes. At the site of the crossing

of the beams the points filled in the void between the dashes and

the listener with earphones obtained a constant tone. The radio

path along which a constant tone could be obtained was very narrow,

and allowed an error in target determination of ± 800 m.
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Toward the end of 1939, the Germans had set up three Kniôkebein -

4 stations (Kieve near the Dutch border, Stolberg on the western shore

of Schleswig—Holstein, and L~rach, on the border between Germany,

France , and Switzerland) -,

- 

~%~-S_ ) 45 •.‘
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Figure 4,5.

German navigational system “Knickebejn”.

British scientistB already in 1939 warned regarding the presence of

j ~German t electromagnetic waves (physicist ~r. R.V. Jones).

In the known agency reporter “Osloreport” data have been found on

the following two stations: 
-

“Knickebein” by Bredstadt 540 39t
8° 57’

“Knickebein” by Kleven 51047,5.,
60 6, -)

Phe British did not know frequencies of individual beams . Out of

three frequencies (30, 31.5, 33.3 ‘~H z ) ,  the Germans always used two

different ones,

On a downed “Heinkel 111” airplane, special installations were

found, together with a note by the pilot, stating “Kni~ cebein” 31,5.

Likewise, on 20 June 1941, in another downed airplane the German
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I 1 flavigator forgot to destroy the instaliatio;s and the noted data

on the direction and the frequencies.

On 21 June 1941, ~r. Jones knew all the necessary data regarding 
-

- 

- 
several German “Knickebein” stations. That same day, at a session -

- - 
1 of the British Government, “Group 80” was formed, headed by Lt/Col

B. Addison and Dr. Robert Cockburn, whose job was to find ways to

disable German navigational systems. Diathermal medical apparatus

was used first, which with their radiation created sufficient noise

for the protection of individual cities (the countermeasure called

“Headache”). From 7 September to 13 N0vember 1940, the Germans

sent 160 bombers for raids on Britain every night. This forced the

British to look f-or some more effective means of jamming. They

constructed transmitters called “Aspirin”, which at “Knickebein”

frequencies emitted points and dashes. Due to the additional signals,

the German receivers did not obtain a constant tone, hence the plane

prolonged its flight. In a later version the “Aspirin” transmitters

were synchronized with German beam which they replaced and were aimed

in such a way that the crossing occurred sooner and above non—important

terr~Ltory. The crews of German airplanes suspected that something

was not in order with their beams, However, supposedly, during the

first two months none had the courage to tell G~ring about the

lack of success of this system, on the contrary the German Air Force

even received special comments as to the infallibility of the system

and sanctions which shall be undertaken against anyone who doubts

in it. Because of this, and also because of poor training of German

pilots in classical celestial navigation, the British were able to

deceived them for over two months, and during this same period they

deterred from the proposed targets more than four fifths of Gerrnsn

S
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bombs , which represented a success equal to an important victory. -
L

For the return of their airplanes, the Germans had some 80 aimed

radio phares; they constanly used 12 of them, keeping the rest in

reserve, Which 12 will be used was for the British a secret until

the last moment. For this reason the British constructed transmitters —

aimed radio phares - with variable frequency “1-asking Beacon — i~eacon” ,

with which they deflected German return radio directions, The first

such device was installed on 24 July 1940; by 10 August there were

already 6, and by 18 August there were 9 of them. By October 1940,

“Group 80” had in its composition 20 officers, 200 soldiers, 15

“Aspirin”, and 12 “reacon” positions.

The “Knickebein” system ceased to be useful for the Germans.

For this reason they changed over to using a modified “X Ger~t”

system (see Fig. 4.1). The alteration with respect to the original

“X Ger~t” system with which the Germans entered the war consisted

in the transition to a higher frequency (74 ~-Hz). Germans assumed

-~ ~- that the British do not have transmitters at this frequency range

and, likewise, that they are not familiar with the technology of

this reacjion. This system was used for the first time during the

bombing of Birmingham on 13 August 1940, At this time the newly

constructed factory for fighter planes was completely destroyed .

Availing themselves of the expertise learned by uncovering the

earlier systems, the British already in August 1940 discovered

the guiding frequencies. In mid—September 1941 they were familiar

with all the parameters of the German system. With respect to tha t

they did not have a corresponding transmitter, they modified the

radar transmitter of the system CH and called it “Bromide,” In the

meantime , the Germans bombed Coventry and destroyed its entire

¶ 6~
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industry, which was a heavy blow to the British (dropped were 56

tons of incendiary bombs, 394 tons of demolition bombs, and 127

parachute mines). Until mid—January 1941, the British already m ade

- -‘ so many “Bromide ” jammers that the jamming by the German system was

was ineffective. And in i-arch 1941, the Germans stopped using this

system.

The Germans had already toward the end of 1940 chang~~over to

using the “Y_Ger~t”* developed by the Telefunken firm (director

Dr. Hans Plendi, constructor “X—Ger&t”). This system had only one

directed radio beam, along which 180 pulses per minute were emitted.

On the airplane was placed an automatic device which determined the

direction and responded to the pulses. The ground installation -

received these pulses, calculated the distance, and the determined

instant sent the pulse for ejection of the bomb, This system was

first used for airplanes of the H—h i type of group K.G 26 , with

ground transmitters at Poix, cherbourg, and Cassel. The British

already in February 1941 activated a jar nmer of the “Domino” type,

which received the signals from German airplanes and which by a

powerful transmitter emitted the signal for automatic ejection of

the bomb, To avoid this jamming , the Germans on 9 I- ay 1941 changed

the frequency of the “Y—Ger~t”, however two nights later the British

were already jamming them successfully. The effectiveness of the

jamming by the “Domino” installation illustrates also the fact tha t

out of 89 flights guided by the “Y—Ger~t” from 1 to 15 1’arch 1941,

only in 18 cases were there obtained accurate data regarding the

instant the bomb was dropped.

Dr. Cockburn, the British director of electronic countermeasures,

*‘1y” device ( installation).
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declared that it was a very simple thing to disable the “Y—Ger~t”

since the G rmans totally automitized it. The automatic. installations

on German airplanes were not capable of distinguishing the true from

the false signals.

Due to their lack of success with the electronic system, the
y

Germans started to use “target illuminator.” This were airplanes

equipped with all the navigational devi~ known to that time and

with rank navigators, Their job was to drop small incendiary bombs

for the sake of causing fires at predetermined objects to be attacked,

so that the bomber groups which followed them could most easily

discern them. As soon as they implemented this system, the British -

started to incite intensive fires at the sites of false targets;

as a result of this, up to 95% of German bombs was then dropped onto

these false targets. The Germans saw the cunningness of the British

and the system changed in such a way that besides the incendiary

bombs they also dropped true bombs. The British counteracted by

that besid~s the fire caused by - the German bombs they produced also -

another fire at opposite direction from the designated target. This 
-

procedure caused a cjreated dispersion of German bombs, with only

about one half of them falling onto the true target.

In the application of electronic navigational means the Germans

made some fundamental mistakes: -

1) their radb navigation stations were placed in such a way that

they were within the zone which could easily be controlled by the

British listening—in stations;

2) they frequently experimented with new methods. They decreased

the range, but this did not suffice not to be listened—in by the

British listening—in stations;
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~ ~~~ 3) they practiced the emission of their radio navigational

equipment already during the first afternoon hours of the same day

that the night attack was planned;

4) there systems were too pedantic, complicated, and for the most

part automatized. Because of this they precluded from the training

of the navigators and the pilots the conventional methods of navigation. -

-

An airplane with such pilots was generally lost, as soon as the

guidance system failed.

each of these factors contributed tha t The British obtained

extremely important data and that they knew ahead of time what to

expect. They had enough time, sometimes even several hours, to

undertake the corresponding protective measures.

After the war, the German general ~-artini , director of this

area of research, stated that he did not comprehend that the started

a “high—frequency war” and that he underestimated Briti~ -i Intelligence -

Service and the organization of electronic countermeasures,

In a similar way the Germans also conducted their war against

British systems for electronic navigation.

Professor Lindeman was commissioned by W. Churchill and in

September 1941 made an analysis of the effr~ctiveness of British

bombing of Germany. ,~e ascertained that the effectiveness of

classical bombing technique is minimal, i.e. that only 1/3 of the

dropped bombs fell within a diameter of 8 km around the target.

Already in 1938, the British scientist R. I. Dippy proposed a

hyperbolic navigation system called “G~ t~.” This system was perfected - :

and jr/July 1941 was tested on an airplane flying above the North Sea.

~~o airplanes ar~ used for the bombing of the Ruhr region on 11 August

1941. The following night one of the airplanes did not return from

the attack on Hannover, In this case, a great in—principle error

_  
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was committed , i.e. the testing of a new system was done over

unfriendly territory. The British were afraid that because of
- 

-

~~ this the Germans became familiar with the “GEE ” system, so they

undertook great measures of caution. The designation of the system

was changed (from “GEE” to “J”), the shape of the airborne and

the ground installation was changed, so that it was similar to the -

CH radar, serial tables of airborne installations carried numbers

R 3000 .,., which were the radar numbers. From airborn~ installations

all identifying information was removed. The airborne installation

received the designation TR 1335, which meant that one has to do

with a prime receiver. For the sake of camouflage they installed

three powerful c,round directional “Lorenz” transmitters, and on the

airplane they installed additional installations, and they trained -~

the crew in their use.

At the start of 1941 , some 30% of the bombers were equipped with

the “G1~~ ” system. The British estimated that the Germans had not

discovered tha t system as of that time and that they will be able

to use it approximately 3 months, j • e • that within that time the

f Germans shall have found effective countermeasures,

The “GEE” system was used for the first time for massive bombing

of Germany on 8 i-~arch 1942. Nonths passed by and the system remained

Un jammed. During the first month of use 20 airplanes equipped with

“GEE ” installations were lost. The inability on the part of the

Germans to detect this system was such that the crews of Bri tish

airplanes called the installation “goon box”, or idiot box.

The hyperbolic navigation “GIf~ ” radio system is at the frequency

range between 20 and 85 MHZ. Figure 4.6 shows the principle of

this system.

- 
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Figure 4.6.

Hyperbolic navigation principle of the “G:E” system.

Basically, the “GEt’ system consists of two very powerful (about

350 kW) transmitters (~ and B, C and D). The distance of the

transmitter in the pair is the base ; it was between 100 and 125 km.

With the help of its receiver installation the airplane measured

the distance to individua l transmitters. Since the distance line,

or the distance difference, respectively , is similar to a spherical

hyperbola, the intersect of this line with a similar or a measured

line for the other transmitter pair gives the momentary position

of the airplane. Since spherical hyperbolas are not suitable for

representation on geographic maps, the lines of the same distance -

are represented by conventional hyperbolas with a rather good accuracy,

~
s aps for “GEE” navigation were prepared and the only thing the navigator

on the airplane had to do was to determine the route hyperbolas and

the hyperbola intersects in order to be able to bomb the target. —
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The “GEE” system was essentially known to the Germans , inasmuch

as the Tolefunicen firm already in 1939 proposed a similar system,

- 

- 

however Hitler stopped its development. The Germans captured the

first “GEE” receiver when it fell into the sea (on 29 r’-~arch 1942)

at Wilhelmshafev in case of a British airplane which was equipped

with the “GEE” installation. The crew activated the detonators on

the installation, but the sea extinguished them. The first tests

met with no success, since the director of the investigation, Colonel

engineer Schwenke falsely assumed that the British use a system

similar to the “Knickebein” system. Only after five months of

preparations have provisional jammers been set up in the vicinity

of airborne objects , and the long—awaited jamming of the “GEE” system

did not begin until 4 August 1942. Later the provisional jammers

were replaced by the powerful jaminers called “Heinrich.” One of

them was installed on the top of Eiffel tower in Paris. In October

1942 so many jamming installations were already operating that the

useful range of the “GEE” system was decreased from 400—600 kin to

approximately 160 km , which was not sufficient for the purposes of

bombing of Germany, Neverthelegs, the system was not cut out entirely;

the Allies used is till the end of the war, but only as a navigational

system to help airplanes return after the completed mission (Fig. 4.7).

Because of Germant jamming of the “GEE” system the British developed

a navigational system called “Oboe” and started using it in September

1942. The system consisted of two radar ~earch~1ights (A and B)

called “cat” and “mouse.” During the onslaught of the airplane, the

distances between radar search lights were carefully calculated on

the basis of the geographical maps; the routes of the airplane and

the targets v~r~ likewise carefully calculated. After the attack the

airplane flew at the same distance from search light B (flight by
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circular path) and dropped the bombs at a specific distance from

~t. ~ search light A (triangle: airplane, A and B) or after a certain

predetermined time of flight along the circular path after the
- 

- 
intersection point (Fig. 4.9). The data regarding the distance

from search light A and B the airplane obtained by means of the

“question-answer” method (airplane by the coded question pulse,

F 
and the ground installation also by the coded answer code).

Installation for “Oboe” navigation were mounted on the airplane

“mosquito”, which during night—time bombing raids flew as the

illuminator of the target in front of the bomber forwation. In

latvr operations of the 9th Army Air Corps of the USA , the bombing

raids were done also in daytime, however only the leader of the

“Oboe” formation was equipped with “Oboe” installations. The

shortcoming of this system consisted in that one pair of “Oboe”

Figure 4.7.

Cover of the “G~~” system as of 1 November 1945 for flight

altitude of 750 m with southeastern transmitter pairs,
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Navigational system “Oboe”.

transmitters was necessary for one guidance. With increased bombing

intensification of Germany the need for “Oboe” guidance centers

increased. Thus in ;-arch 1944 the -Ulies at~.the territory of Great

Britain had already activa ted 44 centers for “Oboe” navigation.

The Germans for a long time did not know of the existence of the

“Oboe” system. Thus, after the terrible bombing (on 5 ~‘-arch 1943)

and dr-’struction of Krupp factories in Essen, Hitler called together

his staff and inquired about British technical possibilities and

their navigational precision. Namely, the “Oboe” system provided a

precision of 90%, i.e. 90% of the bombs fell on the target. G&ing

claimed that the British are getting such a success with a navigational

system which is similar to their “Y—Ger~t.” Hitler made an experirnent*

of guiding with the “Y—Ger~t” onto the target in an uninhabited part I

of Bavaria. Within a distance span of approximately 360 kin, about

*Alfred Price: Herrschaft ~ber Nacht /Dominion over the Night/,

Bertelarnan Sachbuchverlag, 1968. g,

~ 
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50% of the bombs dropped fell around the target 900 in in diameter.

This proved that the British use some other system.

In the meantime, the Germans attempted to simulate light bombs

for “target notation” at another safe site. They had no success

with this, since they did not obtain the same red color given out

by the British light bomb.

Only on 7 January 1944 did the Germans down an airplane “mosquito”

near Kleven, equipped with the “Oboe” system. Very quickly they

recognized the system and within 3 days made a plan for a network

of 80 ja mniners in the frequency range from 220 to 250 MHZ . They

called them “Anti BurninerUng Ger~t” (“Anti—Bang Installation”) • The -

S S Seffectiveness of British bombing dropped from 90% to 20%. The

British noticed this right away, and moreover, sent the Germans a

wireless message on the “Oboe” frequency, “You are a Schweinhund”

(or freely translated, “You are a hog’s dog”),

The Allies had by this time already developed and used inagnetrons

and klystrons for centimeter wave region, so that already prior to

the German jamming of the meteric “Oboe” system thay converted to

the production and installation of the centimetric “Oboe” system.

The crew of the German listening—in installation “N~irnberg”

noted on 30 January 1944 signals from a “mosquito” airplane issuing

from the wave region of 9 cm, The Germans did not believe that

this is from a new “Oboe” system, especially sinc74the British did

not dismantle the old system, but rather used it for masking.

In October 1944 the Germans succeeded in producing the jainmer

“Feuerberq” for the jamming of the centimetric “Oboe” system, and -

starting in 1945 also jammers “Post klystron” and “Roland,” but

without marked successes. Due to being behind in microwave

technology, the Germans from the spring of 1944 to the end of the
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war could not effectively counteract the Allied navigational systems.

World War II also marked humble beginnings of electronic jamming

of guidance systems of radio—directed missiles .

Starting from 8 S~-ptember 1944 the Germans bombarded Britain by

rocket missiles of the V2 type, which for that time had a rather

good radio—guidance system. During its flight time the rocket sent

to its ground center the data on its speed and altitude. On the

basis of these flight data and times the center then calculated the

position of the rocket, When the rocket attained such a position

that a target hit was possible, then the center by means of radio

dispatched the thrust engines and the rocket sped against the target.

The British succeeded in uncovering the directional guidance system

and constructed transmitters for the extinguishment signals for the

rocket thrust engines. By false signals they disconnected the rocket

thrust engines sooner so that the rocket did not reach the desired

target. The effect of this countermeasure was significant, as is

-
- 

-
~ shown by the difference between the rockets launched and those that

reached their targets. According to German data, during the7 months

~~~~~~ 
~~~

- until the liberation of Haag, where these devices were launched,

1359 rockets of this type were launched against London, According

to British data, Only some 500 rockets managed to reach London.

2724 people died and 6476 people were wounded during this, This

numbe r would have been much higher if all the rockets had fell on

London.
1n 1924

The first radi.-—guided air—sea rockets were used by the Germans

against an Anglo—American convoy in the Biscay Bay. The rockets

were fired from th~ airplane DO—2l7, Already during the first rocket

attack, one military escort ship was sunk, This weapon represented

cjr~at danger for Allied convoys and Navy researchers were forced to

7~4
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invent a radio—guidance system and to construct the corresponding

jamming installations within as short a time as possible. This

assicjnrnent was especially difficult, inasmuch as the nature of

radio—guidance was totally unknown. For this reason, frequency

videband radio—receiver apparatus together with a pulse analyzer

was developed, This apparatus was mounted on one of the escort

ships of the convoy. By means of this apparatus it was determined -

tha t the radio—guidance system of German rockets operates at the

frequency range of 40 ~HZ, and this with amplitudinally modulated

signals on two frequencies. One of the frequencies served for the

left deviation from the course, and the other for the right deviation.

The magnitude of the deviation depended on on the time duration

of the radio command. The first rockets of this kind (HS—293) had

a flight time of 60 seconds, while with the later and improved

version (FX—l400) the speeds were increased and the flight time was

decreased to 30 seconds. Analysis of the guidance signal made possible

the construction of a jainmer. First a jar nmer with an output power

of 50 W was produced, while later, in 1944, its power -wa s increased

to 1 kW. This was the jammer AN/ARK-8, with which 14 ships were

equipped. These jarnmers were also mounted on destroyers “Frederic

L. Davis” and “Herbert C. Jones” and they succeeded in 75 German

attacks to deflect the path of more than 100 German guided rockets,

or approximately 2/3 of those launched, The Germans thus lost their

confidence in radio—guidance and converted exclusively to wire—guided

missiles, These were varieties of flying bombs HS—293 B and C.

World War II brought also humble beginnings of radar masking

technology. The Germans researched materials for their submarines,

especially for installations for underwater breathing of the “Schnorkel”
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type, such as would absorb electromagnetic waves, the project being

.4 called “Schnornsteinfeger.” They did not achieve any marked successes

in these operations.

As a good indicator of the effectiveness of individual electronic

measures and counterm easures ii7~orld War II, in the European theater ,

served the percentage of aviation loss due to the enemy anti—aircraft

defense, As soon as the losses increased, this meant that the

measure or counterm easure used was detwted and has become ineffective

and that another measure or countermeasures respectively , must be

found immediately. Figure 4,9* shows the dependence of the percentage

of loss of Allied aviation with respect to the undertaken passive
— or active electronic countermeasures or intrinsic errors (as has

been the application of the installation for the determination of -

allegiance of an airplane — 1FF simultaneously on all airplanes in 
-

the formation).

Electronic measures and countermeasures have been used immensely

also in the Pacific Ocean war zone, only under different conditions

with respect to the European war zone, The war zone in the Pacific 
—

was characterized by vast spaces, which caused the Americans to

develop special tactical electronic countermeasures.

From the first days of the war through to .l942, both warring

sides used radio reconnaissance of radio communications as almost

the only visible sign of electronic countermeasures, On the American

side, radio reconnaissance was done by units K0V and Rb- , and also

by civilian stations of the Federal Commission for Communications -

located on a large number of islands and their center in Hawaii.

*Antofl Po~eçj: Flectronic jamming and measures for counter electroni

observation, Supplement to the Aviation Journal (Vazduhoplovn i Glasnik

Zemun , 1961, p. 14.
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Fig. 1~.9 .  Percentage of losses by allied aviation with
respect to the radar countermeasures undertaken .
Key:  (1) Losses in %; ( 2 )  Enormous use of 1FF ; (3)  Use
of 1FF ; ( 1~) Jammer “Mandrel” ; ( 5)  Jammer “Mandrel” ; (6 )
“Window ” strips; ( 7 )  Jammer “Jostle ” of “Window ” diversion ;
(8) ABC [illegible]; (9) Jammer “Cartop” ; (10) Conversion
by enemy to shorter wavelengths ; (11) Loss of [illegible]
of armies in France.

By deciphering captured Japanese radiograms, with which hundreds of

cryptocjraphers and translators were kept busy, great progress was

made. The captured and translated communications were multiplied

so that 10 to 14 copies were available which then were dispatched

to the interested institutions, In July 1941 the Japanese decoded

the Japanese diplomatic code (code “rozi”) and since that time were -

well informed of Japanese plans, A great number of the telegrams

was decoded still the same day that they were dispatched from Tokio.

The rapidity of the decoding was m ade possible also by a special

device only four copies of which were fabricated. Three of them

were used by U.S. cryptographic agencies and one of them was in 1941
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lent to Great Britain for use. In this way, more than 700 information

communications were decoded, out of which some 200 gave information

regarding the movement of Japanese ships; the remaining ones were of

diplomatic nature.

At the start of military operations against the United States, the

Japanese fleet received several ciphers and codes which had to be

used by a definite order. Thnaks to their experience with decoding

the diplomatic code, American cryptographers quickly decoded the

above codes of the Japanese fleet on the basis of the material received.

After Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the American intelligence

service had at its disposal the information that the Japanese are

preparing an equally large attack on a city which by their code they

called “AF.” It was imperative to find out as quickly as possible which

city this was. The Americans arrived at the possible estimation that

this could be ~:idwa y island. To confirm this proposition, they made

use of radio disinformation. The commander of the island was given

an order dispatch a communication to his superiors in Pearl Harbor

in the opening text to the effect that the machinery by which drinking

water is supplied has broken down and that the operation of Japanese

radio stations is all the time painstakingly active. The radio

intelligence service of the Japanese acted flawlessly. Already the

third day after the transmission of the prepared text the American

reconnaissance station in Hawaii received the Japanese radiogram in

which it was said tha t the Americans have difficulties at site “AE”

with respect to drinking wa ter supply. The target of Japanese marine

operation was thus uncovered, The Americans succeeded in preparing / I
a prompt defense and on 4 June 1942 the Japanese fleet suffered a 

/ 
-

terrible defeat.
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After these very successful operations the American radio

intelligence service suffered a great malsuccess due to its own press. 
-

icamely , the newspaper “Chicago Tribune” published a communique

- - that the principal role in the victory at I’~idway was played by the

radio intelligence service. On the basis of this the Japanese

grasped that their codes have been revealed and they immediately

introduced new ones. Similar cases of a lack of caution in the

u.s. press or their individual agencies repeated themselves many —

times during the course of the war and their result always was a

change in the Japanese code and a new tortuitous t~~.ing labor on

the part of American cryptographers toward their decoding.

The Americans lid not jam radio communications of Japanese ships

and units, since it suited them better to monitor and decode the -

radiograms and to radio goniometrically determine the position of

the ships.

The Japanese were relatively late in starting to use radar

installations. The first two radars were installed on ships “Ise” —

and “Hega”, which took part in the operations at I4dway Island,

The Americans were not familiar with Japanese radar equipment,

so they put in tremendous effort to obtain information about it.

They questioned prisoners, and carefully studied captured documents

and information obtained from all the captured installations was

passed on to the laboratorieø. During the landing on Guadalcanal

(1942), the United States marines succeeded in capturing several

Japanese radar installations of the newer brand, On the basis of

this , a special highly sensitive monitoring receiver was developed ,

which in 1942 was mounted onto airplanes and ships. A modified - 
-

version of it was mounted in 1943 also on submarines.
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In the yc-~ars 1942 and 1943 the Americans conducted sys~ 
rati c

radio reconnaissance on the pacific so as to uncover r- ‘310 stations

in th”~ area between Solon~on Islands and China
, They ‘staoi~ shed

that the Japan~se dipose o~ a rather strong radar n~ twork on the

- rrmn~, on the ships, and on- the airplanes. The remilts ~~f this

radio “ ‘ronnaissance were plotted onto a special map whic~’i served 
- 

-

for the preparation and deve1~ p~~nt of measures for the j~~rming of -

Japanese radars, their use as radio search lights , and for finding

unobserved sectors and pathways for future observations ,

On the oee-~cion of movement of troops or attack the i’~~ri cans

‘lade use of signals from Japanese radars as navigationa l radio

search lights for the guidance of their airplanes or Ehi ps into

the target region. When the Japar~ se noticed that their radar signal

is being used as a radio search light they excluded those radars

as soon as they noticed enemy formations on their screens. Since - -

the range of a s’~- isitive radar monitoring receivers is considerably

larger than tha t of a radar installation (the receive~- receives a

v~ry powerf’il transmi tted radar signal, whereas the radar weakens

the reflected si’n~ 1 from the target), ihc ~ee vi~ ~n units were able

to adjust the correspondien ~~ unterm ’~asur~~s prior to -Th pari ’- - s ’-  attacks.

Thus, for instanc~ , American ships rYc’ive~ the radar signal from

Japanese tor~ ’~~n airplanes 30 minutes befor- these torp-do airplanes

roticed on thr~ir radars th~ \morican ships, The case is also known

where the ‘.merican submarine “Batfish” uncover~d radar signals of
thr~ r~ Japanese submarines , determinr~c1 their position, and sunk themn -

one by one.

On the basis of tlv— results of radio reconnaissance and data on

Japanese radar installations , an entir~ series of active jamr~;ers was

developed in the US~ in 1943. Thus ja~mn~ r ANt~Rp— l covered the

_ _  

_ _  -- 
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frequency range from 90 to 220 i-Hz , having a power of 15 W , jarnmer

-\N/\RT— 2 covered the frequency region frou 420 to 720 1’-Hz and was

used against radars for remote observation.

~~ftpr taking New Guinea in December 1943, a Japanese airborne

radar installation was captured. On th~~~sis of it within a course

of 7 days , 50 ship installations were modified for active jamming,

whereby a tremendous blow was dealt the effectiveness of Japanese

• - torpedo airplanes equipped with these radar sights. On the occasion

of the jamming , the torpedo airplanes lost their target and became

an easy prey to American anti—aircraft artillery and defense fighter

planes, After this happened , the Japanese very rarely used night—time

at tacks,

\l1 marine units of the American fleet operating in the Pacific

• were already in 1944 equipped with complete equipment set for

°lectronic countermeasures, For destroyers and submarines is consisted

of three monitoring receivers which covered the frequency region

from 40 to 10,000 ‘-Hz ; one pulse analyzer; one goniometer for the

frequency region from 90 to 5,500 ‘-Hz , and several active jammers

for frequency reeion from 60 to 10 ,000 ~Hz

;ctive jamrners protected navigable units from coastal artillery

directed by radar and prevented torpedo planes and flying torpedoes

from findinc; the target and sighting by means of radar.

Prior to the end of the war almost all American airplanes which

took part in the hostilities in this theater were equipped with two

active jammers of radar installations, ~-any airplanes and flying

fortresses (B—29) were also equipped even up to 18 ja tmninç transmitters,

several detection receivers, radio goniometers, and installations for

analyses (Fig. 4.10). Because of the large number of built—in antennas
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Figure 4.10.

Laboratory airplane “B—29” from World War II.

these airplanes had an unusual form (Fig. 4 .10). These airplane

laboratories at first made use of electronic protection of air raids,

but with improved built-in technical equipment they widely used

for reconnaissance Japanese electronics, in which they are to some

extent a precursor of contemporary airplane and satellite systems

for the detection and analysis of electromagnetic radiation.

During World War II a large number of installations for detection -

and jamming was produced. The main information on installations

for radar detection and jamming obtained by the Americans and the

British is summarized in Table 4.1,

The cited examples of electronic measures and countermeasures

clearly show that electronic countermeasures have been undertaken

primarily against radar and radio navigational installations, This

is so because these installations played an important role in the

detection and direction of fire onto the foe and on guiding to the

specific r~~’ions — rier’p behind enemy lines - various war equipment -

(aircraft , rockets, and similar). Interruption of means of communic-

ation was used to ~ lesser degree, due to the fact that much useful

information could be obtained from enemy communiques.

experience from World War II indicates also that self—satisfaction

-

‘ 

with electronic measures and countermeasures is Very dangerous , even -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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fatal; that electronic devices and equipnent become obsolete very

quickly, and that ultimately there is required continuous intensive

- - 
- work on the development of new methods and installations.

* 
• 

4.3, AFTER WORLD WAR II

The tremendous financial input and the high investment of mind

and productive capacities in the area of electronics led to that

during the after—war years many military electronic installal ions

a ppeared and that electronics caine to be used also in the fields

which previously have totally been reserved for man. Arm ed conflicts

during 4-hi s  period were indeed grea t proving grounds for practical

verification of new weapons or concepts. -

Already starting in 1949, the World Superpowers knew tha t they

are insufficiently informed about the foe and his activity. Hence,

intensive work on reconnaissance equipment proceeded henceforth.

The application of spectral sensors, micro—electronics, and digital

technology has uc to the present time raised the methods and techniquer-

of reconnaissanc~ to such a level which in the near past has still

been beyond any conception, The U.S. materiel saw the introduction

of a larqe number of aircraft for electronic reconnaissance. Their

intensive flights above the territory of Fast ‘~uropean countri- -s 
-

started in 1950. It is assumed that during the period from 1950 to

1964 at least 26 American reconnaissance planes wore downed over -~

the territory of the Soviet Union, Public at large is familiar

with the downing of their U—2 type airplane, piloted by F.G. Powers -

in ‘ay 1960 above the USSR territory and the reconnaissance airplane

- - of the ~C—l2l type, with 31 crew members (Fig. 3,8), which was shot

down by North Korean flak on ‘5 April 1969 above the Japanese Sea,

_ _ _ _ _ _- -  
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c~ -~~ c3)
frekventno iirina pojus 

______ ~ wtip uredaja podru~je smetnji -MHz MHz fl0~1OC _ _ _ _

a. radaralu detektori 
_______  -______ _____ _____

ARQ—8 25— 100
APRG 40—3000

APR-S 1000—MOO 
-

APR-8 - 
- 

3000—6000
b. goniometri -

APA-24 100— 450

AP 300-1000 
_ _ _ _  - _ _ _

a, akti vni ometa~i 
- -

ARQ-8 (Dm a) 25— 100 0,15 -o 40—20

APT-3 (Mandrel) 85— 150 3 12— 9 3— 2

APT-I (Dm a) 90— 220 6 0 IS— 8
APQ-2 (Rug) - 200— 550 1 20— 5,5 - 5— 1,25
APT-2 (Cnrpet I) 450— 720 7 - 20— 3 116— 0,6

APQ-9 (Carpet III) 475— 585 7 20 - 5

APT-5 (Carper IV)~ 350—1200 2.5—3 30— 5 - -

APT-4 (Broad1oom)~ 150— 780 7—10 150

AYI’-9 300—2500 2— 8 25— b 10— 3 -
APR-10 2230—4030 - 25—50
AN/ARK-8 40 

- 1000

AN/ART-i 90— 220 - 13

AN/ART-2 420— 720 -

- 
A~ /ART-3 I 85— 150 -

Table LL1. Fundamental data for Allied electronic countermeasure
insta l la t ions  used in World War II.
1 — Inst a l la t ion  type ;  2 — Frequency range MHz ; 3 — Width of inter-
ference band , MHz ; L~ — Power in W; 5 — Carrier;  6 — Laterial ; 7 — a.
Radar detectors ;  8 — b .  Goniomet ers;  9 — c .  Act ive j ammers

I
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It is thought that the m ission of this second plane was to detect 
- 

-

-

and monitor North Korean radio arid radar network and to follow the

movement and radio communications of the Soviet Far East fleet.

After its destruction, President R. Nixon at the press conference

(inadvertently ) stated s “All three radars (North Korean, Soviet,

and American) shoved the same thing ...“ By this he accidentally

disclosed the heretofore carefully guarded secret regarding the

capabilities of the electronic reconnaissance system called “L’lin.”

By the development of spectral sensors and radars for lateral

reconnaissance~, military reconnaissance technology underwent

tremendous progress. Passive infrared recording makes possible the

detection of new sources of heat from conventional kitchens where

food is being prepared to vehicles with engines turned on. Allegedly , 
-

the newly developed technology of highly sensitive infrared photography -

from the air was responsible for the capture of Che Guevara, the

renowned Cuban revolutionary in Bolivian jungles, To wit, the U.S.

-  intelligence service (CIA) which aided Bolivian authorities, that
- 

Ch~ Guevara guerillas use a special stove for the preparation of

food also used by the Viet Cong units in Vietnam, The special feature

of this stove is that no smoke and no fire are s~2n, However, this

stove radiates sufficient amount of infrared rays that it can be

photographed also through the dense jungle shrubbery.

Passive infrared reconnaissance technology - 1akr~s use of thnr~nal

radiation emitted more or less by all objects. Wavelengths 8—14

microns served for the recording of this radiation, i.e. the radiation

of the wavelengths which the atmosphere does not attenuate. It was

established that sick plants can be distinguished from healthy ones,

that sea currents can be distinguished, as well as the mixing of sweet
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- -. and —~~i ty  wat r at the- outflow of rivers ‘flt C) the sea , --otor vehic1’~s

with  s tTt r t ’  d e H nr ~~~, ~nd even sit~ s wh- r~ such v- h id es r st -~

I 
- ( t h  r -~il i r~- ’~~ ion). Tests on tb sea rr v-’ain’~ that on thu’ b~~--:is

- -. wat~’r flows nn - can also cb~t r- i~ - -
~ thn subrnirines at drpths to

30 $ This - rthod is se- -c i i l l y  suitab1~- for the detection o~’ nuc’- -r

s1~h - - -- rin’~s, ~nas~iuc~’ ~s they use sea wc~t - -r for th~ cooling of nucl~ ar

r- -~ ctors ( F i g,  4 .11).

r (I~ 1r~ 
(1 .11,

Passive i r r - - -~ patterns~ a)  ~-~i r - ~ water ~~~~~~~ of nuci ~r s~ ’~- dr1n~ ;

b) 1~ —p at t ern  -~r a submar ~.~~-~ at a depth of ~ e’-~rox i - -at~’ly 30 m;

c) l8~.— pa tt~ rn of , at  lef t  tl-v - “ . r-rint” o~ a tank, and at riçjbt

of a triic1-: -. -
~~ E’-

~~ ~ t -t r t — ~d r - y ~ç~ j~-~ -

The i n ~~~:~~ r2cording techno l ocy b - t s  :i -v - -
~~ to such a dec r~-’e

tha t r ’t~~ve r - nor ”~ n~ is ~ n n— ~ by by sca tte r~ n~- by neans of an i n f r a red

laser h - i - ~~~ TK~~r - 1 ordina r~- t~ ’d nc~ z of the t~ r r a i n  flown over can br -

obtained ( ‘ig. 4 .12 ) ,

Th r1~- 1r- - - 1Op’nen t of photographic pr ints , as w~ 11 ~s IR- pat t -~rns ,

r ’~quires tha t  ~~~~~~
- r c n n u i s~~r t n r ~ ’ plane r etu rns  to tb - - base; in addition ,

th~- Li  -
~~ n -~~d d to develop t h y  f i l m  a’ -~o i1~~s to 1~~~ consid- r( d .  In

~ rc 1- -r  th~ t t i - i s  t ime ‘-T~~~~~b-t be r~ diic~ d fo r H sp- r sioii  nhotoq ra~Th inq of
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the terrain, each line of the picture is transfferd to the ground

I ~ by means of radio individually which then m akes possib1’~- that the

entire picture of the terrain can there be put together as flown

over , with this being done either by photography or electronically

(thern~-l photography or by use of television)(Fig. 4.14).

~:icrominiature electronic beams, radar and i~ ..reconnaissance

syete s, together with radio installations for transfer to the ground ,

are placed into special containers (Fig. 4.15) with own energy so roe. I
These containers can be hung onto any giv~~~áirplaneb

Already since 1960 the use of pilotless aircraft for the purposes

of reconnaissance has been tested. Several tens of types of these

IS -

- p  

- 

-
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-

• 
~~

‘
:~ 
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Figure 4.12.

\r~ t iVe infrarr~d laser dispersion photo of the terrain taken at

r ir ,ht  from an alt i tude of 1500 m,
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Figure 4 ,13,

Passive infrared photo of a ship on high seas. Due to change

in te--- perature (cooler parts arc’ lighter , warmer parts are darker)

both the ship and the waves which it produces -sr~ visible.
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Figure 4.14.

- i- ’ -,ersjon I~~ reconriaissanc - sy~ t-’m ’vjth instantaneous transfer

of the picture to th-’ ground .
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aircraft containing different electronic equipment have been

developed, One of the last solutions of this kind of reconnaissance

sets is that with the designation AN/USD—5 (USA) • This system

consists of a ground cabin containing the electronic installations,

a turbo jet engine aircra ft , a launching ramp, and an installation

for returning the aircraft and its landing. The wing span of the

aircraft is approxi~iately 7.3 m, the tota l length approximately 11 m ,

the height approximately 2.4 m; the weight 3.950 kg and the lift of

the turbojet engine approximately 1.350 kg. The aircraft is launched

from a mobile launching ramp and it flies according to a predetermined

program; during the course of its f l ight  it can , depending on need ,

be either lifted or lowered. The low flight between ground objects

and its high speed make difficult its detection and its being shot

down by flak weapons. Since m ost of these aircraft are made of

plastics (polyester, reinforced with glass), its radar reflex s~~ fac’

_ 
-
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•
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- 
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•
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Figure 4.15.
Reconnaissance container a) for combined radar and IR—reconnaissance

— radar rc’cc’iving and transmitting station, B - Ig—equi~~ ent , -

C - power supply, D - installation for recording of radar picture and
— chambers, F — data converter; b) for Is—reconnaissance (~~~ 

—

~~ chamber , B — I&.taking installation, C - da ta converter, D — recorder).
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is small and therefore its detection by radar is difficult. During

its flight above enemy territory the aircraft reconnoiters and by -

radio dispatches the information to the ground cabin in which they

are converted to a picture and used for further processing in staff

off ices. After the completion of its mission, the aircraft slows

down its flight and settles on the ground by means of the parachute

or lancjing balloon (on its wincjs or the body). By helicopter or

vehicle it is then taken back over to the landing ramp for reuse.

During the Korean war, electronic rc’connaissance and countertneasur~
iqe~~ e of secondary importance. Surface—to—air rockets were unknown , -

• radar—directed anti—aircraft fire was rare, and mostly the few

remaining radar installations from World War II were used for this - 

-

purpose or their immediate descendants. A higher dec!ren of~ developmen

and use experienced radars for the detection of mortar positions.

However, it is only during the Vietnam war that electronic counter—

measurc’s were massively used, both in strategic and in tactical

operations.

With the commenernent of the bombing of North Vietnamn, the American

~ir Force was unprepared with respect to electronic countermeasures.

The combat ~irplanes were not equipped with electronic protection

devices, and therefore suffered great losses fro:- :~orth Korean flak.

For this reason, the \merican dr Force started in 1965 to equip

airplanes of the F—lOO , F—l05, and RF—4C type with electronic self-

protecting devices. These made it possible for the crew of the
- 

airplane to be warned if they were present within the radiation beam

of acquisition of guidance radars for surface—to—air rocket systems,

acquisition or sight flak radars or- autopilot airborne radars;

- to warn the crew that a surface-to—air rocket has been launched

onto the airplane, on the basis of the change in shape and level of

90
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the primary guidance signal;

i - I ‘

— automatic c~oniometration of the radiation source and its use as

navigational search light to reach the target region.

lectronic self—protective devices turned out to be extremely

useful and were integrated into at least 4,000 airplanes of the type

F—lOO , F—105, RF—4C, n—52 , C—l30, C—119, and c—47 .

North Vietnamese forces parried American self—protective devices:

- by protecting the warning receiver at the instant the rocket was

launched by a false transmitter which forced the airplane to unload

-J the airplane or to launch the bait rocket (due to limited carrying

capability, only 1—2 of them were on board) or that it starts the

maneuver to escape the rocket;

— by the use of the known imperfections in the installations and

their use as radio search lights or concentrating the flak equipment

at the forecast flight direction;

— by introduction of maximal radio silience in activation radars

and in radars for the guidance of surface—to—air rockets.

Ui this was acc-~eplished by effective co’~bination of air observatio;

systems and by the use of its data for rocket system activation.

The Americans’ response was in the nature of the introduction of -
-

a supersensitive narrow—band receiver capable of uncovered also the

“silent” radars (radars capable of serving as artificial antennas

in their preparedness state) and using them as navigational search

lights. The receiver makes use of a tube for progressive waves as an

amplifying co!nponent and under the designation -\N/:\LR—3l ( s - :  s~~
program) it is integrated onto the F—ill A type airplanes. It is used

by that radars in their “preparedness state” operate with transmitters

connected to artificial antenna loads, and these loads are not ideal,

but are rather somewhat lighter. If this parasitic radiation is



/
is minimal (up to l~ ), this is nevertheless sufficic’nt to r~~istr r

I 

- 
a supersensitive receiver (1% of 1 MV equals to 10 kW, whic1~ is a

considerable power). I
On the Vietnam battlefield a role was reserved also for ~he jamming

of enemy electronics. Fromn specially equipped airplanes 

~°t 
active

‘~lectroniC reconnaissance and jamming, such as 13—52, 13—58, 3—66 ,

TC-121, RB—66, and others, a changeover wes made to ~hc’ equipping of

combat airplanes and installations for active electronic protection.

Spr ciaily equipped airplanes with tactical remote jamming (outside

the range of thr one-ny anti—aircraft defense) provide electronic

protection of own formation fro” enemy electronics (Fie . 4.16), By

intensive flights outside the range of the anti—aircraft defense one

strive-s to saturat ~’ the capacity of th-T n n€ e-iy electronics ( the transfer

and processing syst°~’s ar- ’ capable of simnultaneously processing only

a li-’ited number of data)$ The attacking group for~-ation approaches

thc’ object to be attac~ced .in low flight.

Intensiv ’~ f l igh t
region

region

Figure 1 .16.

Characteristic tactical application of an American jammer airplane

for the protection of stri1~ ’ formations on an installation in Vi~’tna -~,

-J 
_

_ _ _ _  
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Increased air :~~tions above North Vietnam required a change in

the tactical use of electronic countermeasures on the part of the

United States Air Force, since remote jamming was no longer effective

due to improved electronics on the part of the anti—aircraft defense.

For this reason, they integrated into the comba t airplanes electronic

countermeasure equipment and used this directly in the operations.

F: f 
_ _

I;, ..
~~~

FigUre 4.17.

Four fighter bomb~rs of the F—105 D typ4ed by a ~‘icdified EB—66

bomber (in the center of the photo) at the occasion of “blind”

bombing of North Vietnam. The airplane i~B—66 serves for electronic

protection and for guiding the formation toward the target region,

I
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Thus to every formation of four fighter bombers there was added one

airplane for the creation of an “electronic shield”; in addition,

this generally also serves for electronic reconnaissance of the

V 
terrain and for guidance of the airplane toward the target of the

attack (Fig. 4.17).

The next phase in the electronic countermeasures used by Americaii

forces on the Vi’-tn~~ battlefield represents the introduction of the

“~ dvanced Wild W~~ s”1” system (acquired also by NATO forces). The

application of this system was possible by the technology of integrated
r

beams and mjcrornjniature electronics, which in 1967 l~ ft the labora tory

framework. The essence of the system consists in modular construction

of th~ electronic countermeasure installation and the outfitting of

th’~ airplane by installations necessary for the accomplishment of

the assigned mission. The system has two versions. In the first

on~ the electronic installations are an integral part of the airplan~ ,

and in the second they ar~ mounted in special autonomous (relative

to their power supply) containers, similar to additional fuel tanks.

The length of these containers is approximatEly 4 m, and they measure

25 cm in diameter, ~t the present time there exist containers with

the designations AN/ALQ—71, AN/ALQ—76, and AN/ALQ—lOO. -

Harried d~velopmr’nt and outfitting of NATO units by electronic

countermeasure equipment was even more hurried after the airborne

landing of Soviet Army*units on Prague in 1968, because all the

closest radar observation stations and stations for missile guidance

operated by the NA TO forces were paralyzed by jamming.

~‘lectronic reconnaissance is not dQne only from the air, Having

the corresponding equivalent equi~ nent, the vehicles which are

*Wehr und Wirtschaft  No. 5, 1969 , p. 299.
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electronic equipipent of these ships makes possible the detection ,

monitoring, and localization of electronic installations and systems,

in particular those which due to the frequencies used or the4r peculiar

antenna systems cannot be detected beyond the horizon or at an altitude

( coastal radars , radio relay communications, and similar) . Radio

t ra f f ic  is intensely monitored not only to determine the number , kind ,

location, and peculiarities of communications equipment , but also for

the sake of registering and classifying individual peculiar
characteristics
of individual participants in radio traffic.

Phe ships ar” equipped with oceanographic research equipment

(including here also sea cruisers) for the testing of sea currents,

t~mpe.~~ture, and salinity of water and their dependence on the season,

time of tbe day, and similar. All of these investigations have a

primarily military nature for the safe movement of submarines. Also

determined are the “deaf” regions, i.e. those in whfth sound propagation
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patrolling in the vicinity of the borders are also monitoring radio

communk~~ ions traffic. Still the most suitable for “electronic

espionage” — which is what electronic reconnaissance is called in

some places - are specially equipped ships* — due to the larger

carrying capacity of greater energy sources, mor~ places where to

install the antennas, higher number of experts, the possibility of

longer holding times in the coastal belt of international waters, etc.

r

*Around 1965, the USA Md at their disposal three ships of the
“Pueblo” type (belonging to the National Security Counci~.) and five

ships of the “Liberty” type (be],onqing tc’ the U~itèd States Navy).
The public found out about their existence when North Korean forces

in 1968 captured the ship “Pueblo” in their territorial waters, and

at the time when Israeli forces sunk in the Suez Canal a ship of the

“Liberty” type (for which it is believed that in this conflict of 1967

played an important role). At the present time, they are using more and

more ~lectronic: equipment mounted onto ships of various types (military,

commercial, tourist, and similar).
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is either weakened or made difficult, the par ts of the sea with

such a surface tempera ture picture that covers up the thermal picture
l~

of the submarine for the case of jr—reconnaissance , and similar.

j \iso present on these ships is equipment for photographing of specific

under-water noises which are produced durin~ the~~ ovement of all kinls

of mili ta ry  ships and submarines.

Towards the end of 1950, the opinion prevailed within the U.S.

military circles that classical anti—aircraft artillery has become

obsolete and tha t it should be replaced by guided surface—to—air

rockets0 This substitution commenced also in the Armies of the

countries of the West. Thus, f-or instance, there were in West

Germany in 1957* out of the anti—aircraft artillery batallions (648

fieldpieces T —70 Bofors with 248 inStallations for the guidance of

Contraves——Fledermaus) which were replaced by 24 batteries of the

“Nike Hercules” rocket and 36 batteries of the “Hawk” rocket. ~.s

a result of this substitution, the prIority of the classical anti-

aircraft artillery also ceased, which however retained its position

due to its higher properties in actions at lesser altitudes. Besides,

the rocket systems are tied in with the position (they are either

legs mobile or ininobile) and depend on the radar observation with

all the shortcomings that this entails (horizontal and dead zones).

On the other hand ? the rocket systems made possible the defense all

the way to the atmospheric boundary , which is by classical flak not

possible.

The protection by such rocket systems can be pictured as the

bounding of a garden with the total growths measuring 10 in in height,

starting at 30 cm above the ground, through which opening all the

*Wehrtechnische ~‘- onatshefte, No. 2/3, 1968, pp. 41—48,
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ha rmful pests manage to get through.

In the conflicts following the war, aviation recognized well thisr fact and naturally used it veil too.

In Korean War in 1950/1951, the greatest number of losses wete
inflicted upon the Americans by airplanes of the Soviet production

line MIC—15, The Allied ground flak downed l~ 2l3 of them and damaged

an additional 3,000. In subsequent months, the Americans prohibited

all aircraft from flying at altitudes lower than 2,000 feet (about
- * 

666 rn) • Flight at low altitudes at that time did not yet receive

its right to citizenship, since anti—aircraft rockets did not yet

exist,

Only during the Vietnam War, during the bombing of North Vietnam

territory, there commences the use of guided surface—to—air rockets

of Soviet origin, The first such rocket was launched on 4 July l96~ ,
and thourqh February 1967, some 1,500 of these rockets were launched.

- 

- 
Th*~ percentage of merica~-i airplanes shot down throuqh this amounted
to approximately 2.1%. North Vietnam had concentrated approximately
3,025 anti—aircraft guns for the defense of more important installations,
The radar network was formed by some 116 radars for air observation

at various wave lengths and approximately 136 anti—aircraft sight
radars,

‘Such anti—aircraft defense of North Vietnam forced the United
States Air Force to change its flight tactics, Intensive counteryneasur~~
ar’~’ und—’rtakr-~n against electronic installations, and the airplanes

started to fly at low~ altitudes and in such a way as to m ake use of
rada r dead zones,

The exp’—. riencr~ of ~~~ ~mr~rican aviation f roe the Vietnam War are
being utIl ized by the 

aviatlo1 
all armies , as tan

i 

seen from 

tbej
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- the high percentage of low—flying training and in the overall

f1~ 1ng training psyc hology.

The short—duration Sina i war ( 5—10 June 1967) confirmed the

advantages of- low—flying technology. With their lower number and

qualitatively weaker aviation the Israelis achieved domination of

the air space within 2 hours and 50 minutes total. This is all the

time they needed to destroy Egyptian planes (moetly on the ground)

apd radar stations on the -Sinai Peninsula and in ;~gypt proper , by

carefully planned and synchronized action. After this, they executed

an air attack on Iraq, T~ rda , and Syria. Until the night of the

second day of the war they already destroyed 416 Arab airplanes

( 393 of these on the j round) .  On the sixth day the Arab air forces

were for all practical purposes nonexistent.

Both the Israeli and the Arab airplanes fl - ’w at altitudes less

than 100 m , Where the terrain allowed this , the planes flew even

at~ altitudes be tween 50 and 15 m, Unde r high fliqhts  both sides

considered f l ights above 100 m~

The attacks were , as a rule , executed by four airplanes in tight

succession , but in different  directions.

Low—fl?ing airplan’-s ~~~ en mas~ e uncovered by acquisition radars ,

howev~’r for broadcasting the data to sight radars and for their

utilization there was no time. There are recorded only severa l

downings of the airplanes through the use of sight radars . Most of

the airplanes were shot down by means of optica l sight devices .

Identification of the airplanes was exclusively visual , due to the

low f l ight  altitude, high speed , and briefness of the time available.

The experi”nce from the Israeli—A rab war showed that *very anti-

aircraft defense system is useless unless it provides defense agains t

low—flying airplanes.
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From wha t has been stated above one can conclude that low—flying

airplanes represent a latent danger. For this reason , intensive work

is going on to create a corresponding countermeasure , in particular

- -‘ in the form of an anti—aircraft guided rocket. To ~‘atisfactorily

solve this assignment, numerous construction, technological , and

systemic problems must be solved . All the missiles produced as of

now have a relatively high initial inertion and an inadequa tely

efficient guidance system. A typical representative of this is the

I :~merican “Red T y r ~ ” rocket, which is launched from the shoulder of

the so~.dier and is equipped ~ ith an I~ —autoguidance system. The

negative property of this rocket is its low effectiveness when aiming

at a low—flying airplane in the encounter course since the frontal

L ia—radiation by the airplane is insufficient for the jr—head for

autoguidance. The British rocket “Blow pipe”, which is to be adopted

- 

- - as an armament in 1970, uses autoguidance as a condition for visual

tracking of the rocket and airplane flight. It is considered that

the guidance accuracy sha ll be low, for it is difficult under battle

conditions to hold both the target and the rocket simultaneously in

the cross at the end of the sight. -

• Still during World War II it was established tha t a surface—to—surface -

rocket can become an powerful weapon for surprise, rapid, and powerful

strike on the foe. The rockets of tha t era (V—l , V-2) had & low aiminçj

a~ccuracy , -low carrying capacity, poor syst~’mic guidance, and complex ,

costly, and an unreliable construction. During the postwar period —

first both superpowers (USX and USSR) started the design afli~ construction .

of powerful intercontinental missiles capable o( carrying a nuclear

warhead at ~reat distances and onto th~ distant target there. They

were later joined by er~’at Britain, Nationalist China, France, and Japan,

~Tith respect to tha t guided missiles are guided by means of electronic
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devices, it is also in this area that a real war of systems and

countersystems exploded. Its consequence is that there have been

up to the present time developed and constructed many missiles

and defense systems, which become obsolete much sooner than they

are tested and used. Both superpowers saw the senselessness of

such a race and hence started the agreements regarding limitation

of statecjic weapons,

The first strategic missiles were ballistic with the guidance

at the initial portion of their itinerary. Their appearance echoed

the problenu How to uncover the frequency at which this radio

guidance is being done , These frequencies are being guarded as

a top military secret, ]\ scientist, an astronomer from an observatory

in Ohio, USA, accidentally by means of a radio telescope received

from (~onstellation Adromedis radio signals at the frequency of ii

• 1,400 MHZ. This discovery was kept secret since this were the guidance -

signals for Soviet intercontinental rockets emitted fro .i the rocket

base in the vicinity of the Caspian Sea. Radio guidance of

intercontinental rockets becam e unreaj3ble.~ From 1960 on, it was

- 
* replaced by çjyroscopic or inertial autonomous systems. For both

systems it is characteristic that the rocket flies along an assigned

preproqrammnecl itinerary and that by means of the gyroscope or

inertial sensor the deviations from the assigned itinerary are

measured and the necessary flight corrections are introduced. Here,

the inertia system is more precise than the gyroscopic system. ~~ThOflCi

this type of missiles we have “Minuteman”1 “Polaris,” “Poseidon,”

“Atlas” (USA), “Bluestricke” (Great Britain), SS—9 (USSR) , and others,

having a range greater than 5,000 km and with nuclear heads.

The defense aqainat these missiles necessitated th-’ creation of

a powerful far_range radar network of early warning and the creation

—~~~~~~~ 
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of an ‘~- ffnctive weapon for the destruction of th~ missile or at

l~ast to deflect it from its itinerary.

- The United States set up powerful radar stations along a belt

from Alaska to Greenland to Great Britain for the sake of early

warning for rockets which might be fired to American from the

Soviet Union across the North Sea. This is the wel]. known BMFWS

(Ba llistic ~-:issile ~arly Warning System)* system , which is all the

time complemented by modern installations and extends in the

directions across the :quator and toward the South Pole. The

fundamental principle of this system is given in Fig. 4.18. This

system makes possible early detection of ballistic intercontinental

missui.es and their destruction by an antirocke~ with nuclear head.

The US~ possesses antirockets of the type “Nike—Zeus,” “Nike—X ,”

“SDrint ,” and “Spartan.”

The Soviet Union has a similar system — “Galo~” and I’Grifon”**

Rockets of this system were exhibited during the parades in Moscow

in 1967 and 1968.

During their operation the eanti_rocket defense systems make use

— 
- 

- of the following phenomena which appear during the flight of the

rockets

— drive engines during the operation increase electron concentration

in the exhaust gases jet, as a result of which the radar reflex

surface is increased;

• — during the flight the rocket changes its radar reflex surface

independently of the position in the space ;

— during r~~ntry into ~‘arth’s atmosphere, due to increased speed
-

: - and associated with this, increased friction and temperature, there

*early wa rning system for ballistic rockets .

**De$igflatiofls used by ~~~~~

- 
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‘ Figure 4 .18.

Defense system against ballistic intr rcontinental rockets (USA)* -

1 — ballistic rocket in flight; 2 — remot ’ warning syst—m ~ rada r of

th-’ Bt- V1S ; 3 — radar for determination of rocket i t in rary coordina tes

4 — rock’~t warhead; 5 - radar for acquisition of anti_rocke t system;

6 — radar for identification; 7 — radar for tracking the target of

- - 
the first antirocket systel; 8 — radar for cjuid~nce of the first

— -

• 
~~~ • anti_rocket; 9 — first anti—rocket; 10 — encounter point of th-~

f i r s t antirocket and warhead; 11 — radar for tracking thn target of

the second antirocket syst’m~; 12 — radar for guidance of th - second -
-

ant i rock- -t  system ; 13 — second anti_rocket; 14 — encounter point

of the second antirocket and the warhead.

is creatr~d a round the’ rocke t warhead a plasma cloud which increases

its radar ref 1 ‘x surface by several hundred times;

— nuclear explosion of the antirocket ne~ r the warhead effects

On it in two ways. i~ ’ means of a shock wave it int’~r fr rp s  with its

it inera ry , and by means of ionized~ radiation it disables its

* l4andbo.k rz of the bases of radio—locationalizatiori technology,

p, 719, iiitary Publishin~j House, oscow , 1967.
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~-1ectronics .
~ The following have’ emerged as the counterrneasurrst

— special fuel additions to decrease the number of electrons in

~xhaust gases ;
t

— flight stabilization of the rocket over th’ entire itinerary,

so that its surface exposed to radar observation would provide~ the

Smallest possible radar reflex surface;

- designing such a warhead shape which would have a minimal

radar reflex surface and upon reentry into arth’s atmosphr”re the

smallest possible’ plasma cloud ;

— cr”ation of such a warhead which would upon reentry release

several f1lse “,iarhead in various directions and thus forced the foe

to activate armti—rocknt defense  to several taree’ts;

— adoption of such a warhead type which would increase its speed

during the last part of the intinerary , so that the already short

t im ’~ for anti—rocket defe ’nse would become even shorter;

— adoption of such a warhead which would during the last phase

of the flight divide into se\r~r~i1 warheads aimed at various targ -ts

( system MIRV, for “Yinute’man” rockets, with 3 hea ds, and “Poseidon”

rockets , with 10 heads, tested at Cape Kennedy Proving Grounds in 1968);

— outfitting warheads with electronic jamming equipment for the

jamming of enerly electronic observations and guidance and , ultime te ’lv,

f inding warheads which at the last phase of the flight could fly at

low ai tj tudes,

With respect to tha t the ~inerican antirocicet defense system is

aimed against intercontinental rockets launched across the North Pole ,

the Soviet Union also in 1968 developed a system of globa l inter-.

continental rockets , TheSe’ rockets are a combination satellites rockets,

- 
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The rocket is launched across the South Pole and during that time

represents a satellite of the Earth. When it enters a position

suitable for the attack it converts into one or more rockets with

- 

I- 
nuclear heads. The system came to be called FOBS (Fractional Orbital

Bombardment System*)-and it acts according to the way presented in

Figure 4.19.

The tests have been performed in “Kosmnos ” type satellites. It

* 

is known that “Kosmos ” satellites- No. 185 , 198 , and 209 during the

fl ight  changed their itinerary, which would correspond to the orbi ta l

bombardment system MCBS (~~ultip 1e orbit Bombardment Syst~~~**) ,  4

U.S. radar network

Launching 800 km
from target -

~~ 
‘
~~~ -

S..-

‘

- Satellite itineraries
at altitude 1.70 km

Figure 4 .19,

Bombardment system by means of satellites

e progress in the technology led to that since 1962 the secret

war between the superpowers has been transferred also into Space .

The Soviet Union is using as “sky spie” certain sate]lites from the

“Kosmos ” series. Up to 1968 the Soviet Union launched 256 satellites,

* System of partial bombardment from the orbit.

** System of -ini t iple  orbital bombardment,
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while the United States launched 455 cosmic objects. The data on

military satellites and their missions are of a very confidential

na tu re, and it is very difficult to define their missions just on
-~ 

-
~ the basis of the itinerary of the satellite.

Since ~-‘arch 1962 , the Soviet Union has been launching “kosmos”

type sa tellites from a base near the Caspian Sea. The launching is

done under an angle of 490 to the ~‘quator , and thus their itinerary

orbital crosses the USA and Canada, After the completion of their

• reconnaissance missior which lasts 8 to 10 days — the satellites

descend somewhere in the interior of the Soviet Union.

The United States has satellites of the “Samos” (Satellite and

- 
- Yissile Observer) type, which are equipped with receivers for the

control of electromagnetic radiation (detection of radar, radio

communications , rocket guida~ice signal, etc.) on the territory over

4 which they are flying , and precision photo—cameras allegedly with

a resolution less than 1 m, During the tim e tha t the satellite flies

over the U.S. territory it drops a cassette wi th magnetic ta pe

recordings on the command from the ~arth , also including films , which

is then by a special system contained and brought down to the ground.

The latest achieved development of this system is the satellite with

the designation 920—A , equipped with modern photo—devices. By their

use one can presumably obtain from an altitude of 150 km clear prints

of any street in any town and even identify the type of automobiles

on them. One American expert claimed that a near consequence of thes—

satellites soon to be realized may even be the possible “reading of -

foreign newspa pers” from space,

The U.S. Navy sent into orbit more than 10 “transit” type satellites,

intended to provide navigational aid to military ships, especially

submarines , with the help of these satellites the submarines can,
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without having to sur face, at the depth of their antenna systems

F •1~ receive the signals from the satellite and with the help of their

own electronic computer they can rapidly determine their own

L coordinates.

The’ U.S. Air Force has “Midas” type satellites, which are equipped

with infrared sensors for the recording of the launching of inter-

continenta l rockets due to early warning of their antirocket defense.

This satellite records all thermal radiation on ~arth and it transmits

these data by radio to the receiving station on the ground.

The ever more’ inte’nsive development of military orbital installations

caused also the development of the corresponding countermeasures.

In the USA several leading manufacturers, namely RC~~. Westinghouse,

Hughes, etc., are ’ occupied with this. Satellites have been developed

which are capable of approaching the “undesirable” satellite, and

which can by means of their electromagnetic and IR—sensors determine

• its function (a t  a distance of 10—30 1cm) and , if necessary , can

destroy it by launching a rocket at it. \f ter the completion of its

• mission such an antisatellite uses the remaining of the thrust energy

for braking, so tha t it would as soon as possible reenter Earth’s

atmosphere and burnt there. Th~- Earth radar system SPA~~ ’~ (Space

kcquisition, D~ tection and Tracking System* ) tracks the flight of

all satellite-es , sondes , and rocket remains above the U .S. territory.

In the area of mil i tary telecommunications significant progress

was also achi eved during thi s period. Using iiicroelectronics

t~ chnology, radio installations became small and light, they don ’t

use much energy, and they are very reliable. New modula tion

* System of detection , acquisition and tracking in Space,
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techniques have’ been introduced which facilitate the recording of

the communication in real time, i.’ . in the transmission time.

Advanced and improved are KT and Vt~T transmitters and receivers

by the use of various kinds of modulation and parametric amplifiers.

For remote communic ations , tropospheric transmitters and receivers

for jumps higher than 100 km have been introduced , as well as radio

relay communications through qround or satellit- interstations.

Also introduced have been compressors of information with the aid

of which the actual emitting time is shortened manyfold .

7 ‘ode’rn armies have all kinds of communications, but the’y use

them according to need and conditions, To guarantee mutual operation

- 
- 

of various installations and systems, more and more attention is

being paid to their compatibility in this regard. A sufficient

number of channe’ls is provided in each direction. Systems for

automatic restoration of important communications in case of failure

of some direction have be’en introduced,~ In order , however for these

failures to be even fewer , there are ever stronger requirements

re ’ quality and reliability of communication means .

- 4 On theVietr.am battleground, this great mil i tary proving ground ,

all possible types of communication means, at all frequencies and

technologies, have been used. A new concept of treating communications

has emerged: namely, tha t all communic ations — be it sate llite,

tro pospheric , radio relay or cable, global, regional, local, strategic

or tactical, military or civilian — are a single unique system with

great flexibility. Such a position underlines the excellent

collaboration of army and civilian institutions and, on the other hand,

requires a great number of systemic experts.
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V ELEC’fl~ONIC RECONNAISSANCt~

The general characteristics of military actions is that they

are following the rules and conditions of incomplete and insu fficient

fami l ia r i ty  wi th enemy plans , intentions, or procedures. The

objective of the reconnaissance , in general , and of electronic

reconnaissance in particular, is to reduce this state of not knowin g

the enemy to the least possible measure,

Electronic reconnaissance can have two fundamental functions: 
-

— reconnointerincj the terrain, installations, units , and their

-~iobility along the terrain at all times of the day and their operation

under all weather conditions, using electronic means , and

— localization of the arrangement, numerical strength, kind, and

usability of enemy electronic means.

7 Since for the undertaking of electronic countermeasures o: primary

importance is the knowledge of the properties of the enemy electronic

systems, we understand under electronic reconnaissance term the

se’conc~ above—described function,

~‘1ertronic reconnaissance uses the reception technology by special

1~~— t : ll a t i o n s  of transmit ter electroma gnetic signa ls of enemy

ele’ctronic equipment or systems . The immediate or follow—up analysis
-

- - 
n-f the thus received signals are de termined the tactical or technical

- 
- -~ properties of the equ ipment reconnoitered .

- - 
• 

Besides electronic reconnaissance, the information on the kind,

numerical figure , application, and location of the electronic

- I 108 
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- de~~ces are being obtained also through agency, sabotage , and otber

ways • Although the importance of this type of data accumulation

• 
is important, and are at least equivalent to electronic reconnaissance ,

we shall not discuss them in this monograph.

The final goa l of electronic reconnaissance in the technica l -

sense are the followings determination of tactical importance and

value of the enemy electronic installation or system and the

evaluation of its role in the given situation, as well as the source

of the optimal means of electronic countermeasure.

5.1. GOAL OF THE RECONNAISSANCE

By electronic reconnaissance of enemy electronic devices various

data are obtained regarding the latter , which can basically be divided

into two groups : data which characterize the tactical application

of the electronic device, and data on technological properties of

the device .

5 • 1,1, DATA OF TACTICAL NATURE

a) Kj nds of systems used. — By reconnaissance one can determine

which electronic systems the enemy possesses; for instance, which

means of communication and at which wavelength regions, what kind of

radio relay apparatus , what kind of radars , guidance systems,

navigational systems, etc.

b) Numerical strength and location of systems used. — By means

of substantiating the uncovered installations and by use of the

statistical methods one can with sufficient accuracy determine the

approximate number of activa ted enemy electronic installations and

systems. Norma l ly , the density of electronic installations is higher

in urban and industrial regions, around military bases and airports,
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and alongside state boundaries. By knowing the number of the

installations one- -can to a degree draw a conclusion as - to the military

nature of the given installation and the strength of its defense.

1 Thus , for instance, the number of anti—aircraft sight radars attests

to the number of anti—aircraft batteries, and similar, However,

the number of installations by itself is not sufficient for an

estimation of the enemy strength. It does not suffice to state tha t

within a given region there are 6 search radars having a large range,

1 radar for rocket guidance, 2 communications centers, etc., but one

r must also define the location of each one of them, within an accuracy

allowed for by the reconnaissance system used, The positions of the

uncovered installations are plotted onto a geographic map and are 
-

constanti~ updated . It is necessary thereby tha t these installations

for electronic reconnaissance are such tha t they cover at least all

the frequency possibilities of the enemy. The analysis of the terrain

-;- must be such that a hundred—percent cover is provided wi thin short

time intervals,

C) Forecastinct of operations. — Increased activity of electronic

installations, already toward the lines, may signify increased unit

concentrations, preparation for action, importance of the given

region with respect t.~ security, indirect preparation prior to the

launching of a missile, and similar. By systematic tracking of the

movement of individual installations and by identifying their

allegiance one can within sufficient degree of accuracy track the

movements of units, by which their intentions can be revealed, By

monitoring and decoding of communiques, valuable intelligence

information can be obtained .
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‘ The obtention of this kind of data represents in wartime actions

one of the most important missions of electronic reconnaissance ,

5’ 1, 2 • DATA OF TECHNICAL NATURE

a) Confirmation of the ;evei of technological development. — It is

customary that the enemy - depending on his degree of development -
r replaces his old equipment with the new one, which in itself frequently

con-~.ains radica lly d i f f erent methods and solution techniques, and it

is natural tha t he would desire to keep these things secret. Because

of this , electronic reconnaissance devices must be conceived on such
J

a qrand scale tha t they can envelop within their capabilities also these

new systems and installations. It is most desirable to uncover these

new methods, installations , and systems while they are still in the

laboratory staqe , for then there is sufficient time remaining to in

time undertake the corresponding countermeasures. Concomitently with

this is also the accompanying fact tha t they can them be kept in

- - - 
- 

secrecy very d i f f i cu l t l y:

- - 
-; — due to the large number of experts and coworkers which are engaged -

in such missions,

— due to radiation of electromagnetic waves during the testing

phases which may cross territorial boundaries, and also

- due to that the potential development centers, in particular of

small countries, and mostly known.

b) Confirmation of technological pro~~rties of electronic devices,—

Under this is understood the decoding of the shape and modulation of - 

-

the received signal and, on the basis of this, the determination of the

~~~~ kind and the technological data regarding the installation or system

r”connoitered. The following are established :

- wavelength;
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— type of modulation and its purpose and its leqitimacy ;

- 
-
~~~ — antenna rad iation diagram and its polarizatien, and

I —
— strength of the signal at the reception site.

In ca-s-~ of radar systems, navigational systems, and guidance

systems , the following data are also additionally established:

— duration, shape, and reoetition frequency of the signal, on

the basis of which one can determines the range and capability of

remote separation and the nature of data display;

- width of the antenna beam, speed, and nature of searching thu

space; knowledge of these parameters makes possible the determination

of the angular separation capability and by it the kind , time, and

purpose of the reconnoitered installation are determined;

- the remaining characteristic properties, such as the polarization

o! the r~mitted waves and their frequency spectrum , the shape of the

radiation diagram and their orientation directions, the series of the

transmitting pulses and their legitimacy relative to the wavelengths,

rep’~tition frequency and phases, tc., supplement or complement the

picture already obtained. 
-

c) ~stablishnient of the degree of electronic defense. - With the

cjoal in mind of providing optimal use of own electronic countermeasures

one -~‘ust know the method of the enemy electronic countermeasures, such

as for instance , açj ainst a radar installation which localizes the

targets on the basis of their speeds ~t makes little sense to use

-~~~~~ countermeasure passive dipole corridors (see roint 9.1.3,, p. 233

of original copy, p . 268 of translation): or, if the enemy has at its

~4sposal missiles which make use of radiation from electronic devices

~uch as radio search light , it would be very naive to further use

such electronic devices.

- - 
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5.2. TL
~ CTRoNTC RECO~~ AISSANCE ThC}~~OLOGY

Electronic reconnaissance technology makes use of specifically

4 s~ nsitive and specially wide—band receivers in combination with

soe
~~
ial antenna ~nsta1lations which, besides their wide—bandedness,

a~ o enable the determination of the direction, The output signal

~

ro

~ 

the receiver is displayed on the indicator. :~t the same time,

the signal is led to the analyzer, for the sake of its instantaneous

analysis, or on a recording device (of the magnetic tape or similar

type). The signal this recorded is analyzed -later at a suitably —

equipped site. Figure 5.1 shows the general block schematic of such

an installation,

The components of the installation must correspond to the following

basic requirements:

The antenna must be wide—banded , with minimal side fans and of such

a construction tha t accurate determination of the direction of the

- 

- 

primary signal is possible. -~ith respect to that installations for

elec tronic reconnaiqsan~e are mainly mounted on aircraft, the ze

of the antenna must be correspondinqlv adjusted to this. ~~~~~ t 1~~~~-”:

requirements can generally not be met by a single antenna , tL- u~~-~-

of several of them is cor~~on,

The receiver ‘ust  have as wide as possible frequency ran ? , a higi~
rat — h of adaptabi l i ty  over this range , as high as possible accuracy

in the determination of primary signal parameters, as high as possible

selectivity, and as high as possible sensitivity.

Its most important characteristics i~ the width of the frequency

ranc~
2. It is d’—sirable that the frequency range of the receiver for

the reconnaissance corresponds to all frequencies used by the enemy.
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Figure 5.1.

Block schematic of the installation for electronic

reconnaissance:

1. antenna, 2. receiver, 3. component used f~r direction determination,

4. indicator, 5. analyzer, 6. recording device.

The analyzer analyzes the received signal and determines its spectral,

energy, and time parameters.

The cornponent for direction determination must be so designed that

it makes possible fast determination of the direction (within a very

short time) and with as great an accuracy as possible.

The recording device must make possible unaltered recording of the

received signal together with all the geographic flight data of the

reconnaissance device (itinerary of the reconnaissance device; direc—

tional angles of the goniometrization of the reconnoitered installation).

Sometime s the recording device is replaced by an automatic radio

system for the broadcasting of the rec~’ived signals into the electronic

reconnaissance center,

1l~4
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-‘ 5.2,1. FREQUENCY Dr TPR ~ INA TION

The receivers of the installation for electronic reconnaissance

perform frequency analyses. Essentially , the re are two kinds of

receivers: with direct amplification , and superheterodyne receiver.

a) Receiver with direct arnplification has a smaller sensitivity

— and a higher width of the frequency range and a smaller selectivity~

it also is of a simpler construction.

Due to weaker amplification this type of receiver is used for the

determination of strong signals (such as, the reception of navigational,

radar, or various directional signals). The execution of this type

of receiver can be single—channel type, with or without pretuning

(preadaptation), two—channel, or multi—channel (see Fig. 5 . 2) .  In

case of two—channel version, the filters at the output and the

r~ceiver are attuned to the lower and the higher frequency boundary .

A cathode tube with calibrated screen can be used as indicator.

In case of i-iultiple—channel version, the frequency region of the

receiver is divided into narrow ranges, of which frr~quency width

depends the determination of the primary frequency.

The width of the permeable filter range js

41—28/ (5.1)

if is the assigned accuracy in frequency determination

The number of the required filters and hence also the channels

is obtained from

(5  2Al- .

~max 
and are the limiting frequencies of the search region.

The shortcoming of multi—channel direct receivers exists in that

for the wide frequency range and the relatively large accuracy in

- 
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the determinations, a large number of channels is required for this

type of receivers. Thus, for instance, one already needs 149 channels

for the freouency region from 20 MI*.. to 3,000 MHz and with the accuracy

of frequency determinations = ± 10 MHZ. The advantage of this type

of reception, relative to the loss in time expended by frequency

search and the problems which arise in connection with this in case

of superheterodynic receivers, exists in instantaneous simultaneous

reception in all the channels.I i  —

I 

~:

7. a /.wi

F~~~ t
’

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
)~J1~J1~ )i \~I , , ,~~~~~~

;,J-

- 4~iJf~ H ~1 -

Fi gure 5.2,

Principa l block schematics of receivers with direct amplification ( I)

and their frequency characteristics (II) - a - single—channel version,
b — two—channel version , c — multi—channel version~ 1 — f..ilter, a —

receiver; 3 — indicator .
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Figure 5.3.

In— principle block schematic of a multi—channel cokbined receiver.

F — range f i l ters, ~
-‘ — degrees of mixing , C - oscillators, P — Switch, -

— permeable f i l ters resulting from mixing , I—indicators of signal 
-

present.
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Phe development of technology of integrated components, microwav-

- $ semiconductor oscillators, and bandlike wave—conducting elenents makes

this type of installations all the more promising .

The present-day multi—channel reception can be accomplished also

by the use of a multi—channel combined receiver, which in its operation -

makes use of the possibilities of the receiver with direct amplification,

combined by mixing and successive division of individual frequency

ranges. The in—principle schematic is shown in Figure 5.3, whereas

Figure 5.4 shows the transporting of frequency ranges for the combination

case of three outputs and four transpositions.

Since the rec”iver is by design similar to mathematical form of

the matrix, it can conditionally be called a matrix receiver and the

nota tions customa ry for the matrices can be used. This receiver is

composed of rn rows—channels and n columns divisors of. frequency ranges.

i~ the f i r s t  colum n the total frequency range of the matrix receiver

is divided into m subranges

A g I x fflthi - / ~~
‘~ J.m

Th~ boundary frequency of the subranges, and hence also of output

filter~ are

f:i~~~~~~~ fmin

lila iiid + ‘~fi — fwLIa + ~fj  -

faie fii~+’~fi /mtn+’~fi
fi , fn4 +~Vi. fmin +2 Afj

-: - : (5 .4)
f IN 14 f(W ~-1) Id -r Af1—f~~+(m—I) ~fifa~ ,—/. 1~+~ f1- f—u~+mAf 1— /aaz

t .. 

-

The fr~-’quencies of the oscillators in the first column are selected

such that a uniform and unequivocal transpodition of all rows (arrays)
is obtained at a lower frequency

~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ‘- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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- A Z  (5 .5)
~~~1i

- 
- - 

~~~- f .i fINsI+

V 

The result of the mixing is in all the rows on the basis of equations

5 .4 and 5 .5.equal. The lower and the upper boundary frequencies along

the rows (arrays)  are equa l and amount to~

Lower boundary frequency of the subrange

fi iui—f*i~-~I l.M fi +—;— ( 5 , 6 ) ;

Uppe r boundary frequency of the subrange is:

(5. 7 ) .

The frequency range obta*ned amounts to

A/ 1— /11—/~~.Af1. (5 .8 ) .

In the second column the procedure from the first column is repeated,

only tha t now instead of the frequency range of the receiver being

divided into subranges , the newly obtained frequency range fro~r

equations (5 .6)  to (5 .8 )  is. The width of the frequency subrange

~f the second column is -

£- 1._ 
(5 .9)

the bounda ry frequencies of the subrang~~ nd hence dlso the bounda ry

frequencies of the filter are given by

Af~

- - (5.10)
#1 A t

5,

- m  - - - -~~~~
‘ - - .

~~~~~~~
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The frequencies of the oscillators are obtained similarly to the

first column by (5.5)

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 
- 

m m m

fO,INi f*U+ +Y4Af,+~~~~~
1 (5.11)

• •  •The result of the mixing is again equal in all the rows.

The lower boundary frequency of the subrange amounts to

IM _ f .~
_f

~. iJ_ l. t_ l . _ ( I  +_) ai. (5.12)

The upper boundary frequency of the subrange amounts to

f,, f.u fiu f..
~~

/au
~~~~ 

(5.13 )

The frequency range obtained is
- -

Af ’s
~~

f , _ f ,g _ Af a (5.14 )

For the third column this process is repeated.

Just like it is through columns tha t the division of frequency

subranges oc~urs, so it is on their number that the accuracy of

showing the frequency depends.

— 8_ J.uir- f .ut (5.15)

L 

- 
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where: ~ = required accuracy in frequency determination,

= first frequency subrange,

m = number of rows,

n = number of columns,

The cha racteristic data , as well as the permeable ranges of the

filters and the oscillator frequencies are listed in Table 5.1.

column - 
i__~. -

1 -

row ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

- 

- - 
- - 

- _____________

~~—‘—~ ~~—~ ‘ :
fs fmIn~~~fi 

- 
- 

f,-2Af,. - - 

- 

~~~~~~~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

i.-i..~ +~i~(i+4~.) .f.
_ 4f.(2+!) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-
- f~—2 Af ,

-: 
2 f2-fi.~~+2I t f 1  -

. - 

- .f,-3Af~ 1 . 1—~~4fc.--~ -

I._ fima+Afi(2+-~) f.
_af.

(3+~~) 
__________

fd fflI~D+(J’ l)t~f1 f1—~ af, -- 
j~—~~aí -

m f,-(r4 +1) Af1 - f,(IN+1)Af,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  ______  

,.-~~~,, (i+ +!) ~~~~.. ~4i÷N+!)
_______-

~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ aj , -

a,,—-—— - 
- 

aj ,— -
- -  a -~~~~~~~

-
~~ 

Table 5.1. Characteristic data of “matrix” receiver,

The advantage of the “matrix” receiver consists in that for the

same accuracy in the frequency a much smaller number of channels is

necessary than:- is the case for a mu1ti—channed~ system. This is

seen from the following example.
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It is desired to cover the frequency range from 2,700 MHz to

10,800 MHz by a reconnaissance receiver with an accuracy of ~~~=

= ± 16.5 MHz.

In case of a mu1ti~channel receiver one must use for the required

accuracy
1O8OO—2~ O

- 
----- = 246 channels,2 1  S

If we utilize the ~tatrix receiver, with same accuracy requirements,

we find that 3 rows and 5 columns are sufficient. All in all 3x5 = 15

k filters are needed in contrast to 246 in case of a multi—channel

receiver, which is a distinct advantage. In addition, it is easier

to construct keen filters at low frequencies than at high ones.

The characteristic frequencies for the given example are given in

Table 5.2.

To the extent tha t on the input of the matrix receiver arrives a

signal of frequency 3,500 MHz, the indicators Ij.~
, 132, 133, I14~ 

115

(designated in Table 5.2 by X) are activated.

The frequency diagram of this transposition is given in Fig. 5.4.

~W~
-E ~1U~ ~~~

_
t * ~ 3 4 9 S V  * ~ 3 4~~ b S a 4 .~ .

Figure 5.4. -

Frequency transposition diagram of the derived example.

Matrix receivers do not only have the said advantages, but also

have a serious shortcoming: Selection is impossible if several

signals simultaneously arrive at the input channels—rows. This can
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be avoided by the introduction of special components. as well as

row and column selection. One of the simplest ways of correction is

the time gradual inclusion of input levels.. (switch 
~~~~~ 

in
Fig. 5 .3 ).

Then the matrix receiver transforms into a “pyramidal” one, with

the input level at the top of the pyramid.

b) Superheterodyne receivers. — With respect to receivers with

direct amplification they have by several times higher sensitivity

and selectivity, the width of their permeable range can be altered,

and they can be attuned over a wide frequency range. Their principal

shortcoming is, besides their ;complexity, in their design, whereby

I ~~~~~~~~. 2 
_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  _____

/j — 2700 MHz fj — 900 MHz fj— 300 Mh z /4— 100 MHz /~— 3 3 3 Mlii
1 4— 5400 MHz /,-1800 MHz 4- 600 MHz 4~ 200 MHz 1,-. 66,6 MN.

/~~.i. 6300 MHz f~—2100 MHz /,— 700 MHz 4—233,3 MHz

fj- S400 MHz f1-ISOO MHz f4- 600 MH . f~-200 MHz f 4 - 66,6 MI i z
2 4 $100MHz 4-2700MHz /,- 900 MHz f,-300 MHz f~- 99,9 Mhz

-

~~~~~~~~~ 

/, . 9000 MHz /,—3000 MH. f , — I000 MH 4— 3 3 3 3 M H z

f~-. $100 MHz - f4—2700MHz fe.. 900MHz f~- 30O MHz fj— 99,9 MHz
3 4-lOs00 MN~ 4-3600 MHz 4-1200 MHz /~-400 MHz 4-133,3 MHz -

- 

~.—1i7U0 MH, 4—3900 MHz f~— 1300 MHz 4—433,3 MHz

Table 5.2. Characteristic values for the derived example.

relatively much time is required for the atturiement along the

frequency range , which considerably reduces the possibility of

detection, in particular in case of short—term signals. One must

not forget here that the reception of the reconnoitered transmitting

signal will occur only if at the same instant the antennas of the
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Figure 5.5.

In—principle block schematics of superheterodyne receivers: a) with

motor or manual attunement drive: l—VF amplifier, 2 — I mixer, ~ — VF

amplifier, 4 — II mixer, 5 — M~ amplifier, 6 — detector, 7 — oscillator

of I mixing, 8 — oscillator of II mixing, 9 -‘ component of manual or

motor attunement drive, 10 — NF amplifier with aural indicator, 11 —

NF amplifier with visual indicator; b) panoramic receiver: 1 — VF

wide—band amplifier, 2 — mixing level, 3 - MF amplifier, 4 — aetector,

5 — NP amplifier, 6 — mixing oscillator, 7 — reactance 1eVel,
’
~ —

generator of indented tension, 9 — two—phase amplifier, 10 — indicator.

12~



transmitting and the reconnaissance receiving installation are

aimed at one another and if then the reconnaissance receiver is

attuned to the transmitter frequency . In principle, two types of

receivers are used :

— superheterodyne receiver with single or double mixing , manual

or motor drive of the elements for attunement and aural or visial

indication (Fig. 5.5a), and

— superheterodyne receiver with electronic searching of the range

— - and the visual and aural indication of the received signal. This

type of rece ivers is , due to the visual indication, called also

panoramic receiver (F ig.  5.5b) .

C) Search methods by frequen.~~~ — As has been mentioned in the

preceding point , the successful indexing of the signa l depends on

the manner of frequency search which is used by the electronic

reconnaissance receiver. This i~ particularly so for the installation

which has a directed radiation diagram and which during the operating

time chanqes its position in space -(radars, guidance systems, directed

‘ 

communications systems, etc.).

In principle, two types of searching are distinguished, the slow

and the fast (Fig. 5.6).

The mutual encounter between antenna beams of the reconnaissance
I

receiver and the reconnoitered transmitter c,~curs in t~me ( Tosvet)~ —

C= Tillum). If either of the antenna beams or both of them rotate , —

then their encounter repeats itself in time (Tpon) C T rep~s

Pre—attunement of the receiver is done between the extreme

frequencies (
~ mjn 

and 
~max

) with the width of the permeable range

of the receiver 
~~~prij~ 

C~~~~rec3’ 
The t 1rn’~ necessary for the

pre—attunement of the receiver from one to another boundary frequency

~or rapid searching is shorter CT’pret) CT’gearc~~ 
and for slow

125 
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searching it is bncjer (Tpret) 
~~ ~serach~’

~1 
The condition for fast searching by frequency is

(5.16)

where: Timp = time interval between two pulses;

T’pret = time for a single pre—attunement of the receiver;

Tosvet = time of encounter of antenna beams.

In case of the pulse transmitter, in particular the kind that

changes its frequency from pulse to pulse unequally, the (5,16)

assumes the form

(5.17)

where t is the duration of an individual pulse,

up 

A4fi~. _ _  

v~Ji~r
%... ,. -h-: ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

; 
: ; : : : ~.

- : I 
- 

l 1
1

~i,L~-,.. - -

-I Ip.etf— -

Figure 5,6.

Principle of fast and slow searching by frequency.
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~~ 
If nonequality (5.17) becomes equality from the left side, then each

pulse shall be recorded even though it changes the frequency. In

case of fast searching we have
L

(5.17)

and no encounter by frequency occurs at each illumination time. A

favorable ratio of the magnitudes is given by the relation

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (5 .18)

where : 
~min’ ~max = boundary frequencies of the receiver

~ ~prij 
= width of the permeable range of the receiver.

5.2.2. DIRECTION DE~~RMINATION

In addition to frequency determination of the reconnoitered

electronic device the as accurate as possible determination of its

position is also important. The position can be determined by

goniometric methods, which means that one first determines from

one or more known points the directions to the reconnoitered electronic

device. The accuracy of the determined position will be the higher

the narrower are the antenna beams used for the searching, and if

the intersection point is determined from more than two directions,

If, however, only two directions are available, then the accuracy is

highest when they intersect under an angle of 90° (Fig. 5.7 a, b, c, d).

Each determination of individual directions is a two—stage opera tion ,

namely consisting of:

— adjustment of the receiver of the installation for electronic

reconnaissance to the frequency of the source of electromagnetic

radiation (Point 5.2.1, p. 100 of original copy)(p.ll5 of translation).

- Arrangement of the received signals to various directions of the

antenna of the receiver installations and on the basis of this the
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determination of the direction.

Both operations must - depending on the type of the observed

electromagnetic radiation source — be executed within a very short

time (order of magnitude — millisecond). *

The received signals can for the sake of direction determination

be arranged by amplitude or phase of the received signal. The

- 
- amplitudes can be determined by the maximum method, the minimum

method, and the comparison method.

Figure 5.7. - -

a — Goniorftetrization of electromagnetic radiation source (
~ , ~~~~~

azimuthal angles of radiation source, ~~~ = errors in the

determination of the direction, S = surface on which the radiation

source is located; b —the ‘worst possible goniometrization method

using two cjoniometers — •the ~ ~
surfaçe. ,is the. largest.; c — ~the best

goniometrization method using two cjoniometers; d - optimal gonio—

metrization method using 3 goniometers under an angle of 1200
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Figure 5.8,

1~ethods of direction determination by amplitude of the received

signal: a — maximum method, b - minimun method, c - comparison method

a) Determination of the direction by amplitude of the received

signa l. - The maximum method: If the sufficiently narrow antenna

beam rotates around the azimuth, then the angle between the direction

of the maximal signal and the north (
~~) is the azimuth of the device

reconnoitered (Fig. 5.8a).

The maximum method is being employed with rather good success in

the ultra—short waves (usw) region, since good directionality can

be obtained by antennas of relatively small dimensions. The antenna

has a very directed beam and therefore a high amplification of it

can receive also weaker signals from a greated distance. The

accuracy of the direction determined is due to the width of the~ \

antenna beam.
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The minimum method can be used in all wave regions. The only

thing tha t is required is that the antenna diagram contains one or

at m3st two reception minima (Fig. 5.8b). In the majority of the

cases antennas are used having the reception diagram in the form

of an eight.

Although the intrinsic noise of the receiver precludes greater

accuracy in the determination of the direction of minimal signals,

this method is used to attain a greater accuracy than is attainable

by the maximum method and in the ultra—short wave region it amounts

* to 10 to 30~ Its shortcoming is in tha t much time is required for

turning thr~’ antenna for the purpose of finding the minimum.

The comparison method: The comparison method came to be based on

the advantages of the two methods above (hi gher sensitivity — the

maximum method, higher accuracy — the minimum method)(Fig. 5.8c).

For the operation two equal antenna beams A and B with known mutual

angular interval ~ is used. When the receiving signals from beam A

are equal to the signals from beam B, the antenna system is turned

toward the direction of the radiation source. This will happen when

the direction to the radiation source is is the symmetry line of angle(~.

In case of amplitudinal methods the antenna of thejinstallation

for electronic reconnaissance must search in space. In case of the

source of electromagnetic radiation with resting radiation diagram

the rate of the searching does not represent any particular problem.

However, in the case cf turning of either one of the beams (example

of reconnaissance of radar installations) the selection of the turning

rate of the antenna of the reconnaissance installation is one of the

essential factors for successful reconnaiss~ince, Reconnaissance is

possible only when the antenna beams are aimed at each other (Fig. 5.9

line R—I) .
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F _The turning of the antenna of the reconnaissance ins~allation —

can be either fast or slow. In case of slow turning the antenna of

the ieconnaissance installation turns for the width of its beam

(angle ~3 
~

) in time which is necessary for the antenna of the

reconnoitered radar installation to make one single turn. By such

a way of turning the antenna of the reconnaissance installation it

surely happens in one of its turns from 3600 that the instant arrives

when the antenna beams are aimed at one another. The time required

for a single turn of the antenna of the reconnaissance installation - - I

direction o~~~~~~~~~~~ 

——

detection line

Figure p 5.9.

Detection conditions for two mobile antenna beams : R — beam fror’

radar installation, I — beam from reconnaissance installation

must satisfy the condition

2,r 360 _
(5.19)

where Tj and TR are the times neco~ sary for a single turn of the

an~enna of the station for tho detection, or radar, reepectively.

In case of fast turning of the antenna of the reconnaissance

installation it turns very fast and makes one turn in a time which
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is not greater than the time necessary for one single turn of the

antenna of the reconnaissance installation —to turn the distance

equa l the width of its beam (angle (3R)’ The time- necessary for a

single turn of the antenna of the reconnaissance installation must

then satisfy the condition

T,~~h!_.T1r)”fl .71 Esec) (5.20)- 2i~ 360

Which of the cited ways shall be used in the reconnaissance of

a certain installation depends mainly on the method of analysis of

the signal and the time which is necessary for the analysis.

b) Aut-omatic determination of the direction. - For automatic

determination of the direction a two—channel goniometer (Fig. 5.10)

is used thc. most frequently, which includes two immobile antennas, 

~

Figure 5.10.

Two—channel automatic goniometer with immobile antennas

two identical receiving channels, and an oscilloscopic direction

indicator. The signal from the reconnoitered source of electromagnetic

radiation is received simultaneously by two antennas positioned at
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a right angle with respect to one another. Their orientation is

in accordance with the countries of the world. The signal received

from the antenna is

• 1
~~~~~~~~~~~~ } (5.21)

where angle ~ is the angle between the north and the direction to

the radiation source. After each amplification (A) the signals

are simultaneously led into both channels on the deviation system

of the cathode tube. There they produce such a deviation of the

electronic ray that a line appears on the screen which — with respect

to the vertical — is oriented toward the north, and occupies an

r angle ~~
~,arctg 

4
—arctg(tg~)—~ (5.22)

From the relationship (5.22j it can be seen that angle (~~~
) on the

indicator ideally reproduces angle (~~
) between the north and the

direction to the radiation source,

5.2.3. SPACE SEARcH METhODS
- -

Installations for electronic. reconnaissanc.e can be mounted onto

a vehicle, a floating facility, or an aircraft. Due to small heights

of the antennas which can be attained on vehicles and floating

installations, the detection distances are also small, which is why

these devices are used mostly for near reconnaissance (along the

coast, border, front line, etc.) On the aircraft, the antennas of

the receiving installation attain greater heights and consequently

a greater reconnaissance range is attained also (see point 5.3,

p. 136 of original copy, p.I3~ of translation). The usual space

search methods are shown in Fig. 5.11.

The width of the searched space under the aircraft is for the

case of Fig. 5.lla equal to
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Figure 5,11.

Methods of airborne reconnaissance: a — under the aircraft, b —

sideways from the aircraft, c - searching of larger spatial complex

and this is at the same time also the interval between two neighboring

f lights for the search method from Fig. 5.llc.

As was seen from Point 5.2.2. (p. 112 of original copy; p. lt7of

translation), the geographical position of the radiation source on the

terrain is determined from the intersection of at least two directions.

In case that reconnaissance installation is mounted on a vehicle or

floating object, the determination of the intersection is easier and

more accurate because the coordinates of the start of the direction

are known. If the reconnaissance installation is mounted onto an

airplane, the parameters designated in Fig. 5.12 muct z.e known in order

to be able to determine the geographical position of the radiation

source.

The surface S which goniometers determine as the geographical site

- 
- 
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Figure 5.12. Geometry of the determination of the geographical

position of the ground radiation source from an aircraft:

Ii — position of the aircraft at first measurement,

12 — position of the aircraft at second measurement,

j  

t1 - time ~n which the first measurement was performed,

t2 — time in which the second measurement was performed,

S — path traversed by the aircraft between the first and the
second measurement,

— antenna beam width of the reconnaissance installation,

v — aircraft speed,

S — surface on which the radiation source is loca ted,

R — smallest distL ice between the observation object and flight
itinerary.

for the radiation source we also call the indefiniteness surface

(since every point on it is of equal order and may be the- position

of the reconnoitered device). The indefiniteness surface is equal to

(designations on Fig. 5.12)
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•~~~. (5.34)

and it is minimal if the angles ~~ = ~~~~= 60° and is equal to

I _ .  4R’tg’~~~~s.~.— 2 _ 6,2R* tg!_
~!_ ( 5.35)

- (0,866)’ 2
Thus, for instance, an airplane on which two antennas are mounted

having beam width I1~ = 4° under the angle ~~~~ = = 600, the radiation
source is obtained at a distance R = 100 kin, the indefiniteness

surface being S = 750.2 -

Figure 5.13. 
-

Mounting of the antenna for the determination of the geographical

position for the radiation source on the airplane.

From equation (5.35) it is seen tha t using an airplane one can

easiest and most accurately determine the geographical position of

the radiation source by using two immobile antennas mounted on the

aircraft (Fig. 5.13) and this in such a way that they subtend with

the airplane axis an angle of 600, The indefiniteness surface S will

in this case depend only on the width of the antenna beam of the

receiving antenna.
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Figure 5.14. Dependence of maximum distance determined
on relative height between antenna location and reconnais-
sance receiver with rectilinear propagation without refraction.

1 - Rel. height; 2 — Distance U (kin)
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5.3. DISTANCE OF ELECTRONIC RECONNAISSANCE

~1
-

The distance at which electronic reconnaissance of the radiation

source can be achieved depends, in principle, on:

— propagation conditIons of electromagnetic waves on the source——

device relation;

- parameters of the installation for electronic reconnaissance

(sensitivity of the receiver, antenna amplification, intrinsic noise

level), and

— parameters of the radiation source ( radiated power , antenna

amplification, and similar).
VS~~Due to rectilinear propagation of ~KT—and UKT-(i.e, both meaning

ultra—short waves)* of electromagnetic waves the largest possible

distance tha t can be detected is determined by the height of the

antennas. For normal refraction conditions this distance can be

calculated from

(5.36)

where h1 and h2 = above sea level heights of the antennas in m,

= distance in- kin .

For long , medium , and short wave regions this distance is larger

and depends on the nature of their propagation (superficial or

spatial wave).

If the height is expressed by the relative height, then one can

calculate the diagram of the maximal detection distances depending

on the relative heights (as given in Fig. 5.14). From this diagram

it can be seen tha t with increased relative height the detection

* VKT = vrlo kratld. talasi = ultra—short waves = (lit.) very shortwaves. -UKT ultra—kratki talasi = ultra—short waves .
(Translator’s Note)
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distance increases. For this reason the reconnaissance installations
I

are also mounted on airplanes or on satellites. In case of ship

installations, the antennas are mounted at as high as possible

heights , and the highest possible position i-s always selected for

reconnaissance installations mounted on vehicles.

The receivers of the electronic reconnaissance installation

are usually very sensitive, for the purpose so that the actual

detection distance would be as large as possible.

The detection dIstance for installations with rectilinear

radiation of electromagnetic waves is also in free space equal to

- 

- 

(5.37)

where: 
~max = maximal radiated power of the installation which is

being reconnoitered; G = amplification coefficient of the antenna

of the installation which is being reconnoitered; G~ = amplification

coefficient of the reconnaissance receiver antenna; ~ = coefficient

which envelops non—overlapping in- polarizations of both antennas —

generally 5~ = 
0.5, use factor of the received signal in the

: reconnaissance rec~~iver, generally ‘~ = 0.5; ‘~prij 
= minimal

sensitivity of the reconnaissance receiver, however equal to its

noise level; n = increase coefficient of the useful signal above

the receiver noise level necessary for safe operation of the analyzer. 
-

Equation (5.36) does not take into account attenuations in the

atmosphere. To the extent tha t it is desired that it be taken into

consideration due to more accurate calculations, one must take from

the diagram of Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 the attenuation value as a function

of the precipitation intensity and in that way correct equation (5.37). -

The corrected form is

(5 .38)
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where the designations are the same as in equation (~~.36) ~nd =

attenuation in (db/lcm).

B~’sid-~s the electromagnetic radiation source which is used by

the antennas, i t  is also possibl~ to reconnoiter installations whidi

are  in the receivincj sta te and which have their transmitters attached

to a r t i f i c i a l  antennas.  The reconnaissance of ’ such powerful

transmitters is especially easy , such as are the radar, navigational,

or receiving systems for missile guidance, in particular since in

their receiving period they a lways operate on a r t i f ic ia l  ante nnas.

The reason for this useless radiation are imperfect artificial

antennas, poor connections, and non—adjustments in the high—frequency —

tracts. The power of nondesirable radiation ~iay be significant

and it fluctuatr s from 0.1 to several percent of the maxima l one

(for radar of eutput power of 14w, the useless radiation can be

as hiqh as 10 KW). The range equation (5.37) for this cace acquires

the form

R
~~ y w?—_~

_ (5.39)

where P = power of parasitic radiation; the rest of the designations

( symbols) are as in ( 5 . 3 7 ) .
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~~ VI ELECTRONIC COUNT’~Rt--~EASURES AGAINST ~f~~NS OF COM1~UNICA TI ONS

In contemporary war actions the use of all kinds of means to

maintain communications is great and it has an obvious tendency to —

increase. Since successful direction and unfolding of military

actions in general greatly depends on their effectiveness, the

— - enemy side will tenaceously strive to affect the enemy system of

communicati ons. -

Countermeasures to communications systems are mainly th~ following:

reconnaissance and radio c;oniometration of meana of communication —

Using electronic reconnaissance methods the frequenci-~s of output

power, location, interconnections , and characteristic properties of

of the means of communications. Under the characteristic properties

are understood the positive sign or or nickname, voice color or

natur0 of manipulation by the operator, kind of modulation and its

level, add itional noise cha racteristics for the sur~oundings of the

means of communications , etc.,

monitoring — By constant monitoring of the operation of uncovered

means of communications valuable data can be ootained regarding the

enemy intentions. Besides reconnaissance and deception, monitoring

is one of the most used countermeasures against these means. Because

of this, the methods and means for coding and decoding of the

communications are daily being improved;

deception — By throwing into the enemy communications system

and by broadcasting various misinformation, such as, false orders

and directives, confusion is introduced into the enemy organization.

1
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In addition , by setting up fa ]se ~adio stations ot~ communications

-
~~~~ systems and by organization of th~ir activity the actual actions of

own forces can be masked and the enemy is brought into a perplexed

sta te in regard to their intentions;
r active jammiflg - understood here is the creation at the reception

site of a field of such strength that the reception of the participant

transmitting signal if not made totally impossible it is at least to

a high degree made difficult. Active jamming demands the application -

of large emitting power which is why it is also called the application

of “brute force”. Various methods are being employed against the

various means of communications, which differ by the method of

— - modulation, by the magnitude of the carrying wave and, -finally, by ~

the necessary field strength at the reception site.

Active jamming of means of communications is generally organized

in situations in which reliable communications a~e necessary (such

as in grouping of the forces, organization of joint actions, after

inflicting a strike by KM, upon transfer of Kr-i, when guiding aircárft

toward the target, and similar).

- 
Since means of communications during the operation utilize

rectilinear propagation of electromagnetic waves, the superficial

and the spatial wave, the active jamming must also utilize these

same ways of propagation.

Installations for active jamming are mounted on vehicles, aircraft,

or ships, depending on their characteristics and methods of application.

In the following chapters the active jamming is dealt with since

it is of technological nature, while monitoring and deception are

actions of a tactical nature.
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61, ThE NECES SARY POWER AND RANGE OF AN ACTIVE JAMMER

For jamming to be effective, the power of the jamming signal at 
—

the output of the jammed received must attain such a value that it

effectively exceeds the simultaneously received useful (intelligent)

signals. Since the magnitude of the jamming signal in case of means

of communications depends on the nature of emission, modulation, and

directionality, the usual practice is to introduce the jamming factor r
as the minimal ratio of the in-put powers for effective jamming of the

installation. The jarm~iing factor is

- ‘ 
~~~~.m, (6.1)

where : 
~prij ’om = power of jamming signal at reception site

‘
~
prij’sig = power of useful signal at reception site.

The jamming factor ~‘ is determined experimentally, especially for

each type of modulation and propagation. By it is determined by how

much the jamming signal must be higher than the useful (intelligent)

signal at the reception site.

Since the attenuation of the signal on the trace is affected also

by the nature of propagation, one must know this attenuation for the

sake of orcjaiization of successful jamming. In Fig. 6.1 are shown

the measured attenuation values with respect to the nature of the

propagation for the frequency of 40 1-1Hz. Curve 1 shows the theoretical

value of the attenuation in free space, where for all frequencies it

increases by 6 db per octave. (Under octave is understood a twofold

distance: for 10 km the octave is 20 kin). Curve 1 is only considered

if both the jammer and the jammed are present in the air. - Curve 2
— 

- 
- with attenuation of 12 db per octave corresponds to the propagation

above an ideally even ~—‘arth’s- surface (sea surface, lake surface,

large flatlands, and similar) , Curve 3 with attenuation of 15 db per
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Figure 6.1.

~ttenuation during radio wave propagation: 1 — in free space, 2 —

above ideally even earth’s surface, 3 — above real earth’s surface

octave corresponds to propagation ~ibove average r -~1ief of earth ’s surface ,

which is the case which best corresponds to jamming of ground means of

càmmunications by eround jammers . Simply speaking , this means tha t

in the case when th- - distance between ti’C jammer and the jammed

receiver is twice as large as the distance between the r~ ceiver and

the transmitter, then the power of th-~’ jam mer must be at least 15 db

(32  times) larger than the power of the transmitter.

6 .1.1. JArMIN-~ OF co:- UNI c-~~TI ONS ABOVE -1~ RTH ’S SURFACE

The situation which appears during jamming of ground communicaticns

is shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Ja.mning of ground radio communicatiofls s

(PR TD power transmitter 1-pr~ 
PRIJ receiver; OH = jamming

transinitteL of poker 
~om 

dpr = signal trac~-;

~rn jamming trade)

U L~~~~_ -

Usinc Curv~ 3 in Fig. 6.1 , one can write equation 6.1. in the

form

(6.2)
~~~~~~~ P,, d~~

(designations the same as in Fig. 6.2.).

If factor rr, power of the t ransmit ter  whose receiver we wish to ja m ,

and the distance are known , then one can from (6.2) calculate the

t ransmit ter  power necessa ry for  the jamming

(6 .3)

- Usually the quantities 
~pr’ ~om represent the distance.

Then we put the following power and ranges in the ratio

- 

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ( 6 . 1 4 )
P,1. \ 4 /

then one can plot the diagram in Fig. 6.3 ,  from which it

is simple to f ind the necessary power ratios.
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Figure 6.3.

Dependence of the ja miner power on the distance

and the jamming factor.

The usual values for jamming factor g’ are:

— for jamming of amplitude—modulated signals by noise f = 0.5 — 1;
— for jamming of f r~ qu~ ncy—modula ted signals 3~ = 1 — 1. 5 ,

— for jamming of pulse—modulated signals 
~ 

= 1 — 2.

When the transmitter and the receiver of the means of communications

and the jamming installation use non—directed antennas, a spherical

field forms around the jamming transmitter antenna, in which the

— reception of the useful (intelligent) signal is impossible.

The boundary distance at which jamming is possible is

(6.5)

From the diagram in Fig. 6.3 it is seen that it is energywise the

most favorable if the distance ratio dorn/dpr is equal to unity or

less , which means that the jamming transmitter must be at the same
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or lesser distance from the jammed receiver than is the distance of

‘
~~ 1 the transmitter of the means of communications. on the contrary,

~ 1 the power of the jamming transmitter must be considerably higher for

effective jamming.

In practice there frequenctly appears a need to put out of action

-

- 
- the receiver at a certain sector, or tha t jamming in the other

directions is not desirable, In this case a jamming transmitter with

a directed antenna is used (Fig. 6.4). ---
~~~~

- ~~~~~~~

--- -

-

1~~ ,-
~- -‘- ~~~~~—

Figure 6.4.

Jamming of ground means of communications by a jammer

with directed action ,
r

The required transmitter power for jamming which uses a directed

antenna with ~rnplification Gorn is equal to

(6.3a)

Here, Gom is the amplification factor of jamrner antenna with respect

to the isotropic source and it is equal to

27000 4wA
or -

where: and = beam width in azimuthal and eleveationa]. plane,

A effectivn surface of the antenna,

= antenna wavelength.
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The boundary (limiting) distance at which jamming is still possible

amounts to
S

d’..—4 ]/.!.“..G.. ( 6 , 5a),
W Y  P~.

From the point of view of the means of communications , their

jamming can in many ways be made difficult to the extent tha t the

participant receivers and transmitters use directed (directional)

antennas (Fig. 6.5). If the same transmitter and receiver are used

FigurE- 6.5.
- -

\pplication of directed antennas for ground communications

and their jamming .

as in the case of nondirected communications, then the strength of

the useful signal at the reception site increases ~n -propoertion to

Gpr’Gprijs

Tha jamming signals are taken as one of the lateral fans of the

rec~iver. As which lateral fan the jamming sicjn~l will be taken

depends on the spatial position of the receiver—transmitter direction

with respect to the receiver-.—jammer direction. The number of lateral

fans, their spatial distribution, and their amplification factor

— 
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4 depend on the construction design and position of the antennas,

If the receiver and the transmitter use a directed antenna, and

the ja mmer uses a non—directed antenna, then the equation fro the

jamming factor (6.2) acquires the form

~~ P, -. G (•, 0) /4, \
(6.2b)

If all three antennas are equipped with directed action, then

(6.2c)P,,u .,, P~ -G~~O

The necessa ry power when the receiver and the transmitter antennas

are directed and the ja mm~ r antenna is non—directed is

p. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ f4, ,~1

- 

— . 

0 ~~~ 
(6,3 b)

and when all three antennas are directed, it is

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6.3c)
~~~~~~~~ k4, I

Analogously to the preceding cases, the equation for the boundary

jam ming range ( 6 . 5)  acquires in the f irst case ( receiver and trans—

!r~itter antennas sirectc?d , and the jammer antenna non—directed) the

form
S - -

g’_-— 
- V T Pw.0,e G g  (6.Sb)

and when all three antennas aredirected, then

(6.5c)

The estimations as of up to the presentday are based on the

assumption that the permeable range and the frequency at which the

receiv~r is attuned coincides with the emitted frequency width of

the jamming transmitter. Likewise it was assumed that polarizations
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of the antenna beams of the signal transmitter and the jamming

a transthitter are equal.

To the extent that this is not the case, the equations (6.2a,

b,c, 6.3a, b,c, and 6.5a,b,c) must be corrected by nonharmonization

factors. The nonharmonization factor of frequency ranges is:

( 6,6)

where 
~ 
f~~jj = permeable range of the jammed receiver around

attunement frequency.

= emitted frequency width of jamming transmitter, The

nonharmonization polarization factor is

~~~2 0,5 1  - (6.7)

= 0 . 5  if the jamming transmitter has circular polarization.

The corrected forms of the equations (designations with index K) are :

jamming factor :

eq. (6,2 ) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6.2d)

eq. (6 .2b)  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6 .2 f)
P
~y Gpr G,ri, \d.,,F

,, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ j4\’eq. (6,2c.. ) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~Pr1 0, G,,,

The required jamming transmitter power with frequency width 
~~~om is:

eq. (6.3) P~~
k_ 7.~~~~~~~~)’ (6.3d)

eq. (6 ,3a) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(6.3e)

eq. (6.3b) p.’ y. 0 0 ’.
~~~~ (6.3f.)

~
, 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~

P~,G71~Gp,q (4p.~
’

eq. (6.3c) P’ ..? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~4J 

(6.3g).
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The boundary distance to which jamming is possible is:

5 -

eq. (6.5) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6 .5d )

eq. (6,5a ) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(6 ,5e)
W Y  

- 
P* -

$ ________
eq, (6 ,5b) ~r..b .j,, lJ~!.~9(•.lL.!~Lk (6. 5f)

, y P G ~~.G~~

eq. (6.5c) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6,5g)

~

6.1.2. JAN~ ING OF CO~~ UN ICATIONS ~tROVE S~~~A SURFACE

Geometrical a~ ran~em~ñt of the trans-~itt~r and the receiver of

jammed communications , as well as of the jammi ng transmitter and

the antenna combination, can basically be as shown in Figs. 6.2, 6.4,

and 6.5,

Since it has been empirically shown that attenuation above sea

surface increases by 12 db per octave ( Curve 2 in Fig. 6 .1),  the

samples for the estimation of the jamming parameters of communications

above earth’s surface (Points 6.1.1) acquire the following forms

(Same designations being used).

Non-directed transmitter, receiver, and jamm’-r antennas:

The jamming factor is

P,. ~d,,/ (6.6)

~~~~~~ /4,\4
~ p,,~~ I~~~J (6.6d)

The required power of the jamming transmitter of frequency width A
is:

~~~~~~~~ (

~~~~
)4 ( 6 7)

P,,. ,d,,~\4Pm’k r~~~~~~ 
) 

(6.7d )

~~~~~~~~~ 

d,,
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- .
~ The boundary distance to which jamming is possible is:

4
-

d,,, =~d,, (6.8)

d.~~~~d,1.][i. 
Pom~~~~ 1~~2v y p,, (6.8d)

Transmitter and receiver antennas non_directed, ~nd jamrner antenna

directed

The jamming factor is:

____ 
(6.6a)

P,~, ~d,,,/

~~~~~~~~~~~
P, (6 .6e)

The required power for the jamming transmitter of frequency

width 
~~~om is:

— 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6.7a )

— ~ - - G,. d,,. —

“
Gom ~h ~~ 

(6,7e)

- The boundary distance to which jamming is possible is:

- 

~~~~4 1/P._ .G.~i. 
(6,8a)

- r y.P,1,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
(6,8e)

- 
- 

-

Tr~nsmittcr and recej!Pr antennas directed, and 
jammer antenna

non_directed:

The jamming factor is: 
-

(6.6b)
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(6.6f)

The require power for jamming transmitter with frequency width

~Af is: -

om P,.G,..G,,~, /4\’.i. Y 
- 

G(O,0) ~ dPR ’ (6.7b)

(6.7f)

The boundary distance to which jamming is possible is:

d”,,—4, (6.8b)
- 

y.P,r .G,r .O,,q

-d”~~&—d,, 
j[P.Gt~.O) :.-~]s (6.8f)
V 1P,r G r Gs4I

Directed transmitter, receiver, and jammer antennas:

The jamming factor is

Pom Go,~~G(~~; O) (6.6c)

U, _____________—

P,,- G,,. (6.6 g)

The required power for jamm ing transmitter with frequency width

~~~om is:

— 
P,, G,,.G,,,5 . (4~ (6, 7c)
G.~~0(4),0) \d ,,J
P,,.0,,.G,,~ • !4!!~\’- - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~d,,) (6 .7cj)

The boundary distance to which jamming is possible is:

d”~~ —d~ 1/P~~G~~
G(

~~
e) 

(6.8c)
p

4 __________________________________
~~T D  I-.
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6 . 1 . 3 .  ~~~~~~~ INC OF C0~
- ~- t1NIC~~~TIONS IN FREF SPACE

In case of air—air, ground—air, and very directed communica-

tions at the centimetric wave region (radio relay communications)

the trace of propagation of electromagnetic waves moves through the

air or remains sufficiently removed from all objects on earth’s

surface, For this-reason one can in the enumerated cases say tha t

the propagation and the attenuation is identical to the propagation

and attenuation in fr~-e space.

For the propagation in free space the samples for the estimation

r of the jamming parameters from Point 6.1 acquire these forms (used are

the same designations and jamming combinations as in Point 6.1.1.):

Non—direct~d transmitter, receiver, and jammer antennas:

The jamming factor is:

Y’~~~ .i’~~ \ (6.9)
P5,

p, •i~1•~~~ / 4J.\~
p,, ~~J ( 6.9 d )  

—

The required power of jamming transmitter of frequency width 
~ 
f~~ is:

(6.10)

-
~ - 

- P~ ~~~~.1—i

- 
- ‘k•’Js ~4/ (6.lOd)

The boundary distance to which jamming is possible is:

(6.11)

4. ...4~ 
‘~IS~~~)1~~~5

( 6. l ld )

Transmitter and receiver antennas non—directed, and the jarnmer antenna

directed:
I. #~ I $£•-,.•‘7.. 

~?‘ 
~~ 

(6.9a)
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~~~~~ e requ 1red powT for 3IIInIter o e Iyw f~~~ is:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(6,lOa.)

(6.lOe)

The boundary distance to which jammin g is possible

d ,~~~d,, (6.lla)

d’,.k—dp, (6.11-c )

Transmitter and receiver antenna s directed, and the j~rnrne r antenna

non—directed:

The jamming factor is:

P~,.G(’I ,O) /d,,~\’Y P~,.Gp,.Gp,jJ~~dO.J (6 . 9 b)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(6.9f)

• P~ • G~ 5 I 4.J

P 

The required power for jamming transmitter with frequency width ~~~~

is: -

- - P”.~~~ y 
P,,•G,,.•G,,.~j (4\’ (6.lOb)

G(tb,0) \d,,,J

~~
,, P~,.Gp .Gpiq (~~~\‘

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~4.) ( 6 . lo f )

The boundary distance to which jamming is possible is:

- 4 ” 4 ,  (6.llb)

d”., ,k—d,,, j /
.Q(o~o).~i

.
~ (6.llf)

Directed antennas of transmitter, receiver, and jaininers

The jamming factor is:
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_ P._.G,1.G(
~
,0)(d,,\1 (6.9c)

- P,, •G,.~~,,4, ~~~ j

1
,, •G...O(4I ,0) .i~i .~b .(.4\’ (6.9g )

The required power of jamming transmitter with frequency width A
is:

pH, Y~~” ”
0,,4,./4\ (6.lOc )

G.G~~M 
I
~41

P,’t ~~~~~~~~~ (d.,,\’
(6.lOg )

The boundary distance to which jatnmincj is effective is: 
-

(6.llc)y .P G,,G,,1 -
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

V . ~~~~ut (6.llg )

6.1.4. j~ :: INC OF DIRECTE D RADIO coi : UNICATIONS (RRV )

Directed or radio relay communications are considered to be

those communications which are the hardest to jam. Characteristic

for them is tha t duc . to higher range and unjainmed propagation, the

terrnin~, starting, and intermediate stations are placed on more elevatE

and dominating points on the route, which in many ways facilitates —

the detection of their location. The antenna diagram is as a rule yen

so narrow (to the extent that its wavelength is smaller and the

antenna larger, its width is also sma~ 1er) and in the majority of

the cases on the route itself in the horizontal position or under

minimal positive or negative elevation slope (Fig. 6.6). Such an

arrangement of antenna beams almost always enables the “throwing in” -

of the main beam of the jamming installation into the main beam of

the directed communication8. Because of this, the directed

- 
- - - 
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communications are jammed indirectly, using some of the following

-
~ 

~~~~~ methods:

C
r

—
, -

,-

/‘X. -

I

Figure 6.6.

Some of the countermeasure methods on the route of directed comxnu—

t -i.. - nications; a - vertical cut of the route, b — view from above.
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— use of lateral fans of the directed communications for the
b -~~

insertion (throwing in) of the main beam of the jamming installation

which is located on suitable elevations or on aircraft (case A in

1. , Fig. 6,6);

- use of reflection of the jamming beam from suitable natural

(artificial) objects in the area surrounding the route (case B in

Fig 6.6); -

• •
— air jamming of terminal stations, in case of which the beam

is at higher slope (case C in Fig. 6.6);

— creation of artificial passive dipole clouds in the vicinity

of the route and their use as passive reflector for the jamming

beam (e.g. D in Fig. 6.6),

- creation of artificial passive dipole clouds on the route itself,

whereby — due to increased attenuation — its interruption is provoked
(example F in Fig. 6.6). The estimation is the same as in case of

Point 9.1.2 (p. 230 on original copy; p. 265 of t ranslation) .

The estimations of the necessary powers for the jamming installa—

tions, as a function of the distance, are given in Point 6.1. Here

one must always take c.are that the amplifications and the radiated

powers are always used in the directions of the lateral fans which

are being used for the jamming .

6.2. KINDS OF JA1—~-ING SIGNALS

The most effective jamming is obtained if the jamming signal

has the same characteristics as the signal by which communications

are broadcast. Thus, against a signal with amplitudinal modulation

it is the most suitable to also use an amplitude—modulated jamming

signal, whereas against frequency—modulated signals, it is the most

convenient to use a frequency—modulated jamming signal, and so on.
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With respect to the method of transfer of the information, the

means of communication are divided into:

- linear ones, in which the information linearly affects the

variations in amplitude, frequency, phase , or duration of the signal

:1 of the carrier, and -~

• 
— dicrete one, in which the information is transmitted in the

digital form. In this case , the shape of the carrier signal has

nothing in common wi th the information transmi tted .

According to the above division, linear are all the systems with

arnplitudinal, frequency, phase, and pulae modulation. Tne various

pulse—code systems, delta and similar methods of modulation belong

to the discrete method of transmission of information.

• The quality of the trajismission of -the information characterizes
• 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~its understandabili~~~ coefficient. Under unders~ tandability is

understood the number of correctly transmitted -tetters, words, or -

symbols p’-r the total number trar.smitted within the same unit of time.

Therefore, the objective of the jamming of means of communications

is the decrease of this coefficient of understandability in a most

convenient and a most economical way.

• 
‘-—~- ~~~~~~~ — —

~— -w,v• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I’l 
-

— —- Figure 6 . 7.
J I Energy spectrum of the

— — — ~~ spoken language; a -
Croatian language’,
b - Russian language;

- 

— — — Af = part of the energy -
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~ 

- spe et rum which is
essential for -

understandability .

*Dr. Vladimir Matkovi~ , graduate engineer: Ph.D . dissertation,
Entropy of the Croatian Language, University of Zagreb , 1961.
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If by means of articulation tables one takes down the pattern of

the spoken language, a diagram such as in Fig. 6.7 is obtained, from

which it is seen that energy level of each frequency within the range

of the spoken frequencies.

By international recommendations it is confirmed that it suffices

for the corresponding quality of transmission of the signal to transmit

the frequency range from 300 to 3600 HZ (300 — 2500 Hz). All means

of communications are also constructed (designed) for these widths.

If we consider that for understandable transmission of information

are important all the frequencies which participate in the energy

spectrum by more than 20%, then we obtain for the transmission essential

frequency band A f from 200 to 1800 Hz.

If the jamming transmitter emits signals which will — together

with the intelligent signal — at the reception site make impossible

— the differentiation of the characteristics of the frequency spectrum

essential for understandability , then the transmitted information

will be nonunderstandable and the mission of the jamming will have

been fulfilled.

5ince in case of various types of modulation the information is

conta ined in some other form , we shall cj~ t familiar with them from

the point of view of jamming.

6.2.1. NONMODULA TED TEL T~GRA.PHY (a-i)

The information is transmitted by interruption of the carrying

wav~. The low—frequency component of the information is established

in the receiver(by additional mixing, beating, or in a similar way).
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In the receiver there are generally very sharp filters which enable

good selection of the desired frequency.

Jamming can be done by nonmodulated or pulse—modulated signal with

- - - precisely attuned transmission and jamming frequencies. An even

more effective way, but energy—wise less convenient, is the wide—band -

jamming modulated by noise of pulse exchange of several frequencies

within a low—frequency component which emerges on the receiver. The

optimal width of such a frequency range is the width of the permeable

range of the receiv~ r.

The parameters for the jamming : power of jamming transmi tter

distance of ja mming dorn and jamming factor r ~ everything according
to equations and combinations from Point 6.1 (p. 124 of copy; ~~~~~

of translation).

Th~ frequency of the jamming transmitter is equal to the frequency

at which the communications unfolds. The frequency width of the

jamming signal is equal to the width of the permeable range of the

rr-c~ iver.

6.2.2. c~~F—LITUDINAL MODULATION (~~2’ 
A3)

The instantaneous value of an amplitude—modulated signal for the

modulation with a sing1~ frequency is

1=Io (J +~~~ sQt s (m..i +~~ (6.12)

wher~ : 2yfrn 1m = mo~Th\lation frequency
~~~ = 

~~~~ 
f0 = frequency of the carrying wav~

m = d -’gr~~ of modulation, c~ = phase shift,

The antenna radiat~’s the combinatioii

1.~ !~- cos~~~~+Q)e (6.13)
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J2____

r where

10 cos A~t is carrying wave (6.14)

are lateral belts (6.lc)

Io-~~~
s(1J)--C~)

If for 
~m 

are taken the boundary values of the modulation frequency -

(ed’ fg)~ then the energy spectrum of equation (6.13) can be — depending 
-

on the frequency — represented as in Fig. 6.8.

- 0~

k 4/ ~~~

Figure 6.8.

Frequency spectrum of amplitude—modulated signal: a — carrying wave ,

b — theoretical lateral belt, c — normal lateral belt for transmission

of spoken spectrum, ~ f — essential frequencies for transmission of

speech, d — energy level of jamming signal.

The power radiated by the antenna is —

~~
~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~

1) (6.16)

or expressed with respect to the power of the carrying wave it is

(6.17)
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Equations (6.17; 6.13, or 6.14, respectively; 6.15) are important

for active jamming.

From equation (6.13) it is seen tha t the information is transmitted

by the top and the bottom lateral belt whose width depends on the

frequency width of the modulation frequency 
~~g~~d

)’

The total width of the transmitted signa l (both lateral belts)

i s 2 f~ .

From equation (6.17) it is seen tha t the power which the transmitter

radiates in la teral ranges is equa l to

- (6.18)

Inside the lateral belts (bands) are the frequencies which are

essential for transmission of information (~~f in Fig. 6.8).

The amplitude—modulated signal can be jammed in the following

ways :

a) by emission of the carrying wave 
~om ~pred’ 

with lateral

belts with width Af = 200 - 1,800 Hz. Modulation can be done by

white noise or complex tones of the same amplitude within the 200

to 1,800 Hz region. The ~ nitted power inside the lateral belts of

the jammer must be at least the same if not larger than the power

in the lateral belts of the transmitter

bsI,. ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (6.19)

which can be attained by a higher degree of modulation m or a higher

power of the carrying wave ~~~
For the power of the transmitter of the communications and the

transmitter of jamming there are taken now from Point 6.1 (p.  124

of original copy; p. P43 of translation) in this case the powers of

the lateral belts of the transmitter of the communications and the
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transmitter of jamming

(6.20 )

P:~ J P~ —P~r..~—Pur j - (6.21)

using equations (6.20 and 6.21) the parameters for all the combinations

given in Point 6.1 (p. 124 of original copy; p. F’f 3 of translation)

can be calculated.

b) by emitting of nonmodulated carrying wave of power P~~ , which

would wobble along the frequency range from f~ fg to f+fg at some

frequency from the essential range j~ f( 200 — 1,800 Hz) • The powers

are identical as in the preceding case;

c) by amplitude—frequency modulated signal, namely*

- amplitudinal modulation by constant tone from the essential

frequency region Af(200 — 1800 Hr~)

— frequency modulation with deviation ±M
The power ratios are the same as in the case under a.

For amplitudinal modulation and various ways of jamming the

experimentally determined ja mming factor is given in Fig. 6.9.

~~~~~~

• 

‘9

Figure 6,9 .

Jamming factor as a function of nonharrnonization between the jammer

and the jammed receiver for various kinds of jamming: a — amplitude—

frequency modulated jamming signa l , b — frequency—modula ted jamming
signal by noise.
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6.2.3. UNILATERAL TRANSM ISSION (A3 — a,h ,i)

Transmission of a single lateral belt is done three ways

— with carrying frequency (a in Fig. 6.10);

— with attenuated carrying frequency — pilot—signal (b in Fig. 6.10)~-
— without carrying frequency (c in Fig. 6.10).

In the transmitter is created a complete signal, the unnecessary

components are cut off by the very sharp filters, and the thus

received signal is amplified and led to the transmitter antenna.

The jamming can be done by~

a) identical unilateral signal modulated by white noise of a

frequency combination from the essential region ~ f.

b) all methods from Point 6.2.2 (p. 142 of original copy; p. 1C/
of translation); -

signal

Figure 6.10.

Finds of unilateral transmissions ,,
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c) in case b, with attenuated carrier, by emitting of an

amplitudinally greater carrier and its rapid change along the low

frequency region. Then the receiver reference oscillator shall

- - -‘ - walk along with the changeable pilot—signal, and the result shall

be — a nonintellicjible reproduction of information

6, 2.4 • FREQUENCY AND PHASE 1 ODL1LAPION

In case of frequency modulation the frequency of the carrying

wave var~.es in the rhythm of the modulation frequency. The

instantaneous value of the signal is

i .~~s(.~.e+~~~~~uiu Qt) (6.22) -

where: frequency change = ~~(t) = 6)~(l + rat cosClt);

mf = frequency modulation factor;

= 2W f0 = central frequency ;

= 2ir f 1~ = modulation frequency.

The frequency deviation amounts to

(6.23)

Depending on frequency deviation and frequency of the modula ted

signal, a greater or smaller number of lateral belts appears , forming

a wider or narrower spectrum. Its width for the needs of the

jamming can be rather accurately determined by means of the expression

Af~~2~rfa.(I+M,+ -VM ~ (6.23a)

In case of phase modulation, the phase of the signal varies in

the rhythm of the rnodulatio~ frequency. The instantaneous value of

the signa l is

i—I ,coi (c.,t+,,+~ 1u, s~nD t )  (6.24)
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where the phase change is

I

and the phase deviation 
~~~~r = ~~ here the frequency varies with

A L’ =

If equations (6.22) and (6.24) are used, it is seen tha t both

modulations have the same value, with the exception tha t in case of

frequency modulation the change in the frequency is a reflection

(~~cho) of the modulation frequency , with the change in phase being a

consequence of it , while in case of phase modulation the reverse is

true .

Jamming of frequency and phase modulation is therefore done by

frequency or phase modulated signal with at least one frequency or

phase deviaticn. For output powers of the jamming transmitter and

the jamming ranges in various combinations the equations given in

Point . 6.1 (p. 124 of original copy; p.1’4’~ of translation) correspond.

6.2.5. PULSE MODULATION

— _ c~
~ 44 t The carrier of information in pulse modulation can be:

- pulse height (h)~

— pulse duration ( t );

— pulse repetition frequency ( f ~ 0~ ) ;

- pulse position with respect to the position without the modulation

signal (similar to phas~ modulation).

The cited modulation forms are presented in Fig. 6.11.
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Figure 6.11.

Kinds of pulse modulation: a — modulation frequency , b — carrying

pulse signal without modulation, c. - amplitudinal modulation, d -

width modulation, e - frequency pulse modulation, g — phase modulation

In case of multi—channel pulse modulation several pulses

inf ormation carriers are squeezed into the spacing between two

synchronization pulses. This principle is shown in Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.12.

Principle of multi—channel pulse modulations a — synchronization -

pulses, b — pulses information carriers, channels 1 . . n.
The modulation of each individual channel is done by one - f  the

previously described methods .

The most convenient method of jamming of all kinds ~f pulse

modulations is the emitting of nonsynchronized pulses of the same

or greater power with the repetition frequency

1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

~~~ (6.25)

where n = 2,3......

In this case n jamming pulses are squeezed into the space between

two neighboring pulses. The amplitude of the jamming pulse must

be at least equal to the amplitude of the signal without modulation.

In case of multi-channel pulse modulation it suffices to throw in

a new nonsynchronized or timewise intentionally variable synchronized

4 pulse and thereby disturb successive separation of individual

channels and thus “line by line” mutually mix up the information

in the channels.

The estimations of the powers and the ranges are done entirely

by the method given in Point 6.1 (p. 124 of original copy; p.I~,43

of translation) with the following comments :
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I - transmitting powers of the transmitter and the jammer are of
the pulse—type; —

— duration of the jammer pulse must be at least as long as the

duration of the pulse of the transmitter of the communications;

- harmonization of the carrying frequencies must be present;

— jamming factor is greater than 1.

r
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in addition, the pulse—modulated transmitting signal can be interfered -

with by any of the methods used for interference of pulse—radar --• 
—

installations, such as described in Item 8.1

6 3  SThA Y INTERFERENCE

Every radio receiver device has a certain bandwidth of the permeability

‘

~ I range within which signals are received, regardless of the modulation

mode. All signals received by the receiver within this permeability

range are reproduced at the output stage of the receiver. The

permeability range of the receiver for amplitude modulation is at least

double the upper frequency modulation of the receiver,- being single

upper modulation frequency for unilateral transmission, while for

the receiver with frequency modulation it is the spectral width of

the lateral bands (equation 6.23a), and the like.

All signals from any source received by the receiver antenna which by

their frequency are within its permeability range represent to the

receiver an interfering signal (unless they are intelligent signals)

with identica l results as from an interference signal.

In amplitude modulation , the simulta neously received intelligent

and/or interfering amplitude—modulated signals in the receive r are

added up by vectoring. The resultant signal has the characteristics

of amplitudinal and freque ncy modulation wi th beat—fre quency tone .

In fre quency modulation , the simultaneously receive d freq uency-modulate d

intelligent signa l and amplitude—modulated interfering signa l do not

represent such an interfe re nce , since the receiver is insensitive to
/7/
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amplitude modulation . A large spectral width of la teral bands and

their vario us amplitud es decrease the effect of the la teral bands

of the inte rfering amplitude—modul ated signal. If both signals ar e

frequency-modulated, beat frequency appears at every single lateral

band.

communication means which are close in frequency and in location

affect one another. Their effect can be determined entirely on the

basis of the procedures given in Item 6.1

by commenting that one must always consider those forces which are

actually taking part in producing the interference.

i~a~ 
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VII RADAR COUWI’ERMEASURES

Since radar installations provide initial data to a large number

of various army systems, one can — by undertaking radar countermeasures

paralyze not only individua l installations, but also complex systems.

The purpose of a radar installation is to provide accura te coordinates

of air— , ground— , or open sea targets at the greatest possible distances,- -~

or to produce as accurate as possible data on the earth surface , or

objects on it , for combat or navigation purposes . Hovever, the radar

lookout must be confident tha t the da ta displayed on the screen of

j  
the radar indicator represent the true situation .

In view of the fact that the ma jority of military ra dar installations

in operation fre quently operate in enemy air space ( extend ing radiation

diagrams across territorial borders ), in contrast to communication

• means which predominantly opera te in its own space, they are also

more exposed to enemy coun te rmeasures.

The developrdent of radar countermeasures parallels the development

and progress of radar technology. At one time , the development of

radar technology was strongly characteristic of rada r defense , whereas

in the development of today the trend is in the production and

application of installations immune to countermeasures. All in all,

it is still technologically impossible to produce radar installations

immune to all countermeasures. Therefore, it is the ul timate goal

in the development of rada r installations and measures of defense

against electronic countermeasures to develop radar- systems that would

force the enemy to carry a large number of complex devices for radar

countermeasures on their combat planes and missiles. Therefore, the

k- 
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development of rada r countermeasure devices stipulates a proportionate

development of devices for the defense against these countermeasures.

In other words , modern radar insta1la~ ions or rada r systems necessitate

the application of an ever increasing and in-principle different devices -

used for defense against countermeasures, for it is only in this way

that the effectiveness of enemy countermeasures and hence the momentary

or permanent disablement of the installation can be minimal. Noncomplex -

radar systems or installations can totally be thrown out of commission -

-

by simple countermeasures.

Quick and effective electronic defense measures on radar installations

or systems require topnotch training of the operator and very thorough -
-

knowledge of the ways of finding radar installations and systems as

‘well as all kinds of countermeasures and their effects.

Radar countermeasures can be divided into severa l groups depending on

their effects~ these groups can in turn again be intentionally or

accidentally combined, The less trained the user of an installation -

is, the more effective will be the countermeasures.

A3 can be seen from Fig. 7, radar countermeasures are basically

divided into:

- intentional, the purpose of which is to put out of commission

the particular radar installation or system , and

— accidenta l, which are the result of close operation of several

radio -insta~.lations or the effect of location, site facilities , or

meteorological conditions.

Relative to the effects which are achieved, the intentional radar

countermeasures are divided into:
rn’
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: 
- measures wit-h the masking effect, where either by active or by

passive means certain parts of rada r sc
~~

en are covered for the sake

of concealing or masking of true~-. - targets. The masking can be either

coarse ( noticeable covering of a part  of or the entire surface of

the indicator screen ) or discrete (surrounding of the true target

by a large number of false echoes in which the true target is lost) ;

— measures with the confusion effect, i.e. the creation of such

an effect on a radar indicator which is very similar to the symptoms

which produce malfunction of the installation. Its purpose is to

convince the user tha t a malfunction occurred on the installation,

as a result of which he should as soon as possible switch it of f and

get it “repa ired ;”

- meaares with the imitation effect , i.e. the creation of false

echoes within the vicinity of the true echoes , with the same electrical
- 

- 
characteristics, for the purpose of directing enemy measures towards

the direction of false echoes;

— changinq tarqe.~ coordina tes, i.e. by creation of the false echo

together with successive change in the coordinates in the direction

of the enemy its countermeasures are directed into the void;

/7’
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Fig. 7.1. Systematization of radar countermeasures with respect
to effect.
Key: (1) Radar countermeasures; (2) Intentional; (3) Accidental ;
(~~) Masking, (5) Confusion ; (6) Imitation ; (7) Changing targetcoordinates , (8) Changing REFL surface; (9) Destruction ; (10)
Active , (ii) Passive, (12) Active ; (13) Passive ; (1~4) Increase;
(15) Decrease; (16) Changing shape; (17) Landing and diver.;
(i8) Antiradar Rocket , (19) Interference; (20) Zite [terrain]
and facilities, (21) Meteor. conä.; (22) Sun and stars ; (23)
Birds and insects , (2k) One coord , (25) All coord .
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- — changing reflex surface — By the application of the respective
- -

greases, coatings, or passiv~ reflectors , the re f lex surfaces of the

F 

target can be decreased or increased. For instance , a bomber gives of f

the echo of a fighter plane, a boa t gives the echo of a destroyer ,

and the like. By suitable selection and/or combination of the reflector

and the grease , the echoes of salient objects of ground configuration

can be totally changed ; - -

- destruction - Understood here is the physical destruction of the

installation by one of the known methods (airplane attack, military

landing , diversion , antiradar rockets,- and similar) .

7.1. ACCIDENIAL RADAR COUNTERMEASURES

In addition to useful ( intelligent) signals (i.e. echoes from the

object observed) , the input of a very sensitive rada r receiver intercepts

also various undesirable signals , such as may be caused by reflection

of the energy from objects on the ground, terrain configuration,

vegetation, clouds, precipitation , birds , and similar , or by various

sources of radiation in the universe. All these signals show up on

the radar indicator screen, depending on their nature, by increased

noise level, false echoes, covered surfaces on the indicator , or

increased attenuation on the radar——tar get——rada r relationship.

Which source of accidental signals represents harmful signals in the

given case depends on the purpose of the radar installation, Thus,

for a ground radar , whose purpose it is to search the air space, the

signals reflected from the terrain and meteorological phenomena are

/77
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interfering signals. on the other hand, in the case of ship radar,

reconnaissance plane radar, or coastal radar, echoes from the terrain ~

or objects on it are of primary significance. In case of a meteorological

radar the indication of meteorological phenomina is a useful signal,

everything else is useless .
Similar interferences — namely, such as are due to their daily

presence, chaotic behavior, and their mutually added up vector effect —

have a tremendous effect on daily disablement of the radar installation.

This is great attention has been given to these countermeasures up to

the present day. In the early years of the development of radar

technology, various techniques for cancellation of permanent echoes

have been developed (MTI, ATI, AMTI), in addition to various pulse

discriminators and time restrictors, as well techniques for utilizing

the variable polarization of antenna beam (in case of meteorological

phenomena). All these methods were at the given time rather effective.

Since today, on the one hand , the targets have decreased and the

range has increased (radars with large ranging) and, on the other

hand, the targets have been mixed with permanent echoes (exposure of

low—flying aircraft, vehicles or pedestrians in the woods, small

boa ts on the churned—up seas~l , new methods have been developed based

on the principles of statistical treatment of radar data, long—term

comparisons, and discretization in all the elements (amplitudes,

frequencies, signal phases), as• also prolonged integrated display

of the target.

In case tha t radar or other electronic installations operate at a

small distance from each other, and certainly if they operate at

near or simi lar frequencies, mutual interferences appear in the
1~7~
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. form of disturbances. Depending on their interrelationship and

nature of the installations these disturbances can be of the pulse

type, nonsynchronized, or continual, with their peculiar modulations.

- . ‘i
~~~_- effect which emerges in this case shows up on the indicator and

is entirely similar to the effect attained in case of the application

of intentional countermeasures of the corresponding kind ( cee Fig. 8.6).

By analogy, neither do the measures of c*efense differ~

7 • 1,1, INFLUENCE CF THE TERRAIN

The terrain, its configuration, artificial creations, trees, vegetation, -

agricultural products (especially the tall ones), and similar, represent -

objects on which the energy is reflected from when “illuminated” by

radar beam to a greater or lesser degree; when this energy arrives

at the radar receiver it becomes mixed with the signals from the true

target, When attempting to expose objects such as an airplane flying

over the terrain, a ship on churned—up sea, vehicles in the woods,

- - 
- pede3trians in the shrubbery, and similar, these echoes from ground

objects make their exposure more difficult and in - some cases even

impossible.

- - 

The reflecting surface of the objects of ground configuration has an

extremely complex form. If it is not covered by high vegetation and

if there is no movement between the energy source and the reflecting

objects, the reflected energy fluctuates but little. In regard to -

the formation of an echo, much more complex are forest objects,

shrubbery, bushes, complex equal vegetation, and similar. The reflex

surface of these objects consists of the immovable (trunk) and the

slightly movable parts (branches, leaves, stalks, grass, and similar),

1~ - .- 
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I
which move randomly (chaotically) under the effect of the wind.

Because of this, the echo from such objects is made up of a permanent

-, -
- component which has all the characteristics of an immovable target,

J 
z~nd a component which strongly fluctuates in 

amplitude and phase and

which has all the characteristics of a movable target. The ratio,

between the “movable” and the “immovable” component depends on the

nature of the object, wavelength of radar receiver, pulse frequency,

and climatic or meteorological conditions. For instance, the echo

from a wooded hill in case of a wavelength of 9.4 cm and wind velocity

28 km/h represents a slightly fluctuating signal, at the velocity of

37 km/h the fluctuation rapidly increases, and at a velocity of

80 km/h the fluctuation of the echo is already such that it has

all the components of the movable target.

Figure 7.2 shows the fluctuation in the amplitude of the receiving

signal from a wooded hill during a time of 1.5 seconds and at wind

velocity of 37 km/h.

Ii 
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Fig. 7.2. Amplitude fluctuation of the echo from a wooded hill

- O~~= 9.2 cm ,v = 3 7 km/h)

The tests which were at one time performed by Goldstein confirmed

that this fluctuation is caused by the movement of the elements of

- the reflex surface under the influence of the wind, for wavelengths -

smaller than one quarter. This is logical, since with decreased

wavelength the smaller elements (leaves, grass, stalks) which are

under the influence of the wind are almost always mobile and hence
“

~~~~~~~~~~~ acquire ever increasing reflection properties. With decreased pulse

frequency , the “mobile” component is even more pronounced due to the

longer time which elapses between two neighboring pulses.

The terrain as an echo of the surfaces represents a complex surface —

ordered target under radar illumination, such as introduces disturbances

1~/1/
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in the radar receiving signal in proportion to the quality and

quantity of surface illumination. If the terrain is flat, the

reflection in the direction of the receiver will be smaller or none

at all, as long as the energy is reflected in all directions in

the intersected terrain, as a result of which more energy reaches

the receiver, This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 7.3.

The terrain surface which shall be illuminated primarily depends on

the width of the antenna beam and the duration of the pulse. The

secondary dependence exists in regard to the type of radar used

and its radiation diagram. Finally, the illumination surface depends

///. \
~ \~~~~~\ a

—‘ r~~VA”b9 - ,

b 

-

Fig. 7.3. Reflection from the terrain, a —— f lat , b —- intersected

- 

- 
also on the installation proper of the radar installation. Generally, -

the effect of the reflected energy from the terrain increases with

increased energy which is radiated towards the terrain (true for

- 
- all search radars, especially those used for low—flying targets,

but also applicable to ship— , coastal, and anti—mortar radars, etc.).

Although in all such radars one tends to have the energy which is

radiated toward the terrain as minimal, radiation cannot be avoided,
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I and as a result of this an interfering (disturbing) signal appears.

As a simple case of illumination geometry of the terrain is taken

the case when radar antenna is at a height h. The terrain is

illuminated under an angle ~ with azimuthal beam width A~3 and
elevation beam width A€ . - - 

- 
-

- I N -

I \ . I

- 
A

Fig. 7.4. Illumination geometry of the terrain by an antenna

erected at height h.

H On the basis of geometrical relationships we obtain for

y~~--~~~
— . £~ .L -

~~
- . 

-

The illuminated surface is

(7.1)

where, S = illuminated surface in (m 2J

C = velocity of light = r300’ 106 rn/eec]

t = duration of radar pulse in [see]

R = distance in [m] .
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Fig. 7.5. Dependence of cross—sectional surface of a forest massif

having trees approximately 15 m in height.

true targets above ‘earth’s surface to be visible, the target signal 
—

must be at least equal to, but generally by 2—3 times larger than the -

disturbance (interference) signal. This relationship is known as radar

contrast and is equal to

K — 
def.of target ~ ‘7 ~contr — .... .

~~~~,

where: &f of the target = effective radar reflex surface of the target

in [m2];

= specific radar reflex surface of the terrain in [m 2/m2];

S = surface of the terrain illuminated by antenna beam in [m 2].

The specific radar reflex surface for all kinds of terrain is determized

experimentally,

Figure 7.5 shows the dependence of cross—sectional reflex surface of a

forest masaif on angle of incidence, expressed in [db m2/m2).

Transformation of the units is done according to the sample

10 IOg 0 1)
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7.1.2. EFFECT OF SEP~ SURFACE

The energy reflected from the sea surface can seriously endanger or

even prevent the detection of targets located on this surface or juat

above it. The interfering signals from the sea surface are caused

by all the surface elements inside the dissociation parameter of the

radar. The magnitude of this surface depends on the depression angle,

the width of the antenna beam, and the duration of the pulse, all of

the-rn in dependence on the distance. Therefore, for the radar reflex

surface of the sea surface it is again convenient to take the specific

radar reflex surface in m2 per 1 m~ of the surface.

The reflex surface of the entire illuminated -surface thus amounts

to

.... (7.3)

where: 6’,~ = specific reflex surface in Em-2/m2] and

- -
-
- - 

S = illuminated surface in [rn 23.

For the installation with pulse duration 
~~~, 

azimuthal beam width ~ó43
and depression angle ~~~~ , at a distance R, we obtain for the illuminated

surface (from illumination geometry in Fig. 7.4) the followings

.... (7.4)

Since for small depression angles ~~~~ , which is the case for coastal

and ship radars, cos ~~~~~ then the equation (7.4) acquires the form

‘I 
- .... ( 7 . 5 )

where, R = distance in [m]

c = velocity of light in [rn/see]

t duration of the pulse in tsec)

A~= azimuthal beam width in [~1.
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The characteristics of the reflected signal from sea surface depends

not only on the illuminated surface, but also on the following

parameters, namely: depression angle, polarization of the emitted

wave, operating frequency, and “state of the sea.” The latter

parameter encompasses all the factors affecting the shape of the

surface, such as the shape of the churning up, the wind (velocity

and direction), the currents situation, and the like. It is not the

Fig. 7. 6. The possible geometry of the reflection from sea surface;

a1, a2 represent the incoming wave; a1’, a2’ represent the wave
reflected from a1 and a2; b represents the sum of the reflected wave

from a2 and a1.
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~ I height of the wave that is essential for the creation of interference,

— -~ -
~ but rather its shape and velocity of motion. Thus, the largest

interference is caused by waves created by a storm, whereas waves

caused by the south wind create a smaller interference signal,, even

though they may be higher. On the contrary, long waves can affect

the formation of the radiation diagram, i.e. its fanlike structure.

The mechanism of this phenomenon is explained in Fig. i.b.

Because of this the sea surface represents with respect to its

reflecting properties a superficially large object, with a large

U
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I number of individual reflex surfaces (d i) ,  each of which by itself

independently reflects the incotning radar energy.

The receiving energy of the interference signal can be obtained

using the known radar equation

P1.G1.)~ ç’ (7.6)
*

4 wheres P1 = radar pulse power in EW]

G = antenna amplification factor

X = wavelength in Em]

R = distance in rm]

= particle of the reflex surface in cm
2]

If by we define the specific reflex surface per unit surface, the

expression for the sum of the reflex surfaces acquires the form

lt C.T (7 7)

The interference signal for small depression angles amounts to

P,,4
~~ 64.~i .Rs:36o.

(7.8)

If the target with radar reflex surface d is at the same distance,

the receiving power of its signal amounts to

1i.~G’.A’ i-iP,,qd,1—— ‘ ‘ S
(4w) ..R1

When both equations are compared, one sees tha t the strength of the

interference signal decreases with B3, whereas the strength of the

target signal decreases with R4, i.e. by one power faster. The

reason for this is the geometric nature of illumination whereby by

- 
-.
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increased distance the ill~atinated sea surface increases,

In case of airplane radars or radars which are situated high above

sea level, the surface which is being illuminated by the beam depends

r on its azimuthal and elevation width more so than on pulse duration.

The geometry of illumination is as shown in Fig. 7.7.

Fig. 7.7. Geometry of surface illumination

If ~ is the depression angle, and 6t 
and are the elevation and

azimuthal width of the beam, respectively, then according to the

illumination geometry (Fig. 77) the illuminated surface is equal to

IC.

x-2Rsin~~sia j-- Y~~—~- ~~~.R

- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ( 7.10 )

The total radar reflex surface of the illuminated surface is

( 7.11)

Iii -
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The receiving signal for large depression angles is equal to

~~~~
.
~~~~~~ )4’ ~~~

.‘

(4 z) ’ R’ L ~ 
-

-* 2
— .

This equation shows an even greater dependence of the recijving

signal on the distance and the depression angle. The maximun signal

is at ~~= 90°.

The reflected signal depends also on the polarization of the incoming

wave. In case of calm sea, the horizontal polarization gives a much

smaller signal of the reflection in the direction of the radar than

is the case for vertically polarized beam, With increased wave and

depression angle the difference between the polarizatuons disappears.

Tests have shown differences in the reflected signal ~then observations

are done against the wind or with the wind. Thus the signal is by

5 to 10 db higher in the observation of the sea surface against the

~‘ 
wind than with the wind.

The visibility condition of target signal o~ter~the. interference which

is caused by sea surface is

(7.13)

If equations (7 .8),  (7.9), and (7.12) are put in form (7.13), the

minimal reflex surface of the target can be found which the radar

can still detect at a certain specific reflex surface. Thus , the

reflex surface for the smallest still visible target 
~~~~~~ 

for small

depression angles

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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j  ~~sj (7.14);

for large depression angles

a5 — 3,4S4.1O’.R’.A~~tin~~ ain~~~á, • t 9  (7.15)
2

If the sine of the depression angle in equation 7.15 is replaced by

F ~ (gee Fig. 7.7), then equation 
(7.15) assumes the form 

.

c,~~3,434 1O’Rk SIfl -~~ C. (7.16)
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where s = reflex surface os the smallest visible target in Em),

R = distance in 1”).
4 = azimuthal width of the antenna beam in 1°),

h = height of rader antenna in Em],
At~~ elevation width of antenna beam in 101,

rm2 1
= specific reflex surface in

~iiII: ?~~r~~lt

£Th~~4 S  L
Fig. 7.8. Dependence of specific reflex surface of sea surface on

depression angle and state of the sea s 1 — calm sea, 2 — moderate waves.

-; The specific reflex surface increases with increased depression angle

This increase follows the dashed curve in Fig. 7.8. Th~ depression

angle subtending the inflection point is called the critical angle.

Its characteristic feature is that increased waving decreases it.

The “roughness” of sea surface is determined by the height of the

wave. Teble 7.1 shows its internationai categorization and the

critical depression angle for various wavelength..

One of the important characteristics of reflected signals from sea

waves is their highly random fluctjaation. This fluctuation is
I
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Fig. 7.9. Dependence of specific reflex surface of the sea on

depression angle for different wavelength. and wind velocities

Critical angle 2 C°)
State of the sea at wavelength ~ Ccm]

mean wave ii~~.:. .
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Table 7.1. categorization of the state of sea surface.

affected by the direction of the wind and, associated with this, by

direction of motio&~ of the wave relative to radar station (i.e.

whether the radar beam is perpendicular or at a certain angle to

the incoming or the outgoing waves), size of the wave , margin at

the top of the wave and the droplet cloud which washes the breaking- i_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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of each wave. That the fluctuation is considerably higher than in

the case of ground echoes can be seen by comparing the time diagrams

I of the change in the amplitude of the receiving signal from sea

I waves (Fig. 7.10) with analogous diagrams for ground echoes (Fig. 7.2)-

I
-
~~~to

~~~~~~~ 3o

‘4

.0
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~~ D4 
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q6~ ~ f ~~~ q9

Time in Esec)

Fig. 7.10. Fluctuation in the amplitude of the receiving signal

from sea waves at k = 9.2 cm during a time of 0.9 sec.

The interference si~jna1s due to the sea surface include a marked

frequency fluctuation component. Its cause is the continuous motion

of sea surface particles inside tie illuminated radar surface. This

motion causes the Doppler change in the frequency of the receiving

signal.

(7. 17)

- 
where f0 is the radar transmitting frequency, v is wave velocity I

component in the direction of the observation, A is radar wavelength,
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and f is the frequency of the reflected signal.

~ ;-~ — — — —

~~~~ 
~

Fig. 7.11. Frequency fluctuation spectrum for the signal reflected

from sea surfaces a — wavelength 9.2 cm,-b — wavelength 3.2 cm.

The measurements show that the frequency spectrum for low wave

velocities has approximately Gauss* distribution. ~‘or A = 3.2 cm ,

wave height 0.6 rn, and wind velocity 15 km/h the width of the

spectrum is 62 Hz. With wave height increased to 1.5 m and at wind

velocity 26 kin/h, the width of the spectrum is already 172 Hz.

Figure 7.11 shows the average frequency spectrum for two wavelengths .

using empirical equation (Hicks’s equation) one can determine tie

approximate width of the frequency spectrum at one—half the power

(3 db), depending on the height of the wave Ht and their mean

recurrence period (tsr)

~ 
II.Hg [cm)

( .18)

The advantage of this equation is that on the basis of the measured

or estimated values for the state of the sea one can quickly determine

the width of the frequency spectrum and on the basis of this, for a

*Gauss or normal distribution is most probably given by (expression)

y-,(x)— 
;~‘2— 

•,~i~~; = distribution law parameter and can

have an arbitrary value.
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given installation, one can at once determine the effect of the

interference.

7.1.3. EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERILIh 
-

Atniospherilia are condensation products of water vapor in tie

atmosphere. They can appear in the form of fog , clouds, rain, snow,

or hail. If atmospherilia are present in radar observation zone,

they basically h~ive a twofold effect on rada r signals

- by energy reflection they produce undesirable echoes with the

masking effect, which with decreased wavelength is all the more

pronounced, and

- introduce higher attenuation in the path radar——target——radar

and in this way decrease its range.

By virtue of their reflecting properties, atmospherilia represent

a complex reflex object made up of a multitude of elementary reflex

objects, such as water particles, or snow or ice particles. Spatial

distribution of these particles is uniform relative to the pulse

volume of the radar.

Since fog , clouds, and precipitation consist of almost spherical

particles of water or ice, whose diameter is much smaller than the

radar wavelength, the radar reflex surface of a single particle can

be determined using the known Rayleigh equation

ø.d ’ I,,’-I’t’ ~
~ L’.~i) ( 7.19 )

where , d = particle diameter in (m]

A = radar wavelength in Em)

n = complex fracture coefficient

If we designate the fraction encompassed by the fracture coefficient

from equation (7.19) by

. . 
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(7.20 )

then factor K has the following values,

— for A = 0.8—10 cm and water droplets K = 0.90—0.92 , and is

extremely poorly temperature dependent;

— for A = 0.8—10 cm and ice s K = 0.19;
- for A ~ 3 cm the K for ice and snow is by approximately 22% smaller

than the K value for water. - - 
-

From equation 7.19 (or more accurately stated, from factor K) one

can see that water droplets have a larger radar reflex surface than

snow and ice.

During the precipitation, the dry snow or ice particles melt as they

penetrate through the warmer air layers. In this process, the particle —

is first surrounded by water, whereupon it changes to water droplet .

The radar reflex surface changes during this transformation, meaning

it increases and finally reaches a value which corresponds to water

droplets.

- ~ Spherical radar reflex surface 4 is in this case obtained by the

summation of reflex surfaces of all elementary particles inside the

unit volume 
~~~~~ 

which is usually 1 m3. The magnitude 4 depends

* 
on the type of particles, their quantity per unit volume, and on

polarization of the incoming radar signal.

a —Z-s ”g (7.21)

where nj is the number of particles per m3.

If now we put equation (7.19) in equation (7.21), the final expression

for the specific radar reflex surface is obtained, namely ,

(7.22)
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Due to the fact that expression (7.22) is not convenient for daily

applications since it does not use the customary meteorological units,

- 

- the relations were experimentally determined between the specific

radar reflex surface and the amount of water W (g/m3] present in tie

clouds and the intensity of the precipitation I ~mm/hr) in the form

for clouds and fog a— 13 2Io ”~~
” (7.23);

— for rain a._6,2.1O-I4.~!~~ 
(7.24),

wheres W = amount of water in the clouds in [g/m3],

I = intensity of precipitation in [mm/hr),

= wavelength in (cm].

With respect to intensity, precipitation is divided into:

slight rain 0.5—5.0 mm/hr,

medium rain 5.0—25.0 mm/hr ,

heavy rain 25—125 mm/hr ,

shower 125 and more mm/hr.

From equations (7.23 and 7.24) it can be seen that for one and the

same radar installation the magnitudes of the reflex surfaces and

hence also the intensities of the interfering signal due to the

- - precipitation are by several times larger than the same magnitudes

in case of clouds and fog. Therefore, the principal interfering

signals are to be expected from precipitation.

— ‘-~~ - . — - -- - - ~~~~.j~~~~
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- ‘- ; The magnitude of the effective reflex surface per unit volume (1. in3)

depending on wavelength and type of precipitation is given in Fig. 7.12.

The actual radar reflex surface for a given pulse—radar is obtained

if the specific reflex surface is mu].tiplied by the space which at

the distance of the precipitation is occupied by the pulse (“pulse

volt~nie”) . This volume is obtained if the duration period of the
It.c ~pulse as expressed by distance units is multiplied by the

width of the antenna beam at the distance searched. The geometry

of this volume is shown in Fig. 7.13. For the antenna beam having

azimuthal width in [0) , eleva tion width ~~ in [o), pulse

duration tn [see] and at distance R in jm~ , the pulse volume amounts to:

V_ 5.~.!L~ .R. £~~~~~~“R~ ~~~ •- ~
-

~~-180 180 2
(7.25)

The reflex surface of the space occupied by radar pulse is

- 
~— V a , ~~ (7.26 )

using the known radar equation, the magnitude of the receiving signal

from atmospherilia is obtained,

(4 ) ’ R’ 
a -

—22.85. P5.G’ A’;.~~~.~~

(7.26)
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Fig. 7.12. Dependence of the reflex surface per unit volume on the

type of precipitation and wavelength

Fig. 7.13. Spatial volume of radar pulse
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comparing the magnitude of the receiving signal from the target with

the magnitude of the receiving signal from atmospherilia, the limits

of visibility of the target can be determined for a certain pulse—radar

type. The visibility condition is that

~receiving signal from target ~ ~receiving signal frot~~ats~

Another way that atinospherilia affect the receiving radar signal is

increased attenuation on the radar——target——radar path. Attenuation

in rain and fog depends on their intensity. In dry snow it is

insignificant, whereas in wet snow it is the same as in rain. From

1945 to 1963, a large number of tests and measurements was performed

relative to attenuation. The results are given in the form of a

diagram, for precipitation in Fig. 7.14, and for fog in Fig. 7.15.

Under the effect of increased attenuation of a radar transmitting

and receiving signal on the radar——target——radar path, the radar

range decreases. The decreased range can be determined by equation

R . s m-j -0~~~; (7.28)

where, R = range in usual atmosphere in

Ratm = decreased range under the effect of attenuation in Ucm),

(3 = attenuation factor in 1~th/km) from the graph in Fig. 7.14
or 7.15.

07#1
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Fig. 7.15. Dependence of attenuation of fog on visibility in m

and radar wavelength in cm.
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If one presupposes that the entire radar range is under the influence

of precipitation and if the decrease in the range for various kinds

of precipitation is calculated, the diagram in Fig. 7.16 is obtained

for a certain radar type. As an example is selected a radar with

the following data , wavelength ?.. = 3.2 cm, pulse power Pi = 50 KW,

antenna amplification G = 28.6 db, pulse duration t = 0.6peec,

receiver noise level N~ = 16 db. -

From the diagram in Fig. 7.16 it is seen that precipitation significantly

decreases the possibility of radar detection and that even light rain

(common in Yugoslavia in autumn days) which falls over the entire

I - —

.~~~

— -

~~~
—

~‘ * 50 ~ So ~~

- Range in D~m3 —4

Fig. 7.16. Decrease in radar range due to attentuation from the

precipitation (see text for radar parameters): a — dew, b — light

rain, c — moderate rain 4mm/h , d — shover 16 mm/h

range decreases the effective possibility of detection of a 3—cm

pulse—radar by approximately 4O%~,)



7.1.4. FALSE ECHOES (“ANGELS”)

- -
. Radar echoes can be caused also by atmosphere parts in which there

are present no elements or materials with a true radar reflex

surface. This phenomenon has in the literature been called by

various names (phantom, ghost, flying sausages), however its latest

name “angels” has been most accepted. False echoes have different

visual shapes and may be the result of various accidental cases,

including birds, insects, and meteorological phenomena.

For radar systems which for the detection of the signal employ

statistical methods and automatic systems for the separation of

the target signal and for transmission of the data, false echoes

are one of the principal causes for the so—called false alarms.

This is so because the signal is a false echo which can be summed

up with the noise signal and can cross the previously set—up target

threshold (Fig. 7.17).

•1•I

—‘•I

t~~ u) u_ Li

Fig. 7.17. Target threshold
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One of the most important sources of false echoes are birds and

- j insects, especially for ground search radars set up at the coast,

- 
- ship radars which search the coast, and radars of all kinds which

are in the path of the migration of the birds. As the sensitivity

of radar installations and their detection capability for ever

smaller objects increases, the effect of this source of false echoes

increases all the time, on the other hand,-. increased airplane

velocities, ever more intense airplane traffic, and ever stricter

requirements for flight safety require the display and thorough

knowledge of radar echoes due to insects and birds, so as to in time

prevent collisions between them and the airplane and thus prevent

possible disasters.

Although the radar reflex surface of a single bird is small, when

the birds fly in swarms they create very characteristic echoes,

certainly at small distances. In this case one gets the effect and

specificity of the panoramic indicator of the search radar, which

consists in that the vast three—dimensional space which is analyzed

by the radar beam is displayed on the small screen in two dimensions.

Because of this, the characteristic numerical echoes appear on the

screen even when only a few birds or a group of insects appear in

the domain within the radar range. For instance, if there is on

the average, on the area of 1 ~~p~
2 only one bird, then within the

area of a radius of 20 km there will appear approximately 1256

reflecting elements, which are capable of forming as many echoes if

the beam is correspondingly narrow. Some authors state that if there

are more than 8 birds on the area of 1 Nm3, the corresponding parts

of the screen will be entirely shadowed. The flight of the birds

_ _ _  _ _ _ _  - - - ~~~- - -- - _ _ _ _ _ _

- -5. -: _-~~- 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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and their relatively high speed, especially when carried by the wind,

t precludes the possibility of eliminating their radar echoes by

various systems for the s~election of mobile targets (MTI* and similar).

Because of this, the birds are one of the more important sources of

nonexisting echoes which must as a rule be taken into consideration.

especially during the migration periods (spring, fall), and partially

when they , are the most active (morning , evening).

In case of search radar of medium power (about 1 MW) the echoes from

the birds appear also at distances up to 30—40 km. The strength of

the echo increases with their flight altitude and number, Thus, a

bird of average size at a distance of 15 km creates an echo whose

I - strength is equivalent to the echo of an airplane of average size at

a distance of 80 1cm.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

tSelection oa the basis of Doppler effect.
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Testing of radar reflex surfaces of birds in the centimeter wave

range confirmed that the reflected signal appears mostly because of

the reflection of electromagnetic waves from the body of the bird,

and to a lesser degree from the wings. The largely aquaeus composition

of the body of the birds, as well as its biological features and its

- - correct geometrical shape make possible the reflecting of a little

more than 70% of the incoming energy. The rest of the energy is

scattered by feathers. Dielectric constant of the feathers measured

within this bulk is E = 1.34.** -

Figure 7.18 shows the dependence of radar reflex surface of the bird

on illumination angle. Radar reflex surfaces of some birds, in

particular those encountered frequently in Yugoslavia, are:

sea gulls = 0.1 m2;

wild geese = 0.2 m2

crows = 81O~~ in2

pigeon = 5’lO~~ in2 ;

starling = 5’l0~~ m
2;

sparrow = l’l0~~ m
2.

Insects even when very small and if there is enough of them per unit

volume of the space can produce ra ther strong false echoes. The order

**For further reference regarding the effect of dielectric constant

(see point 10.2.1, p. 265).
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of magnitude of the radar reflex surface of a common fly is l0~~ m
2.

The insects are generally present in groups or “clouds” and they are 
-

carried by the wind, which is why one should expect that the motion

velocity of the echoes from the insects is equal to wind velocity.

In case of large insect clouds, which envelop the entire radar beam,

~~~~~
_—Pidgeon

Fig. 7.18. Dependence of the reflex surface of the bird on azimuthal

angle of illumination relative to the direction of the flight (00 — 1800

the result is increased attenuation of electromagnetic waves on the

path radar——target——radar. The echo phenomenon due to insects can

be expected only at a certain time of the day (morning, evening), at

low altitudes and at the corresponding ambient temperature (10—30°C)

and higher on radars with narrow low beams, shorter wavelength, higher

output power and sensitivity of the receiver.

Frequent causes of false echoes are also various heterogeneities and

sharp transitions in the properties of the atmosphere. Included here

are changes in the density, temperature, and moisture of the atmosphere,

dust clouds, and the like. Thus, false echoes can result from the

following $
—o p.
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— sharp boundaries between normal, very warmed up and humid atmospheres,

such as appear during the summer months, in the middle of tie day , and

when there is no wind. The dimensions of atmospheric nonhomogeneity

can measure from several meters to several tens of kilometers;

— highly pronounced thermal flows below and above cumulus clouds;

— strong thermal flows above nonhomogeneous terrain strongly heated

by the sun;

- hurricane whirling in which there is usually lots of dust (flying

sausages);

— smoke above complexes on fire;

— unusually increased refraction factor;

— echo manifestations from side fans of the radar.

False echoes of this type have a very characteristic intensity, and

therefore should not represent a problem in being identified by the

observer; they have a specific form and are, as a rule, of short duration

and at a small range. Only if false echoes apper in large amounts and

if they cover the entire or the greater part of the indicator, only then

there occurs a larger temporary decrease in the performance of the radar.

7.1.5. EFFECT OF COSMIC RADIATION

With increased sensitivity of the receivers, especially radar receivers,

the cosmic electromagnetic radiation has become the interfering signal.

cosmic radiation appears also on radar screens in the form of noise;

they add up to the intrinsic noise of the installation and in the extreme

case decrease its sensitivity.

The tension of the noise at the output of radar installation is determined

by expression: (7.29)

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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I From this, the power of the noise signal 
~~noise, instal) amounts to

~~~~~~

-----

~ P~,~ — 4 X T , -Af , (7.30)
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- 
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Rcgarding tha t the noise of individual installations is characterized

by noise coefficient (knoise), the relationship between it and the

effective temperature of the installation is given by the expression
- 

-~~T,— .T.(~~.--i) - (7.31)

The symbols in equations (7.29.., 7.30, 7.31) ares

-: K = Boltzman’s constant 1.380.10—23 [j,,~co),

= absolute temperature (2910K],

T~ = effective noise temperature of the installation in [°K],

width of the permeable circumference of the installation in - [Hz)

R = real component of the output impedance of the installation, and

= noise coefficient.

The effective noise temperatures for various kinds of receivers are:

masers : T~ = 50°K

parametric amplifiers T~ = 100—6000K

VF—amplifier with tubes with
traveling waves: T~ = 600—l500°K

VF—amplifier with triodes T~ = 900—2700°K

By averaging equations 7.31 and 7.30 we obtain the intrinsic noise of

the installation as
T, -,

( ‘ S
(k1—1)

Since the sensitivity of the receiver is simultaneously affected by the

intrinsic noise and the &ctraneous sources of noise — which in this

case means cosmic noise — - - - - the total noise which is limiting the display

of the target will be: ~~~~~~~~~~ ‘~ ‘t,,,’~ + P,~~. (7 • 33 )
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where: p, = total noise;

= intrinsic installation noise;

= cosmic noise.

Pie principal sources of cosmic noise are the Sun, the Moon, and some

“radio”—stars. This noise is usually frequencywise widely banded with

random polarization. The power of the cosmic noise received by the

antenna is

::- 
~~~~ 

P& ...— 4 ~~F c T~ (7,34)

where: p, = radiation intensity in [W.m ’:Hii,.

A = effective surface of antenna receiver Cm2),

= temperature of the noise of cosmic source read at the

antanna.

The relationship between the effective surface of the antenna and its

amplification is
_ _

(7.35)

where G = antenna amplification, arid ~ = radar wavelength.

If we substitute A in equation (7.34) by (7.35), we obtain

_____  
(7.36)

‘

4 . ..

- -
- - 

“S .. ,
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Equation 7.36 is good for point radiation source as well as for an

atmosphere in which there are no losses. In view of the fact that such

an approach is not accurate, correction factors must be introduced.

The corrected equation has the form

- P. tA G  ‘-7v e

1. w. K1
- 

- - - where K = correction due to atmospheric attenuation.1
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— The rough approximation for this factor is

K1_ 1Oc0.m04/~~S) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(7.38)
,:1~- where ~ ~ 

elevation angle of receiver antenna.

The expression (7.37) is valid for clear sky, sea level, and frequency

range 4—6 GHz.

If the cosmic radiation intensity is known for one frequency, then it

can be determined also for any other frequency using the spectral index.

- fi
log ~!L, = spectral index = log —

~~~~~~~

-

(where ~,i, P,, is radiation intensity at frequency f1, f2).

The Sun is the strongest cosmic source of electromagnetic radiation with

a broad frequency spectrum. The radiation level depends on the ‘phase3 
~~ t

its activity. These phases are cyclic, with the recurrence period every

11 years. Figure 7.19 - shows the frequency spectrum for electromagnetic

radiation of the Sun. From this figure it can be seen that the Sun is

4’
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Fig. 7.19. Frequency spectrum for electromagnetic radiation of the Sun:

a — calm sun, b — active sun
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really a powerful broad—band noise generator.

A5 a result of individual eruptions on the Sun, increased radiation

occurs in the range of radio, and radar wavelengths. The duration times

of radiation at individual wavelengths are not the same. As a rule,

they are longer at lower wavelengths (see Fig. 7.20).

The intensity of Sun’s radiation for various wavelengths is given in

Table 7.2. -

Wavelength ~~~ A) I ~ I~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ t ~— I ~ —
strength of -

,

S ‘ r maximum
diation ~ 

activity 200 32 13 7 .5 0,85 0,23 0,035

- 
_ _ _  

minimum I I 1
activity ~~ 27~6,S 3.s~z sJ o~5j 0J2 3 f 0JI33

Table 7.2.

.... 
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Fig . 7.20. Intensity and duration of radiation dependent
on wavelength of a single Sun ’s radio—flash . -
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Radiation from the Sun can seriously eA~danqer the operation of those

installations which have a higher receiver and antenna sensitivity with

high amplification. Here the interfering signal is received by all side

fans. The result is the following : Partial or total darkening of radar

screens. The duration of this darkening depends on the duration of the

- 
- 

activity on the Sun (from several minutes to several hours). The indicatior

on radar indicator is entirely the same as in case of directed broad—band

active interference. In Fig. 7.21a,b is shown “Sun interference” pattern

under daily operational conditions. In view of the fact tha t long..range

search radars are the most sensitive in the elevation ranges from 0 to 20, I

“Sun interferences” occur here at sunrise a-nd at sunset. For radars

V  

Fig. 7.21.  In te r fe rence  due
- to sun ’s radiation as shown
on radar: a - ra dar used for

- altitude n-easureiient ; it 10
a .

~~ cm , antenna amplifier = ~41 db ,
receiver noise coefficient = 9
= 9 d b-  h — search radar;

= 24 cm , antenna amplifier =

= 140 db , rece~ ver noise
coefficient = 8 db.
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used for altitude measurement, this interference lasts until the Sun

is no longer present in the elevation search angle.

Other sources. - Radio astronomical observations have shown several

thousand individual sources of electromagnetic radiation in our galaxy.

However, the majority of them is of a low strength or are at such a

position that they do not become expressed as an interference source

Fig. 7.22. Electromagnetic radiation spectrum of important sources in

the cosmos relative to the Sun: a — Sun, b — Moon, c — Cassiopeia,

d - Cygnus A

for the reception by the antennas of conventional radar installations.

As radiation sources are expressed only Cassiopeia A , Cygnus A, Taurus A,

Orion A, and the Moon. Their radiation intensity is given in Fig. 7.22

and in Table 7.3.

Probable
Frequency Radiation Error in Spectral

Star (MHZ) Intensity Intensity Index
De te rm~ nation

Oauiopc~a4 ~~~ ~10,47 
- ]  -. ‘i . - - ,,4D7~

Taun u A  3930 - _ 7.1~~ _ _ _ _ _

Cygm~ A - 4161 ~,651 
- 

3. ’ —l.A
Orion A 4080 - 

- 4,45’ 
-. i_ - 

3 
-- _ _ _ _ _ _

4

Table 7,3.
.2/I ’ 
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The radiation intensity of Cassiopeia A decreases yearly by 1.1%. Two

polarizations are equally represented in its radiation. In case of

Taurus A, the radiation is time—independent. The source is of an

elliptical shape having widths of O.O7O~ and 0.043° along the diameters.

Cosmic sources can be used as extraordinary noise generators for the

measurement and verification of the antenna radiation diagrams. From

the relationships (7.34, 7.36, and 7.37) we obtain antenna amplification:

8~~w .  ~(•~~ ‘~
G = or G = . K1 - (7.39)

By measuring the primary cosmic noise and by precision measurement of

the elevation or the azimuthal angle by optical methods (theodolites)

one can relatively simply obtain the antenna radiation diagram.
]

7.1.6. EFFECT OF ROCKET AND JET ENGINE JE~~

The jet of jet engine and particularly rocket engines has a twofold

effect on the propaaation of electromagnetic waves:

— it increases attenuation of the atmosphere with specific modulation;

— it increases the intrinsic radar reflex surface.

The former effect is more pronounced in case of radio—communications

systems for guiding rocket projectiles since the line for the radio

guidance of the projectile generally passes through the jet of the

exhaust gases of the rocket engine.

The mechanism of these phenomena is as a matter—of—fact not yet entirely

clear. Tasts have shown that hot exhaust gases contain combustion

products which increase the number of electrons and ions in the jet.

Depending on the type of fuel used, this number is either greater or

smaller. Small traces of alkalis in the fuel can also significantly
increase ionic concenrat ion .
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Tests have shown tha t engines with liquid fuel experience attenuation

of 0.033 db/m at 200 MHZ and 0.25 db/m at 9500 MHz. For powder rocket

.4 engine it ~as found tha t the attenuation is 0.6 db/cm at 9500 MHz. In

view of the fact tha t combustion is nonuniform, the attenuation is also

varying with time. Figure 7.23 shows the time dependence of the average

attenuation of a small rocket engine using liquid fuel. The attenuation

fluctuates with time. At the end of engine operation, the attenuation

markedly increases, due to greater elimination- of combustion residues.

A5 c~n be seen- from this example, the attenuation effects are significant

and they seriously endanger radio communications passing through the jet.

Oscillations in attenuation introduce an additional difficulty in the

form of modulations in the systems.

0

engine 
—

1 -  -

transmitter flfl~ receiver ~-.ii~i : -i~~- -~L 1.0 . .  

—

~~~

- - - 
- - operating time

of engine
4

Fig. 7.23. a — attenuation of exhaust jet of rocket engine having

pressure of 1200 kp per = 3 cm , b — measurement technique.

The other effect, namely increasing radar reflex surface by introducing

nonuniformities in the atmosphere (point 7.1.4. of original p. 176)

- , facilitates easier radar detection of the

rocket since the surface reflex surface of the target is not only the
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I body of the rocket but also its jet. This phenomenon is made use of

1 for early detection, especially of intercontinental, missiles.

In order to eliminate both phenomena, tests are being conducted with

various additions to the fuel which would decrease the electron and the

ion content in the jet.
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VIII INTENTIONAL RAD&R COUNTERMEA.SURES

Intentional or organized radar countermeasures, be they discrete or

course, affect essentially all the performances of the radar installation

(individually or in a complex way) as well as the accuracy and reliability

of data presentation. Intentional countermeasures are divided into

active and passive ones, depending on their genesis.

Active radar countermeasures are created by various kinds of transmitters,

- - with various kinds of modulations and forms of the signal, at the

wavelength of the wave region of the radar installation counter which
F

they are employed.

Passive radar countermeasures are created by the effects of increasing

or decreasing the reflection of the radar transmitting signal from

manmade or natural objects on the terrain or in the space. They make

appear a situation on the screen of the radar installation against which

the measures are undertaken such as do not correspond to the real situation.

Changing the reflex surface is a countermeasure by which the radar reflex

surface is decreased or increased for the object of radar search, as a

result tha t the object being observed indeed acquires different dimensions.

This countermeasure is essentially of passive nature, but is because of

its special tactical applications in the systematization discussed

separately.

Intentional radar countermeasures can, with respect to the applied

technical principles, systematically be shown as in Fig. 8.1.

Countermeasures at the narrow frequency region — narrow—band counter-

measures — specify thorough knowledge of the frequency of the 
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interfered with installation, since the frequencies of the jammer

and the jammed have to be ma tched. These are technically simple and

cheap installations. If the radar has several channels or if it changes~
its frequency, their effectiveness is considerably reduced.

Countermeasures at the broad frequency region — broad—band counter-

measures — radiate energy within a broad frequency range and thereby

interfere with the operation of those installations which are within

this frequency region. Because of this they do not cause accurate

knowledge of the radar frequency. Their shortcoming is this: High

emitted energy within a broad frequency range and hence also their

high weight and price.

Countermeasures with erasing by frequency are a compromise between

the broad—band and the narrow—band countermeasures. In this way the

frequency of the transmitter inside a frequency region is changed by

higher or smaller speed. This makes it possible to reach sufficiently -

high interference effect by erasing in a very short time and on all

radars within the range considered.

Countermeasures by the answerJ~g method are attained by the reception

of the transmitted radar signal, its amplification, and re—emission

in such a form and for such a time that echoes appear on the interfered
— with radar installation such as do not exist in the searched space.

From the systemization of the intentional countermeasures (Fig. 8.1)

it can be seen that there exist many technical ways of producing

intentional radar countermeasures which can be employed individually

or combined, depending on what kind of effect is desired to be achieved.

As a result, many different effects are obtained , ranging all the way

from damage simulation to the radar installation to the introduction

42O 
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Fig. 8.1. Technical principles of intintional radar
countermeasures.
Key : (1) Intentional radar countermeasures; (2) Active ; (3)
Refi. surf. change ; (14 ) Passive ; (5) Narrow band (6 ) Erasing;
(7) Broad band: (8) Answering ; (9) Blocking; (i0~ Echo
creation; (11) Echo modulation ; (12) Continual; (13) Pulse;
(l~4 ) Fast ; (15) Gradual; (16) Noise; (17) Wide pulse; (18)
Momentary; (19) Variable; (20) Individual; (21) Corridors ;
(22) Modulated; (23) non—modulated; (214) Random ; (25)
Synchronized; (26) Continual; (27) In pulses; (28) AM, FM
noise .

of new false echoes, and all the way to total prevention of the operatjo~

of the installation. For these reasons it is almost impossible to

describe all these countermeasures effects at the disposal of the radar
. 

- user under wartime conditions.

8 • 1 ACTIVE RADA R COUNTERMEASURES
As can be seen from systematization (Fig. 8.1), active interference

of radar installations can be done various ways. Only the principal

ways of doing this will be expounded upon below.

8.1.1. CONTINUAL NON-MODULA TED INTERFERENCE SIGNAL

- 
- 

Continual non—modulated interference signal is one of the simplest

interference techniques. The interference transmitter emits the signal

at the rada r frequency

( 8.1)

- Ä _
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If the strength of the interference signal at the reception site —

i.e. at the input into the interfered with radar receiver — is

sufficiently large , the interference signal brings the receiver into

a saturation state.

The mathematical expression for the continual non—modulated interference

signal is
— (8 .2)  :1

-~ where Uo,om and 
~ om 

are the maximal amplitude and c,ireü~~~ frequency I

of the interference signal.

The receiving radar signal reflected from the target is equal to

u— U,.cos [o~t+, ( R)] (8.3)

where U0,6.), and f(R) are the maximal amplitude, circular frequency,

and phase angle of the target signal •

The phase angle varies with the distance and can assume all the values

from 0 to 27. Henceforth we shall assume tha t the target rests and

tha t hence I
~ 

= const. In case that the interference signal and the

duty signal arrive at the receiver input at the same time, they are

added up in the receiver. At the output of the amplifier one obtains:

UMl~~A,.I %/U.t+UId,.~±2(4U.,o S[(cu~~eo~uJ t+VI (8.4)

where: - - = amplification factor of the amplifier

— = = beat—frequency.

From equation 8.4 it can be concluded tha t the effect of non—modulated

interference depends on its amplitude and the magnitude of out—of—tuneness 
-~

between the radar and the jammer, which is determined by the beat

frequency.

- -I
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If the magnitude of the interference signal is such tha t saturation

of the receiver is not atta ined and if the out—of -tuneness between

the radar and the transmitter is minimal, tha t is if the beat duration

is very much higher than pulse duration (equation 8.5)
- - - 2iv -

(8. 5)

then the resulting signal per one pulse can be written in the form

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (8.6)

Inasmuch as the phase angle of the reflected signal varies from pulse

to pulse due to the motion of the object and since it can assume all

the values from zero to ~~~~~~~~ 2 T ),  the amplitude of the resulting

signal also varies

A,., V’U% — U’..iu1 ~ U,,, 
~ A,,; ~/ U*~~ ij ,•~~ (8 • 7)

In this case the pulse retains its initial form.

Figure 8.2 shows the time—dependent pulse shapes of a combined duty

(intelligent) and interference signal which does not lead to saturation.

We see tha t, depending on the phase displacement of the target signal (tf),

positive or negative videosignals appear. If the detector with the

video—amplifier is is coupled on directly, then the videosignal is the

same as under d in Fig. 8.2. Such a signal decreases the noise on the

screen (by illuminating it). The target signals, especially the

negative ones, will be barely. visible on the display with amplitudinal

modulation (type A, K, M, etc.), while they will be entirely invisible

on the display with intensity modulation (PPI, RHI, B, etc.). By the

introduction of a condenser into the circuit between the detector and

the video—amplifier, the unidirectional component i~ ’ eliminated and a

;~ signal such as under e in Fig. 8,2 is obtained. From this figure it

can be seen that only the positive videosignal will appear on the

display, while the negative one will not want to appear. Since the

- r ,~~~~ 
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Fig. 8.2. pulse shapes of the interference signal of smaller amplitude

as dependent on time: a — target signal, b — interference signal, c —

resulting signal, d — detected resulting signal, e — videosignal.

probability of the manifestation of such a phase displacement through

which positive or negative signals are obtained in the result 13 equal,

this type of interference decreases by one—half the number of individual

echoes from the target.

Continual non—modulated interference signal of a high amplitude leads

the sensitive radar receiver to saturation and target signals become

invisible (Fig. 8 • 3) ~ Because of the saturation, noise appears on the

display. The picture on the displays is the same as when malfunction

occurs in the receiver (Fig. 8.4).
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Fig. 8.3. Bringing of receiver to saturation by strong interference

~ 
,.
‘ signal: a — weak interference signal, b — strong interference signal.

OA~~ c~aFig. 8.4. Picture on displays of type.A and PPI: a — without interference

b — with interference.
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8.1.2. CONTINUAL AMPLITUDE-MODULATED INTERFERENCE SIGNAL.

The interference transmitter emits the amplitude—modulated interference

signal at the frequency of the jammed radar installation.

~ I If jamming is done by a signal where amplitude modulation is done -by

a sine signal, then the interference signal appears at the receiver

input in the form

$1,,,= U,,,, cos s~,,, t+ u.,,, ~ s (co,,, +Q) t+

+ ~ • ~ s (o .. —f l)  t . . . . (8,8)

and the intelligent signal as reflected from target object as

(8.9)

When the level of the interference signal is such that receiver

saturation does not result, then the following appear as a result of

the interference at the output from the detector:

— unidirectional component as a result of the carrying wave of the

interference signal with the same effects as in case of interference

by continual non—modulated signal.

— modulated frequency C~ of the interference signal, and

4 — beat signal between the interference signal and the radar signal.

If video display is protected from propagation of unidirectional

component, the modulated compone~it enters and appears on the display

in the form of intensity—modulated bright fans (Fig. 8.4).
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ii :~~~~~it; the fans and their width depend on modulated fre~ aency
1

* of the interference signal (higher 
~m 

— denser, lower 
~m 

sparser).

If the modulation frequency of the interference signal is a multiple

of the pulse frequency of the radar, the fanlike interference rests

on the screen. If it is not, the interference travels, i.e. circulates -

on the screen here and there. The illuminance of the fanlike inter—

ference depends on the amplitude of the modulation component (the higher

the amplitude, the lighter it is). Consequently, the highest effect

of interference will occur when the degree of modulation is high and

if the modulation frequency is very much higher than the pulse frequency

— of the radar.

Besides covering the screen by fanlike interference, this type of

jamming also causes :

— disturbances in the saturation of the receiver (in case of a

strong signal);

— emergence of bipolar target signals at detector output;

— effect described in point 8.1.1. (original p. 191)

- 
- 

- The amplitude—modulated interference sign~1 is like the sine signal

narrow—band in nature and can be employed against all kinds of radars,

especia~~
.y against those which for automatic tracking of the target

use conical searching of the space and and even signal zone.

8.1.3. CONTINUAL FREQUENCY—MODULATED INTERFERENCE SIGNAL

Depending on the shape of the signal (sinusoidal, sawlike, etc.)

through which frequency modulation of the carrying wave is being

effected, various visual effects appear on the indicator. If the

sinusoidal shape signal also is of low frequency, the appearance of

fans occurs which are more or less illuminated along their width. — 

-_ -  ----5. -~~~~~~~~~ -_ -- --- - - - - - -  - - - .  
_



8.1.4. CONTINUAL NOISE—MODULA TED INTERFERENCE SIGNAL .

In every electronic device -there is present more or less noise, due

to the components used. In case of radar installations, the noise - 
-

: 
- - 

appears together with the;intelligent signal- from the target in the

H 
- 

form of “fine snow” or “gr~ss” on indicators with intensity (such as

the PPI type) or amplitude (for instance, type A) modulation,

respectively, and thus creates the base (background) of the indicator

screen whereupon the target si’gnal appears. In case of radar

installations with classical receiver type, the noise level dictates

the lover visibility limit Of the target signal. It also determines

the sensitivity of the radar installation and its range. Therefore,

the smallest intelligent signal which will still be seen on the radar

is either equal to or greater than the noise level of the inst~.-11ation.

This constitution can be written as

- ~ Nj,,,,a,m,~ira (8 • 10)

where: p,~~ = the smallest visible target signal

N,1.., radara = radar noise level.

The range of the installation in free Space amounts to

R— lf  ~~~A’ a (8.11)

V (4 it)’.

where: - R = radar range,

Pj = pulse strength,

G = antenna amplification,

A = radar wavelength,

d= reflex surface of the target, 
‘ 

-

= noise level of radar installation.

Besides the intelligent signal of the target , the noise—modulated ~~~~~~~~

interference signal also arrives at the input of the radar receiver, ~~•

II__ _.l J_ —
~~~~~~~_-.-_~~- - 
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which after detection again appears in the form of noise. The noise

as caused by the interference signal and the intrinsic noise add up

in the receiver, increase the total noise level, and ~h_ reby decrease

‘
,
~ the sensitivity and the range of the radar by

R’=l/ ?..G’~~’.C (8.12)V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The noise produced in radar installation due to different causing agents 
-

is spectrally very similar to white noise which has the same intensity

at all frequencies. Because of this, the noise as a modulation frequency

of the interference signal must have a somewhat standardized spectral

characteristics. Noise diodes, tiratrons in a magnetic field,

photomultipliers, and the like, are used as noise generators. Tiratrons

in a- magnetic field provide noise with a spectral width of approximately

6—7 flHz and with a high amplitude. Photomultipliers give uniform noise

to several tenths MI~z with amplitude from IO~ to 10
4/tV/MHz.

The carrying interference signal wave is produced by magnetrons,

klystrons, resnatrons, tubes with progressive waves, and similar, with

a power from 100 to 1,500 W.

‘Against radars on the meter and the decimeter wave region, the amplitude

modulation by noise is mostly used, whereas frequency modulation by

noise is mainly used against radars of centimeter wave region. The

effect of either modulation on the screen is the same and leads to

- increased “snow” or “grass.” If the strength of the interference signal

‘ is too high, the noise signal brings the receiver into a saturation state. -

In this case the display of the target signal is not possible.
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8.1.5. PULSE INTERFERENCE SIGNAL

Pulse interference is done by a series of high—frequency non—modulated

or modulated pulses at the frequency of the jammed radar station.

Jamming can be nonsynchronous or synchronous. -In case of synchronous

jamming the pulse frequency of the interference signal (f rn, ..)

coincides with the pulse frequency of the jammed radar ~~~~~~ or

is its multiple, - 

-

Ii., .... — n f im,~.r~ 
. (8 • 13) 

-

where n = 1, 2, 3 ...
In case of synchronous pulse jamming resting bright points appear on

radar screen, which are the more similar to the radar echo the more

their shape and pulse duration, as well as the power of the receiving

interference signal are close to the radar receiving target signal.

Fig. 8.5. Nonsynchronous pulse disturbances: a) several jammers at a

large distance, b) on~ jamrner near the radar.

If pulse frequency of the jammer is larger than the pulse frequency

of the radar, the number of bright spots on the screen is also larger.

Then the separation of the target signal from many interference signals

is extremely hampered or made totally impossible.
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I~ case of nonsynchronous pulse interference then there appears a

larger or smaller number of bright spots travelling on the screen

(Fig. 8.5), independently of the difference in pulse frequencies.

The separation of the target signal is made totally impossible.

Pulse jamming of a higher amplitude brings the radar receiver to its

saturation state while it lasts. The receiver is insensitive for a

certain time and after the pulse (restoration time),

Pulse jamming is one of the extraneous and extremely effective ways

of jamming.

8,1,6. JAMMING B? RESPONDING 
- -

Jamming by ~espo!~dii~belongs to a group of synchronized pulse

interferences, with tha t difference tha t f or each transmitted radio

pulse there is emitted one and sometimes several interference pulses.

The effect of this countermeasure is the following: Change in the

coordinates or properties of the target, for the purpose of fooling

(deceiving) the user or the automatic system, so tha t it is induced

to act on a nonexisting target. Several techniques are employed:

a) The radar—searched target receives the radar pulse and re—emits

it it simply or multiply, with a slight delay and the same electrical

properties (pulse du’ation, operating and pulse frequency, phase, and

amplitude). The consequence of this is the appearance of one or more

false echoes on radar screen which are moved in distance and azimuth

from the real echo. The system can be adjusted so that it gives false

echoes at the instant of illumination by the main or the side fans of

the jammed radar. Figure 8.6 shows the case of using three airplanes

equipped with installations for answering in flying over three radar

statiora. The responders respond on the principal radar fan, and for
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each pulse they create two false echoes each. False echoes appear

on the radar——airplane line . Each rada r in-~the given case sees 3

true and 6 false echoes.

The disadvantage of this countermeasure is that false echoes can be

eliminated by comparison of the received signals from neighboring radar

stations. This is so because they appear at various directions and

distances.

b) The successive change in target coordinates is a countermeasure

which is used against radars which have an in—built automatic device

for tracking by coordinates (sight radars of all kinds, radars for

guiding and driving, and similar). As also under “a”, a signal identical

to the true radar echo is created, which first coincides with it in time.

The picture on the screen is unchanged. As soon as the user of the

r jamming installation- notices on the shape of the receiving signal that

the radar has changed to automatic tracking - which signifies that the

procedure against action has begun — he either manually or automatically

t gradually changes the time position and amplitude of this false echo,

Fig 8 6 Creation of
I - 

- false echoes -by the
-
~ answering method : A -

~~~~~
- N / N S Airplaes equipped with
.. -~~~~~ . - N. - respor~ders; B,C,D - radars

- • - 
- 

A against which the counter—
/ \~~-• ~~~~~~~ • 

- 

- measure is employed;
~~~ 

- 

• b ,c:d — fa1~e e~hoes on
~~~ 6 

~~~~~ 
“- 5. - radar screens B,C ,D.
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so that the echo becomes all the larger in amplitude, and in time

all the nearer the radar station. Automatic tracking installations

“hook onM always on the closer and stronger signal. Unless the user

• 

- 
of the radar has been exceptionally careful and unless he noticed

the instant of separation of the true target from the false target,

the countermeasure will be aimed at empty point and space. When

the radar is sufficiently far led from the true target in this way,

the jammer can be disconnected.

c) False echo can also be amplitude modulated. In this case, the

effect is the same as in case of passive modulation of the radar echo I
(point 9.2, p. 243 of the original)

d) Frequency or phase modulation of the false echo can in the case

of radars which make use of frequency change (Doppler effect) or phases

for the determination of speed and distance of the target create an

impression that one has to do with fast or slow, or immovable targets.

A similar impression can be obtained by using non—modulated pulse of

the responder and cloud with passive dipoles (see point 9.1.3.,

page 233 of the original) .

With respect to their design, the installations for interference by

respondjng are divided into two main groups, namely:

a) Installations with direct response (transponders), in case of

which the received radar signal is amplified to the level for the

transmission. Their advantage consists in tha t during the processing

of the signal no changes occur in its essential electrical characteristic

(frequency, amplitude, phase, and duration). The response is momentary.

For the change in the position of the signal in space the delay

between the receiving and the transmitting signal is introduced.

.232
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The in—principle schematic of the installation is given in Fig. 87.

The signal of the radar transmitter is illuminated by the airplane

carrier of the jamming installation. At the same time, the receiver

antenna of the responder is also illuminated. The receiving signal

is amplified in beam A, in beam B it is delayed according to the need,

and in beam C it is amplified and emitted through the transmitting

antenna. If there is no delay, then the reflected signal and the

response signal coincide in time. Delay introduces a known discrepancy 
- -

between the reflected signal and the response signal. Such a discrepancy

is shown on the indicator of the radar as the change of positiOn in

space;

~~~~. ~~~F

delay -

Fig. 8.7. Jamming by direct response: a — transmitted radar signal,

b — reflected radar signal from airplane carrier, c — interference

signal with variable time, A — amplifier of radar transmitted signal,

B — beam of variable delay, C — transmitter, 
-

b) Installations with indirect response (repeaters), Installations

of this kind make possible the creation of several false echoes or they

.2gy
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Fig. 8.8. A. Jamming by indirect response. A - block schematic of the

installations FFM — frequency—phase memory of the radar transmitted

signal, DET — detector of the transmitted signal, — KA~ — beam for

delaying, GSO — generator of jamming signal, MOD — modulator, IS —

output degree of the transmitter;

also introduce a change in electrical characteristics of the signal.

The received radar signal is detected, processed, amplified, and re—

emitted. This kind of jamming is used for masking the true target,

by surrounding it with a greater or lesser number of false echoes.

The repetition frequency, the pulse power, the shape and the duration

of thusly created interference signals must not be differentiated

from the true reflected signal. On the contrary, the enemy can use

simple defense means to select and eliminate interference signals.

The in—principle block schematic of a simple installation with indirect 
—

response is given in Fig. 8.8.

The radar transmitted pulse in the occasion of illumination of the

carrier airplane of the installation also illuminates the receiver

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  - .j ,
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antenna of the jamming installation. The received signal is brought

into the beam which “remembers” the frequency and the phase of the

transmitted signal (FFM). A part of the receiving signal passes on

4

• 
-
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_  
_  

-

. 

-. 

-_
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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/  
_ _ _  

_ _ _ _

Fig. 8.8. Time shapes of individual signals: B.

a — transmitting radar pulse received by installation antenna, b —

frequency— and phase—memoried radar pulse, c — delayed transmitted

pulse, delay time Tdelay. d — generated interference signals, e —

transmitted interference signal in moving away, f — transmitted

interference signals in approaching.

to the detector (DE’r), which identifies it. The thusly identified

transmitted radar signal becomes reference for time. It is further

led through the delaying (KA~) beam, which gives the detected signal

the delay which is necessary for creating the illusion (Tdelay ) s  ~~~
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thusly delayed signal influences the generator of the jamming signal

(GS0), in which for each incoming pulse from the beam, one or more

-
- 

- 
interference pulses are created for the delay, in the form suitable

for the operation of the modulator. In the modulator (MOD) oi~curs

the modulation of the “memorized” radar transmitter signal with the

interference signal. The modulated signal becomes amplified in the

Fig. 8.9. Jamming by indirect response on panoramic indicator (0 —

L interference signals, S — signals reflected from the carrier); a —
imitation of moving away targets, b — imitation of approaching targets.

output degree (ISP) of the amplifier and leads to the antenna. On the

screen of the radar indicator there appear besides the true reflected

signal from the airplane carrier (S1, S2) also false signals (01, °2~’
which, depending on the magnitude of the delay, create the impression

of remote and near targets. In Fig. 8.9 is shown the effect of this

kind of interference on the panoramic indicator .

8.1.7. BROAD-BAND JAMMING* -

In case of this type of jamming~ an interference* signal with a

Translator ’s Note : While strictly speaking , “ometanje” translates
as “jamming,” and “smetnja” translates as “interference”, the two terms
have been used interchangeably in the translation above, and may so be
used in the section below, if a certain term translates better in English -

than the other,
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L relatively broad frequency range is created. This range may encompass

one or even several regions of radar frequencies (L, S, G, J, X ... )

Generally the width of this range is selected such tha t it covers all

frequency possibilities of a single region and there are therefore

jammed all the installations which operate in this frequency region

(if all other conditions are fulfilled). Their advantage is that

they need not be attuned precisely to the radar frequency which they

are jamming.

The disadvantage of broad—band jammers is in that they must as a rule

have a much larger output power for the creation of the same effect

on the radar as achieved by narrow—band jammers. This is so because

they must for each width of the permeable scope of radar receiver

radiate sufficient jamming power, with the latter in most of the cases

being the same as in case of narrow—band jammers. Therefore, the total

power of the broad—band jammer must be by as many tinr?s larger as

the width of the frequency range of the jammer is larger than the

width of the permeable scope of the receiver which is to be jammed.

- - - The power of the broad—band jammer amounts to

P ____  

(8.13)
— . P#IN * . .

I,?’,

where: = power of wide- band jammer, 1 :

= width of frequency scope of the jammer,

= width of the permeable sc~ope of radar receiver,

— P.s,, = necessary power for jamming of radar.

Such large power values create great difficulties, especially when

moving the jammer on the airplane or ship, due to insufficient driving

energy and carrying capacity which these media dispose of.

__________ —5. ~~~~~~~— ________
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Another disadvantage consists in tha t even one’s own installations
-

- - 
can be jammed if according to their geographical position and the —

frequency region they are within the “range” of the jamming station.

Wide—band jamrners are being used to a considerable extent, thanks to

the progress of wide—band emission installations. Noise modulation

techniques are used for continua l or pulse radiation or direct noise

amplification (the DINA system — Direct Noise Amplifica tion) . Various

wide—band amplifiers are used as emission tubes, such as tubes with

-
- 

progressive wave, tubes with opposite wave, carcinotrones, and similar.

Wide—band jammer of sufficient power totally prevents the operation

of radars which operate within this frequency range and no effective

countermeasures against it exist, with the exception of the transition

to the operation with radars operating at an entirely different

frequency region. In order that the effect of the jammer be as large

as possible, several such jammers are mounted on airplane (vehicle)

- 

~~~-. jammers so as to cover as wide as possible a frequency region.

Modern emission technology makes possible the simultaneous emission

already at large widths (the entire scopes L, S, G, J, C, X, K), with

a tendency to broadening. Another limitation of the scope width are

transmitter antennas and their wide—handedness, But even here has

in recent times been achieved a high degree of wide—handedness using

various planar antennas (linear, logarithmic, exponential, and similar).

8.1.8 JAMMING BY ERASING

The method of jamming by erasing of the frequency region is a combination

which includes the advantages of narrow-band (low power) and wide—band

(high effect) jamming. It is obtained by using a narrow—band jamming

L~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _  _ _  _  -- _ _
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J transmitter, whose carrying frequency hastily or falsely traverses

the entire frequency region which is to be jammed. The result of

this is that all installations which are located withi~n this frequency

region become jammed. Effective jamming is possible only the frequencies

of the jammer and the radar coincide and if antenna beams are aimed

at one ~nother. - 

-

Therefore, the rate of erasing by frequency depends on tie analysis

method by the direction, The complete erasing cycle must be performed

within a time period which is smaller or equal to the meeting time

of the beams.

tp,..b ~~~ . . * 

(8  • 14)

where: t,,.b = time necessary for one cycle of erasing

= meeting time of the beams.

Figure 8.10 is a comparative diagram for spectra of all kinds of

jamming.

~~~

•
/ ‘if. 

,
a

Fig. 8.10. a - wide—band jamming, b - narrow—band jamming, c - jamming

by erasing .
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Key: (a) Countermeasure type; (b) Operating jamzner frequency;
(c) Jammer modulation ; Cd ) Width of frequency scone covered;
(e) Effect on radar screen ; (1) Defense measures.~
1. a — continual signal; b — radar ’s; c — none ; d 0 narrow ;

— disappearance of noise of monotonous light t ime base
e.g. for PPI indicator — cf bright radial line).

2. a — modulated continual signal ; b — radar ’s; c — NF signal
AM or FM; d — narrow ; e — disappearance of noise monotonous ,
more or less illuminated time base; f - as under 1: use of
filter in videopart of separation of NF modulation ;

3. a — noise modulated signal, narrow—banded; b — radar ’s;
c — AM of noise ; d — wider than permeable scopc of jammed
radar; e — total or partial covering of the screen by
“power ” ; receiver malfunction simulation ; f — changing
radar frequency; increasing front power to increase
signal/noise ratio : narrow antenna beam without side fans.

* IL a — noise modulated signal , wide—banded; b — wide region ;
c — “white noise ” ; d — wide; e — as under 3; f — as un der
3. transition to operat ion w~ th ra dars operat ing at different
frequency region.

5. a — erasing ; b — wide region; c — noise , AM or FM; d — wide
in entirety, only signal wider than permeable radar scope;
e — as under 1, 2, 3 and 4 ; f — as under 1, 2, 3, frequency
diverse connection.

6. a - responding; b — radar ’s, c — pulse; d — like radar;
e — false information on target position , simulat ion of
nonexisting objects; f — programmed pulse frequency of
radar programme d searching of space , change in radar
fre quency , activation of responder by another receiver.

7. a - responding, with successive change in target coordinate;
b — radar ’s; c — pulse; d — like radar; e - at start no
change later false echo is stronger than true echo; f —
as under 6 frequency diverse connection .

8. a — pilotless airplane or missile equipped with responder
or passive reflectors ; b — radar ’s; c — pulse; d —~ like
radar; e — creation of false targets; f — identification
by measures like under 6 , annihilation by PA equipment

G25~.2
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~~~~ effects achieved by Jamaing by erasing on radar screens do not

- - 
.~ differ from the effects of narrow—band jamming, with the exception

: of this one difference that it appears and disappears independently

- - • of the erasing speed of the jammer.

The effectiveness of jamming depends on the meeting time of the beams

and will be the greater the longer is the meeting time. The effectivenesi

can be expressed in the form

_____  

- . . . (8,15)tan

wheres ,~ = effectiveness, an = duration of jamming, jail = duration

of meeting in the jamming time, tper = persistence time of the indicator

screen of the jammed radar.

8 • 2 • TACTICAL APPLICATION OF INSTALLATION FOR ACTIVE JARMING

Basically there are two ways of application of the installation for 
—

active jammingt

- — direct and indirect protection of target object.

8.2.1. ~JIRECT PROTECTION OF TARGET OBJECT

In case of direct protection of the target object the installation

for active jamming is located at the target proper. Under target is

understood a flying, floating, or ground object. Figure 8.11 shows

the case of a flying and floating object.

Jamming installation creates a spherical field of the jamming signal

around protected object. DUe to the spherical jammer field, radar

installation cannot determine ~he accurate coordina tes of ta rget object.

Action which follows radar detection or driving becomes more and more

- _ _ _  

- -— ~-—5. 
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inaccurate with decreasing distance (due to increased power ratio).

Such a technique is used for the followings

— protection of flying objects from radar—guided missiles or

airplanes;

— protection of ships from radar—equipped airplanes or missiles, and

— protection of cities, factories, and other vital objects from

reconnaissance and bombardment with the help of radar installations.

1 

1

Fig. 8.11. Direct protection of target object by active jammers

a — active jammer on the airplane or ship whith it protects, b — ground

or air~ôrne radar.

Jamming power necessary for direct protection is smaller than that

of jammer for indirect protection, due to the fact that the distance

between the radar and the jammer is smaller. Their method of calculation

is given in point 8.3 (p. 213 of original article)

8.2.2. INDIRECT PROTECTION OF TARGET OBJECT

In this case the installations for active jamming are situated on the

object which may be at a distance from the protected object. For the

.Fvv
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case of flying objects this can be one of formation airplanes, such

as the airplane for electronic support (Fig. 8.12).

This method is used also in case of floating objects.

It is more expedient for jammer power ratios if the airplane or the

ship with electronic support is present directly with. the formation

which it protects. Then the indirect protection method changes into

direct protection. Insofar as this is not the case, one must for each

individual case specially consider the width of radar beam (~ 3), the

angle under which the jammer is located relative to radar beam axis

(A~ an) and reciprocal radar——target (Rcum) and radar——jammer (Ripuseg.)

distances (designations from Fig. 8.12).

r
Then on the basis of these considerations one can determine the power

needed for effective protection by active jammer. This is so because

/
A .~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

%~~~~~~~~~~

_
___ 

_____
__~~~~~ ø

Fig. 8.12. Indirect protection of target object by active jammers

a — airplane target; b — airplane carrying electronic support;

c — ground radar.

radar receives the target signal by the maximum of the main fan of

the radiation diagram, whereas the jamming signal is received by a

___________________ __________________ ________ 
_________________________________________________  I
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part of the main fan, where amplification is smaller, or even by the -

side fan.

The procedure of calculation the distance and the necessary powers

of the jammer is given in point 8.3 (P. 213 of original copy) below.

Sometimes the installations for active jamming are situated on carriers

which the target sends ahead - in front of itself in the direction of

its motion or in the direction of the radar installation. This can

be missiles or pilotless airplanes dispatched in front of airplane

formation or ships (Fig. 8.13). (See also Chapter XII, p. 310 of copy).

It is customary that the carrier of the installation for jamming is

launched and guided by radio from the target plane. The power and

distance balance in this case are in favor of the installation for

jamming. In case of application one has to make sure that the angle

(~~~an) between the direction of the axis of the radar beam to the

target and the direction radar——carrier of the jammer will be as small

as possible. The calculation procedure is the same and identical to

the preceding case and is given in the following chapter.

P of installation for —

~~~~~~~ j amming -

__Ij___
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- 8.3. NECESSARY POWER AND RANGE OF ACTIVE JAMMER

If effective active jamming is desired, the power of the jamming

signal at the input into the classical radar receiver must be at least

so large that it effectively exceeds the simultaneously incoming

reflected signal f rom the target. This means that the power of the —

jamming signal at the reception site mus t be at least the same as the

minimal receiving signal or is increased by a certain security tactor

which is generally also called the jamming coefficient. Since in

classical radar receivers the minimal receiver signal depends on the

noise level of the receiver (equation 8.10, p. 197 of copy) !!

the minimal jamming signal at the jammin site shall be,

- P
~ran ) I P,,:i..uj. — . 

~~~~~~~ .... (8.16)

where: = jamming coef t icient ( 1-~~y~~ h);

= minimal receiving signal,

= noise level of radar receiver,

= jamming signal at reception site.

On the basis of the radar equation for propagation in free space, the

receiving signal reflected from the observed signal in air is:—

1),YlI l ’~~~~~~ . . . .  (8.17)
(4i ~) .R’

where: P• = pulse power of the radar in (wJ
- = radar antenna amplificationrad

= radar wavelength in [in]

= target reflex surface in (m 2)

R = radar——target distance in Cml

All the signals shall be displayed on the radar screen which are larger

j  
than the radar noise level, which means all those for which the relation

holds true
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The majority of jamming signals received by the jammed radar receiver

are obtained from the equation for unidirectional transfer. In case

of propagation in free space the majority of the receiving jamming

signals are

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
-

* 
- (4 ~~~~~ 

- 
— ..,. ( • 1 )

where, Pan = transmitting power of the jammer used by permeable scope

of the radar in [w],

— amplification of ja rnmer antenna ,

A = jammer wavelength in [m],

= width of permeable scope of radar in flI,J
R = radar—— jammer distance in [m).

If the equation for the receiving signal reflected from radar target

8.17 is compared with equation for the receiving jamming signal 8.18,

it can be seen that:

‘ 
— the power of the receiving signal from the target increases with

f l %

- 
- decreased distance with the fourth power of the distanceLR4l;

- the power of the jamming receiving signal decreases with the second —

power of the distance I ~ ,and that because of this

— with increased distance the required power for effective jamming

decreases.

If the jammer is situated at the target proper (point 8.2.1. on p. 210

of copy)/ . - then at a certain distance from the

radar both signals are equal. If from this distance the target still

approaches, the receiving signal from the target shall be stronger than -

the jamming signal and jamming becomes ineffective. This distance is

called self—protective distance of the radar (Rn) and it is obtained

ir 
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by equating equations (8.17 ) and (8.18).

-~~1- — (8.19)
~~~~~~ 

Pp, an
P G ~,i4 A~~ Pan fG.~u, Gy.ig At

- 
(4 it~~R’ (4i~R)’

The self—protective distance is

R,, 1/_ ~ G .. .. (8.20)
~ 
4~~~P.,,~ifGan

From equation 8.20 it can be seen that the self—protective zone for

the radar shall be the larger the larger is its output power and that

the orientation of the antenna beam shall be the smaller the larger

is the power of the jammer.

If for a certain given radar, ja mmer , and target the equations 8.17

and 8.18 are calculated out , the power diagram relative to the distance

—can be plotted (Fig. 8.14). The intersection of the curve for the

receiving signal of the target ~~~~~~~ amd ratio of the receiving

power of the jamming signal (Ppr.o. is within an equisignal zone

(self—protective distance = R,4). Active jammer is effective in —

the shadowed region. The more the jamming coefficient is larger

than unity, the more the self—protective distance decreases, and if it

is smaller, it increases.

From equations 8.16, 8.17, and 8.18 one can find the necessary power —

of the active jaminer at a distance R which is necessary for covering

the target of reflex surface ~

- 

~ 
I P,.G,,,.~s - * ~~~O. 1

- y Af * Gan 4 7~Rl

where: 
~ 

= jamming coeffic’ient(l~~~r~~?),

= radar pulse power, (m]

Grad = amplification factor of radar antenna,

‘Yr

~~~~~~ 
- ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~
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~~~~ - -
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= target reflex surface, [m 2j —

R = radar~—target distance, rmj

= permeable range of radar, 
~~rl

- ,

\~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ 

= 

~~: ~:;get

a 

-

- 

-

I 
-

- 
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Fig., 8.14. Power diagram relative to the distance; a — effective

jamme~r region, b - noneffective jam mer region.

If we assume that the jamming coefficient and the antenna amplification

od active jammer are equal to unity, then we can for every radar type

using equation 8.21 calculate the minimal required energy which is

necessary for the covering up of the target of reflex surface 4
For instance, for radar with data: pulse power Pi = 1MW , wavelength

X = 10 cm, antenna amplification Grad = 30 db, the width of permeable

ranqe ~ f = 5 MHZ , and under the assumption that

r= 1
Gan 1

the diagram of the necessary powers of the active jammer as a function

of the distance and the reflex surface of th~ target which is desired

to be concealed by jamming is obtained. This diagram is shown in

Fig. 8.15. If the active jammer is not situated at the target searched —

which means that indirect protection is done by the active jammer
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Fig. 8.115. Diagram of the required powers of active jaminer for the

given ra dar.

(point 8.2.2.~ p. 211 of copy) ~~ ~ s c -  ati -~ — the required

powers and jamming distances are obtained on the basis of the following

consideration.

From Figs. 8.12 and 8.13 it can be seen:

— that the distances between the radar and the jammer and the radar

and the target are different, and

— that the radar receives the target signal by maximum of the main

fan, whereas it receives the jamming signal by some other value, which

in every case is smaller than the maximum. This value can be expressed

as a function of the deviation of antenna amplification relative to

azimuth and elevation from the direction of the main maximum Grad

- - - 
- _ - - -  - - 

-
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The jamming signal at the reception site amounts to

(8  22)
(4 iv R) 1 - *

If equations 8.22 and 8.17 are substituted in ratio 8.16, the required

power of the jammer is obtained as

1 P G ’, 4 e  R’.., (8.23)

~ Af G,~ G,~ (A %., ~~~ ~~) 4  it

At the specific distance radar——target, the maximum radar——jammer

distance for jamming to be effective amounts to:

______________________ (8.24)
- Pg G’, 4 c . -

For the target to be effectively concealed by the jammer located at

a distance Rjam from the radar , the distance target——radar must be at

least

—11 P~ ~~~~~ ~ 
R4an (8,24)

~ 
TP Af*Gan*G,.d(~~~.~~~an~*4fl

i_ t_________ _ 
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IX PASSIVE RADAR COUNTERMEASURES

Under passive radar countermeasures we understand:

a) signals which appear at the input to the jammed radar receiver

as a result of the reflection of electromagnetic energy from massive

objects in space;

b) signals reflected from the searched object in space which in

amplitude, phase or time of appearance do not correspond to actual

dimensions, properties, and position of target object in space , and

c) effects which cause changed properties of space in which

electromagnetic waves propagate.

It is obvious that passive countermeasures under a) and b) are useful

only against installations which for their operation use the energy

reflected from the object under observation, namely only against radar —

installations. The countermeasure described under c) is used in all ]
electronics devices whereby the change in the properties of the

environment in which electromagnetic waves propagate can affect

their opera tion (ra dars , directed radio communications, etc.).

Passive radar countermeasures were started to be employed during

World War II and quite successfully. Later, active countermeasures

predominated , whereas today increased attention is again devoted to

passive countermeasures, due to their universality , high effectiveness,

simplicity, and economic factors. passive countermeasures can attain

various effects — from the creation of false echoes all the way to —

dfJ~~~~ the change in magnitude and shape of the reflex surface.
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9.1. CREATION OF FALSE ECHOES, ARTIFI CIAL OBSTACLES, BARRIERS, OR
-‘ -4

SCREENS (CURTAINS) ALONG THE PATH OF PROPAGATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC

WAVES

At the beginning, metallic paper bands or aluminum foil strips were

employed for the mentioned purpose, whereas nowadays thin wires,

metalized plastic fibers, artificial ionized layers, clouds of

vaporized metals, small metallized plastic baloons, passive reflectors,

and similar , are used. The application of all these means has the

j same purpose, i.e. the creation of a greater or smaller number of

— false echoes for the sake of confuèing the operator and to make it

impossible for him to separate false targets from true targets or

the creation of large false echoes in the form of a “corridor” through

which the true targets cannot travel undisturbed.

For the creation of passive interference agains t radar on meter

wavelengths, aluminum foil or metallized paper bands are used the

most frequently. Metallized plastic or glass fibers are the most

economical against radars on centimeter domain.

Passive countermeasures of this kind have been called differently

in different countries: “Chaff” in USA, “Window” in Great-Britain,

“D~ppel” in Germany, “passivny otrazhatel” in the USSR. In the

text further below we shall call them “passive dipoles.”

9.1.1. CREATION OF FALSE ECHOES BY MEANS OF PASSIVE DIPOLES

passive dIpolse are the most widespread means for the creation of

false echoes or for the masking of true targets.

Those passive dipoles which are attuned to the wavelength of the

radar station against which they are employed represent in the electrical,

-. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
____________
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sense the senu~wave dipole lengths 1 -j , which are initiated if

they are within the zone of “illumination by radar beam”, and t1~us

become intensive secondary sources of electromagnetic energy.

In order to obtain the maximum resonance effect, the length of the

passive dipole is always selected as a little shorter than half the

wavelength at which it is to be effective. The shortening coefficient Ic
- 

k_ L~~~ O,,5 -
(9.1)

-: 2 -

where: 4 = length of dipole in EmI, and

= wave leriçjth of radar in [m).

-- - 

The correct—ad length of passive dipole is:

- 
l.~O,475)~ (m] (9.2) 

-

In practice the bands are cut with small deviation in length (± 5—10%) .

This deviation slightly decreases their reflection effectiveness,

however this shortcoming is made up by their higher frequency

wide-bandedness. Such cutting of the bank can be employed also in

case of radars whose operating frequencies also differ by 
~~~ 
10%.

In order to determine the required quantity of ~he passive dipole

sufficient for the concealing of any given object of the specific

radar reflex surface, one must first determine the radar reflex

surface of an individual dipole.

The radar reflex surface of a single passive dipole randomly oriented

in space is given by expression

a—O,86.)~.cosO (9.3)

where 9 is the angle between the normal on the passive dipole and
the direction of the incoming beam, as seen in Fig. 9.1.
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Fig. 9.1. Illumination geometry of passive dipole.

The maximum value is obtained when 9 = 9 and amounts to
(9.4)

An the .-angle 6 = 900 the value of the reflex surface is 4= o. Since
because of the ejection into the space the dipoles are randomly

distributed relative to the direction of illumination, the average

value of radar reflex surface of a single dipole t~ from a cloud of

passive dipoles as obtained on the basis of the theory of probability

and practical measurements is as follows:

calculated:

empirical: o&~~O,11~-O,I8P’. 
—

In practice one usually uses

- - 
(9.6)

The total average radar reflex surface of cloud ~~ - 
formed from ri

passive dipoles is the aggregate of average radar reflex surfaces of

individual passive dipoles

- (9.7)

If it is desired to use the passive dipole cloud to mask or conceal the

true target, the average reflex surface of the cloud must be at least

-_ _—~~—~~~~- —
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as large as the reflex surface of the concealed target.

.~~~CcWg (9.8)

The minimal number of passive dipolse in the cloud occurs when both

reflex surfaces are the same, using relations (9.8, 9.7, and 9.6)

we obtain for the minimal number of dipoles in the cloud

n _ c
~
u,. -. ~~~~~  * 

(9 .9)
C.bZ 015)’ - 

where, n~~ 1 = minimal number of dipoles fkon~)

- ~~~~~~~~ 
reflex surface of target which is concealed in [m 2~ and

A = wavelength of radar in [m).

Passive dipoles are thrown out of the airplane by means of special

devices, or from ships by means of vertical tubes and compressed air,

or through rockets and special artiller! grains. In case of all the

varir’us itethods used, a known number of dipoles become damaged upon

ejection due to tearing or bending, which represents a loss in the

total reflex surface of the cloud. Another loss are the dipoles which

remain glued together in the cloud ; they, on the one hand, decrease

the total reflex surface of the cloud, and on the other hand, due to -

the high failing rate “expand” the cloud to a larger space and thereby

again decrease the reflex surface of the cloud. Because of these

effects, the minimal number of passive dipoles in the cloud is increased

by 20—50%.

The definitive form of equation (9.9) for the number of dipoles in -

the cloud is

n—(O,12—O,15) (9.10) -

A = radar wavelength against which concealing is done in cin~.

- 

L 

where: = radar reflex surface which is concealed in Em23,
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The average radar reflex surfaces of some targets are given in Table 9.1.

air target in ground target
- - in [m2)

- 
- airplanes: DC—8 130 cruiser 14,000

DC—4 55 tanker 2,400

BOEING 707 45 destroyer 160

Caravelle 35 submarine above water 150

Metropolitan 16 patrol ship 80

Canberra 12 patrol boat . 1.5

DC—3 10 submarine periscope 0.4

J—29 3 man 1.80 m tall 0.8

F—86 1.5

1’41G—21 1—1.5

ballistic missile warhead 0.2

Table 9.1. Averar~e radar reflex surfaces of known targets expressed in m2.

Passive dipoles are ejected from the airplane automatically in the

required time intervals and in packets which contain they required number

of the dipoles. Air currents spread the dipoles over the airspace and

the latter form clouds within a very short time, if there are no other

currents, and this cloud then slowly falls to the ground. The rate of

falling of the dipole made of aluminum foil in calm air is 30—60 rn/sec.

Tests have shown that the reflex surface changes all the time until the

cloud is formed in the final magnitude. This surface the cloud then

retains until it reaches the ground. Figure 9.2 shows the measured

value of the reflex surface of the cloud formed by aluminum tin foil

band 9.2 cm in length as a function of time elapsed since ejection.

The bands are ejected from a height of 3000 m . As can also be seen

from Fig. 9.2, the cloud reaches its maximal radar reflex surface justJr~
.
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Fig. 9.2. Dependence of radar reflex surface of a passive dipole

cloud on time after ejection, a = 3.75,10
6 dipole and horizontal

polarization of radar beam, b = 6.25’l0~ dipole and vertical 
-

polariza tion of radar beam, t = time elapsed since ejection instant.

a few seconds after ejection.

Atmospheric, turbulence , initial position , aerodynamics of passive
~
-

dipoles, and wind effect are the reason why all these dipoles inside

the cloud do not have the same rate of motion toward earth and in

the direction of the illuminated radar. The component of the relative

velocity in the direction of the radar causes a doppler frequency

change.

1, C+V y
j  (9.11) -

C—!),

where: f = frequency of illuminated beam,

f’= frequency of reflected beam,

c = velocity of light,

~~~ 
vr velocity component in the direction of the radar.
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The difference between f’ and f is the so—called doppler frequency

change and it amounts to

1 1  (9.12) -

Since the velocity of the dipole is small relative to the velocity 
-

of light, equation (9.12) can be written in the known form

f
2 _ f , 2v~ (9.13)c A

: 
It has been shown experimentally that the velocities of the dipole

mainly group around two values -the larger and the smaller value —

and this is the result of the different initial position of the dipoles 
-

and their different weight (Fig. 9.3).

The total velocity of passive dipoles in the direction of the radar

is made up of three components :

— velocity component due to free fall — v1,
— velocity component due to air turbulence — v2,
— velocity component due to movement of air mass — v3.

Inside the passive dipole cloud all these components of motion are

• - 

-

- 
represented , and this at different number of the dipoles. As a result

of this , a large fluctuation in the frequency of the receicing signal

is observed, which varies over the entire falling time. Figure 9~.~3a

- 
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Fig. 9.3a. Amplitudinal dependence of frequency fluctuation of signal

reflected from passive dipole cloud for various phases of falling in

calm atmosphere: a — 20 seconds after ejection, b — 3 minutes after

ejection, c — 6 minu tes after e jection, d — 10 minutes after ejection.

shows the time dependency of frequency spectrum of the reflected signal

on the cloud of passive dipoles cut at A = 10 cm.

From Fig. 9.3a it can be seen that with elaspsed time since the instant

of the ejection the amount of the fluctuating component 
~D 

in the total

signal and hence also the width of the frequency spectrum of the jamming

signal. Such a signal corresponds more to the creator of the interference

since a) it covers a wider domain and b)the component 
~D 

contains a

significant “mobile” ccmponent, which cannot be eliminated by simpler

systems of selection of mobile targets.

It. can be stated with rather good reliability that the distribution of

the velocities inside the cloud of passive dipoles and hence their

amplitudinal spectrum of frequency fluctuation approaches Gauss
distribution . Thus can for different ve1oci~ies of motion v he
determined the width of frequency spectrum with

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _____  ___  _____
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- f’D =-~ --’- (9.14)

where: 
~
‘D = spectral width in [Hz]at 3 db of maximal value

yr = velocity of motion relative to radar in ~.‘m/sec),

A = radar wavelength in (cm].

The duration of the interference due to passive dipoles on radar screen 
-

depends on their falling velocity which, in turn, depends on the makeup -

of the dipole and atmospheric conditions. Passive dipoles must be

made so that they have the smallest possible specific weight and so 
—

that they have the most appropriate aerodynamic shape, and tha t they

are made of materials which are not hygros~opic, where the wetting

effect is smallest, and which is sufficiently strong and elastic, so

that the percentage of damaged or bent dipoles during ejection is
-

• 

minimal.

At the site- where passive dipoles are employed, one must know the

meteorological parameters of the atmosphere, namely:

- wind velocity in various layers of the atmosphere,

— vertical component of air currents,

— temperature in air layers, and

— atmospherilia type and quantity present (in rain or snow the

falling velocity increases, and so does the wetting).

The falling velocity of aluminum foil passive dipoles 0.025 mm in

thickness varies from 30 to 60 rn/mm . In the upper atmospheric layers

it is higher, due to rarer air; in the lower layers it is smaller,

due to denser air and increased upsky currents due to the heating --

of earth’s surface.

Effective masking of true target will be achieved only in that case
when the dimens ions of the cloud formed are smaller , but at least equal
to the volume space which radar beam encompasses during its pulse
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duration at the distance where the cloud forms (Fig. 9,4):

Fig. 9.4. Illumination geometry of passive dipole cloud.

On the basis of data from Fig. 9.4 we obtain:

duration of the pulse converted to length units

(9.15)

azimuthal width of the beam at distance R

- 
-

- (9.16)

elevation width of the beam at distance R

icRc*— .——-— eâe - - - - 
~~ ~ L I  ) ~

180 
- 

- -

where: T = radar pulse duration in ~ec),

- - - C = velocity of light ~mc/sec3 
- -

= antenna beam width with respect to azimuth in [03 ,

= antenna beam width with respect to elevation in t03.

The total space volume occupied by radar beam of pulse duration t - -

at distance R amounts to

V,.g_a.b1c_45,67* 10 *RI~~~~t~~~ EIc1n’~ 
(9.18)

where: R = distance to cloud in £km3;

AL and 43= antenna beam width in [0)~

~~~= pulse duration infr/sec).
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~ To the extent that here the dimensions of the cloud are larger than

the space t*ken up by radar pulse, the desired radar reflex surface

decreases to thatone which corresponds to the reflex surface of the

occupied space . This surface will not be sufficient for masking the

target, ‘ro prevent this, the volume of the passive dipole cloud

F 
must always be smaller than the volume of the space occupied by the

pulse

(9.19).

If passive dipoles are used against search radars where the elevation

width of the beam is such that they spread over all altitudes, one

must take special care that the passive dipole cloud is moved to the

occupied horizontal surface S which according t.o Fig. 9.4 and equations

9.15 and 9,16 amounts to:

if

O<Ag< 300, .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

then 
~~~~~~~~~ ~ - 

(9.20)
- - - - - 

- 
— . 2 180

S~ 2,61.IO-*.~ .R.~~~.~~,fl9

Examples using passive dipoles we wish to mask one ~: more airplanes

with total radar reflex surface of the target -~~~-~- 
, = 10 m2 at

I -  -

distance R = 100 km against radar with data: wavelength A= 0.1 m,

azimuthal beam width o(~ = 10, elevation beam width ~ C= 10°, radar

pulse duration t= lJ4sec.

length of passive dipole ~ equals to (according to 9.2)s
- • 

- i—0,45fl~ ..0,457 --0,1 ..0,0457m,

number of passive dipoles n in the packet equals to (according to 9.10):

~— 13 
q,~~~~~ — -1,3.- 10 __ 86

’
5O~~m

- 
. ‘ - 0,15)’ - - 0,15. 0,!’
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at distance R the dipole cloud must occupy a smaller space ( according

r to 9.18)

- 
- V~~~~<45,67.1-~~~~~~R’~~~~ e.~~~~~ .e-

—45,67~ 10’- 100’. 10. 1 .1 — 4,567 kin’.

If the airplane from which the passive dipole packet is ejected flies

directly at the radar station, the passive dipole cloud must be placed 
-

at smaller length (a from equation 9.15)

2 -

and smaller width (b from equation 9.16)

~ .R ,c.l00.IO’.l
— I,75-I0’ni.

180 180 -

k 

If passive dipoles are made of aluminum foil 0.025 mm in thickness,

0.25 mm in width, and lengthwise cut by frequency , then - according

to Schlesinger — one can obtain the necessary quantity of passive

dipoles produced in kg from

!lL.M n~ i - (9.21)
6600 ~~~~~~~

-

n 

where: ~ = reflex surface desired to be attained in (m);

f r  = radar frequency in [GHz3;

M = band quantity in [kg].

9.1.2. INCREASED ATTENUATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN A PASSIVE

DIPOLE CLOUD

me electromagnetic waves passing through a passive dipole cloud become
weaker, We shall attempt to determine the attenuation coefficient in

a dipole cloud with concentration n of the dipoles per unit volume (1 m3).

It can quite reliably be shown that attenuation in passive dipole clouds

causes activation and secondary radiation. Therefore, the loss in the
D,~f

.

L. 
~~ 
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Passing enercjy is proportional to the number of dipoles per unit

volume which, in turn, is proportional to the specific radar reflex

surface ( f ~ ) of the same volume (geometry in Fig. 9.5).
(9.22)

_ __ _

a

Fig. 9.5. Geometry of unit volume of dipole cloud.

where: dP = power loss per unit volume;

P = incoming power at boundary surface;
— 

-

= specific radar reflex surface per unit volume in1,~~

The specific radar reflex surface per unit volume is equal to (according

to expressions 9.6 and 9.7) 
-

-
- — 

c., ’s~.—n.O,1S.A’ (9.23)

where: n is the number of passive dipoles per unit volume.

using equation (9.23) one can write equation (9.22) in the form

-
• 

- 

-

~ 

- 

~~—+P.s.O,15A’—O (9.24)

By integrating equation (9.24), using boundary conditions P = P
~ 
at

y = 0, the power loss at passage through cloud of width ~ meters is

p_p~~~.* .OISA1 y ( 9 . 2 5 )

J”.

-
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where: P0 is the power at the start of beam entry into the cloud.

From equation 9.25 is obtained attenuation coefficient (~5 for

one—sided passing of electromagnetic waves through a passive dipole

cloud -

1 

-
~ ~,--.0,8 J 5 . ) ~’.n [d b/m] (9.26 )

where: A wavelength in

n = dipole number in [pieces].

Example of applications

If one wants to attenuate a beam of electromagnetic waves with

wavelength ~. = 10 cm for 20 times by a passive dipole cloud with

lengt~j y = 1 km, one must introduce into the path a cloud with the

attenuation

~— 10 Iog 20— 13db -

attenuation coefficient being

~~~=. i- J-~--=o,o13 db/m
y 1000 

-

and one can calculate the required number of dipoles per 1 m3 using

equation (9.26)

_ _ _ _ _  

0,013 — . 3______—-  = 160 pieces/rn
0,815•)~’ 0,81540’

The more twofold passing of electromagnetic energy is present in the

problem at hand, the more is attenuation considered to be twofold also.

This countermeasure can effectively be attenuate or even completely

block a number of electronic installations, such as radars and radio

relay communications. it is understandable that their duration is

associated with the falling rate. The effectiveness increases at

— shorter wavelengths. For the same example as cited above, but at the

wavelength A = 3 cm we obtain

4
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0,013 17.7 pieces/rn3
0,815.9-10’

S

which is more and from the standpoint of economy quite attractive.

9.1.3. TACTICAL APPLICATION OF PASSIVE DIPOLES

a — Creation of a corridor

The optimal way of creating this countermeasure is if the airplane

jammer (OM) flies following a determined march—route and throws the

passive dipole packets in the direction in which it flies within time

interval t, which is smaller and at the most equal to the capability

of separating the radar station against which the measure is undertaken. -

The situation in air is presented in Fig. 9.6.

LI gn
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-
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Fig. 9.6. Creation of a corridor.

The c.apability of separating the radar station of beam width at

distance R and pulse duration t is shown in Fig. 9.7. The time

intervals of throwing out passive dipole packets t must be smaller

or equal.
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For direct flight on radar:

-

.~~~~~~~ 2v
or

/tu lSO __
~~(secj 

.9.27)
V

for parallel flights -

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -t_ — ’.-- — *

v 180v.

or 
~~~~~~~~~~~ [sec) (9.28)

-where:
= radar pulse duration in ~,ILsec];

V = airplane velocity OM in Em/see];

R = distance in [1cm];

= azimuthal width of radar beam in [0]

Depending on the flight——radar itinerary relationship, the individual

ejection times of the packet also vary (t~ or tn). To obtain the number

of the packets which must be ejected in one flight, the entire itinerary

is divided into sections which correspond to direct or parallel flight

and these are then divided into lengths a1 or a2 and vice—versa. Due

to very short times t~ in case of radars with a short pulse, and

in case of radars with a narrow beam, installations for rapid ejection

of the packet are being built into airplanes jammers. These instal1ation~

are in case of fast airplanes equipped additionally for fast dispersion

of the packet into the cloud.

The corridor can expand to the left, to the right, above, or below 
-

the itinerary route of the jammer airplane if the corresponding missiles

equipped with passive dipoles are used and fired in time intervals t~
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and t~ . which correspond to the firing direction of the missile

and the flight direction of the jammer airplane.

b) Increased attenuation on the radar——tar~Jet——radar relation

If an artificial and very dense passive dipole cloud forms between

the radar and the targets which the radar must reveal, two effects

appears such false echoes form which are capable of saturating the

radar receiver and, what is even more important, attenua te the radar

beam by densely distributed reflection elements on the radar——target—— -

radar path (point 9.1.2. on p. 230 of copy)

This method is very effective against radars with short wavelengths

- :~~ -~~~‘
-
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— — Cloud of metallized bands
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Attacker

Target of attack

Fig. 9.8. Creation of artificial cloud on radar——target——radar path.

(region S and X). To understand the application of this method, here

are some tactical examples.

First cases Attack airplane ejects in front of -itself in the

direction of the radar a missile filled with passive dipoles, which

after the explosion of the missile (projectile) form an artificial

cloud of sufficient density. The dipole cloud formed considerably

enhances attenuation on the route and thus becomes the means for

screening the action. The attack airplane can undisturbedly finish

the assignment. This situation is approximately shown in Fig. 9.8.

_  
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Second cases Preventing the operation of two radars which guard the -

target of the attack. The successive developnent of the situation is

given in Fig. 9.9, a, b, and c.

- ~~~~~~~~ -
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Fig. 9.9. Preventing the operation of two radars by creation of

artificial clouds..

In front of the strike group of airplanes NA which will carry out the

attack is the airplane jamrner OIl whose mission is to block radar stations~

A and B. By firing of the first rocket (1) filled with passive dipoles -
~

from a safe distance and its explosion above radar station B, a cloud

b 
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forms above the station in the form of an umbrella. The possibility

- - 

i of being detected by radar A is thereby considerably decreased, the

cloud represents a false echo and increased attenuation, while for

radar B the cloud represents an obstacle with increased attenuation.

Airplane jammer OH gets unhindered to the first cloud, fires rocket (2)

and creates a cloud above the target of the attack. The cloud serves

for its own masking and, when it gets to it, fires rocket (3). When

this one explodes, a cloud forms above radar station A and makes its

operation impossible by an identical way to cloud (1) and radar station B.

-: During the entire duration of the operation, if the dipole concentration

in the cloud was sufficient, neither airplane jammer OM nor strike

group NA. were detected by radars A and B.

Radar observer on radar B observed only cloud 2 and 3 as an intensive

and spatially large echo, whereas cloud 1 which as a matter—of—fact

prevented its detection was not observed. This is so because its

distance from the radar is small and it is located ~t a distance which

corresponds to the duration of its transmitting pulse and recovery

time of the receiver. -

c) Simulation of radar ec~io by means of a cloud of metallized bands

and response techniques

B~ a combination “corridor” ejection of passive dipoles and using
— clouds—piles as passive reflectors for airplane responder (transponder

or repeater type), a very effective countermeasure is obtained , which

can, as desired, producr resting, approaching, or moving away false

targets. Using this method, airplanes can effectively be masked on

the characteristic mission against all radars which make use of — in

some way — the doppler effect (for the selection of mobile targets,
for velocity determination , etc.) or form a large number of false

I -~~- —--------— --—--- - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _  - -—--- --- —-- ~~~~~~ — ------ _ _ _ _ _

--
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echoes and thereby saturate the enemy search system.

The situation in the air can be the following. Airplane jarnmer (OM)

with in—built installation for ejection of the passive dipole packet

in time intervals and active responder moves in path (a) which is

parallel to path (b) of the principal target (GC) which must be

protected by false ecthoes (Fig. 9.10).
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Fig. 9.10. Simulation of radar echo by means of passive dipoles and
active responders ; a — situation in space , b — echoes on indicator
( OM — airplane jammer , GC — airplane principal target, g1, g2, g —

passive dipole piles , LC -- false echoes). 3

Airplane jammer ejects passive dipole packets Ineequal time period t.
Relative to airplane velocity of motion, clouds can be formed from
the ejected passive dipole packets being resting ones . These “resting”

I,
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passive dipole clouds are used as large passive reflectors moved

into space. -

If now the artificial passive reflectors are used for the reflection

of the signal on the radar——cloud——airplane——responder——cloud——radar

route, then as suitable selection of the responder can be simulated

the desired distance and change in the distance, desired speed and

change in the speed, desired doppler effect and its change, phase

change, all individually and together.

Airplane jammer OM ejects passive dipole packets backwards, at a speed

which is equal to its traveling speed v1. The dipole packets disperse

and form in space successive resting clouds——piles g,, g2, g3

at the mutua l distance rg. The positioning of airplane target GC and

jammer OM on paths a and b and the ratio of their velocities v1 and V
2

must be such that airplane OM is always in front of airplane GC at such

a distance which is necessary that airplane GC would be constantly

screened by piles g3, g2 ... With respect to that piles g1, g2, and
fall, and this very slowly relative to the velocity of the

airplane, they can in the following be considered resting with respect

to ground radar located at point A.

The following data are known about airplane jarmner OM:

— intrinsic flight velocity .. v~ ; -

- velocity of airplane which is screened ...
— distances between piles ... rg;
— distance between jammer O~ to the last pile .. rgr;
— approximate data regarding the angle between airplane GC and

radar path .. ~~~~.
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Such a combination of airplanes and clouds—piles of passive dipoles

creates also common echoes, as a result of reflecting also from the

airplane and the passive dipole cloud, We shall not discuss these.

In the final analysis they only create even greater confusion on the —

radar indicator due to simultaneous display with simulated echoes. —

How do occurrences on radar (A)——last pile (g3)——airplane OM route

with active responder look like? The transmitting signal from radar A

arrives at pile (g3) and becomes reflected from it in all directions.

The receiving antenna of the responder on airplane 01-i receives this

signal; in the receiver it becomes amplified and is readied for 
-

transmission. Transmission can be done with changed time, changed

phase, and changed frequency re].ative to the received radar signal.

The thus corrected signal is emitted by the transmitter in the direction

of the last pile ( g3) ,  from which a part of the energy is reflected

in the direction of radar (A). On the radar screen this signal is

displayed as a false target in the direction radar——pile 93~ 
with a

different rate of motion along this direction. Inasmuctj as in the

reflection of radar signal and transmitted signal of the responder

on airplane 01--: all piles g1, 
~~~ 

93 ... take part, with the illumination
rhythm of the ground radar, the airplane GC is becoming surrounded with

a large number of fast and in all directions mobile false echoes.

1. Changing the emitting time of the reverse pulse creates the impression

of a mobile target, which either moves away or approaches along the

radar—pile line.

Without change in time, the false target shows up on radar A at the

distance

(9.29 )

0?~f
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As with the flight of airplane OM the distance to the last pile rgp

steadily increases, the distance to the false target also thereby -

increases. The traveling time of radar signal at individual sections

of the travel path amounts to

(9.30)

where: C = velocity of light

R and rgp = radar——pile distance relative to pile——airplane

— distance.

Time trçjp steadily increases due to increased distance rgp. If

additional time change is introduced into the reverse pulse, the

reverse signal prior to or later than to is obtained, which means at

a greater or smaller distance from The traveling time of the

radar signal for the false target is (t0 ±.~~t). 

-

tw tR +t r,, ± At+t ,+t* 2(i+21g.,~~4t’ (9.31)

which corresponds to the distance of the false target on radar A

- 
Rw.R+và-~±C~

At ;~~~~~~ ; (9.32)

where the plus sign signifies moving away from radar, and the minus

sign signifies the approaching to the radar.

2. By introducing the change in frequency into the reverse signal,

such that corresponds to doppler frequency change, one can - due to

the velocity of the searched target - simulate the fast, slow, and

resting target, as well as the target with the opposite velocity.

The doppler frequency change of the receiving signal of the radar

for a mobile target is given by the expression (see equa . 9.11—9.13)
2f,,~ ~~~~ - - (9.3•~)

__________________ _________ ~~~~ -. -
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where : v = velocity of mobile target;

g
rad = frequency of the transmitting signal of the radar;

c = velocity of light;

~~~= angle between target velocity vector and direction on radar-

- ‘ 2 = because of radar——target——radar path.

From this equation it can be seen that the change in the frequency

is the higher the higher is the radial component of the velocity

(component in the direction of the radar). Simulation of radial

velocity vcos~~ is made difficult due to constant change in angle ~~~.

Therefore , henceforth the velocity v will be simulated.

Ground radar illuminates the pile, the signal becomes reflected on

account of airplane ON and arrives at the receiver of the responder

with a change in frequency:

Af1— — -  f~~~ 
(9.34)

(where the negative sign indicates the moving away of the airplane ON

from the stationary pile).

If a responder (of the “transponder” type) is located on the airplane,

which is so constructed that it responds on the same frequency by

which it is incited, the receiving signal on the ground radar produces

an impression of the target which moves away from the radar along the

radar——pile line, at a velocity v1 of airplane ON. The distance R0

at which the echo appears is the same as in the preceding case and

corresponds to the sum of the distances radar——pile——airplane

- 

- 
(9.35)

The distance increases at the same tempo as the distance between the

last pile (gs) and airplane ON (rgp) increases.

“77
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If a responder (of the “repeater” type) is located on airplane ON ,

which is capable of introducing changes in electrical characteristics

of the response signal, different effects can also be produced.

- * - The resting target effect is achieved if in the response signal of

the responder the doppler change in the frequency is compensated, so

that the response frequency (on the basis of 9,34) amounts to

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
- 

-
- 

(9.36)

The twofold change in the equation is due to the twofold path of

electromagnetic waves on the radar——target——radar path.

The direct motion illusion effect on the radar with increased velocity

is obtained if the response frequency upon successive pulses changes

by the amount which is higher than the doppler change

- 

t&f.,, (vL Jxi6~~+V) - - 
-

:

where: v1 is the airplane speed and v is the additional speed of the

simulation.

If, however, one assumes that the radial component of the velocity of

OM is equal to v1 and if it is desired that the false target approaches

by at least twofold velocity, then the magnitude of the additional

velocity v must be such that it compensates for the illusion of moving

away and that it creates the desired impression. Thus, the ve3~ocity v

for the case of twice faster approchinçj must be

v~~3v1 -

The correction only by the doppler change introduces contradictions

into false echoes, especially in case of radars which use t1~e doppler

effect for the determination of the velocity, and the measurement of

~ 
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time for the determination of the distance. False echoes in such 
-

-

~ 
- I

radars appear at locations which in no way correspond to their velocity.

Such contradictions are very appropriate in countermeasures since

they confuse the users of manual or automatized systems.

Combining both systems makesit possible to so attune the changes in

the time At and frequency Af that in every which way they correspond

to real targets.

The power of the false echo at the site of the ground radar must be

such tha t it corresponds to the power of the receiving signal of the

true target of these dimensions. Since the power of the receiving

signal from the true target varies with , the responding installation

must have such an automatic possibility of changing the output power

in dependence of the distance that the amplitude of its signal reflected

f rom the pile will always be such which the true target has on this

simulated distance.

9,2 • MODULATION OF RADAR FCHO

With respect to the technical principles used the modulation of true

radar echo belongs to intentional passive countermeasures, whereas

according to the effect which they achieve, it also belongs to imitation

groups. The purpose of this countermeasure is the imitation of -

malfunction on radar installation, and it is employed against radars

which use the successive direct—signal zone for automatic guidance by

angular coordinates (all kinds of radars with conical searching). The

method of determination of target coordinates by direct—signal zone is
based on successive comparison in the amplitude of the receiving signal
from all four quadrants and on the direoting of the antenna Into the
zone where all 4 signals are amplitudinally equal.

F -, — —--——--_ — -—---- 
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~~ By building in a passive reflector on the aircraft, its radar echo

at a certain angle between the radar beam and the reflector significantly.

increases, while at some other angle it remains unchanged. If the

passive reflector rotates with a circular velocity 6J, the total

- - radar reflex surface of the aircraft varies according to

where: = total reflex surface of the airplane;

~av = reflex surface of the airplane;

~pr = maximum reflex surface of passive reflector;

= 2~flr = angular velocity of turning of passive reflector;

n = number of turns per second.

The change in the total reflex surface causes also a similar change

in the receiving signal on the radar

- 
- p,~~

,_
~~~~-~~’~~~~~~ .(a.,+a,,.coS (’)t)

By correct selection of the type and the size of the passive reflector,

its position on -the airplane, and the number of turns, the optimal

amplitudinal modulation of the intrinsic echo is obtained.

Against radars with conical searching, a suitable turning ra te is

between 30 and 50% of the number of turns of the eccentric antenna

beam which forms the searching conus of the space.

Passive reflector is selected according to the following criteria:

— that it has a high reflex surface with respect to its size and

weight;.

— tha t the maximum reflex surface is equal to or larger than the

reflex surface of the airplane, and
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— that the reflex surface is approximately constant in the probable

angles of illumination.

The mounting of the passive reflector on the airplane and the selection

of its axis of rotation is done so that for the most probable directions

of illumination of the airplane the reflex surface of the passive

reflector per each turn gives one or more paths of the reflex surface

of the airplane (Fig. 9.1.1)

Fig. 9.11. Mounting of passive reflector in airplane’s nose.

This countermeasure is demonstrated on the rada r as a very instable

servo—system type for moving the antenna by angular coordinates. The 
-

user immediately thinks of malfunction in the installation and undertakes 
-

measures for its elimination. As countermeasure is used the switching

off of the automatic system and the conversion to manual system of

operation or to some other (lower) operational frequency, if this is

possible by the construction of the installation. ~ono—pulse radars

cannot be jammed this way. 
—
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X CHA.NGE IN RADAR RE FLEX SURFACE OF ThE OBSERVED OBJECT

Using passive reflectors of various shapes and absorption or diffusion

materials of various compositions, effects of increasing, decreasing ,

or changing the shape of the radar reflex surface of individual targets

or their groupings can be obtained , thereby changing the impression

which these targets by their intrinsic reflex surface produce on radar

indicators. Since every technique serves a specific purpose, and

since their application in recent times is high, it is necessary that

each effect and the means which produce it be specially treated.

10.1. INCREASING RADAR REFLEX SURFACE

Basically there are two techniques of this increasing:

— application of an amplifier — retranslator of primary signals on
target object, and

— application of passive reflectors of various shapes.

The methods used for increasing the radar reflex surface have a two—fold

application: first, to provide false radar targets——mommies of

physically small sizes (pilotless aircraft, missiles) with reflex

surfaces which correspond to the targets which are to be simulated

and, secondly, to partially increase the surface of uniform reflex

— surfaces of ground objects (roads, airport runways, rivers, and similar)

and thereby achieve their drowning in (blending with) the whole, thus

creating masking effects (see point 1O.3~.--  - -~~~~~~~~,

- - - - - -‘:
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10.1.1. PASSIVE REFLECTOR

Even surface

Even surface is one of the most effective passive reflectors when it

is at the right angle to the beam of incoming waves. Its radar reflex

surface can be very large if its geometrical surface is large relative

to the wavelength. One serious shortcoming is the great dependence

of the reflection diagram on the angle of incidence; even small changes

in the angle significantly decrease the effectiveness of the reflecting.

-
~ Inasmuch as even surface is a component part of almost all angular

passive reflectors, but also a part of the reflex surface of the object

under observation (sea surface, lakes, roads , runways, and similar), one

must, at least in essential outline, know its reflecting properties.

Fig. 10.1. “Roughness” of terrain.

Under even surface one understands every smooth surface where “roughness”

(Fig. 10.1) is smaller or equal to

- ~h I~ - - - - -

(10.1)

Every surface which has such or smaller “roughness” represents a very

good reflector and reflects electromagnetic waves similarly to how a

mirror reflects light waves. The approximate “roughness” values for

individual wavelengths are given in Table 10.1. From this table it can

be seen that many configurations on the terrain represent in their

geometrical properties an ideal reflector, The reflecting properties
2~~J

* 
-
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of these surfaces which are equal in regard to their geometrical

properties lead to that the reflected signals differ from one another.

~
i. 

___________ _____________________

A (cm) ~ h (mm)

3 3....-I,87

10 1— 4 ,25

24 24.—IS

55 50—3 1,3

Table 10.1. Approximate “roughness” values for various wavelengths.

V I I\ I

V 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• V
• 

Fig. 10.2. Even surface as reflector g a — illumination geometry~
b — reflection diagram of even surface for a = ioA and 9= 00.

The radar reflex surface of an even surface is given by expression

(see point 11.1 on p. 285 of~
’
~~~y and point 11.1.1 on p. 286

If the angle of incidence, 0= 0

___ 

— . (10.2)
A1

(where S = a’b)

Fans (see Fig. 1O.2a) appear in the reflected radiation diagram, whose

V V 

I~TT~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~
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and the width of the principal fan is 9= -oo

$ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-

The maximal reflex surface is at angle of incidence. If this angle

of incidence is increased , the reflex surface is considerably decreased

(see equations 11.7—11.11 on pp. 286—290 of copy)

Thus for
kV 0 2,5’ a ~ O,42-~~~

0— 4 ’ a~~O,O6 Gmsx V

This fact that the optimum of the reflection is at 6= 0~ significantly

simplifies the calculation of all angular reflectors, Thus the radar

reflex surface of an angular reflector

(10.3)
A .

~~~~~~~~
. .

where Sef is the effective surface of angular reflector, i.e. the

surfac~ of the plane obtained by projection 
of active part of the

i t V~~
iV
~

V angular reflector on the level of the front of the incident rays.

Bi1ateral~passiVe reflector

Bilateral passive reflector is one of the simplest angular reflectors

quite widely used in recent wars for the creation of artificial objects 
V

on the high seas and on lakes. It is composed of two even surfaces

cut at an angle of 90°. The ray which falls onto one side of the 
V

reflector reflects from it and falls onto the other, from which it

is again reflected and returned into the direction from which it came

(Fig. l0.3a).

The maximum reflex surface of one—fourth of the bilateral passive V

reflector is obtained when the inc.3.d~~ t rays are in the ~~—p1ane and

________  ~~~~~~~~~~ ~aaVfl.. — .-.— — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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when the angle formed by the rays and the side amounts to 450
• In

-ø ~~ 
0 ~o ~(o ~o ‘
4

Fig. 10.3. Fourfold bilateral passive reflector s a — illumination

geometry, b — diagram of reflecting of one—fourth of passive reflector

in horizontal direction.

the case when illumi iation geometry as shown in Fig. (l0.3a) is used,

the angle is ~~~= 00. Then the reflex surface is maximal and amounts to

8w •
-

~~~ [ml (10 • 4)

if a and b the height and the width of the side and ~ the wavelength

of the illumination are expressed in rn.

The reflector has four maxima , namely at = 00, 900, 1800, and 2700,

which decrease by changing the angle f . In case of the angle of
incidence ~ = 450 from the maximal value (0, 90, 180, 2700) the

reflector acts as an even surface of magnitude a.b.

Tri].ateral passive reflector with square sides

By adding a third side to the bilateral angular reflector, its

vertical characteristics of the reflection improves.

The reflex surface — and thereby also the reflected signal — depends
on the position of the reflector relative to the source of the r~ays

___________ — ~~~~~~~~~
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V which - when the angles which subtends the direction of the ray in

the azimuthal and elevational plane are equal — results in 9= 450

V and = 00. Then the reflex surface is maximal and amounts to

V (10.5)

C 4\
ø

• 
0.0

V Fig. 10.4. Trilateral reflector with square sides: a — illumination

geometry, b — reflection diagrams.

When incident rays deviate from optimal angles, the resu lt is a

decrease in the reflex surface (see diagram b and c on Fig. 10.4).

This for the deviation of 15°, the reflex surface is decreased to 58%,
V 

and for a deviation of 240 already to 17% of the maximal value.

Trilateral passive reflector with tria~gular sides

This is the most commonly used passive reflector in radar technology . 
V

The maximal reflex surface is

/ ~~~~ 
V~ (10.6) 

V

3A’ V

Passive trilateral triangular reflector with sides a = 1 m and at the

wavelength A = 10 cm has the maximum reflex surface = 420 m2ax

L 
* _ _ _ _ _ _
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which corresponds to the surface of larger targets (ships). This

same reflector but at A = 3 cm already has a surface of 4660 m2.

Trilateral passive reflector with circular side~

Maxima l reflex surface amounts to

16 wa4 (10.7)
a~az = 

~

V 

_

V / ‘ 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ * ~~ ~

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

\

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

_________________
_ _‘ 0 ~ ~~ 

V

Fig. 10.5. Trilateral reflector with triangular sides.

The reflex surface calculated using equations (10.4 to 10.7) requires 
V

V that the sides be made very accurately due to the angle between the

sides on which reflection depends. Each deviation in the angle of

inclination of the sides, especially in large reflectors (large -~~~

ratio) considerably decreases the effectiveness of the reflector.

For trilateral angular reflectors this decrease is given in Fig. 10.7.
V 

In large reflectors = 20—60, the maximum deviation ~ = ±0.5—1° is
V allowed.

If reflex surfaces of individual types of trilateral passive reflectors

(equations 10.5, 10.6, 10.7) are compared, it can be seen tha t the

V
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Fig. 10.6. Trilateral passive reflector with circular sides
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V ~~~~~~~~~ V - 
V , ~~~~~

V~~
V

V
~~VV ~~~~ Fig. 10.7. Depend~nce of the reflex surface on the magnitude of the

reflector and the accuracy in the making of the angle between the sides.

the maximal reflex surfaces of the reflector with equal sides relate as

(10.8)

If the used quantities of the material for the fabrication, or better,

their weight (t) arz~ put into the relation, th~n one obtains

t~~:to :to— 1 :1,5?:2 (10.9)

From expression (10.8 and 10.9) it can be seen that the weight of the

passive reflector does not rise proportionately to the reflex surface.
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This fact must always be taken into consideration in the selection V

of the proper reflector for a particular purpose.
V
VI

Inasmuch as the distance at which the specific radar installatiOn

will discover the passive reflector (R) depends on its reflex surface V

(
~

) , and since the latter depends on the magnitude of its sides (a),

one can write

R=K 1 4s/ a~r K, i.,/a 4 K j a (10.10) 
V

(where: K1 is the radar installation constant, and K2 is the passive

reflector constant).

From the relation (10.10) it is seen that the visibility of the passive

reflector is directly dependent on the magnitude of the sides and that

if the reflector with sides 1 m is seen at a certain distance, the

reflector with twofold sides will be seen at the twofold distance.

V From the relation of the reflex 3urfaces (equation 10.8) one can find

the distance of discovering various types of reflectors

R~~:Ro+Ro=1:1,414:I,732 (10.11)

In Table 10.2 are given the maximal reflex surfaces of simple angular

reflectors as a function of their shape, side magnitude, and wavelength.

Groups of passive angular reflectors

The fundamental deficiency of the trilateral triangular reflector is

the high dependency of its reflex surface on the illumination direction

V 
by radar beam (angles 9 and 4’~). From diagrams in Figs. 10.3, 10.4,

and 10.5 it can be seen tha t the reflector can be used at most at 800

by azimuth and 50° by elevation.

_ _ _ _  
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t Table 10.2. Maximal reflex surfaces of angular passive
V 

reflectors , as a function of their shape , size,and
V wavelength.

• a— 12.,, a~ 
K I &

V _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _  —___ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  V

V 

0,03 - 0 1  0,24 . 0,03 0, 1 0,24 0,03 0,1 0,24
V 

V

V 

0,2 6616~ 6 
V 

0,108 7,4 I0~667 0,01 19 28,1 2,56 0,046 0,125~
0,4 1040 94 1,68 117 V 10,5 0,188 451 41,7 0,745 0,502
0,6 5260 485 8,75 600 V 54 

- 

0,97 2380 216 3,88 T 1.13$
0,8 11,2.101 1350 28 1910 171 3,06 7550 685 12,3 2,S4~
1 42. 10’ 3790 68 4660 420 V 755 183 . 10’ 1680 3 ,1 3,142

V 1,5 213 - 10’ 19100 344 23,4. 101 2120 38 93. 10’ 8430 151,5 7,069
2 V 673 - ~o 

V 

60600 1090 74. 10’ 6720 121 297 - 10’ 21 10’ 484 12,57
V 3 34. 10’ 3,10’ 5500 374 . 10’ 34• 10’ 610 1498 . 10’ 136 . 10’ 2440 28,27

V 263 . 10’ 22,7 - 101 42700 29- 10’ 26,5 - 10’ 4720 113~ 10’ 103 10’ 18400 78,54
10 42- 10’ V 379 . 10’ 68. 10’ 463 . 10’ 42 .10’ 75500 185 . 10’ 168 . 10’ 301000 3 14,2

212 . 10? 191.10’ 34,4.101 233 . 10’ 2 12-tO’ 38-10’ 93 - 10’ *45 - 10 1515.101 706,9

Regarding that passive reflectors are used for masking of objects and 
V

that one can never be precisely sure from which side they shall be

illuminated, a combination is built, namely a group of passive angular

reflectors. Which combination at the given moment shall be used dc’pends

on the type of radars against which it i~’ being used. Thus, e.g., 
V

against ship radars one uses a combination which has an equalized

radiation diagram along the azimuth, whereas against airplane radars

an equalized radiation diagram both along the azimuth and along the

elevation is needed, or at least, under the elevation and azimuthal

angles of probable illumination.

.2?1 
V
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The most widespread and known are constructions of 5 or 6 cells in

a single group of passive reflectors. Cells can be formed by angular

reflectors with triangular, circular, and square sides, and can be

set up under various angles, from out of which the right angle to the

incoming rays is the most inconvenient case. The resulting diagram

of the reflecting of the group shows large variations in the reflex

surface (highly pronounced maxima and minima). In the directions of

the minimum of the reflex surface the effectiveness of the group of

passive reflectors is minimal, which must be taken into consideration

in their practical applications.

In Figs. 10.7—10.10 can be seen the dependence of the reflex surface

on various combinations of the cells. The most favorable combination

is an eight—cell reflector as pictured in Fig. lO.8b, which has many

minima, and which on the whole gives an almost uniform signal along

the azimuth. The more this combination is refined, the more a favorable

or most favorable diagram is obtained (Fig. 10.9). The rate of turning

depends on the pulse frequency and the rate of searchV b the rada r

and it is so selected tha t during the time tha t the radar beam is focused

on the reflector this same reflector turns at least one complete turn .

Li
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Fig. 10.7. Group eight—cell reflector: distribution of cells under

an angle of 900 with respect to the vertical: a — cell with rectangular

sides, and b - cells with triangular sides.
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V A group of five cells with triangular sides arranged in a circle

provides a uniform reflex surface diagram in contrast to the one for

~~ jV~~~~

1 

the eight—cell group (Fig. 10.10). Such a group is formed by individual V

VA  cells, whose symmetry axes are oriented in the horizontal plane under

mutual angles of 72°.

Biconical passive reflector

In contrast to the trilateral passive reflector, the biconical passive

reflector has in the horizontal plane a uniform reflection diagram V

(Fig. 10.11).

The reflex surface corresponds to the cylinder with mean diameter d

and height h and in case of 9= 00 amounts to

(10.12)
V V A’

Fig. 10.8. Group eight—cell reflector with triangular sides; cell

distribution under angle of 60° with respect to the vertical:

a — reflector in the initial position, and b — reflector under the

slope of 450 with respect to’ the vertical. 
V
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V 
Fig. 10.9. Group rotating eight—cell reflector with triangular sides;

distribution of cells is under angle of 60° with respect to the vertical;
V the reflector is at a slope to 450

•

V 

V

V 
-

Fig. 10.10. Group five—cell reflector with cells distributed in circle.
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I Fig. 10.11. Boconical passive reflector: a — illumination geometry, V

V b — reflection diagram as a function of angle of incidence.

Although this type of passive reflectois has a very favorable reflection

diagram, it has not been significantly employed as yet, mainly due to

the technological difficulties during their manufacture (large dimensions

d1 and h and the required accuracy in manufacture require the application

V of wstly. machines for the operation) .

V Lunenbercj lens as passive reflector

Group and biconical reflectors do not as yet give an ideal reflection -

diagram in all directions. The most ideal reflector would be a ball,

V however its reflex surface is small. A good solution to this problem,

although technologically complicated and therefore very costly, is

Lunenberg lens .
1V~~

V

_  Fig. 10.12 . Lunenburg
& ~~~~~~~~~~~ _~~~~~~~~~ . L as passive ref lector:

~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

_•
~~~ 

• - - • •x~. a — metallized surface
V 

V • t~- .y ‘ under angle 90° , b —
I 10 ~

V 
- 1~~~ metallized surface

• under angle l~40 ° .
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Fig. 10.12 (Cont’d). c — metallized surface under angle 1800,

V d — reflection diagram for cases under a, b, c, and various angles

of incidence 9,  V

Lunenberg lens is a dielectric ball, where the dielectric constant £
V 

of the extraneous surface (where its approximate dielectric constant

V is equa l to the dielectric constant of air) changes toward the interior.

A part of the extraneous surface is metallized. The incoming rays

become - due to the vaflable dielectric constant of the ball — by
passing through the ball bent , collected , and focused on the metallized

surface, they become reflected from it, and are again bent and leave

with the same polsarization V If l  the direction they came from (Fig. 10.12).

The refraction coefficient in Lunenberg lens varies according to the law

(10 .13)

where : n = refraction coefficient

r = current radius

r0 = radius of extraneous surface.

The interrelationship between the dielectric constant and refraction

coefficient is given by the relationship

(10 .14)

The electrical reflex surface amounts to

~~~~~~~~~ . ‘ (10.15)
A’ 4)’

where: d0 = radius of the ball.

The more the dielectric constant inside the ball varies according to

the law I_~~_ -,_ 1 (10.16).

(10.16 )

V 
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a ball is obtained in which such refraction of incident rays occurs

J ~ that they turn around by 180° and return in the direction they came

from (Fig. 10.13).

• Ina smuch as such a dielectric ball enables equal reflection in any

given direction, it does not need a metallized surface. The only

problem is in manufacturing technology , inasmuch as in its very center

the dielectric constant should be infinite.

In practice, Lunenberg lense is manufactured from a large number of V

dielectric cores (One in the other), where the dielectric constant

11:.
Fig. 10.13. Fig. 10.14. Cut of Lunenberg lens

with variable dielectric (principle).

toward the center uniformly increases according to the law of equations
V 

10.14 or 10.16. As material can be used various grades of styropore

(Fig. 10.14).

Van Ata passive reflector

V 

Van Ata passive reflector is really a passive antenna lattice made up

of several horizontal and vertical rows of dipoles arranged in one

plane at a distance of from the even metal surface, namely the 
V

V reflector. The connection of the dipoles is done by equal pieces of
.2~~ ’
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coaxial cable symmetrically with respect to the center. In Fig. 10.15

is shown the diagonal cross—section and the connective system (dipoles

with the same numbers are interconnected).

For Van Ata reflector to be effective for all polarization of the

incoming wave, the orientation of individual dipoles in the pair

varies from dipole pair to dipole pair. The usual difference in

the orientation of two neighboring pairs is 900 and is shown in

Fig. lO.16a.

The reflex surface of a Van Ata reflector made up of n semiwave

dipoles displaced at a distance of A/2 from one another and at a

distance of X/4 from the reflector amounts to

V 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (10.17)
1 ~2 /J

V 
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Fig. 10.15. Van Ata passive reflector: a — connect ive system,
b — diagonal cross—section AA ’ .
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V Fig. 10.16. a — diapole
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- angles , b - illumination
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~~~~ geometry , c — reflection
I _  :‘~~ H ~~ ‘ diagram of Van At a— I — I — V V~

) ( 
~~ reflector , 1 — even
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r V j  value, 3 — theoretical
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~~ Instead of dipoles one can use spirals, cuts , dielectric antennas,

and similar.

The advantages of a Van Ata reflector as opposed to the trilateral

angular reflector ares

— ref lection diagram has a larger width;

- it can reflect energy in the direction which does not coincide

with the direction of illumination;

— by combining dipole orientation one can attain responding on

two polarizations of the incoming wave,

— enables installation of amplifier in the joint coaxial cable

between the dipoles (Fig. 10.17), whereby a considerable increase in

the reflecting signal is V~ ttained and thereby an increase in the reflex

surface; in this case the passive reflector coverts into an active

responder;

VVV/2~~~~~~~

Fig. 10.17. Van Ata reflector as active responder.

— due to th’-’ possibility of fabricating in technology printed

circuits and band conduits there exist as yet undreamed—of possibilities

of application for various false echoes, especially in combination

with semiconductor amplifiers in integrate4J structures technology;

- instead of a~n amplifier one can also 
fuse a modulator whereby

the reflected signal can be modulated at will and for the purpose
V 

of creating corresponding illusion on the screen of the jammed radar.
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10.2. DECREASING RADAR REFL~X SURFAC1~ OF OBJV2CT UNDER OBSERVATION

V One of the most important methods of electronic countermeasures in

V V~ the fight with radar installations is the decrease of the reflex
V 

- surface of the object under investigation. In regard to tha t the

distance of uncovering for the same radar installation is directly

proportional to the reflex surface of the object

V 4 .

V V V V each decrease also produces a smaller distance of uncovering, which

in most of the cases is crucial. The significance of this problem

can be obtained from the fact that from 1965 to 1968 there were V

approximately 39 patents filed in this field in the USA, West Germany,

~ast Germany, Japan, and France.

Basically, the decrease in the radar reflex surface of the object

under observation can be obtained two ways:

— by commercial construction of the object under observation and

V by the selection of such a form tha t guarantees a minimal reflex

surface (see Chapter XI, p. 284 of copy).

— by deposition of various layers or greases on the surfaces which

- take part in the creation of radar reflex surface, whereby its decrease V

in the electrical sense ~s achieved.

V There are mainly two kinds of surface layers, the first being of the

absorption, and the second of the interference type.

The incoming electromagnetic wave is primarily attenuated during its

passage through the layer, it is reflected on the object, and during
its return it is again attenuated. This Is the result: the reflected
energy changes, thereby producing an impression that the reflection

Jo,
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r was done on a superficially smaller object.

V ~V 4

With the second kind, we have annihilating interference between the

V incoming and the reflected wave . The result is again the same impression~

With respect to that these layers are deposited on extraneous surfaces

of aircraft, vehicles, or objects , they must possess besides electrical

also extraordinary mechanical properties. The primary properties of

these materials are:

— that they lead to maximal attenuation of electromagnetic waves

within a broad frequency region;

— that reflection of electromagnetic waves is minimal from their
V surface;

— that weights and volumes are minimal;

— that they possess excellent mechanical and thermal properties, and

— that they are simple to construct and apply.

10.2.1. ABSORPTION LAYERS

Fig. 10.18. Geometry of absorption layer: a — absorption layer ,

b — metal surface.

If it is assumed tha t the absorption layer is infinitely large and
V ideally even, the reflection coefficient can be written as the ratio V

of the impedances of the media z—z, (10.18)-
~~~~~ 
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Z0 is the impedance of free space and amounts to

V Z,_ 1/!L!._r2o,~ (10.19)

Z is the impedance of the attenua ted layer and it amounts to

ir~ ~~~~ ( 10.20 )

If equations 10.19 and 10.20 are substituted in 10.18 one obtains

ilL 1
F— ~ 1 . 1

(where £ and ,4. are the specific dielectric constant and permeability

of the layer material). From relation 10.21 it is clear that there

shall be no reflection if F = 0, and that then must be,,M. =~~ • This

means tha t the absorption material must physically have the cha racteristJi

of an insulator with magnetic properties.

If by n we designate the fracture coefficient, and by Ic the absorption

coefficient , then they are rolatea by relationship

(10.22)

Using relationship 10.22 one can write relationship 10.21 in the form

r_~ +1k h1 (10.23).
V ‘I+Jk+~ V

V To approach real conditions we must consider that the material is

characterized by complex constants eY and ,Mi

i’ — c . ,— s ’,+j s’k— i,(s~.i-j s1) 1 (10 .24 )
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I

(where the imaginary parts of the constant designate losses which occur

in the material due to conductivity).
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V 
The reflection coefficient is equal to 0 if the condition is fulfilled

tA &—ss÷~~ (10.25)

When equations 10.24 and 10.25 are compared, additional expressions

V are obtained for the characteristics of the material. There shall

therefore be no reflection if the condition is fulfilled

s—p; s — ;  (10.26)

To the given conditions correspond ferromagnetic materials with high

losses. Basically this are materials prepared from a mixture of a

weak dielectric and ferromagnetic particles. Generally, multilayer

absorbers are prepared~ whose first layer must have relative constants 
V

frA and 4as close as possible to,,K0 and ~ (air constants ) and losses

equal to 0. In subsequent layers the increase in 6 ~fld/I must be

gradual, since abrupt increases lead to increased reflection at the

interface between two layers (Fig. 10.19).

H);; ii;; S$S1 Vj  

‘

~~~~~

,. metal

~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
Figure 10.19

Layer distribution of absorption attenuator
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10.2.2. INTERFERING LAYERS

h In interfering layers the effect of decreasing reflex surface obtains 
~~ V

mutual cancelation of the reflected wave from the air——laycr surface

and the wave reflected from the layer-—metal surface (Fig. 10.20).

The incoming wave (1) is manyfold reflected from boundary surfaces

I and II. As the wave passes through the interfering layer, it also

V 
becomes attenuated. V

No reflection will occur if the sum of all the departing waves in

the direction whence they came is equal to zero, which will happen

if the following conditions are fulf i l led

V 1 (10 .27 ) V

F 
V

V 

d-(2 .n +J) .  (10,28) V

4

/ Vrr A V ~~~~~~ 

V

Fig. 10.20. Geometry of interfering layer; a — interfering layer , V

b — metal surface.

where : (3 = attenuation in layer per single passage of wave,

d = thickness of the interfereing layer, 
V

= wavelength in the layer,

n = 0, 1, 2 , 3.

Due to the smaller amount of ferromagnetlcs of their composition V

the Interfering layers are easIe~’ to employ , however due to their
3.’.
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higher thickness and strong dependence on the wavelength they are

V V
~~ *V not suitable for such use. For this reason they are by themselves

V rarely used , and when they are used they are combined with absorption V

layers. V 

V

V 

10.2.3. COMBINED LAYERS

Due to the shortcomings which both the interfering and the absorption

layers individually possess, they are most often used in combination. 
V

The outside surface of the combination is in most cases prepared in

the form of small pyramids, which provide — depending on their angle -
V 

V multiple (manifold) reflection and hence multiple weakening (Fig. 10.21).

The layers are combined in such a way that an absorption layer follows V

an interfering layer (Fig. 10.22). Depending on the type of materials V

Fig. 10.21. Effect of angle at top of the pyramid on the number of

reflections.

used and the number of layers, attenuating coatings with greater or

I \V V lesser attenuation and greater or lesser frequency dependency are

obtained. V

V J~4
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Incoming wave

Fig. 10.22. Combination attenuating material (cut).

The entire technology and materials for the decrease of the radar

reflex surface are effective only if the linear dimensions of the object

which is protected (screened) thereby are much higher than the wavelength

V 
inside th~ layer, which means when the following condition is fulfilled

(10.29 )

V 

where: S = surface of object covered by layer for decreasing of
V 

reflex surface in cmj,

= wavelength in the layer expressed in m

The wjde—bandedness by frequency is obtained with attenuating material

whose surface is divided into segments, each of which has its own

resonance frequency. Thus, for instance, the firm “Eltro G.m.b.H.

Gesellschaft fuer Strahlungstechnik” //Eltro Company for Radiation

Technology , Ltd// from West Germany patented (West German Patent

No. 977516 Il 21 a4 48/63 GO1S , H012 da ted 3 Nov 1966) attenuating

material of this type. The dimensions of the segments are from 4/2

to 5~ , where ?. is the mean wavelength of the frequency domain (Fig. l0,~

Generally the length d of the aegnients is always the same , suitable for

fabrication and application. The spacing between the segments e is
-

- 

V V 
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Fig. 10.23. Attenuating material with rectangular segments: a — view

from above , b — cross—sectionV3l cut, c — attenuation diagram (( ~ 
—

V attenuation, A — wavelength).

V t

V always the same , generally f rom 0.5 to b A  • The frequency dependence

V of the segment is determined 1y its height h, through the expression

V and this in such a way that the construction is performed either from V

the same material (same ~~‘ and p’) with different heights h for the

various wavelengths or, well, with the same heights h but for different

wavelengths with different properties of the materials. A favorable

combination results in desired attenuation, as shown in Fig. lO.23c.

Experiments with attenuating materials distributed on the belt (band)

showed a great dependence of their effectiveness on polarization of

the incoming wave. Great difficulties were encountered in case of

circularly or elliptically polarized incoming wave . For this reason ,

materials with segments of a circui.ar shape are being built (Fig . 10.24).
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Fig. 10.24. Attenuating material with circular segments: 1 — metal 
V

reflex layer, 2 — interference layer, 3 — attenuating layers of

varthus properties.

These segments generally have various diameters, but are positioned

at equal spacings e • The resonance frequency of the interlayer IV

V is selected either in the middJ.e or at the ends of the frequency

domain of the application.

On Fig. 10.25 is shown a wide—band attenuator of segmental design

and the same thickness. Two groups of segments 1 and 2 ~~ ~employed

which attenuate each at their frequency Z 1 and ).
~~ 

(Fig. lO.25c).

The length of the seqments is 51, and 2.5k, and the width is ½~~~

and ½ ~~ . Mutua l distance between two rows of segments is 
~~~ 

—
~~~ ~~~. .

36?
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Fig. 10.25. Segmental attenuating material of equa l thickness; V

a — arrangement of the segments, b — cross—sectional cut, 1 — attenuatinç

segment for ?~~~, 2 — attenuating segment for 
~~~ .
, 3 — adaptable layer V

and filler layer, 4 — metallized reflex layer, c — attenuation diagram.

V 

The attenuated segments (1 and 2) are placed in prearranged order on

V reflex layer (4), which is made up, for instance, of plastics containing
~V V V V~~~~V 1 V~ a high percentage of aluminum dust as filler. Layer 3 fills in the

gaps between the attenuating segments and adjusts the entire constructia

to free spice impedance (
~ of the layer to be as s’~

a1l as possible). 
V

The segments may have various shapes (circle, rh~tobus, el1ip~e,

rhomboid, etc.), depending on the wide—x andedness~ polarization effect, V

and the attaining of maximum attenuation.

An effective combina tion layer and very simple to const~~uct is the

one patented by German patent No. 977527 kl. 21a4 48—63 COls 1-iG.~.q

dated 24 Nov 1066. It is applicable for frequency rage 5000 to 2000 MHZ~

It can be prepared very simp2y, by mixing, and it is applied by brush

or pistol for spraying on metal surfac~ whose ref le> surface is to be

reduced . The tota l thickness of the layer is 3 to 5 mm. The preparatior

V V V V  
V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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is given in quantities sufficient for 1 m2. The layers are applied

- in the following order to the metal surface:

I

first layer — 110—180 a of mixture isocyanate, atdipinic acid

V 

polyester, glycerin~,and butyleneglycol with polyurethane in the

ratio 9:1;

second layer: in 700—900 g mixture of isocyanate, adipinic acid V

polyester, glycerine, and butyleneglycol with polyurethan in the

V 
ratio 9~~1 is mixed 20—40% inorganic filler, preferably MgCO3 in the

• form of flour;

third layer : in 110—180 g of mixture of isocyanate, adipinic acid

polyester, glycerin, and butyleneglycol with polyurethane in the

ratio 9:1 is mixed 5% fine—grained -sootj

V 

fourth layer: in 2000 to 3000 g mixture of isocyanate, adipinic

acid polyester, glycerine, and butyleneglycol with polyurethane in

the ratio 9zl is mixed 50—80% high—frequency iron with average grain

size 5 to 10 microns~ The mass is applied in 5 partial layers. While

~~~~ the layers are ~ti1l plastic, using positive and negative matrices,

pyramidal, conical, cylindrical, semicircular, and similar shapes are

V 
impressed into the surface. The size of these forms and their spacings

~~ V~~~~
V V

:
V must correspond to the wavelength used;

- 
fifth layers in 350—550 g mixture of isocyanate, adipinic acid

V polyester, glycerine, and butyleneglycol with polyurethane in the

ratio 9:1 is mixed: in 2/3 mixture 20—40% MgCO3 filler, and in 1/3

V mixture 1—5% soot; -

sixth layer: in 450—650 çj mixture of isocyanate, adipinic acid

polyester, glycerine, and butyleneglycol with polyurethane in the

V ratio 9:1 is mixed 50—80% high—frequency iron with grain size less

than 3 microns ;
V V~~~~~~~~~~ s/f
‘
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seventh layer: in 80—120 g of mixture of isocyanate , adipinic acid
V

V~~~~~~~ polyester, glycerine, and butyleneglycol with polyurethane in the V

ratio 9:1 is mixed: in 2/3 mixture 20—40% MgCO3 f i ller, and in

1/3 mixture 1—5% fine—grained soot;

eighth layers 80 to 120 g mixture of isocyanate, adipinic acid

polyester, glycerine, and butyleneglyco]. with polyurethane or silicones

in the ratio 9,1.

The given ratios are understood to be average values. Depending on
V 

the hardness, other ratios can also be employed. Limiting values

are 9.5:0.5 and 7:3. Instead of soot one can use graphite or

V semiconductor materials in powder form suc~i as ZnO, BeO, Ge, or powder

metals such as aluminum or its alloys.

Fot simplification’s sake, the second layer can be reduced by half,

and the third and fourth layers can be left out. In this case the 
V

attenuation is. reduced by one—half of the starting value.

If one wishes to expand the frequency range and increase attenuation,

V a metal—coated (metallized) or graphitecoated (impregnated) plastic

f oil, must be inserted between the fifth and the sixth and between the

sixth and the seventh layers.

The attenuating masking screen cah be done in the following wayi

- First layer: foil 0.01 to 5 mm in thickness (recommended 1.2—2.0
A

V thickness) made of polyisobutylene. Care must be taken tha t losses

do not exceed = 0.1, which is accomplished by the use of such
V 

fillers that the total dielectric and magnetic losses attain this

V value ;

— second layers foil 0.01—5 mm in thickness (recommended is 2 mm),

V rolled and vulcanized, with the following composition: — 500-700 parts
Jhz

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - V V •  V 
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polyvinyl chloride; — 250—350 parts mixture of toluene, isobutyl,

I

V

~~

V
IV I and toluoletylsulfonamide; - 700—900 parts of high—frequency iron

5— 10 micron in grain size; — 80—120 parts of polymerized product

of butadiene, 1 part paraffin 42°c, 6—4 parts zinc ehitener, and

1 part sulfur;

— third layer: foil 0.01—5 mm in thickness (recommended 0.4—0.6 mm)

made of po].isobutylene with l—5~ soot. Instead of soot one can also

use zinc oxide (ZnO), beryllium oxide (13e0), germanium (Ce), or

aluminum (Al) in powder form ;

~V V — fourth layer: foil 0.01—5 mm in thickness (recommended 1.7—2,5 mm)

made of polymer of butadiene and acrylic acid nitrite with 50—80%

high—frequency iron with grain size 0.]. to 2 microns;

— fifth layer: finishing (terminal) layer 0.01—5 mm in thickness V

(reCommended 0.4— 1.2 mm) made of polyisobutylene with ,2—5~ ~nO.

The thus prepared layers are wetted to one another under pressure V

V 
and using a suitable adhesive,

The resulting material has effective attenuation in the frequency

range from 10,000 to 4,000 lIz. To decr~ase th~ weight of th~’ masking
V screen, one can by punching or stamping cut out ape.rtüres of various

shapes and being to 
~~~~~ 

in size (where A is the average wavelength

in cm for the attenuating frequency reçion). For the region from

1 to 10 cm, these apertures measure 2 mm to 2 cm in size. One must

be careful here that one does not cut out more than 40% of the total

V surface area.

The attenuating material with specific resistivity approximately

7’lO~ ohm/cm2, which can be applied by brush, spray pistol, in one
V or more thin layers 7_8.l0 2 mm in thickness and which absorbs more

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  V 
V 
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than 68% of the incom ing energy at a frequency of 10,000 :il-iz can ~e

‘I made in the following way.

As binders serve various kinds of waxes, epoxy resins, or similar

materials.

As fillers are the most suitable manganese oxide (flnO) and ferrous

oxide (Fe2 03). They can be replaced by aluminum Oxides, as well as

by oxides of zinc, tin, barium, or strontium, only with these the

attenuation effects are somewhat weaker.

V The filler is prepared using the procedure outlined in Table 10.3.

Crushing is done in a steel mill to pellets, and the filler thus

prepared is mixed with the binder material (waxes, epoxy resins, and

similar) and is applied by brush or paint spray pistol on the basis

of which the reflex surface is to be decreased ,

10.3. CH~NGS IN TH~ SH1V\P OF ThVI~ RADAR P FLi~~ SURFACE

The first application of the method using the change in the radar

ref 1’~x surface dates back to the World War II years. The measures

which Germans used to change the shape of ground reflex surface

V have in many ways decreased the effectiveness of Allied bombing raids.

Thus they have, for instance , so masked a part of Hamburg port that

on radar screens it looked as a part of the city proper and that the

imitated port was situated on open sea (Fig. 10.26).

It has already been said in chapter on World War II that Allied

navigational systems did not reach to Berlin. In order to bomb it, 
V

however, they made use of radars and especially salient objects o~

~~ the ground as ~~.e.ntation points. For Berlin these were lakes of a
specific shape, such as abound in its surroundings. Using floating

V 
bilateral passive reflector, to which the water surface served as the

V

V V

~~ 
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heat for  ~ hour at  85000

grind •1 hr

V r ~~~ ,~~~Thr heat for  ½ hour at 850°c Grind for[ 24 hours] 24 hours

• grind for 24 hours u
I sif t  through 

__________________________  i s i f t  through

~ 

1007 slew’ s i f t  through lO0~ si’ ve 
J_
lOOp ~~~ 1V V V

VV  V

_ _ _  _ _  ~1~ _ _ _

1 26.63 gI 162 . 3 
~J J370 qI 1158,07 g~~

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 brind and s i f t  through 75fl sieve j
4’.V put in cold furnace , gradually ~~r 4 hours

increase the tempc r~ture to 1300°c and hold
V at that te~ pcrature for 1 hour; the mat”r4al

must be ii: container V

LaJ;’: out of the furnace , (TOO l to 400— 5O0 °~1at rat2 of 20°C per second

normal cooling to room temperature 
V • 

V

4,
[~rirv

1 and sift through 75~ siev;~~

{mix with binder and apply to objectj

Table 10.3. Technological procedure for preparation of fill’:’r 
V

( u . S .  pa tent No. 3,185,986). V
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~Y iq .  10.26. P~ada r pattern of Hamburg port fro~c, l~) 13 ; a — un~:ias]ce~i
q

~ I 
port , b — masked port. V

thi rd ~;ic1e, “nrea~ s successfully solved this probl~~ ( V~j gS 10.27).
The r~ flectors ware positioned at intervals whic1~ corresponde d to

the probabl~’ width of the beam of ~ lJ ied  airplane rada rs .

The conte~morary development of radar insta l la t!ons at  c~~n t i V  V t~r 
V

wave region , its increased scnsitivi~ y and resolution

capabi li 1y ,  enhanced in~~er~~retive capacity of pictures obtain d, th~:sn
V 

a l l  l-~~ to tha t rada r in st al l et i ons  are beine used i~ore and ~:iOr e 
V

V as a means to r e c onno iL er  ~:~~rVr ain unde r all  in’ ~ teoro1ogica1 condi~:inns V

and und’ r all visibility conditions (in lieu of aicplan~ reconnaissance)

with instantaneous tr a n s f~~r of tir ’ p ic ture  to the ground . Thus they

ar V V
~ usor~ as a neans for aiHVn c ’ and bo~’ibinc : ground objects. Tr:

resolution capability has greatly increased , so much so that for a

rad~r for lateral observation we have a resolution of 7,5 m from an

al t i tude of 2,500 m . (According to da ta fro’l 1968 for an :~‘—iii

air ~~lan’~ with a r~ ‘lar for lateral observation mounted on it \VH th

V resolution ca~~abiV1ity which almost corresponds Lo optical photograph) ,

~iis type of radar is capable of revealing VTh~ VC1~~ c’oluens, individua l

~rnl~j cle~,, groups ofT people, and all objects V~V;~~~ich arV V~ speedirg ahead

1 VV~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ 
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Fin .  10.27 . change in Lhe shape of: rnf lex  sur :Thc~ of lakes in t1V1 V
~ V 

V

V surroundings of Berlin in World War II: a — f loa ting  passive trilateral

r-’fTlector~5 , b — ‘i f .  nV
. of the lakes on radar disela~: prior to V

V c VJ V CW ot the lahes on fadar Pisplay a ter maskinc .

fV n dividually , and ~~~~~~, if  lar , and ni ght is no i V o nc1,
V V

~~r a mant le  ‘ V ::~ V Th

c~ n be used to conceal a~ V l  novenents and concentrations of un i ts.

On the othe r hand , th V V V appearanc° of the large nu~V’~bcr ofT radars

for  dV tection of movements of lifn forces and vehicles at small

dis Lane ’ has V~11er ~~for ( s also resulted in the aVprOCh V
~~ V V

Y V n t  of enemy

V V camps , l ines , or for t i f ica t ions  associa~.~V:d with radar detection.

for  thf s reason , the modern procedures of optical masking o~ th”

rr oin , oej-:cts on i t , mobil~’ ob)ects , and troops, V
,U S t  be p er fV~~~et V  V~~~

by masking ~V VTh J V C h  Wou l d ‘r1O~ them radar— ”invisiblG .”
3/7
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~~rrain and objects. — In rada r sense all those objects are salient

• where the difference in the magni tude of the specific re f lex surfac e

V 
is very pronounced. Such objects are lakes, river. , bridg es, roads ,

runways, railway tracks, individual vegetation complexes, larger

edifices, all Lone object ., factory warehouses, aad similar ( see

chapter XI, p. 284 of copy) All such objects

can serve as navigation aids , for whateve r reasons , or as objects of

attack, For this reason, all radar—salient objects mus t not only

benefit frcn~ the simultaneous use of measures to decrea se or increase

the ef fective radar refl ex surface, but must also be made one with

the surroundings, or in some way their location must be changed.

Thus, for instance, by use of absorption layers one can decrease

reflex surface of a brid ge , and at some other area one can simulate

a bridge by use of several passive reflectors; or using a suitabl e

combination of absorption layers and passive reflectors, a certain

lone factory complex can be equa lized with the surroundings • Using

a suitable arran gement of passive re f lectors along a 2iver, airport,

highway , or railro ad , they can be redirected or even”erased .”

War technolocjy. — Vehicles ( tra ctors , caterpillars) , artillery -

equipnent of all kinds and calibe rs , mobi le radi o stations , transport

wrapping material and conta iners for missiles, engines, or auxiliary

parts, ships of all tonnages, aircraft of all kinds, and similar,

repre sent in the radar sense reflection objects with pronounced
V V ~1

radar reflex surface • Thus i~ the design of war technological

equipment one must take this into consideration, and hence great 
V 
care

and attention must also be devoted to its maskin g against rada r detectton.

‘I~te essence of masking does not oeSsiat in that the radar reflex

~~~ tace ~~~~~~V V 

~~~se objects is aompletely decreased, but ra ther j~8/p

_ _ _  IVI 
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“dr w*iI~” these objects in their surroundings. On the contrary,

they will be visible, whether they are raised on the radar screen

above the ill~anination of the surroundings or that they are below
V 

~~~~~~~ ill~~~ina tiOnV
~ of the surrounding. (dark fields on light background).

By comprehensive investigations on the part of experts, masking

techniques have been developed which can easily be applied.

War tech~ioloqy in the field is generally concealed by covers to

decrease the reflection. Thus, for instance, the American firm

“North American Aviation ” built and patented (5~~$. patent No. 3,349,396

k1 343—18 dated 24 October 1967) a model construction cc.er for the

Li~jtTi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

V

Fig. 10.28. Modular masking cover; a — exterior view of component

modules , b — cut of the module , 1 — exterior flexible layer — textile
fabric , 2 — absorption layer , 3 — Interference distance layer,

— thin metal layer, 5 — protective layer made of plastic.

protection from radar infrared reconnaissance . The cover Is an
interference absorber , in which the absorpt icn layers are separated by V

- V 
V. V — 

V 
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interference distance layers ( Fig. 10.28) • Modular construction V

makes it possible to provide mutual combination of modul es in such

V a way and with such properties that coincidence of reflex properties
V 

of the cover and the same properties of the surromi dings can ensue,

as well as quick replacement in case of damage.

~Lt[Ie cover enables the decrease in reflection by more than 20 db

in the range of 2 to 20 GHZ. It has a thickness of 22.2 mm and

specific weight 0.065 kg/dm3.

Open warehouses with boxes, barrels, containers , and similar can

very easily be detected by radars at wavelength 0.8 to 10 cm. Masking -

of such warehouses is absolutely essential. Tests have shown that

with decrease in the reflected signal by 20—30 db, the “sinking”

of such objects into the surroungings can be achieved. On the basis

of this, the f irm “Eltro G.*.b.H. und Gesellschaft fuer Strahiungs-.

technik” (E3.tro Radia tion Technology Company, Ltd) f rom West Germany

developed and patented (West German patent No. 977 ,522 I d .  21a4 48/63,

H03.q GOls, dated 3 November 1966) a procedure for masking boxes or

containers. The protective ( screening) material is applied f rom the

interior side of the wrapping material. For the production of the

Fig. 10.29. Sectional view of protective layer of warpplng material:
1 - wrapp ing layer, 2 — water—resistant layer with optical and Ir— 

V

masking, 3 — absorption layer, 14 — distance layer, 5 — interference
layer , 6 — reflex layer — metal—coated surface . -

V V4~~J VV V V ’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ____________________- V V 
V 
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container is selected a material which has the characteristic

impedance somewhere between the tree space and the boundary layer

of the protectiv e material. For this purpose , some sort of fibrous

ma teria l can be used, a ~e1l as wood,, carton, polyester, and oimilar .

! ~~. On the external eurfa~~ of the container one can apply a layer for

the protection agaj.~~~~ moisture together with the layer for optical

or ir—masking. ~~~ interference attenuating material has a layerlik e

structure (Fig. 10.29). 1~~ last layer is metal reflecting, for the

purpose of retaining always the same reflection conditions .

~rhe thick ness of the enti re packet b is given by the expression

V,

where: n = vhole number

P 

1 wavelength of incoming waves

E andfr— dielectric constant and permeability of the material
used

For masking or artillery positions thi s firm 1 developed a lubricant

which is applied in this layer on the conventional masking screen.

The absorpt4on deposit is of resonance type with increased permeability.

ThIs thickn ess of the layer is smaller than X/7 and it is determined

V 
by the expression where the symbols are the same as in tie preceding

xprea on ,
V 

V (2A—1)A

- Due to , the application of light portable radars , the

trØops with their weapons have also become the target of radar

observation. The average rada r reflex surface of a sian 1$O ca in

height and weighing apprascimately 75 kg is appr ax~.aate ly 0,8 a2.
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Fig. 10.30 . Protective material for troo ps; b) Cross—sectional view;

1 — water —r esistant fabric with optica l masking, 2 - absorber,

3 — diatancer, 4 - interference layer , 5 — metallized surface ,

6 - intern al fabric made of cellulose fibers.

If one adds to this tie helmet which is required unde r war conditi ons ,

which — if in first approximation we replace it by a ball 0.25 in in
V diameter — has a reflex surface = 0.237 a2, the total surface then

is already approximately i. n*2 , which even less sensitive radars do

not have much troubl e in detect ing. Added to this surface is also V

personal weaponry, which due to the smooth metal surfaces of regular

s~~pes ( see s 11.1.5, p. 295 of copy ) will

make a considerable contri bot i sn to the overall reflex surface . 111e

firm “ North American Aviation” developed and patented (U.S. pate nt

No. 3 ,349 ,397 )0.. 343—8 , da ted 24 Oct 1967 ) a protective mantle let

man and a cover for tie helmet. Figure 10.30 shows their croas-..ectionalk
view. ( Translator ’s note : PYO protiv Vazdu ~na odbran a Anti Air

Defense = Air Raid Defense).
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kircra ~ t and missiles, —Hi gh speeds and altit udes and the requi rements

[ - for increa sed resources and reliability have been behind the needed

developeent of attenuating materials capable at small weights to

3 undergo high mechanical and the rma l stress es. Døveloped have beea

- absor ption mat erials of the ceramic-ferriti c type which, although

very fine , have good attenuatin g pr opertte s. Specia l technolo gies

have been developed for adhesion by highly 3:efractory adhesives,

and honeycombed beehive constr uctions have been implene nted . This

led to that that coverin g has been abolished in favor of honeycombed

constructions which have become tier principal covering for aircraft.

V The thickness of such a layer is approximately 6 mm, and yet it

provides a weak ening of by 10 to 20 db in the frequency region from

0.8 to 10 cm.
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XI GEOMETRICAL SHA PE IN THE DESIGN OF THE OBJECT UNDER OBSERVATION

V AND ITS EFFECT ON RADAR COU R1IEASURES

From the preceding chapters i ~ was seen that the ra dar reflex surface

of an object plays an important role in the detection of the target

and that the range of a radar installation is proportional to the

radar reflex surface of this target. This depender~’e is given by

expression -

V 

R K  ~~~ 

V 

(11.1)

where : R = range of radar installation, K = rada r instillation constant V

( see equation 8.17), = rada r reflex surface of the target.

Since radar reflex surface of the object under observation directly

depends on its geometrical forris and the angle under which it is

being observed, it is necersaty — from the point of view of radar
V countermeasures - that their shape bi ~trictly taken into accoun t

for such objects which may in their prolonged use be the object of

radar observation. With respect to that radars are used for all )ditd s

of observations , the objects of uch observation are no longer just

airplanes, rockets , or ships, but rather also diffe rent kinds of

vehicles ( tractors or caterpillars ), warehouses, containers, factories ,

bridges, and similar. From the point of view of rada r cou te me~ts~~ es
S.-

V. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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it is expedient already during the design and construction of the

installation to select such a combination of geometrica l shapes for

its surface so as to give: -

• V . - minimal rada r reflex surface for targets which must be detected

as ~axdy~ as possible (airplanes , ships, and similar);

- average ra dar reflex surface for targets i.hich must MdrovnN in

~ J t~~ surro undings (warehouses, factories , bridges, vehicles, and similar) ,

and

•— increased radar reflex surface for ta rge ts the early detecti on of

which is Very muchV desiarble ( false echoes, various mummies , and similar).

Effective radar reflex surface of an object can be found b~y calculations

for simpler forms , whereas for complicated forms it is obtained ~~~~ V 
- V

experimentally, by mensurwnent on a model , or on the object itself.

11.1 ANALYTICAL ME THOD FOR PIMzJING RADAR REFLEX SURFACE

Radar reflex snrfac-~ of an arbitra ry object can be expresse d by the

ratio between the Lield strength of the reflected and the incoming v~ve

I H ’
•~ =4~tR’ —

~ — 4nR’i —-1 (11.2)
E1

where: R = distance, E2, 142 — reflected e~.ectrical or magnetic field;

= incoming electrica l or magnetic field.

let us aaa~~ne that the reflex surface S is cosnpo.~d of elem~?ntary

particles d3. Each r~uch par ticle is considere d to be a source for a

spheri cal fie].U. By eummation of all these indivie ual sources , we

ob~atr
I ~$, 

~~ 3dS  (13.3)

where , dS ‘ e1e1Ien~arf snrface of surface S ( Fig. 11.1) ,

-s
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- 
= angle of incidence of radar ray on surface dS,

V 
R - + r = the distance between the antenna and the elementary

- I surface dS.

P -. In most of the practical cases E3 and R in the area near the target

have a constant magnitude, and hence one obtains

H •4~ 
- . 4w

E —1-~ e Ir R,.fe .h r ’ .o6 (11.4).

Since

.4w -

e

then B, I— —I e ’T’ • co8 OdS VE, ) t R j  (11.5)

— 

and the equa tion for obtaining the rada r reflex surface is

a 4itR’ )
~~
‘ ..4j{Je’r ’ COSOdS) . (11.6)

~ J

Pig. 11.1. Determination of for curved surface.
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U.~l.l EVEN METhL SURFACE

If the metal surface is perpendicular to the incoming radar beam

but is in size very much larg er than A, then equation (11. 6) assumes

the form 
V

C.~~~.!! ( I e ’T’.cocOdS\~~
4’

~~’ (11.1)
/ ~1

S

due - to the fact that due to the perpendicular fall cos e = 1, and

due to the even surface r = 0. -

From equation (11.7) it can be seen that the rada r reflex surface

is the largest when it is illuminated under right angle . Thus, for 
V

instance, for a plane with S - 1 in2, illuminated by radar with A = 10 cm,

radar reflex surfa ce as follows is obtained

4i~S! 4.~ .j

8

• d

V ~ig~ 11.2. tiluminstion geometry of an even surface.

If the metal surface of finite dimensions (which is most frequently

the case with small objects ) i~~ illumina ted under an angle , then —

t

-

~~ V. 
- 

__________
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V aecording to illumination geometry from rig. 11.2 — the reflex surfa ce

is a rectan gle or a square:

where 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (11.8),

In the case , b e n - ’D = - -, ,  i.e. when illumination is done in the plane

V normal to the surface and parallel to side b, the reflex surface ins

4•n.a’-.b faw (k~sin o) 1’ (11.9)
~~
‘ [ hasin b J

Rhcmbu~ and rhomboidal surfa ce

L tA 
V

.

. .

Fig. 11.3 . Illumination geometry for a rhomboid.

For rhombus a1 = b 1 -

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
J )(

~~ 
k(b. sin 0 • —a~ •~ 

-
V (11.10 )
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1~where

V Elliptical and circular surface

N

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
/ V

J V V

‘.1

- Figure 11.4.

Illumination geometry of elliptica l and circular surface.

For elliptical surface

.V~~ _ ka.as.~~~ •f~~~~
(2

~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (11.11)
- 

L k .~~fiosl0a~.i~sinh 0cosGM J

where : .Ij (x) is the Bessel function of the let order

~ . 2~
A

For circular surface vs have, with respect to Fig. 11.4 , a1 b~ r,

with • always equa l to 90~~, since all the directions of illumination

under the same are identical • One obtains:

V 
_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  (11.12)

at e- . 900 one obtains the Jcno1nJo~~

- 

V~~~V~~ V~~~ _ VVV.~~~~~~~ 
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(11.13)
I. A . 1

vI t e r e s_ w r2
S

- 
11.1.2. ELLIPSOID AND SPHERE

Figure 11.5.

Illumination geometry of an ellipsoid.

For an ~~~~~~~~~~ the reflex surface

I 

V 

i~.a’•b’ .c’ /
a— ~11.1

- (a sinb0cos24’+b’sin’O$h1’~~+C’5Os’O)’

For an ellipsoid where a b, the reflex surface is

a— — (11.15)- a’$in’O+c cossO)

( This shape is used to replace the nose conical surfaces of airplane.).

For a sphere where a — b — C — r , the reflex surface iss
ZSA(r ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (11.16)

za A > r~ 
144 .~’.r’ (11.17)

V A’

V 

530
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11.1.3. ~~PERING SHAPE

By rotatin g a circle around axis ~ ‘we obtain the narrowing shape

:~ 
which is the constituent part of the vertex of all missiles and

- . airplanes.

-
- 

_ _  _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fig; 11.6. a) Illumination geometry of narrowing shape, b) reflex

surface as dependent on illumination angle 9.

V If all margiflal effects are disregarded and if the reflex surface

is sought for illumi nation angles O~~6 - ~~(9O° —oc), one obtains,

a— -- V V At~~
4
~ (11.18)

-. V 16.,~ o.’0(1—tg’~ +ig’O~A where

V / )  -~~i r,~’ / A ’ ’I—l” <~< 12 \4*,/ V

V 

V 

at -~~ ; - e ~~9O°--e - 
-

V 
- 

a’ V
- —

_____ V 
V

- 
- V . ~~~~~~~~~~~

- 

- - (11.19)

In the region ( 900 —.0<0<90° one obtains,

(11.20 )
\~- 

$1,

~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~ ---.- ~ --. ~
4

~J ~~~
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The 7~~~ try of the body is such that

11.1.4. CONICAL SHAPES V

circular conus is a simplified shape of the nose of a rocket, whereas

elliptical cone of a full or a tr’incated shape f inds its expression -

More in the case of airplanes, wings, and similar bodies. 
V

Truncated elliptical cone has a complicated reflex surface composed

V 
- 

of two plane and one conical surfaces.

For rays which fall under normal angle onto the surface the reflex

surface is, V 
-- . -

~~8~v (~L i — .Lii) ti’ii
•V

a.J.
_, 

V~ 
V

— 

~-; 
. - $ A(•f 4 COsle .. (11.21)

V
’ ~~~~~~~~~~ V

1/
Figure 11.7 .

Gecmetry of truncated elliptical come.

The normal is determined by igO- b

— 

~~ 
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For rays which fall at an angle of &>  C’.. the reflex surface is

- 
. 

V 

AL(L) tg~
V 

( a
1

)
- V. 

- -[ sin~~(sint~~~~~cosi~H 
$

I b’ /
- V 

1’ 
—— as0tg a

- 

- 
. : (11.22) ,

( where L occupies the value either of L1 or L2, dependin g on which V

surfac~ participates in the creation of the reflex surface).

Equations 11.21 and 11.22 for ~he common truncated cone with a — b

assume the form

(11.23 )

4L tga—
(11.24 )

Figure 11.8. -

Illumination geosne try of common cone .

If one puts L1 - 0 and a = b, the common cone is obtained, which

is mnch used in rocke t techno1O~7
,33
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Radar reflex surfaces for variou s illumination angles are s

- for 9 = 0 0 —

a— — -~~’~ 
~~~~~~~~ V

V 

(

~~~~~~
+

~~~
)$

V
, 

~ (11.25)

for 8 =  iso°

or=
4!

3!
-
4 (11.26) V

A

for o--~--.~V 2
- 

a— 8nr’ (11.27)
9Acosa•sin’a -

11.1.5. CYLINDER AND WIRE

When calculating radar reflex surface, the complicated shapes are

freqnently replaced by a cylinder. 1~ replace sharp edges (edges

of wings, etc.) a thin cylinder is always very suitable , with (d ~~~~~ A ) ,  V

which corresponds to wire. 
— 

-

Elliptical cylinder

Radar reflex surface depending on angle of illumination is,
~~ V.~~ V V~~~ for 9= 9 0 °  V

2 • A’ • A’Cl— — 3 (11.28)
V 

A(a’cos’G +b’sm’~ )~

for 0<0(900 
V

a—— -- 2Aa’.b’.si~ O (11.29)

For common cy1i*de,~~ ‘where a = b, equa tion . 11.28 and 11.29 are
V 

- simplified into

a~r
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k ~ for ~~.900

2it li’a
P ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V (11.30)

Figure 11.9. -

Illumination geometry for a cylinder.

for V O < ~~~ < 90° ‘we have

a— ~~ 0 (11.31)
8~v cos’O

For conducting wire with length ,~~ *~~ and diameter d 4(~ one obtains

as a suitable sample

P sm’O ( sin [(2 ~ If ) ~) c~s S].~’ 
-

1. (2,v l/A) uis O J (11.32)a 
(I V

~~~
$

+(in 
2A ~~~ • cos4G

\ 2 /  ~

where .
~ 

is the coefficient and amounts to 1.78, ,j — length of the wire,

d = diameter of the ‘wire . For 9 — 900, equation (11.32) simplifies to,

‘ 2A (11.33)(—\ +(in(——-
~2/ \

me numerator in equation (11.32) can for the sake of simpler calculation

be simplified. This simplification ii valid within the range
~!!~ <e <~~~~4 2 
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and amounts to

(.‘!..\‘ ~ (.~~~~2~~_)$ ,~,

V \2 1  ‘ y~~d sin 0

For wires where

f~ ci

it is rstablished - on the basis of calculations and experimental

data — that the equation for 9 — 900 is very suitable

V Id”.”
- 

- (11.34)
V 

~2AJ

On the basis of this equation, a nomogram for direct calculation

has been made and is presented in Fig. 11.10.

If one wishes to obtain the reflex surface of a wire which is twisted

in one plane, the following procedure is followed. On the basis f or

V the equation for a cylinder the effective length of the wire Cl.,). -

V is calculated. The reflex surface then is

d A

A.b !

where, ci — wire diame te r ,

b = radius of the circle

this effec~.ive length is then put in equation (11.34 ) and one obtains

(11.35)

which is valid for

d~~A;

- V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Examples //somewhat illegible //

For wire with ,t = 100 cm, diameter d — 2 cm (a = 1 an)
and ‘wavelength ~ = 10 cm we have ~ - 0.09 a2 -

Fig. 11,10 • Nosnogram for calculation of radar reflex surface of wire

at 9 = 90°. ( Numbers under the Columns indicate the order of withdrawing

the direction. Determine ,L on (1. ) and a on (2) and connect the .point..

Intersecting point on (3) connect with ~ on (4 ).  ~he obtained

direction extend to (5)  and here read the rada r reflex surface 

Fig. 11.11. Illuiriatiori geometry of twisted wire. - •

~ 37 V

-

- 
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where ~ - length of the twisted wire) • On the ba~ie of equation

V (11.35), the nomogram given in Fig. 11.12 is calculated.

r 11.1.6. TOROID

For the toroid case , which is with resp ect to the wavelength larg e,

‘we have at 9 = 900 illuminate d only the “reverse Ne of the t.oid.

Then the reflex surface is

8n’•b•a’ (11.36
A

*Reyerse of tor oid, An entire chapter of analytical methods is

devoted to external surfaces of various geometrical shapes, which
is why the term- “reverse” or “inside” is more adequate that “internal V

face”. Well , a toroid is a shape which has, depending which ‘way one

looks at it, both “exter~a1” and “internal” surfaces, even though

in principle they are both exte rnal . Not being able to find a

better tenn, the author feels that “reverse ” or “inside” is Ok to be

used, and he hope. that the reader ‘will understand this.

I), 
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a = wire radius in cm

b = curvat ure r~dins in cm
//iliegible//

= wavelength in a 
- 

V

- :- = reflex surface in a2
‘
0,7 - i V

V 

~ V. V 
V Limites

_ 

ft 
k

~~~~~~~~~I

- - 

Fig. 11.12. Nanogram for calculation of radar reflex surface of

twisted wire by equation (11.35) • Numbers under the columns designate

the order of withdrawal of the direction. Determine a (1) and b (2),

V 

connect them and extend to (3) • Here connect point with A (4) • The

intersection on (5) gives reflex surface

At angle 9 ) 0 the external and internal lateral surface are illuminated
and then the reflex surface is

- 

a_v (.~~
’
÷bt)÷~~(4~~_A’) (11.37)
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- I Figure 11.13.

Illumination geometry of a toroid.

The internal surface of a toroid gets into the shadow of the external

ring at illumination angle 0 ~ cos 0 ( and then the second term of

equation (11.37) dro ps out , and the expression fox reflex surfa ce

assumes the form

(11.38)

If b is very small with respect to ~~~, the torus can be replaced by a

wire loop. This is always the case when one has, for instance, the

illumination of a bottomless cylinder ( the case of the tr ailing edge

of a rock et engine) • It is eho’wn that to the reflex surface of a wire

V loop at 0 = 0 the following equation corresponds the most

~-*.w ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — — — 
V.— 

~~~~~~~~ 

- 

~~~~~~~~~ ______
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(11.39)

I (~‘+fh~~J 
- 

- 

-

where, d = wire diameter ( for edge. ci

~.= 1.78 (coefficient from equation 11.32),

a = r a d i u s of tle loop .

11.1.7. COMBINED SH&PE S

Long sharp edge. — If illumination geometry is such as in ‘~‘ig. 11.14,

then the reflex surface in dependence of the illumination angle 0

and edge angle y is given by

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (11.40)
‘( +$Ifl~~1 sin~~~+om~~,J V

Figure 11.14.

Illumination geometry of long sharp edge.

wheres = length of the edge

‘P
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is used if t e  to lectrilia arall~~

to the edge , and the sign + is used if the vector of the magnetic

field is parallel to the edge.

Combination of cone wi~~ sphere (Fig. 11.1-5)

_  

-

Figure 11.15.

Illum ination geometry of cone—sphere combination .
L

V The reflex surface during illumination from the front is

c. L.!L~ (11.41)
161r 

-

For cone—cylinder combination (Fig. 11.16) we have

(11.42)
____ _____________ /

[cc. ~~~~~~~~~~

Figure 11.16.

Illumination geometry of cone-cylinder combination.

11 • 1. • B • ANALYTICAL DE TERMINATION OF RADAR REFLEX SURFACE OF AN OBJECT

The calculating method for the determination of radar reflex surface of

a certa in object basically consist1 of four phase . of operation ,

V

~

V

~ 

__V.V.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~V. V. V.V.~V.•V_ V.___ V. 
___
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In the first phase the shape of the object is analysed so as to

divide it into parts which can be appr~~imated. by. aiapls geometri~*1

shapes for which the calculation of the reflex surfac e is known; -

In the second phase the angular cor~tribution of the tot al reflex

9 - surface for the specific parts from the previous point is determined ;

In the third phase is calculated the reflex surface of individual

parts of those illumination angles in which it contributes to the total

reflex surface of the object;

Fig. 11.17. Subdivision of a missile into e1em~~~~ry- surfacess 1 — cone,

2 - tap ering ( narrowing) shape, 3 - common cylinder , 4a , 4b, 4c, 4d —

plane slabs .

In the fourth phase, the total theoretical radar reflex surface of

the object is obtain ed from the sumtotal of the partial reflex surfaces

found under point 3 for individual illumination angles.

The calcu lation is lengthy , especially for complicat ed shapes, which

is why the electroni c compute r is usually used . in orde r to have the

procedure more understandable, an example is present ed for the procedure

used for a more simple missile shape. Its subdivision into parts, per

the first pI~ase above, is given in Piç. 11.17 .

Jyl
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Analysis of partia l surfaces and their contribution to the total r e f lex  
V

~ 4 surface showss~~~~~~V ..V~ 
V

that part 1 can be replaced by a cone,

contributes in illumination range 0 < 0 ( 7 0 °

-— reflex surfac e is calcula ted using equation (11.25) ;

that part 2 can be replaced by rotational—tapering shape p

= contri but*a withi n illumination range 700<0<  900

—_ reflex surface is calculated using equation (11.20);

that part 3 is made up of two partial surface s and of the V

cylinder and the loop by which the tail end of the mi~iile V

can be replaced;

—— contribu tes to illumination at 0< 0 < 1800,

—— is calculated using equations (11.30) and (11.31); 
V

contributes to illuminati on at 0 180°,

—— is calculated using equation (11.39);

that part 4 has 4 coverlets (4a,b,c.d)(equal to xz, —xz, ys, —ys) with

different contribution to illumination range

0< ~ < 180° and 0 ~ ~ ~ 180~ , One must calculate the

individual effects for various 0 and ~ and then combine them in

the total reflex surface.

, a —— , d —— contribution of fron t edge of coverlet at 0 — 00;

4~, a —— ~~t, d —— contribution of back edge of coverlet at 0 — 1800,

a —— ~~~~~~~~~~~~ d —— contribution of side edges of coverlet at O-a~ g~°,
4) 

• 0,900, 180°, 3600.

‘VP
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V - 
‘
~~~~~~ individua l reflex surfa ces are calculated using equation 11.34 or

r

by nomogram of Fig. 11.10 . For wire diameter one takes

• a —- d —— contribution of coverlet surfaces in the
illumination range

0<0< 1800
0<0< 1800

is calculated using equations.

— for - 0 = 900 and 4) =  0~~, 90~ , l80~ by equation (11.7),

— for remaining angle3 ~~ and 0 by equati on ( 1.1.8).

The overall reflex surface of the object for a certain angle is

obtained by summation of individua l reflex surfa ces of the parts

for the same angles ~ and ~ using equations (11.43).

a(01001)— ~‘~(O~,e) 
+d,(O~,51) + 

• •  - +
• (11.43)

— + tT1c SO,) + . .~~~• + C,,(O,,, s,,)

l1~ 2. EXPERIMEN~~L CONFIRMA TION OF RADAR RE FLEX SURFACE

U
In case of most objects it is not possible to determine the radar

reflex surface by means of calculations , not only because of the

difficulti es inherent in these calculations but also because of the

impossibilities in fore seeing the mutua l effects of the partia l

surfaces taken individually , This is why pre ference is given to

experimental determination, which can be performed on the original

‘yc
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I object or model, depending on the dimension , of the object aat.~ the

wavelength used. If a model is used , the magnitudes of the object

and the model must be put into ratios accord ing to tie following.

magnitude real object model

dimensions i . . . -: . 

-
. 1’ = i/n

I f 1=1.,i

- 
specific conductivity - T Y ’ ~

dielectric constants - . . ~: :~~
V.

. :--:
~

- antenna amplification G . . . . . . G ’ G
- e V radar reflex surface V -

1,,,,’

- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  ______



Measurements are performed on polygons specially outfitte d for this

t 
purpose or , in the case of small models, in special spaces in which -

the “reflection ” of electromagne tic waves f rom the walls is reduced

to a minimum. Basically , the following principles must be adhe re d

tea

firs t , electromagnetic field upon arrival at the object to be
V measured must be homogeneous and with an even front (in the vicinity

of the antenna the front is spherical);

secondly, re f lections from the objects in the vicinity of tie

object to be measured should be minimal;

thirdly , the fastening of the object to be measur .d on the stand,

as Well as the stand itself , must be such that it has no effect on

the distortio n of the electromagnetic field and that they do not

reflect electromagnetic energy and thereby inprease the reflex

surface of the measured object;

fcurtbly, prior to tie start of each measurement , calibra tion

of the measuring apparatus must be done, and thi. so that an object

of a laaown reflex surface is used . lie most convenient for this

is a sphere, since its reflection does not depend on the direction

of illumination.

~s measuring apparatus can serve the r~tdar installation itself if

it has a calibrated receiver, The antenna with which the object to

be measured shall be illuminated must have as narrow a beam as

possible and minimal side fans, The optimal beam width (1~3 )

corres ponds to the width of the1pbj.ct to be measured (d) at the

-. 

.
V 
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~~~

distance of the measurement (x) increased by factor (IC)

d
L - ~~ ,,~— k •5 7,25 — (11.44)I..- x

where, IC = 1,1 — 1,2; d = width of object measured in m; x = distance

of object measured in m; = optimal width of antenna beam).

If pulse—radar installation is used the distance between tie object
\
\ measured and tie transmitte r- receiver antenna of tie radar depends

~IV

V 
r on the duration of the radar pulse and must be at least.

V d~~~f~! (11.45)

where, d = distance between the object measured and the radar in [mJ ,

C = velocity of light [3.lo~ m,’sec]

t = pulse duration in 2h eec]

2 = due to two-way path.

V If radar with pulse duration t = 1/4eec is used, the distance between

the object measured and the radar must be at least d~~l50 m, Due

V to relatively large distances which classical radars demand and due

( to the problems associated with this regarding diminution in reflection

from surrounding objects, special radars with short pulse duration

(from 0.01 to 0.lJ4sec, which corresponds to the distance 1.5 to 15 a)

must be employed.

Another element which limits the application of pulse—radar at short

distances is the ionization tube which is used in the receiving and

transmitting movement and the duration of its deionization at the

end of the transmitting pulse. This can be avoided by using special

transmitte r and receiver antenn as. 

,-
- -~~~~-. - .- • . V~~~ - T V ~~~~~T~~~~ ~~~. 
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Due to the limitation of the pulse—radar regarding its application
V - . for the determination of the radar reflex surface, other methods have

- 1. been developed using continual radia tion by means of dopple r effect

(see p. 225 of copy, equations 9.11—9.13).

-V ‘rie firs t method makes use of a restin g object to be measured , a

transmitter with rigidly stabilized and variable frequency with time

(~~~~
) and a receiver which at its input has a rigidly selective filter

V - 
- 

for doppler frequency change which amounts to

fb f,r~~~~f,~,4~~
, U df~ 

(11.46)
J D  IJ,r. ~~~~+— . — . _I _f  

— “-
2 )  PY.d — .---

C 
.- C d:

where ~ ~D = doppler frequency

~tra ns transmitting frequency 
~~pred~

~rec = receiving frequency (Fprjj)

d = distanc e between antenna and object measure d

c = velocity of light.

The objects which ar e located at other distances from the object

measure d will give a different doppler frequency change and can be

eliminated by a selective filter. The radar reflex surface is

V proportional to the amplitude of the signal at frequency 
~D’ ~~~

absolute values of the reflex surface is obtaine d by comparison with

the reflected signal of tie known object, generally a sphere having

the corresponding diameter ( according to the dimensions of tie

object measured ) . -

In the second method, a transmitter with stable freq uency and narrow

antenna beam is used. The object to be measured is positioned on one
V 

- 

leg of the stand which is rotate d at a constant rate . on the other

V 
leg is positioned the sphere whic~p~~~ used as the standa rd , Due to

__ V 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V 

• V ~ - 
__
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• the rotation there again occur s doppler frequency change as per -

- 

I 

f ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
!.fp r e~3 

(11.47)

where a

v • rate of motion of measur ed object

V 

- c velocity of light 
V

~pred tra nsmitting frequency 
~~trans~

± depending on direction of motion .

on the receiver side , a special selective filter is used to single

out the doppler component of the freq uency change . It s amplitude

is compared with the same signa l f rom the standard from which the

value of tie reflex surface is deduced.

From what has been said above it is seen that experimental methods

- are ra the r compl icated and have many shortcomings. Which method will -

at any given instant be used depends on the measuring apparatus that

is available , the measuring site or polygon and , on site, on the

magnitude of the measured object .

‘1’, 
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XII FALSE ‘IP.RGETS -- RADAR BAITS
The methods heretofore described for the creation of false radar

echoes have produced false targets on radar display screens in the

direction radar——carrier of installation with earlier or later

indication (point 8.1.6., p. 200 ofkcopy , and point. 9.1.3. on

p. 233 ofA copy).

from the indication of the signal. By comparing the radar data

from two neighboring radar installations one can, thanks to the

fact that false echoes are situated on the radar——carrier line,

separate the false echoes from the true echoes, since the false

echoes will appear on different coordinates, and the true echoes

always at the same place. Figure 12,1 shows the case of a true

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

1 1 - I
I I V I
I I I

~. I
f L - J

A

Fig. 12.1. Selection of false from true echoes; L01, L02, L03. L04 —

false echoes; C — true echo. 
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target, which gives two false echoes each for radars A and B. Radar

A sees target C and false echoes 101 and 102. Radar B sees tar get C
and false echoes 103 and 104. In eithe r radar installation it is

only target C that is shown so that its coordinates coincide and is
1.. -, hence the true target. For targets LOj, L02, 103, and 104 the

coordinates do not coincide and hence they are false echoes.

To avoi d the possibility of selecting false f rom true targets and

to have the falae targets appear at same other azimuth with respect

to the true target , false ta rgets — the so—called radar baits — have

been introduce d in the rich ar sena l. of electronic countermeasures .

False targets in thia case are aircraft or floati ng objects which

the true targe t uses in one of the following ways ( Fig. 12.2) , -

I C  c c Lc c C
~~~~~

P ig. 12.2. Ways of applicatiom of false targets —— rada r beits j

LC — false target ; C — true target.

— it drives them in front of itself (a ) ;

— it pulls them behind $ tself at a distance of several kilometers (b) ;

— it throws them out of the air plane (c) , and

— it launches them wi th short— term na tural owE drive (d).

when one has to do with floating objects, only the first two ways

come into consideration.

- 

The false target — radar bait —— can be either active or passive. -

In the former case it is equippe~~vith an active responder, and in

- _ _V V

~~~~
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the latte r case it carries passive reflectors for the sake of

increasi ng its own radar reflex surface.

Rada r echo from a false target possesses all the components of a

true echo, signal amplitude , direction of i’aotion, velocity, and

acceleration , Because of this, the separation of a false echo

produced in this way from a true echo is not possible by tecivaical

means. -

Tactically , the app lication of false ta rgets has the following

effects,

V 
— ~~ confuses the rada r operat or and hinders him from determining

the importance of the target ,

— it increases the load on the channe l for the tran smission of

the da ta to sa turation , and

— it increases the consumption of striking means of the PVO

(airplanes , rocke ts , or grenades) for false targe ts ,

If the true target is protected by severa t false targets, then the

pr obability of its destruction can be calculated by equation
U 

Pfl(, )_ !!.p (12.1)

wheres n = tota l number of targets (sum of false and true ones)

m = number of rockets fired (salvos);

p = general. bit pr~~~bi1ity-b~ 
Vfj~~4V V~xlo t~or .V_ajvo,

Equation (12.1) is valid for the case when a) the number of fired

rockets is less than the number of targets m (n and b) when false

and true targets are equivalent . From equation 12.3. it is seen that

in case that the true target is ~~~~ ealed by one false target the

~~~~ _______ ______________________ _____ 
V~~~~~~~~~~~~ •
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HI general hit probability will decrease by 50%, when it is concea1~d 
-

F ~ by two false targets, it will decrease by 66.6%, and so on. -

Fig. 12.3. Probability of destruction of true target surrounded by

n — 1 false targets after m fired rockets with individua l hit

probability p 0.8.

Equation 12,1 can for the given missilo with known hit probability

be expressed as in Fig. 12.3, where the dependence of destruction

of one true target 
~m (n) 

protected by (n—i ) false targets after

m fire4 rockets and with an intrinsic hit probability P — 0.8 is

shown. V

L. From equation 12.1 and Fig. 12.3 it follows that the effectiveness V

of the enemy PVO can be reduced to the minimal value if the true

targets are surrounded by a sufficient number of false targets ——
radar baits. The large number of radar baits necessary is taken

as a whole, also the only shortcoming of this kind of countermeasures.

12.1 GUIDED FALSE ECHO

False echo —— radar bait —— can be launched in all directions arC~ nd

the carrier, In ease of the airplane as the carri er , the false

targets are either pilotless airplanes or rockets with own driv e and

maneuvrability; by radio—guidance the airplane carriers are kept it

a certain distance.

- 
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False targets are equipped with,

a) passive reflectors with rada r r eflex surfac e at least equal
V 

to the true targets

-
V - V false target ~ d~true target (12.2)

(Ca lculatio n of V passive reflectors is given in point 10.1, p. 246

of copy. -

V b) active responder of the ~tranapoflder0 type, with output power

corresponding to the reflex surface of the concealed target. The

radiation diagram for receiver and transmitter antenna mUst be as

similar as poisible to the distribution of the ref lex surface of the

true air plane . In the firs t approximation, the radar reflex surfac e

of the air plane can be replaced by a sphere , which therefore means

that the radiation diagram of the receiver and transmitter antenna

on the bait must also be spherical.

On the basis of equation (8.21) the necessary power, ~~ , is obtained

V 

~~~ ch the transmitter must radiate at the false target

(12.3)

where, Pi = radar pulse power ;
V c = radar antenna amplification ;

Grad — false target antenna amplification ( for spherical

radiation diameter we have Gc — 1);

• radar ref lex surface of the target which is to be protected;

R — radar——fals e target distance .

If the false targe t is loca ted at
• a distanc e f~ om the tru e target

whieh is less t~~n or equal to angular or distanc e aspirati on of the

radar , the false and the tr ue ta $ melt into one.
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The separation of the rad ar by coordin ates ( Fig . 12.4) is given by,

Fig. 12.4. separation of rada r by coordina tes.

separation by distance (12.4)

sepa ration by azimuth 180 (12.5)

separation by elevation ~~~= 

180 (12.6)

where, ~r • radar pulse duration;

c = velocity of light;

azimuthal beam width,

A€~. elevation beam width

R distance.

-
- ~~~-

V 

~~~~~~~~~~~
/
/ N

Afb

Fig. 12.5. General case of interrelationship, between radar A with

beam width b~€ ,  false tar get LC and tru e target C.
‘3.’
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Fr om the general case of the interre lationship, between the radar,

the false target, and the true target, such as shown in Fig. 12.4 ,

- . one obtains the maximal distance between the true target and the

false target

L~~_.!_ - (12.7)
Sia m

The distance component of the position must thereby always be within

V 
the separation (resolution) boundaries by distance

(12.8)

12.2. PULLED FALSE ~~RGET

An airplane or a ship can pu].l a false ta rge t behind themselves .

If they pull it at a distance which is smaller or equa l to resolution

c~pibi1ities of the radar by coordina tes (equations 12.4 to 12.8),

- 
-. the atme merging effect of the true and the false target appears on

the radar , with coordina tes which correspond to the middle bet~,een
- V 

the true and the false ta rget .

V 
The pulled false target can also be used as a “bait” for anti—aircraft

rockets , In this case , all the way to the instant of launching the

r ocket toward s the airplane b the false bait with the reflex surface

larger than that of the airplane which it pr otects im present either

on or in the air plane , At the instant that the guiding of the rocket

toward the airplane commenced , the false targ et separat es and its

distanc e slowly increases. The rocke t transfe rs from true target

to false target . This method is especially successful against rockets

having their own self—guidance systems and in case of night fighters

equipped with self—guidance (au~~Pi)ot) instaltatio~s.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  I T ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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12.3. E3EC~~D FALSE Th~RGET

r Ejection or throwing out of false target from the airplane is used

as pr otection of the airpla ne again st anti -aircraft rockets or
V. intercept or fighter planes equipped with. autopilot (under night

conditions).

For e jected false target to be effective, the following conditions
-

- V must be fulfilled , 
-

— ra dar reflex surface for it must be considerably larger than

the radar reflex surface of the airplane which it is protecting ,

— its falling ( descent) ra te must be such that it can sustain
itself as long as possible in the space limited by the resolution

capabilities of the radar by coordina tes. This is so that the ra da r

- 

I for self—guidance on the rocket would for sur e “hook” onto the false

target .

The falling ra te is determined by the weight, as well as the bal listic

- V 
and aerodynamic properties of the false targ et, Since even the most

favorable properties do not make it possible for the false targ et to - 

-

sustain itself in the air f3r sufficient ly long time, the false target 
- V

is equipped with a small motor , Several seconds afte r the launching

— 
the motor sharply turns the false target and works a few seconds more .
1’he result of this maneuver is, longer sus tenance in the space limited
by separation capabilities of the radar . Figure 12.6 shows the route

of the ejected false target with own drive (b) and without such drive (a)-

inside the space limited by separation capabilities of the radar by

distance D (equation 12.4), by azimuth N ( equa tion 12.5), and by

elevation V (equation 1~ .6) .
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The radar reflex surfac e on the false target must be considerably

larg er than the radar reflex surface of the airplane which the false

~ $ 
- target is protecting . In practice , it suffices that

~ fa1se target ~ 5—10 
~ true target

V! 1

— — —
_____ Vir-—------- -

~~~r 

. p _—i
• I I I sek~~~ secI —4, I I

Fig. 12,6. E jecti oi of fala~ targets a — wi thout drive, b — with

own drive mechanism.

Such a large reflex surface is obtain ed b~y combinin g passive reflectors

( point 10,1.1., p. 246 of cow or by combining

passive reflectors with active responders ( point 10,1,1,, p. 246 of 
V

copy~ V V
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XIII EFFECT OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS ON ELEC~~ ONIC EQUIP~~11?

Nuclear explosions , especially high-altitude ones, have an important

Characteristic and multiple effect on the operation of electronic

equipment . V

The explosion of a nuclear bomb equ ivalent to 1 Mt of conventional

TNT explosive produces approxima te ly ~~~~ free electrons (p- particles).

This quanti ty approxima tely corresponds to the total number of free

electrons in the Earth ’s ionosphere . Through the explosion , a

- 
- 

tremendous amount of energy ( approxima tely lO~~ calories ) is libera ted

within a very short time (less than 1 microsecond ) • The consequence

of this are tremendous change s in pressures and tempe ra tures , besides

this , the ener gy of the explosion also create s x— and ka.ray s and

neutrons of various velocities. The consequences are , shock ( impact) ,

—
~ light , thermal, electroma gnetic , and ioniza ti on effect, wi th different

action or. people and electronic equipment. Here we shall talk only

about the effect of nuclear explosion on electronic equi pment.

13.1 EFFE CT OF SHOCK WAVE

During a high -alti tud e or surface nuclear explosion a shock wave is

created which pr opa gates at a rate of 350—450 rn/sec from the center

of explosion toward the periphery, by its power destro ying all the

j  obstacl es that ar e in the way.

__  __  
—__
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Even though electroni c equipment is in most cases located in such

r ~~~
, a way that it is protected more or less from the direct action of

r
1- shock waves, their antennas are in every case - due to the req uired

propagation of electr oma gnetic waves - the most exposed. Out of

the antennas, the most exposed are anten nas of radar navigational

and radar—relay equipment and facilit ies, since for their optimal

operation they are set up on exposed points of the terrain.

Therefore , shock waves due to nuclear explosions destroy ante nna

systems of electronic equipment and facilities.

13.2 EFFECT OF IONIZATI ON RADIATION

The tre mendous amount of libe ra ted electrons , x— and g’- rays , as

a result of nuclea r explos ion , and also the large current of neutr ons

of various velocities has a twofold effect on the operation of the

electr onic equipment . Fir st,, due to radiatio n the pr opertie s of

the material and the element f rom which the electronic equipment

is made change , and secondly , the free electrons and explosion

products creat. at the explosion site an ionized cloud , which in

turn *tte nua tes, reflects , or introduces greater or, smaller degree

of refraction in the itine ra ry of electroma gnetic waves. Therefore ,

change s in the ‘way of propagation of electro magnetic waves are the

othe r effect of ionizing radiation .

Changes in the V proP!rt~eR of the material

Under the effect of ionizing radiation there occurs a change in

the pr operties of the material from which the components of the

electr onic equipment ar e made and hence changes occur in its

individual or combined Pezforman~~ .,

V 
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The changes in the prop erties of irradiated material can be temporary

and permanent. The temp orary ones are present on the material only

durin g its exposure to ionizing radiation . After the cessation of

radiation , the materia l again assumes its initial pr operties . In

permanent changes, the change s remain present also aft er the

irradiation of the material or the element has ceased. These changes

result in tha t the electronic equipment under radiation of lesser

intensity operat es with dItars *Vperfo~ —noeLor there can even be

a short—term break in its operatio n . With increas ed radiation , tota l

breakdown in the operation of the electronic equipment can occur

due to permanent changes in the material or the elements .

The main pr operties of the electronic equipment components which

chan ge under the effect of ionizing radiation are given in Table 13.1.

Tests have shown that there exists a different dependence of the

V 

change in the prope rtie s of various electronic components on the

stren gth of ionizing radiation , i.e. on neutron current and gI-radiation .

The results of these tests are ~hovn in Figs . 13.1 and 13.2. The

start of the- effect ( left end of compact line) corresp onds to the

exposure dosage at which the first permanent changes in the prop ertie s V

of a component part of an electronic equipment are noticed. These

permanent change s make it impossible to have the particular component

part function in a regula r fashion, thereby affecting also the

operation of the electronic equipment as a whole. 
V

B7 suitable selection of the elements which the electronic equipment

is composed of, their sensitivi ty to ionizing radiation can be

reduce d to a minimum .
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I critical properties of electronic equipment

~ 

components component. which change under the effect of
ionizino radi ation 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

tempora ry change permanent change
____- —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - - V

resistors resistance, especial ly resistance
• ____________-— 

with high-ohmic ones

cøndensers dielectric constant and capacitivity
losses in insulator (capacitance)

‘vacuum electronic currents of individua l cathodic emission,
tubei electrodes electrode current s ,

steep slope characteri stig
-

~ electroni c tube s ignition tension ignition tensions
filled with gas anode—cathode, cathode

• nets - extinction tensions
anode—ca thode

semiconduc tor conducting current change in the
diodes chara cteristics

transistors current thr ough tra nsistor change in the charac-
teristics and aaspli—
fication factor

V photo-diodes “dark ” current sensitivity

photo -.resistors “dark” resista nce sensitivi ty

• . combined iniulation resiatance insulation resistance,
elements electrical conductivity conductivi ty.

__________________________ contact reiistance

V Table 13.1. Critica l prop erties of electronic equipment components

which change under the influence of ionizing radi ation.
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Fig. 13.1. change in the properties of electronic elements as a

function of the neutron currents 1 — electronic tubes, 2 — semi—

conductor diodes , 3 — germanium diodes, 4 - silicon diodes,

5 — Zene r diodes, 6 — transistors (28 kinds ‘wi th different base

thicknesses) , 7 — NF germanium transistors , 10 — VF silicon tran—

sistors, 8 — VF germanium transistors , 9 — NP silicon tra nsistors ,

10 — Vt silicon transistors, 11 — resistors, 12 — converters ,

13 — magnetic materia ls , 14 - permalloy, 15 — transformer plate, V

16 — solar cells.
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Effect on propaqation of electromagnetic waves

Neutrons, .
~ 

and x—rays, ultraviolet radiation, and a large number

of (
~ 
particles after a nuclear explosion ionize the atmosphere, as

a result of which there occurs att enuation , reflection, or refraction

in the route of the electromagnetic waves if they pass through an

ionized region .

*j~~~~-*fter a nuclear explosion there appears a small fiery ball

which introduces so much attenuation tha t it is totally “nontransparent”

— -~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ = =
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Fig. 13.2. Change in the properties of the ma terial and e1e~nents

used in electronics as a function of ionizing rad iation dosage s

1 — phosphors, 2 — optics and optical glasses, 3 — IC—technology

elements , 4 — light—sensitive elements (photo—elements), 5 — resistors,

6 — batteries, 7 — teflon , 8 — polys tyr .n.,9 — ceramics, 10 — con-

densers, 11 — tantalum condensers , 12 — polystyrene condensers,

13 — mica condensers , 14 — electronic tubes.
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for electromagnetic ‘waves, If the itinerary ( route ) of the electro—

magnetic waves passes through the center of a nuclear explosion , -

it at that instant becomes disrupted . As the fiery ball rises and

3xpands, its temperature decreases and it becomes “transparent.”

Attenuation as a function of electron concentration in the atmosp here -

is given by expressions

~~~~~~~~~~~ (13.1)

where s n = number of electrons per

4 frequency in Hz ,

= attenuation in db/km.

on the basis of equation (13.1) one can calculate the req uire d

electron concentration per in2 , by virtue of ‘which attenuation is -

introduced at fre quency f. The required number of electrons is

given bys 
-

n_~~~~.1O3_ 2,22 1O3~~f2 (13. 2) -

As can be seen from expression (13.1), attenuation at higher -

frequencies is smaller than attenuation at lower freq uencies . This

means that “nontransparency” of ionized a tmosphere for short wave— V

length s will be shorter in time than the “nontransparency” for

longer wavelengths.

~~ the altitude at which nuclear explosion occurs depends also

the duration of the ioni7-ation effect. This is so because the

lifetime of free electrons ( energy loss) increases with increased

altitude, due to the rarer ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ In dense air, at sea level ,

the ave ra ge lifetime of free electrons is approxima tely ~~~ micro-

second. This means that nuclear explosions at alti tude s below V

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - -—
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15 km will not result in abundant attenuation . Disturbances will.

occur only in coiwaunications which use reflection from the iono—

sphere ( space wave in case of K? communications , tr~poscatter

- 

-, communications) • These distu rbance s or interfszenc s can last

also for severa l hours, depending on the wavelength and O2~~ tr’on

concentration.

13.3 ELECTR0MA~GNETIC EtFECTS

At the very instant of nuclea r explosion , i.e. as the “fiery ball”

J forms and then all the way until its decomposition , two electro-

magnetic effects show up. They are s powerful electromagnetic

pulse and electromagnetic ra diation of thermal origin at all the

frequencies, includin g here at the fre quencies of the rad ar and

radio signals .

The most damaging effect on electronic equipment, besides the
-

V ionization effect , is produce d by electrom agnetic pulse.

- 
- Electr omagnetic pulse is the consequence of very fast motion of

a vary large number of electr ons and ions at the insta nt of the

explosion0 The signals whict~ app ear thereby have a very wide

frequency spectr um , from low to very high freque ncies. Their

propagation is radial f rom the cente r of the explosion , similar to

the prop agation of light, The electroma gnetic pulse can ente r the

electronic equipment either through the antenna or through induct ion

via cables , lines, or conductors, In addition, the. strong magnetic 
V

field changes the properties of the magnetic materials (magnets,

magnetic memories, polarized relays, etc.).
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In the first case , i.e. during the entry of the electromagnetic
- 

V 

pulse via the antenna , an extremely strong signal arrives in the

electronic installation, so much so that it destroys the input

poles of the electronic equip ment .

In the second case , very high voltages (l0—50 000V ) can be induced

in the cables, lines, and conductors, which - due to the high current

they produce - destroy everything as they go along, 1~or injta~ce,

in case of high—frequency wire or cable communications the burning

out of the conductors , line amplifiers , terminal s4a-ti ma, :.baa*phone

exchanges , and similar , Tests have confirm ed that the duration of

the electromagn etic pulse is several milliseconds, that its component

in the freq uency range from 10 to 15 KH Z penetra tes also up to

90 meters deep into the ground, and that its effect is felt —

depending on the str ength of the explosion — also at a distanc e of

50 to 300 km from the center of the explosion.

In anothe r case, in the creation of a noise signal at the input
V 

into electronic equipment the “fiery ball” takes par t as the source

of it. It is firs t small and extremely hot , With passage of time,

it rises , expand s, and cools . During all this time it radiate s

electromagnetic waves, dependin g on its temperature (see point 7.1.5,

p. 199 of copy , and equations 7.33 and 7.34).

In electronic installations with sensitive receivers- and very large

antennae, especially if the antennas are directed in the direction V

of the explosion, there occurs a degradation in. the sensitivity of 
T

the receivers in a manner similar to wide—band Ja~ iing by noise.

The interference lasts until the “fiery cloud” sufficiently expands

and sufficientl y cools down • The average time that . this lasts is

several minu tes.
‘(-7
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Besides the enuaera ted effects as the consequence of an air nuclear

• explosion there emerges also synchronic noise generated by the free

electrons, the ~3-particles. These particles circulate in a spiral

-4 ; fashion around the geomagnetic field lines and they travel hours and

-) days f rom the northern to the southern hemisphere , until it disappear. .

The effect has been conf irmed in 3.958 at the occasion of a nuclear

explosion at the altitude of 300 km. The: electrons formed a “core”

around the Earth, measuring 100 km in thi ckness , which traveled

around the Earth for several hours . Since the strength of synchronic

noise drops approximately with the f~urth power of the freq~Lency

and has a radial orientation ( norma l to the geomagnetic field) , the

synchronic noise is not a seriou s factor in tj~e degradation of
V electronic equipment. Its effect is observed only in case of highly

- 
sensitive astronomic electronic installations.

V 
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THE DESTRUCTION OF ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS V 

-

Belgrade ELEK’2RONSKA PROTIVDEJSTVVA in Serbo-Croat ian - 1971 pp 326—331

(Chapter l~ from the book “Elektronska Protivdej stva ” (Electronic Counter—
V 

measures) by Aleksandar Razingar, published in the “Our Writers” Military- - V

Library] 
V 

- 

-
- - 

V

- 
- [Text ] Though every day they are experiencing increasing development and. -

J - 
V - - 

application, the methods and means of active and passive electronic counter—
measures cannot completely prevent the operation of electronic equipment and
systems. That is because the effect of electronic countermeasures is d.epen— V

dent on when they are applied and the conditions for propagation of electro— -

magnetic waves. However, if one wishes to completely neutralize a particu—
lar piece of electronic equipment, its physical destruction is still the -

most effective way of doing so. - - -

If a piece of electronic equipment is to be physically destroyed, one must -

first have precise data on its location. The data are obtained by elec— - 
V

tronic reconnaissance, .from agents , or in some other manner . -

The methods of destroying electronic facilities depend on their distance and 
V

- accessibility. In principle they can be divided into the method.~ of destroy— I -

ing nearby and accessible electronic facilities and methods of destroying 
- 

V

distant or inaccessible electronic facilities. - 
-

- 
- V

The capability of physical destruction of a piece of electronic equipment 
- 

V

compels the user of that equipment to keep it in constant movement, to main— -

tam strict security concerning plans governing its movement, and to have
reserve positions prepared and tested in advance. V 

- 
- V

Since it is very difficult to achieve this kind of organization of the con— -

V stant movement of a piece of electronic equipment (or system), so that its
operation at all positions would be optimal in every respect, the countering
effect achieved by physical destruction is actually dual. The duality is V

manifested in the less—than—optimal operation of the device because of its
constant movement, and second , in interruption of the operation because of
the destruction. In many cases the result of the first effect is Itself in-
adequate. V 

V 

- . 
V 
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14.1. Methods of Destroying Nearby Electronic Facilities 
-

V By “nearby” electronic facilities we mean those which are located in the vi—
cinity of the border, the front, etc. Their distance from the enein~ is suchthat they are in the range of the conventional weapons the enen~y possesses.

Artillery, mortars and. sometimes airplanes and demolition teams are used for
destruction. - 

- V 
- 

-

- 
- Since these are methods of a tactical nature, we shall not elaborate on them —

- here. 
- 

V

14.2. Methods of Destroying Distant Electronic Facilities 
-

V 

By- “distant” electronic facilities we mean those located in the enen~r’s
rear beyond artillery range. Bombing, airborne landings or demolition
teams have been used to destroy such facilities, and. they- are still in use

V toda~j-. For the action to be successful, one obviously must know the precise
location of the electronic facilities. Since only the approximate location
can be determined with the methods of electronic -reconnaissance, these data - V

are supplemented with the information from aerial photographs. All of these
procedures mean time spent in preparation, and the more complicated the ac-
tion , the longer that time will be. If the electronic facility- should be
moved to another position during those preparations, all the work done has

V been in vain. Special passive electronic homing devices have been developed V

to overcome this; they use the signal emitted. by the facility to be de— V

stroyed as a navigation radio beacon. In this case it is not even necessary
- to know the precise location of the electronic facility; it is sufficient to

V know its frequency and mode of operation. The passive homing devices are
mounted in airplanes or missiles. V 

- V

The airplane passive homing device consists in principle of a receiver, an
-‘ 

- indicator and an antenna with a highly directional characteristic (Figure V

- 
- 

14.1). The highly directional antenna beam is set at a small eccentric an—
• gle A~~ with respect to the airplane ’s axis. The antenna beam is mechani—

cally or electrically rotated. V V 
• V - 

-

- - 
- - ~~~— — 7 ~~~~~~

. 
~~~~~ 

.
~~~~~ 

- 
.

Figure 14.]. Principle of the aircraft passive homing device: 1——antenna;
V 2—receive r; 3——indicator; C——facility being homed on.

The receiver compares the signal received from the respective quadrant s of
the antenna’s rotation. If all four incoming signals are equal, the source

- 

- 
-

___  V 
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- of the radiation is located in the direction I—C , i.e., in the equal—signal
4 zone. It is customary to install the device on the aircraft so that the• equal—signal zone coincides with the axis of the aircraft’s flight.

If the signals received from the different quadrants are not equal, that
pteans that the line from the aircraft to the target does not coincide with

V the flight axis. The pilot must handle the plane so as to equal5 ze the sig.-
na.ls received and. thereby bring the aircraft into the position where the - - -flight axis and direction to the target coincide.

This method of passive homing is quite precise, particularly- since it in—
creases as the distance decreases, because at smaller distances the widths

V of antenna beam are smaller. - -

From the technical standpoint there are several methods of design from a ro— Vtating antenna with switching to a multielement antenna at rest which is
connected to mu.ltichanne]. receivers. - 

V

A device which begins homing at distances up to 1,500 kin has been installed
on the American F—105 fighter. The aircraft is led to the target area with

V 
an accuracy of ±200 meters. Heavy bombs are used as a weapon to destroy an
electronic facility, and the use of tactical atomic bombs is also envisaged. V

Because of the possibility of the aircraft’s being destroyed on its way to - 
-or from the target and-- especially in the area of the target, which, if it is

important , is usually well defended with air defense facilities, missiles
have been developed to destroy electronic facilities. -

Missiles for destroying electronic facilities consist in principle of a pas—
sive homing guidance device which is usually located in the tip of the mis— —

su e , the explosive part , the solid—fuel or liquid—fuel propulsion system
- and the flight control assembly. The missile is launched from an aircraft

- at a safe distance from enen~y air defense (15—80 kin) in the direction of theelectronic facility- one wishes to destroy (Figure 14.2). - 
V

- -
-

•

. 

•
~ “ 

. 
V 
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-

- - .
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V
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V
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Figure 14.2. Launching a missile for homing guidance on an electronic fa—
cility . - V
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In principle the head of the missile used for homing guidance consists of anantenna, a receiver and a contro l device. The antenna may emit a beam which
rotates eccentr1e~~j y, or four Simultaneous beams , one for each quadrant.
In the first case one receiver is needed with switches at the input and thebutput ; in the latter one needs four receivers, one for each quadrant (Fig-ure 14.3). The input signal from the antenna A arrives through the receiver
B at a winding of the command relay C. If the signals in both channels (Iend II or III and Iv) from a single direction are the same, the currents are

- 
- - also equal in both vindings of the relay C, and the control mechanism——the

fins of the missile—is 5.n the neutral position, i.e., in the position for• straight—line flight. If one signal is greater than the other, there is a
difference of current in the vindings of the relay C, and therefore the finsof the rocket move accordingly . 

- The missile changes direction ur’til balance
is again established, i.e., until its flight direction coincides with the
line to the electronic facility. -

In addition to the basic elements we have enumerated, the receivers on the
missile can scan through a wide frequency range. The homing guidance head
itself can memorize the line taken to the electronic facility, which is in—
dispensable should the electronic facility cease emitting as a defensive
measure. The missiles are also equipped with altitude fuses which cause
them to explode between 15 and. 30 meters above the electronic facility.
Detonation causes the missile ’s explosive charge to explode into countless

- 
particles, and antenna systems are destroyed. - 

-

4~~~~~~~~a c

V - ~~4%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
• -Ea 3 - ~~j -~ __
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-

Figure 14.3. Principle of the assembly for passive homing guidance of a
- 

missile: a——quadrants (cross section of antenna beams), b——
- block diagram; A——antennas of quadrants I, II, III, IV; B——

V receivers of quadrants I, II, III, IV; C——command re1a~r ; D——
control system——rocket fins. -

- The maximum range at~ which homing guidance is still possible with a particu—
lar head is obtained in the following way : 

- 
-

- 
A signal of the following magnitude is received from the electronic facilityat the receiver of the homing guidance head:

• - I

V 

- 
•

• 373
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~pr1,J ‘~ 
(
~
‘el Gel 0r ‘ X2)/(41R)2 ~ 

V ~ 
V ~ (i4.i)

V I .  
• ‘ ip which 

~prij = incoming signal , -

~e1. transmitting power of the electronic facility,Gel amplification of the antenna of the electronic facility,
- 

V 0r amplifica tion of the antenna of the homing guidance head ,;~ 
V 

V 

V R = distance. - 
- 

V

:: The minimum incoming signal is equmi. to the noise level of the receiver,which is adjusted upward by the safety factor y, which ensures proper op—eration of the guidance system. 5,~ 
- 

V
- - - 

-

- 
- P~j~ V� ~ Nrecejver noise - 

- - (ih.2) -
- in vh1ch ].~ c y < ~~ V - 

-

V The relation between the amplification G arid the effective surfac e of the 
-antenna A of the homing guidance head is given as 

• 
- 

-

~V (Cr/Ar) = (4w/A 2) - 

- 

- - V 

- 

- (14.3) 
- 

-

Using the equations (14.3, 14,2 and ih.i), we obtain the expression for -
-

~ maximum distance - 

V 
- -

Rmax (
~ei 

Gel A)f(4 . • y . Nrecejver noise) (14 4)
• 

- The distance obtained in this way is the maxim um. For practIcal purposesmissiles are launched later for the sake of guidance reliability. - 
V 

-

- Missi1e~ of this type are known even from World WaiL II. The Germans used -the Max—R and Radieschen rockets against short—wave and very—short—wave - 
V

- - trRn~In~tters. - 
V 

-

Several kinds of missiles of this type are manufactured today. The Corv~is
- 

- missil~ (United States) is designed to attack electronic facil!tiés on~~~ ships; its range is about 120 km. Another missile of this kind, is the
- G.AM—57 Crossbow, with a range of about 320 kin, a launch weight of 907 kg, V - -

- V - a velocity of 310 meters/second, and a solid—fuel motor. The -third. missilein the family is the Longbow, which is launched from an airplane in the man—ncr described in Figure 14.2 at a distance from the target that is safe for 
-the aircraft . A range of about 800 km has been achieved. 

V 
- 

V

In the Vietnam war the Shrike missile, which has a range between 50 and 75 km -

end an accuracy of ±15 meters V
*fas used against electronic facilities from theA-i., £6, A-7 and F—4 airplanes. The rocket homes on pulsed radars, whose 

-pulse frequency is between 390 and 1,550 pulses/second and have an operati ng-

. 
freq~ency between 3,900 and 6 ,200 MHz. Solid fuel is used for propulsion.Should, the radar cease to operate during homing guidance, the missfle con—tinues its flight along the memorized trajectory. The use of these missiles

- :
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XV CONSTRUC TION CONCEPTI ON OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND u S  EFFECT

ON C0UN TERME~SURES

— In the preceding chapters it was seen that through the broad spectrum

of electronic countermeasures one can more or tees effectively affect

all the performances of electronic equipment and the reby preven t its

application in the decisive moment,

To what extent electronic equipment will be sensitive to electronic

countermeasures depends not only on the nature of its use but a]so

on its cons truction conception . In other words , this means that a

simple electron ic equipment can be disabled by relative ly simple

electron ic countermeasures. On the other hand , the opera tion of

t~iat electronic equipment where measures again st electronic defense

were taken into consideration still during its design viii he much

more difficult to disable by electronic countermeasure. and this effect
‘

~~ will not always be one hundred percent . Below ye shall give certain

recommenda tions which should be kept in mind in the design of the

construction conception of an installation so as to render it as least

sensitive as possible to the heretofore known electroni c countermeasures,

15.1. COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

The construction conception of communications equipment must be such

that it enables,

371’
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- a) rapi d and accura te change in the fr ~qu.ncy within a wide =

frequency range, For thi s purpose, very suitable are frequency

synthesis.rs with conditiona l marking of the channel; 
V

- . b) a change in the outpu t tran smitting power dependin g on the

req uired rang e s

c) increase in the output transmitting power, in case of jamm ing,

for the sake of increasing the ratio “ intelligent signal— ’ inte rference” j~
d) use of such types of modulation which render simultaneous

encoding of information impossible ;

e) time compromising of information so that emitting would be

done within the shor test possible time ;

f)  application of antenna systems with directed radiation and

minimal side fans; 
V

g) rapi d conversion from one modulation to another;

h) application of optimal receiver with vari able permeable width

and maximal signa l——noise ratio ; 
V

i) conditional marking of frequency divi3ions on the installations

and the accessory measuring equipment.

The installations must be )~ziit so that they guarantee maxl,mum

reliability both of the component part s and the installation as a

whole.

15.2. RADAR EQUIPMENT

a) construction of antenna system must be such that it enables

accurate determination of location of the target within the sh rte .t

possible- time. Therefor e, and to improve the signal—-interference

ratio, the antenna system must haves

379
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— as directed as possible ra diation diagram;

— ra diation diagram wi th minimal side fans ;

— multi—fan antenna radiation diagram in radars which search a

large sector by eleva tion ;

— rapid turning of anten na or

— arhythmtcal preprogra mmed rapid searching of the space with

narrow antenna beam, and 
-

— radiation of electromagnetic energy into the space only when

this is necessary for detection; and during the remainin g time - —
V 

operation of quality artificial antennas without parasytic radiation.

b) The wave—conducting radar system must be such that, V

— sta nding waves are minima l, and

- coupling, of individual wave- conducting sections ate done with

quality so that no paralytic radiation occurs on them.

c) Radar transmitter must haves

— high output transmitting power due to the high signal—noise

ratio;

— variable output transmitting power , dependin g on the dista nce

of ob~servation and the signa l——interference ratio;

- permanently or periodically variable pulse f reqiaency ;

— variable pulse length ;

— use of transmitting pulse of such a shape whose reproduction

is not easy, and

— arhytI~~ic prepro9rammed change in trans mittin g frequency from

pulse to pulse.

d) Beside this , the radar receiver must have a maximal signal—
noise ratio, it should have integrated all heretofore known de fense
measures against radar countermeasures (from special wheels to

- 

I
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optimal reception technique).

e) All scales , divisions , and designations on installa tions as

well as on accessory measuri ng equipment must be in arbitrar y units.

This is expressly important for data on frequency and sensitivity,

i.e. for da ta which are obtained by radio reconnaissanc e,

f) ~~.-_- crew mannin g the installation or the sy stem must be well

acquanited with th~ effects produced by electronic counte rmeasur es

on their particular install ation and with the effectiveness of

electronic defense measures.
p.

g) The installation must be so construc ted that rapid change in

position is impossible.

h) Above all , the entire production of the installation mus t be

such that it guarant oss maxima l reliability both of the component

parts as of the installation as a whole.
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Some ground and airborne electronic countermeasure devices
used by the Armed Forces of’ the USA’

- 

—~ ~f !~
54

~~ r* av on napomena
i~~~ 

j • _~ 2 3 4 S

~~Ure4sjI na slckticn*o lzvldsnje I anshru
AN/AL~~~5 qs-1’voe Iaip.bs 6 e R8-66 C
AN/ALA.-4 ~~

I
~ s’ inIpul.s Hallicrafters B-Si 00-66 C

AN/ALD..14 ganiometar 
~
.- A RodiJ~~~ bcock F-4B, S-2D/B

AW/ALD—.4 kasipkt as elekuona~o 4 MtIpsr 00-47, 0-52
Mvldanj s

~N/ALD...S Icuaplet pdjrei”&a 4. Rsytheos RC-135B
AN/ALD.—2$ ics o-met.r*i koniplet 

~AN/ALD—SI gonlo-metar ~ Sanders
AN/ALD—4XN—l gonlo-metar .poiioe~mija~ LIV
AI4/ALQ-41 kounpiet is lsv1dan~eL Akboni e RF-48 C RP -I1IA

Om~~~~e Instruments Lab. RA-5c, A-6A B-iA
AN/ALR komplet pr1jrei~Ilra Huetline EC-121
AN/ALR—2 kounplct prij enmiks Avco Corp. F-Il l
AN/ALR—$ kompict ps$jcunnlka Raytheon Morn. lvi,.
AN/ALR.-.)2 srljemsdk ~ Sylvania B-5$
P 1~LL...lS komplet pnjcunnika. ~~~~~csn R ectroniC

AN/ALR—17 komplet prij emulka as Electronic FR-4C USA F
rsdarske f~ckvenclje Specialty 1(8-66, 0-32

AN/ALR—lt komplet prljemnlka General Ekctr. B-52H
AN/ALR—.19 kounpiet prlj emnika RCA B 5 2  866 USA F
AN/ALR-.-20 psnoramski pti~emnik.~ Elcctr. Specialty EA-IF, P-3A
AN/APA—.144 om1~~’or signals m tar.) BC-h uH
M4/AA4—9S pdjemalk radars ‘?~ HsH&ci.ftets 047, B-52’ 1(846 

________

‘data from “Wehr und Wirt schaft ,” No. 5/1969, pp. 301—30k

Key : 1 — Designation ; 2 — type ; 3 — Manufacture ; 4 —

Integrated inaairplane ; 5 — remark .
a — Devices for electronic reconnaissance and analysis ; b —
pulse analyzer; c — gonloenieter ; d — set for electornic
reconnaissance; e — receiver set ; f — goniometer set ; g —

goniometer ; h - warning goniometer ; i - set for reconnaissance
and jamming; j — receiver ; k — receiver set for radar
frequencies ; 1 — panoramic receiver; ni - signal analyzer ;
n - radar receiver.

~to
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_ _  
4 

_ _ _ _

AN/APR— 14 prhj emnik A’ Raytheon 0-53 Ihyidalki komplet prijem- Lotsi Corp. 0-52
nRa

AN/APR—IS lgvidiibi koinpiet prijem- Motorola RA-SC

ER—142 g asetar ITEK/Applied F- l00~ P405 USA P
Technology RF-~~autorasgakl komplet za Sylvania RC-150 USA P

AN/ASR—S lsvldan e
AN/APR—27 . .uposorcnie ad ispaliene Magnuvox P-4B nidea

pry rikete
AN/APR—36 . ‘ uposorenje od radari Itek/App. Techa. F- lOS
AN/APR—37 upozorenje ad radar. Itch/App. Technol .

AN/APS—IOS vpozorenie ad radars Dalmo.Vlctor 0-52 USA P
AN/APS.- 107 upozorenje ad radars Bendix Pacific - 

F-lOg, P.40

if R.sd.rakl uredaj i prociadejstsva :
A�4/APA.—159 t4uidar Hazetline BC- 1210/H
AN/APA—)62 J~karsograf.kl radar Goodyear
AN/APD.—4 ~radazski ~‘~~ i ITT Fed. Electr. 3-47, 3-52, 046
ANIAPH—2 ~~ I .i.4*ya,u~l ureda~ NA/Autonetic. 8-52
AN/APQ—S5 ~~~~ bodno asmatrsn)e Goodyear RF4C
AN/APQ—56 Fkatocsfskl radar WestInghouse 1(8-47
AN/APQ—59 ~~sdar as boeno osmatranje
AN/APQ—73 ~~rodar is bolno osinatranje Goodyear SR-7 I

I ar sintetakom antencen
AN/APQ— 102 J radar aS botho osmatrsnje Guodyear/Varian *tP-4B/C/D
AN/APQ-.4OUAI I ksrtogrsf.skl radar Condustron 51( 71
AN/APQ—133 eadar bo~~o oomseranj~ Motorola AC-h O
AN/APS—73 radar a bo~~o . alzonj~ IBM/Goodyear HU.i~~ ______

Key: a - receiver ; b — reconnaissance receiver set ; c —
goniometer; d — automatic reconnaissance set ; e — warning
from fired first rocket; f - warning from radar ; 9 g — radar
countermeasure devices ; h - radar ; i - cartographic radar ;
j - radar installation , k - marking device , 1 — radar for
side observation , m — radar for side observation with s
synthetic antenna , n — radar for side observat ion , o —

radar for side observation .
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AN/APS—$$A ~.d.r as bolno osmatranja Tease Instrumenta/

ANIAPS—N I 111du a bobio osnistranj i Motorola
j  AJQAP$—95 ~.s~ onchi radar Hme’1~.e EC-121, RC-121

4uredsji p,OtIVdej.tSVI u kontejnerskom uisteunu:
AN/ALQ—17/V j~hoetejser elekirossakog General ElectrIc P406, P-Il IA

AN/ALQ— 101 k~~~j~~~ e1ektronskog Wesdnghodas Fl-li IA, P.4 ~ mivoj
~~~ v6~~~~ f_ .

ANIALQTII trenaSer ometanja 117 GilfIllan 5-47, 3.52, 34$
AN/ALQTS/4 sintulator ometanja Reflectone 3-53. I-SI
AN/ALQ—$l kounpict sktlvnog mustafi Hughes F-ID), T-33, 5-32 USA F

lumont 8-57, 08-66
F-JOS D/F

AN/ALQ—72 kompkt akdvnog ometah ~~~~~~~ USA P

AN/A14—76 lumni ometaf Dou ias/Raytheon A-4, M4A raor *.rhnJt
AN/ALQ—75 pelj emnllrlometaf Lotal P-SC mot ks

• AN/ALQ—S0 ttmtnl oinetae Hallicrafter CV-2, OV- I muru. non
AN/ALQ—$6 uredsi as prodvdej. Bunkar/P.amo BA-U
AN/ALQ—U uredsj prodviners Sanders Ass.
AN/ALQ—9$ •akdvni ometaf General Instruments -

ANIALQ— lOO •kdvisi ometaf Sanders A-4, A-6 A-7 mornarics
AN/ALT—U/B predajnik ometanja 8-47, 8-32

AN/ALT—)3 pr.d.jnifr ametanja hlaflicraften 3-47, 3-32

Key: a — radar for side observation ; b — radar for side
observation ; c — airplan e radar ; d — countermeasure devices
in container system ; e — electronic countermeasure container ;
f - trainers ; g - jamming trainer ; h — jamming simulator ;
I — set of active jaminer by noise ; j — active jammer set ;
k — noise jammer ; 1 — receiver/j ammer; m — noise jammer ; n —
countermeas ure device; o — active jammer ; p — jamming receiver.
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AN/ALT—IS 4edslnik otneranja Rullk./Sperry ~~~~~~~~ ‘

AN/ALT—is ptsd.jnlk usnetasjs Hallicrafters 3-47, 3-32

A$/ALT—2iA I psidsjnlk olnetanja Litton avioul/brodool
AN/ALT—22 j prednjnik ometasjs General Eloctrhc 3-32
AN/ALT—V/V $usedsj ometsnja Lgtun Systems -

AN/ALT—U ~ pndajnIk cunetsaja Haflicrafters
I .Ureda jl as upcsorsnj :

AN/ALR—21 ad Mpaljivanja PA rakate Teas. Insenserents b-fl USA P
AN/ALR—23 ad Ispaijlvenja PA tcher. Avco Corp. P-lilA, 3-52 USA P
AN/ALR—3l onkumtar içaljene PA Loral Corp. P-lOS USA P

• . .
AN/APR—23$ pathul goniometseskl Melpar A.48

AN/APP.—23 ~vposounje & gonlcme- II~~~~f~~d USA F

• RA—SC, C. 123
C-ISO, C-141

AN/AP .—26 ad Ispaljlvanja PA rakste Itcc/Applied P400, F- 103 USA P

• C-47, C-123
C-ISO, 141

~~Uredsji a apitivmnje animljaulh signals
AN/ALH—4 ~/IR.gIISIO(On.kI unkoall Amps X 3-52

AN/ALR-4 ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
—

Key : a — jamming transmitter ; b — j amming device ; c -
jamming transmitter ; d — warning devices ; e — re firing of AA

• rocket ; f — goniometer of fired AA rocket ; g — passive
goniometer radar ; h — warning and goniometer radar ; I -
devices for recording of signals read ; j — magnetic tape
system readers .
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a pesivu. prodvdej stva:
AN/ALE—I ~Isbacivaf dipole Webcor
AN/ALE—2 lzbsdvaf dipola Haber Corp.
AN/ALE—.4 • lzbaclvad dipole Ryan
AN/ALE—S . labseivaf dipole Ryan
AN/ALE—Il ‘~1ahsdvse dipole Applied Science A-bA, S-2D
AN/ALR—24 ~ rdnl lzbsdvaf dipols Lundy Electronics
AN/ALB—25 r.ketnl lzbsclvai dipole Boeing 8-S2H
AN/ALE—2$ lzbsdvad dipole Geitersi Dynamlcs F-Il IA
AN/ALE—29 Izbscivaf dipole Goodyesr/Tracor F- I l l
AN/ALF.—30 isbacivaf dipole Lundy Electronics A-U
AN/ALE—32 abs ivad dipole Lundy Electronics EA-6A

•~~ Uredail a aktivna proilvdej stvs

• AN/ALQ ~ iomplet ometafa • Hyghes Aircraft F-IOl, F-i02

AN/ALQ—16 ~kcinplet akilvoog ometa6 Sylvania 8.5$
AN/ALQ—17 raktlvnl ometaf Rughes/Gen. Electr
AN/ALQ—l9 .ktl,n& amend Sanders Ass. A-4

• AN/ALQ—23 sktivnl ometse Webcor A-4
AN/ALQ—2$ chtivnl amend Loral
AN/ALQ—35 .kdvnl ometaf Litton raavoj
AN/ALQ—37 aktivnl ometad American Electronic rszvoj
AN/ALQ~~4l akuvni amend X podru~ja Sanders/Raytheon A-6A
AN/ALQ._46 akdvni omeiae Raytheon
AN/ALQ_.49 akuvni ometa~ Sanders Ass. A-4, A-S. RA-SC ‘mornsrlcs
AN/ALQ_5 I skcivni ometaf S podr adja Sanders Ass. A-h, A-U, A-4

RA-SC, RF-lOl
AA/ALQ_~ 3 aküval ometad Lcral/Bunker/R.mo BA-bA mornarics

AN/ALQ—SS ‘~kr. ometaf Iwnom Sanders Ass. A-3D. IA-U
lA-SC

AN/ALQ.-5$ aktivnl ometai Litton E-2A
A)1(ALQ-49 hempi. s~~. on~e.aija Hshllcrsfters I-SI. 1.10SF j USA P
AN/ALQ—7O kompi. ski. ometanla Raytheon RC-lSM I

Key: a — devices for passive countermeasures ; b — dipole
ejector ; c — wing dipole ejector ; d — rocket dipole
ejector ; e — devices for active countermeasures; f —

t jammer set ; g — active jammer set ; h — active jammer; I — a
active jammer X region ; j — active jammer S region~ k —

under development ; 1 — Navy ; m — active j aminer by noise;
n - USAF .
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